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A. 

l. 

INTRODUCTlON 

This skeleton argument1 is filed and served on behalf of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. 

("LBID") and Lehman .Brothers Holdings Scoltisb LP 3 ("SLP3") in acoordance with the 

Order of Mr Justice Hildyard dated 31 July 2019 (''the !Tildy.rd Order")2, and 

incorporates their written trial submissions in relation to the hearing of two directions 

applications, namely: 

(I) 

(2) 

The application dated l 6 Marob 2018 for dir~ons within the admini~trntion of 

Lehman Brothers Holdings Pie ("PLC", and the " PLC AppUcation")3. LBHJ is a 

party to the PLC Application. 

The application dated 16 March 2018 for directions within the administrdtion of 

LB Holdings Intermediate 2 Limited ("LBRI2'', the "LBRl2 Application"•• 

together with the PLC Application "tile AppUcatlon.1"). SLPJ is a party to the 

LBlil2 Application. 

B. THE PARTrES 

2. LBHI is the US parent company ofihe Lehman Brothers Group (''the l.,ebman Group"). 

Oo 15 September 2008, LBHJ e.ntered Chapter 11 proceedings in the US. SLP3 is a 

Scottish limited partnership forme(l on 25 April 2007. SLPJ is indirectly owned and 

ultimately controlled by LBHl. LBfll bas held the "¥LC Sut,.;Debt" (as described below) 

since 19 April 2017 and SLP3 has held the "LBHI2 Su.II-Notes'' (as described below) 

since I May 2007. LBID and SLP3 are both represented by Weil, Gotshal & Manges 

(London) LLP ("Weil"). 

J. The other parties are as follows: 

(.I) On the PLC Application; 

(a) The Joint Liquidators of LB GP No I Li.mited (in liquidation) (''GP-I"). 

GP I is a subordinated cre-ditor of PLC. GP l is represented by Charles 

Russell Speechlys LLP ("CRS''). 

References in this Skeleton Argument to the trial blll\dJe,; are in the fonn (8'1mdlc lctterl'V' Volume 
nurobor (where applirub/e)l'T' T1b Numbor (where app/icab/e)IP•ge nu.mbcrl. 
IAl1'llll26-229J, 

IAIT3/21-23I. 
wnn-Jt. 
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(2) 

(b) 

(c) 

Oeutsohe Bank A.G. (London Branch) ("Dcuuchc Bank"). Deutsche 

Bank is a <rreditor of GP! (and therefore an 'indirect' creditor of PLC). 

Deutsche Bank fa represented by Sidley Austi.n LLP ("Sidley''). 

The Joint Administrators of PLC, who are represc,ntcd by Hogan Lovells 

LLP ("Bogan LoveU,''). 

On the LBH12 Application; 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The Jomt Administrators of PLC. PLC 1s a subordinated crcdito.r of 

LBHI2. 

Deutsche Bank. 5 Deutsche Banlc bas an indirect economic interest in the 

suborilinated debt of LBHI2 because it is an ' indirect' creditor of PLC 

(see above). 

The Joint Administrators of LBBI2, who arc represented by Dentons. Ul( 

1111d Middle East LLP ("Denton,"). 

C. THE ISSUES TO BE DETERMINED 

4 . As set out in further detai( below, lhere is a strong degree of overlap6 between the two 
Applications, which rafsc common questions reloting to whether dared subordinated debts 

issued by entities within the Lehman Group to other entities within the Lehman Group 

rank for distribution (a) before, (b) after or, (c) pari passu with each other. lo the ca~e of 

PLC, 1he relevant instruments where ranking needs to be assessed are the "PLC Sub-

Debt" and "PLC Sub-Notes .. (as described below); aod in the case or LBHI2, the 

"LBHI2 Sub-Debt'' and the "LBHI2 Sob-Notes" (as descnood below). 

S LBH1/SLP3 will address the isS1Jes in the following order: 

(l) Issue 2 of the PLC Application ("PLC Ranking fScsue")7. This is the issue of 

whether the claims ofLBffi under the PLC Sub-Debt rank for distribution before, 

after or pari pa.vsu with the claims of GP I under the PLC Sub-Notes. On the PLC 

Ranking Issue; 

Deutsche Bank was joinod to lhe L BIIl2 Application on the Order of Mann J dated 24 July 2018 (the 
"Mano Order") [A/I'l 1/216-225] (sec also at (2018] EWHC 2017 (Ch), at [I]), but on tbc basis !hat it 
would not duplicate arguments being advanced by PLG. 
Sec Bruce 3, [6] (AIT'4/l5! (""Given .the overlap''); [7 j (A/T4115) (''There i.v ,a moteriol over/pp''). 
(Aff3/l2], 
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(2) 

(a) LBHT's position is that the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes rank parl 

pas.fu. 

(b) GPl and Deutsche Bank's3 position is that (LBHI's) PLC Sub-Debt :ranks 

junior to the PLC Sub-Note&. 

lBsuc l •of the LBfil2 Application ("LBHI2 Ranking Issue")' (together with. the

PLC Ranking Issue, "tbe Ranking Issues''). Th.is is the issue of whether the 

claims of SLP3 under the LBHI2 Sub-Notes rank for distribution before, after or 

pan passu with the claims of PLC under the LBHI2 Sub-Debl. 

(a) SLP3's position is that the LBID2 Sub-Note:. u.nd the LBRI2 Sub-Debt rank 

paripassu. 

(b) PLC and Deutsche Bank' s position10 is that (SLP'.3's) LBH12 Sub-Notes 

rank junior to the LBH12 Sub-Debt. 

(3) Issue I or the PLC Application (''Releage luuc")11
• This is the issuo of whether 

fue PLC Sub-Debt bas been released pursuant to the (New York law) Settl0m~nt 

Agreement eotered into as of 24 October 2011 between, aUJongst others, LBHJ 

and PLC ("the Scttlcaicnt A.RJ'ccmcnf'), 

(4) 

(a) LBHJ's position is that the PLC Sub-Debt has not been released. 

(b) Deutsche Bank's position is that the PLC Sub-Debt has been released in full 

or in part. 

Issue 4 ofthe PLC Application ("Discountfng luucu)12• This is the issue of 

whether or not the quantum of PLC' s liability under the PLC SI.lb-Notes falls to 

be discow.ued for djstribution purposes under Rule 14.44 of the Lnsolvency 

(England and Wales) Rules 2016 ("the 2016 Rules"), or by reference to some 

other method (nnd, if so, by which method). 

In its letter of 12 February 2018, Deutsche Bank's stated position io the alternative was tbat ''atthe w,ry 
leasf' tbe PLC Sub-Noles rank pa,.; pasl!U with the PLC Sub-Debi (Bruce 3, (105] [A/J'4/4Sl). LBID 
agrees. 
[A/J'l/21, 
Despite not bciog a party to the LBffi2 Application lllld not having standing to make submissions in 
relation to the LBHI2 Ranking Issue;, OP! bas none!hclcss indicated that it s-upports the position 
advanced by PLC and Deutsche Bank in relation to the I.Bl:ll2 Ranking Issue: sec GP1 PP, s t [5) 
[A/1'9/156]. 
[A/T3/21-7.2j. 
[A/T3/22J, 
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6. 

" 

(S) 

(a) LBID's position is that the PLC Sub-Notes are provable future debts nnd 

that the quantum of PLC'.s liability under the PLC Suh-Notes fo, 

distribution purposes falls to be discounted under Rule 14.44 (which is 

mandatory). 

(b) Deutsche Bank's position is that the PLC Sub-Notes are not proVllble futun, 

debts, and that they fall to be qWU1tiiied by some other ( currently 

unexplained) methodology, 

lssue 3 of the PLC Application ("Guarantee bsue")ll. This is the issue of 

wbether any liabi lity of l>LC under the PLC Guara:nlec given in favour of the 

ECAPS Holders (described below) ranks fo, distribution before, after or pari 

passu with each of the PLC Sub-Debt and tbc PLC Sub-Notes. All the parties 

ag1ee that the PLC Guarantee i~ junior. and that it ranks after eaoh of the l'LC 

Sub-DebVPLC Sub-Notes, and a declar.ition will be sought &om the Court to that 

effecl. 

LBHI/SLP3 will address the isrues in the nbove•ml!tltion!!d order because: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The PLC Ranking Issue both chronologically pre-dates as well as logically pre

figures the LSHl2 Rllnking Issue. 

1n this regard, a proper undcrstllnding of why the LBHI2 Sub-Debt and LBHI2 

Sub-Notes rank pari passtt starts with and is prefigured by an understanding of 

why the PLC Sub-Debt and !he PLC Sub-Noles rank pari pass11. The PLC 

Ranking Issue introduces IPRU(INV) (the relevant regulatory regime), the FSA 

Suu;d;u-d Porms (the relevant standard fonn contractual documentation) and the 

"Enhanced Ca:pilnl Ai!vantaged Preferred Securities'' (or "ECAPS") (tbe 

transaclionnl context relied on by Deutsche Bartle) which are common to both 

Applications. 

Many of the same centralised decision-makers wi thin the Lehmnn Group were 

involved in the tmnsact ions underlying the PLC Ranking Issue and the LBHl2 

Ranking Issue; and it •s both natural and appropriate for the transactions to be 

addressed in their ac~l sequence (as opposed to starting al the cod of tbe story 

and ''working backwards"). 

IA/1'3/21.J. ,, 



(4) Finally, the only reason identified by the other parties for taking the issues in a 

different order (i.e. taking the LBHI2 Ranking Issue before the PLC fuinlcing 

Issue) is that if the LBHI2 Application is decided in SLP3's favour then some of 

the issues on the PLC Application may not arise (so that the PLC Application 

may not need to be determined at all). That makes no procedural sense. The 

Applications are being heard concurrently, so all the issues will need to be 

addressed at trial in any event. The court is highly un.Ukely to give a judgment 

part way through a trial of this nature and comple.~.ity. To that extent, the 

sequencing of the issues does not need to be, nor should it be based on the prior 

outcome of the LBHI2 Application. 

D. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

7. 

8. 

9. 

In relation to both Ranking Issues, LBHI/SLP 3 contend that s pari passu construction 

(';the Pari Passu Construction") is the only construction that gives effect to the 

objective meaning which the relevant subordination provi~iom would convey to the 

reasonable reader, as well as being the only construction that accords with commercial 

common sense. 

The PLC Sub-Debt and PLC Sub-Notes are subordinated to the same "Senior Liabilities", 

they will be entitled to prove at the same time and they will rank pari passu under the 

2016 Rules. The same applies to the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, which 

are subordinated to the same "Senior Liabilities'"f'Senior Creditors'", and again wi ll be 

entitled to prove at the same time and therefore rank pari passu under the 2016 Rules. 

The Pari Passu Construction provides the correct and consistent answer to both the PLC 

Ranking Issue and the LBHJ2 Ranking Issue. The outcome of it is that LBHI/SLP3 would 

share rateahly in the recoveries from PLC and LBHI2 with, respectively, GPI and PLC, 

as opposed to receiving 110 re/um at all. By contrast, the construction advanced by the 

other parties (i.e. the senior ranking of the PLC Sub-Notes over the PLC Sub-Debt, and 

the senior ranking of the LBHI2 Sub-Debt over the LBHl2 Sub-Notes) would result in 

substantial sums flowing down to only one part of the Lehman Group's regulatory capital 

structure (as opposed to being shared rateably), resulting in an unintended windfall to, 
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among others, Deutsche Bank (which is a relatively recent purchaser onhe ECA:PS in the 

secondary debt markets)1◄. 

1n each case, the subordinated instruments were issued for reglllatory .capital pwposes. 

Whilst the directly applicable regulatory regime during the period in question changed, 

tho overriding regulatory purpose underlying subordinated debt remained consistent: 

namely, to ensure the protection of the regulated firm's geaer11l creditors, primarily its 

clients and commercial counterparties. 1t was no part of the relevant regulatory regimes 

fur dated subordinated debts for:murg pan of a firm's Lower Tier 2 ("LT2")/Ticr 3 

regulatory capital to subordinate to each other. That, however, is the construction the 

other Respondents seek to impose on the subordinated debt instruments in this case. 

11 , A further factor pointing towards the Pari Passu Construction is that the two sets o f 

subordinated instruments engaged in both Ranking h~ue~ were, for differing reasons, 

required or inn:nded to replicate each olher's terms:. 

i•I 

( I) 

(2) 

The !'LC Sub-Notes were required to replicate lhe suborilination provisions of the 

PLC Sub-Debt as closely as possible so that PLC could obtain a waiver from the 

requirement under IPRU(INV) to use FSA Standard form IO (as defined below), 

If PLC had not obtained the-waiver, Ole PLC Sub-Notes would not have been able 

,to qualify as regulatory capital. 

'Tbe Ll31-U2 Sub-Notes stated oo their face fuat they were refinancing ex:isti11g 

subordinated debt i,e. the I.BH12 Sub-Debt. It is common ground with. PLC that 

the three existing trancbcs of the LBHl2 Sub-Debt ranked pari passr.1. at the time 

of this refinancing. The LBJ-D2 Sub-Notes were on materially the; same 

commercial terms as lhe LBHI2 Sub-Debt, with matters such. as the coupon 

replicating the existing rate on the LBHl2 Sub-Debt. This is significant The case 

~gainSt SLP3 requires that the issuance of the LBH12 Sub-Notes actively altered 

the pre-~isting pari pwru ranking position of the refinanced LBHl2 Sub-Debl 

This makes little sense in circumstances where the pwpose of the issuao.ce of the 

LBHJ2 Sub-Notes was narrow1y focussed on securing a discrete US tax advantage 

while continuing to comp I y with the applicable UK regulatory capital 

requirements. 

This is ckarly illustr.slc<l by the agn.".Cd futds Flow Cburt, \\'hich Cllll be finmd 81. (FNlil/58081, 
8 



12. 

l'1 

Moreover, both of the subordinated instruments issued in bond fonnot were either based 

on or related to existing standard forms or prec-edents: 

(t) 

(2) 

As regards the PLC Sub-Notes, the FSA was repeatedly infonned by the Lehman 

Group that the PLC Sub-Notes were based on notes issue-<! by Collins Stewnn. 

Tullett pie (''Collins Stewart''). Those notes contained a .slightly modified version 

of the definition ofuSubordinated Liabilities" used in FSA Standard Form 10 (the 

addition of the words "and r.ill other Liabilities of the Issuer which rank or are 

~ressed to rank pari passu With the Notes") upon which the case advanced by 

GP I /Deutsche Bank on the PLC Ranking Issue appears largely to tum. The fact" 

tb~t these words were taken from a bond precedent to ensure that the PLC Sub

Notes obtained an FSA waiver strongly suggests that the import the olh11r 

Respondents seek to give them is misplaced. 

As regards the LBID2 Sub-Noles, the key definition of "Senior Creditors" 

("tms11bordinated creditors.. .or ..... subordinated creditors .... other than ..... ") is in 

materially similar terms to that used iJJ FomJ 5.1 as JJ1CSCdbed by Cha.peer 5 of 

lPRU(INV) («FSA Standard Form 5"), which was applicable at the same time 

as FSA Standard Foan 10, implemented the same core European subordination 

requirement and was designed to achieve exactly the same subordination 

outcome. This is another very strong indication that when considering the relative 

ranking of the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt (which was drawn up on FSA Standard form 10) 

and the. LBHI2 Sub-Notes (which adopted materially similar subordination 

definitions to FSA Standard Form 5), lbe two instruments are subordinated behind 

the same "Senior Liabilities"/ "Senior Creditor.;" and therefore at the s11.mc level. 

Underlying the correct legal analysis are-two closely-related and fundamental principles 

which the other parties appear to ignore in their position papers. These are: 

(I) 

(2) 

Firsr, for two subordinated debts to rank pari passu, it is not necessary for them to 

cross-refer to each other and/or eqiressly provide that they rank pari passu with 

each other. It is sufficient that they are subordinated to the same senior liabilities: 

if A subordinates its debt to C, and 8 subordinates its debt to C, A and 8 will 

prove at the same time. 

Second, where two subordinated debts are entitled to prove at the same time; they 

rank pari pas.HI and they must be paid in full (unless the assets are insufficient to 
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14. 

" , .. 

meet them, in which case they obate in equal proportions): see Rule 14.12 of the 

2016 Rules; and Waterfall I, per Lord Neuberger, at [6RH70]. 

In this context, the reasonable reader of the PLC Sub-Debt/PLC Sub-Notes and the 

LBtn2 Sub-Oebt/LBHl2 Sub-Notes (who, for these purposes, would have all the 

knowledge reasonably available to the centralised decision-make.cs within the Lehman 

Group) would oote that: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In each case, to the extent there are any differences in the wording of the 

subordination clauses in issue (prior to the amendment of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes 

in 2008), these are miniJnal, 

In e-ach case, nomi of the relevant agreements specifically cross-refers to the other 

subordinated debts which are sa.id by the other parties citb.er to rank senior or 

junior. 

In each case, the operative subordination provisions in ull of the- instruments 

defined !he Borrower's or lssuer's "solvency" by reference Lo its abllity to pay 

''Senior Liabilitics"i''ScniorCreditors". 

In each case, i_o both structure and sub.stance, the definitions of the "Senior 

Linbilities"t'Sellior CTeditors" are materially the same for the purposes of each 

instrument 

In each. case, the relevant subordination provisions are eiiher directly based on or 

materially sfmilar to the subordination laoguage of standard fonns (i.e. FSA 

Standard Fonn IO and FSA Standard Fonn. 5) prescribed by the FSA in relation to 

regulatory subordinated debt (which were derived from the SFA Rulcs'5 and the 

IMRO Rulcs,1~ as defined below) . Those standard forms were intended to rank 

behind the same "Scaio_r Liabilities"l"Senior Creditors" and to achieve the same 

subordfoation outcome. 

In the case of the LBU12 Sub-Debt aod the LB1II2 Sub-Notes, it is common 

ground that the relevant insiruments were-either LT2 regulatocy capital or Tier 3 

regulatory capital. The only mntcria! difference Between the two tiers was the 

requirement of longer maturity dates for L T2, and standard marl.et practice at the 

The Securities and Futures Authority. 
The lnvcstmcn.t Managemc;nt Regulatory Organisation, 

10 



15. 

16. 

11. 

18, 

" 

time provided that L "f2 end Tier 3 regulatory dated subordlnated debt ranked pari 

pa.'i,fU, 

1n the face of lhe above, the reasonable reader would conclude tbot the relevant 

in~trumen~ in relation to both the PLC Ranking fssue arul the LBHl2 Ranking J~sue rank 

behind the same "Senior Liabilities"f'Senior Creditors"; that ihey are entitled to prove at 

the same time; and, therefore, th.at they r.ank pari passtt. 

Moreover, the other Respondents have adduced evidence or accepted in their position 

papers that none of the centralised decision-makers within the Lehman Group applied 

their minds to the relative rankfog of the re.levant subordinated debts. Much the same was 

stated by David Richards J in Waterfall 1'7 in relation to a different part of the same 

capital structure in issue here. The strong inference to be drawn from this- is that there wns 

no pwpose to the transactions in question other than to 1msure the ramdng of the 

subordinated instruments behind the ftrm's general creditors, oonsist1a-nt with the 

overriding regulatory plJ1l)Ose referred to above. 

Against the clear ordinary mcanin$ of these subordinated instruments, Deutsche Bank 

(the only non-Lehman Group Respondent) is forced w posit generalised "commercial 

incentives" within the Lehman Group that cu! across both Ranking Issues, and which 

allegedly motivated/caused LBHT, as the US parent, to ,irrange tbe entire regulatory 

capital structure of the Lehman Group in. order to prioritise the interests of certain 

securities known as "BCAPS" (of which Deutsche Bank is now a large holder as a result 

of post-insolv~'llcy acquisitions in the seuondary markets). These alleged incentives are 

supposedly based on the so-call~d "Dividend Stopper'' and Deutsche Bank's mis

characteri.satioo of the Lehman Group's tall concerns. Th.ey are -analytically ·nawoo and 

unsupported by the evidence, 

The 2008 Amcndmeots to the LBH12 Sub-Notes do oot affect these cooclusioos oo Lhc 

LBHI2 Ranking Issue: 

(1) On a ttue consllUcti.on these did oot alter the ranking arising from the relevant 

subordioation clause: both prior to and after the 2008 Amendments, SLP3 's 

Sec [201 SJ Ch 1, ., [48]: "77rer• /s,nD m,u/ence Iii ,r,ggm '""' anyan• In /Jr• uli,un Drotltt!n grnup 
gave tury cansideradan ta how th«s• prov/3/om woulJ opuate in tl,e ew,nl a/ an /nsalv«ncy of LBIE 
and Indeed 1M recall«cflon a/ ,ew.ra/ wlln,,,.,,. In /111t,,.,,1.,,.., w/ilclt /rave IH,o, conducted ,uggl!.<t< 
that It i! highly unlikely tlu,t any &uc/r co,uideraJ/on wa.r given~ (emphasis addod). 

u 

19 

20. 

21. 

11 

(2) 

olaims Utuler the LBI-D2 Sub-Notes ranked for distTibution pari pas.tu with PLC's 

claims under the LBHT2 Sub•Debt. 

However, iflhat conclusion is incorrect as 11 malter of construction, then SLP3's 

case is tbat the LBITT2 Sub-Notes faU to be rectified for common mistake. The 

Court has the benefit oC'evidenccfrom a key ~hman Group centtalised decision

maker wb.o planned, structured and supervised the 2008 Amendments, as well as 

the draftsmen at AJleo & Overy LLP ("A&O"). This evidence overwhelmingly 

supports the case that there was no Intention to alter the pari passu ranking, 

The Release Issue is straightforward. The construction advanced by Deutsche Bank, 

namely that the effect of th.e Settlement Agreement (to which it was not a parry) was to 

re.lease all after-acquired claims, including all the PLC Sub-Debt is: (a) inconsistent with 

the ordinary meaning of the Settlement Agreement (for e~ample-: (i) the Recitals refer to 

lhe release of uoutstanding claims'' betweeQ the US Affiliates and the UK Affiliates; and 

(ii) the alleged release of the PLC Sub-Debt is inconsistent with Section 4.Q4(b) and/or 

Section 5.04(a) of the Se1t1emeot Agteemeot); (b) commetcially absurd; and (c) 

inconsistent with the clear and unequivocal subsequent conduct of the parties .. Deutsc.be 

Bank's construction of the Settlement Agreement is incorrect. Further, its suggestion that 

the PLC Sub-Debt has been part released as a result of the .L.01-tl Guarantees (as defined 

below) is misconceived. 

1n relation to the Discounting [ssue, Deutsche Bonk bas provided no adequate or legally 

cogent explllnation for why Rule 14.44 of the 2016 Rules (which is a mandatory 

provision which. discounts future debts for the purposes of prool) sboald not be applied lo 

i.he PLC Sub-Notes. The PLC Sub-Notes are plainly provable f-uturo debts; lhcy are not 

non-provable liabilities (and Deutsche Bank's reliance on the obiter remark of Lord 

Neubcrg~ in Waterfall I is misconceived); and Deutsche- Bank has not advanced a 

credible or coherent alternative to the Statutory Scheme which the Supreme Court hai. 

concluded cannot in any event be alt.ered by judge•made rules. 

Finally, in relation to tbc Guarantee Issue, the parties agree that the claims under the PLC 

Guarantee rank junior to the claims under the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes.18 

All tlw parties seek a declaration from the Court on that basis. 

GPl PP, [6.3] [A/T9/156f; DB PP, (68) fA/'1'81153). 
l2 
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HOUSEKEEPING AND PRE-READING 

Pursuant to Ute Hildyard 01:der, the Court bas been given 2 days' pre-reading. ,\swell as 

Ute skeleton ;irgwncnts, the Court is asked to pre-read the following: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The terms of the PLC Sub-Debt:, 19 the PLC Sub-Notes,'" 1he LBHI2 Sub-Dcbt,21 

an.d the LB812 Sub-Notes (pre-2008 Amendmeots12 and post-2008 

Amcndmcnts2l). 

The joint opening position paper of LBHI/SLP3 dated 11 January 1019 ("the 

Joint PP")24 ; the responsive position paper of PLC dated 22 February 2019 ("the 

PLC PP'')2\ the responsive positioa. paper of Deu.tsohc 13ank dated 22 February 

2019 ("the DB PP")26; the respon~ive position paper oC GPI dated 22 February 

2019 ("the GPt PP'')27; and the joint reply position paper of LBHI/SLP3 dated 

22 March 2019 ("the Reply PP")13, 

The second witness statement of Derck Howell dated 14 March 2018, at (3)-[231 

("Howell 2") (LBH.12)29
• 

The third witness ~tatement ofOillinn Bruce dated 15 March 2018, at [13]-[881 

("Bruce 3") (PLC)3Q. 

The first witnes-~ statement of Jaoqueline Dolby dated 16 April 2019 ("Dolby l") 

{PLC) 31• Ms Dolby was the Lehman Group's Head of European Corporate Tax & 

Plan.oiog from 2006. baviog bceo part of the Lehman Group' s European corp(){Jlte 

tax team since 2000. 

(E/T6/8l-931; [Em/94-11161; and (Efl'8/t07°Jl3(. 
[.E/T9/124-146(; (F./T121295-,l171; (F../1'13/318•3401; and IM'l4/341.J64J. 
(E/Tl/1-151; '[E/1'2/16°311; and (F.rr3/32.-49J. 
IE/T41511-691. 
(E/T5n0.801. 
[M5/59•90J. 
(A/1'7/94-123(. 
(AII'8/ll4•1S4(. 
[AII'9115S.1751, 
[Afrto/176-2151. 
[M2/S.J5(. 
[A/T4/2643J. 
[C/f3/31-46J. 

L~ 

23. 

" )] ,. 
l! ,. 
l7 

n 
;, 
;, 

(6) The first witness sllltement of Ibomas Gtnnt dated 19 March 2019 ("Grant I") 

(LBHJ/SLP3)12
• Mr Grant dr,ifted the amendments to the LBH12 Sub-Notes in 

2008 while he was a Senior Associate at A&O. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The expert report of Judge Allan L. Gropper dated 5 June 2-019 (11thl' Groppc.,r 

Report") (LBHI/SLP3)33• 

The expert report o( .fudge Robert. S. Smith dated 6 June 2019 C'thc Smith 

J«port'') (Deutsche Bank)34
. 

The joint experts' report dated 25 July 2019 C'the Joint Report") 35• 

Jftimc permits, the Court is also asked to pre-read: 

(J) 

0) 

(3) 

(4) 

Tbe ~t wimess State01eot of Stepben Mille,- dllted 19 March 2019 ("Millet l") 

(LBHJJSLP3)36• 

Tbe fim witness statement of Sopbie Hmcbe.rson dated 11! April 201 9 

(''Hutcb.erson l"l (LBlil/SLPJ)n . Ms Horcbcrsoo was Head of the Prudential 

Risk Group within the Lehman Group until June 2008, having previously been 

employed at the Securities and Futures Authority, o precursor to the Financial 

Services Authority. 

The second witness statement Ronald Geraghty dated 18 April 2019 ("Geraghty 

2'') (LBHI/SLP3)33• 

The first witness statement of Benjamin Katz dated 18 April 2019 ("Katz I") 

(DeulSChe BanJcf P. 

( 5) The first witness statement of Christopher O' Meara dated 9 May 201 9 

("O'M,ara 1") (LBHI/SLPJ)~. 

(Ctr2/l4-30(. 
[Drrt/ll. 
[Dfl'2121. 
(O/T4/4(. 
lctrl/l-13J. 
(C/T6/68-891. 
IC/f7/9fl..106J. 
(CtrS/62.-67]. 
(C/T10/13l-13SJ, 
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(6) The second witness statement of Raymond O'Grady .dated 9 May 2019 

("O'Grady 2") (LBffi/SLP3)41• 

SECTION I : THE RANKING ISSUES 

24. 

25, 

"' ., 

" .. 

Tl\c Ranking Issues address the relative ranking within the administrations of PLC and 

LBH12 of claims under subordinated debt instruments issued by cntltics within· the 

Lehman Group to other entities in that same group. The issues relate to the ranking of 

olaims in relation to the Jbllowing subordinated debts: 

(I) 

(2) 

within tl'ie administration of PLC, the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes; nnd 

within the adminiSlmtion of LBHI2. the LBH12 Sub-Debt and the LBHl2 Sub. 

Notes. 

Tbe PLC: Ranking Issue relates to the mnklilg of claims in respect of the following 

subordinated debt in.~trumcnts: 

(1) The "PLC Sub-Debt", wbicb is made up of the following th,rce facilitillS entered 

into between PLC (as borrower) and an inteanediate holding company within the

Lehman Group, Lehman Brothers UK Holdings Limit~d C'LBUKR'') (as lendlv) 

and now held by LBHI: 

(a) a $4.5 billion long !eT1Jl subordinated loan facility entered into on 30 July 

200442
: 

(b) a €3 billion long term subordinated loan l'noility entered into on 30 July 

'200443; 

(c) an $8 billion shon term subordinated loan facility entered into 011 31 

October 200s44; and 

(2) The "PLC Sub-Notes", which are made l!P of the followillg series of 

subordinated notes issued by PLC between 29 March 2005 and 20 February 2006 

to the Partnerships (as defined below): 

[Cfl'2/ll8-1311. 
[E/1'61111-93). 
(E/r7/94-1061, 
fVTillt07• 1.23f, 

IS 

26, 

27. 

28. 

., .. . , .. 
4j 

lll ,, 
Sl ,., 

(a) €225,000,000 Fixed Rate to CMS-Linked Subordinated Notes due 2035 

1ssued pursuant to an offering circular dated 29 March 20054\ 

(b) €200,000,000 Filled Rate Subordinated Notes due 2035 issued pursuant to 

i1D offering circular dated 19 September 200546
, which was consolidated 

with €50,000,000 Fixed Rate Subordinated Notes due 2035 issued pursuant 

to an offering circular dated 26 October 2005•7; and 

(c,) €500,000,000 Fi!ted/Floating Rate Subordinated Not.cs due 2036 is~ued 

punmant to an offering circular elated 20 February 200648
, 

LBHl's position is that its claims in respect o{ the PLC Sub-Debt rank for diKtribution 

parl pas.ru with the claims of GPl in respect of the PLC Sub-Notes. 

The LB1-U2 Ranking Issue relates to the ranking of claims in respect of the following 

subordinated debt instruments: 

( I) The "LBHl2 Sub-Debt'' made up of the following three facilities 1111 entered into 

between LB.Ill2 (as borrower) and PLC (as lender) on I Novcimber 2006: (i) a 

S4.5 billioo long tenn subordinated loan facility49
; (ii) a €3 billion long term 

subordinated loan facility5°; and (iii) an $8 billioo sbon teon subordinated loan 

facility51 ; and 

(2) The "L8Hl2 Sub-Note:s" in the sum ofUS$6,)39,000,000 due in 2017 issued by 

LBH12 pursuant to an offering circular dated 26 April 2007 and now held by 

SLP3s2• The LBH12 Sub..Notes were amended pursuant to an extraordinary 

written resolution dated 3 September 2008 ( the "2008 Am.endmcntll ")SJ. 

On thfs issue, SLP3 • s position is that the claims of SLP3 in respect of the LBHI2 Sub

Notes rank for distribution pari passu with the claims of PLC under the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt. 

(EIT9/U4-146J. 
(E/TU/295'-3171 . 
1Efl'13/318-3401 . 
1Efl'14/341-3641. 
(EITl/1-lSJ. 
[E/1'2/16-31]. 
IE/1'3/32-49] • 
(E/1'4/50~9,. 
(EITsno-aoJ • 
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F. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

29, Toe PLC Sub-Debt, PLC Sub-Notes, LHHI2 Sub-Debt and LBHI2 Sub-Notes are all: (i) 

subordinated instruments which subordinate them to other liabilities in an lllSolvency of 

Englisb-iocnrpomtc-0 isruen;; (ii) regulatory subordinated instrument5 issuod with 11 view 

10 meeting C--dpillll adequacy requin:ments set at a European lcvol; (iii) doted regulatory 

subordinated instruments, i.e. with specified maturities as opposed to being peipetua~ 

such that they met the requirements of either L T2 or Tier 3 capital; and {,iv) governed by 

English law. 

30, 

(l) 

31. 

In view of the characteristics of the instruments in question, LBHJ/SLP3's legal 

submissions address the following areas relevant to the determination of the Ranking. 

Issues: 

(I) 

(2) 

f3) 

(4) 

The StatutOry Scheme {al [31] to [37]), 

OperJtion of contractual subordination (at [38) to [48)); 

Regulatory framework: European law and IPRU(lNV)/GENPRU (at [491 to 

flll]i. 

Principles of Contractual lnteiprellltion (at [I 12) 10 l l 39J). 

The Statutory Scheme 

The operation of the Statutory Scheme under fuc Insolvency Act l 986 and the 2016 Rules 

("the Statutory Scheme") is integral to the. proper understanding of the Ranking ls.~ucs 

in this C3$C. In the case of debt~ drawn up oo FSJ\ Standard Fann i 0, the Supreme 

Court's judgment in Waterfall I at (70] bas already made clear that the subordination 

wech.aoism takes effect within tb.e existing framework of the Statutory Scheme by 

prohibiting a subordinated creditor from being admitted to proof until after the senior 

creciltol'll have been paid in full. 

)2. Accordingly, proper consideration of the Ranking Issues begins with the operation of the 

Statutory Scheme, which stipulates how debts are proved for, how they rank for the 

purposes of distribution and how dividends ore paid in respect or proved debts. lt is 

es,,;entiaJ to remember that: (a) the 2016 Rules apply once a c laim has beon proved in fue 

l7 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

,.. 
lS ,. 

" ,. 

insolvent estate; and (b) where the 2016 Rules deal expressly with some matter in one 

way, it is not open to the courts to deal with it in a different and inconsistent way.s-i 

Contractual subordination (addressed in more detail in the next section) deals with a 

creditor's ability to agree, subject to certain limits, either with the borrower or other 

creditors to defer or not to enforce its rights. 

It is axiomatic that where any two cred.itors (whether unsubordinated or subordinated) 

prove at the same time, their claims will rank pari passu in an insolvency. This does not 

depend on the relevant IWo creditors specifying in an agreement that their debts should 

rank pari passu. Rather, it is based on a fundamental principle of fairness, the pari passu 

principle, which has been put on a statutory footing. 

The pari passu principle is put on a statutory footing in relation to administration by Rule 

14.12(2) of the 20 I 6 Rules. ss This provides that: "DebtS 01her 1han preferential debt$ 

rank equally between themselves and, after the preferential deb1s, must be paid in full 

unless the assets ore insufficient for meeting them. in which case they abate in equal 

proportions between themselves."56 

The relevant provisions relating to proofs of debt and the ranking of proved debts for the 

purposes of distributions in an administration are set out below. They provide the context 

for the operation of the contractual subordination provisions in question in an 

administration: 

(1) 

(2) 

A credi1or wishing to recover a debt must submit a proof to the administrator 

uolesss7 : (i) the coun orders otherwise; or (ii) the creditor is deemed to have 

proved pursuant to Rule 14.3(2) or 14.3(3). The creditor's proof must state the 

tolal amount of the creditor's claim as at the date of administration.58 

In support of the pari passt1 principle, the liquidation and distribution of the assets 

of the insolvent company are treated at least notionally as talcing place 

simultaneously on the relevant date: in a winding-up, that date is the date on 

Lord Sumption in Waterfall I at (194]. 
Rule 14.12 also applies to compulsory liquidation. 
As regards creditors' voluntary liquidation and member.a' voluntary liquidation, the pari pas,u 
principle is put on a statutory footing by Section 107 of the Insolvency Act 1986. 
Rule 14.3 of the 2016 Rules. 
Rule 14.4(d) of the 2016 Rules. 
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37. 

(2) 

38. 

" .. ., 

(3) 

(4) 

which the winding-up order is made, and in an administration, it is the 

commencement of the administration.19 

However, in practice, there needs to be a cut-off for when one can prove to enable 

the officeholder to ascertain the company's liabilities. In an administration, where 

the administrator intends to make a distribution to creditors or to declare a 

dividend, the administrator is required to deliver a notice of that fact to 

creditors.60 That notice must state the last date for proof: Rule 14.30(a).6 1 

Rule 14.40(J)(b) of the 2016 Rules provides that where a creditor did not prove 

for a debt before the declaration of the dividend, the creditor is not entitled to 

disturb the payment of any dividend or the making of any distribution. However, 

pursuant to Rule 14.40(2) the creditor is entitled to be paid a dividend or receive a 

distribution which the creditor has failed to receive out of any money for the time 

being available for the payment of a further dividend. Such a dividend must be 

paid or distribution made before that money is applied to the payment of any 

further dividend or making of any further distribution. 

If two creditors who have not proved prior to the last date for proof subsequently prove at 

the same time as each other their claims will rank pari passu by virtue of Rule 14.12(2). 

This is consistent with David Richards J's explanation in Waterfall IIA (first instance) at 

(20 I] as to the operation of the pari passu principle in relation to claims when they are 

admitted to proof: "Once c/Qims hQve been admitted to proof for particular amou11ts, 

whether in respect of presently payable debts, future debts or conti11ge111 or unascertained 

claims. those amounts rank pari passu for distributio11s in the Qdministration" 

(emphasis added). 

Operation of contractual subordination 

The subordination of debt concerns the interplay between the Statutory Scheme, as 

described above, which is prescriptive and can only be altered by Parliament, and 

personal rights, which can be altered by agreement between the company and the creditor 

who holds or will hold those rights, provided that the agreement does not purport to 

adversely alter (without their consent) the rights of another creditor or creditors. 

For the definition oft he "relevant date" for the purposes of Part 14 of the 2016 Rules sec rule 14.1(3). 
Ruic 14.29(1X•) of the 2016 Rules. 
Rule 14.30 of the 2016 Rules. 
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40. 

4J , 

42. 

4J. 

Tho creditor has a personal right lo prove his debt. Once proved, the Statutory Scheme 

stipulates how that debt is to be treated, how it should be valued, whether it should be 

discounted, how any liability in -a forei.gn currency should be converted, and on whal 

basis interest should be paid. That is the application of the Statutocy Scheme and it is 

mandatory. J-lowever, the creditor's rjght LO prove his debt is a personal rjg!Jt that the 

creditor might choose to waive or defer. It is open to the creditor to agree that be _should 

not prove bis debt ot all, or not until after other creditors have been poid (those other 

creditors being, by 111,,reement, creditors who ranJc senior to him). lt is open LO tho c;rcditor 

to agree that he will only prove for a lesser sum. It is by the creditor agreeing to defer his 

claim to the claims of others that contractual subordination works. 

What the company and its creditor cannot do is agree to improve the creditor's position. 

They cannot agree to subordinate the debts of others. They cannot agree to increase the 

creditor's claim in the cvC.tJt of an i!lsolveucy, Such agreemcuts would be contrary to the 

Statutory· Scheme because they would seek to alter the creditor's claim to his advantagi! 

qr alter the appliculion of the St.atutory Scheme lo the creditor's claim. 

At tile bean of all English insolvency processes (whether that be banknipk:y, liquidation 

or a distributing administration.) is the collecting in and realisation of the debtor's assets 

and the sharing of those assets between the creditors entitled to prove their claims in the 

insolvency estate. The rule by whicb proved claims share equally, tho par{ passu rule, has 

at various times been described as a urule of public policy''. 

To und~rstand the relevance of this •'rule of public policy" in the context of subordination 

it is necessary to col15ider: Ex. Parte Mackay (1873) Ch App. 643; British Eagle 

lnte.rnatioaal Air Liues Ltd v Compagnic Nationalc Air .France [1975] I WLR 758; and 

National Westminster Bank Ltd v Halesowen Presswork & Assemblies Ltd (1972] AC 

785. These cases (which arc dcscnbcd in more detail in Appendix A to these written 

submissions) established that a contract purporting to give one party an advantage in an 

in.solvency was void, because such a contract would purport to vw-y the Statutory 

Scheme. On the basis of these authorities, contracting out of pari passu (including 

through a subordination agreement) was historically thought to be fotbiclden. 

In the more recent cases of Re Max well Communications Corp pie [No 2\ [1993 J J WLR 

1402 and Re SSSL .Realisations (2002} f2006] Ch 610, the Court has recognised that a 
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44. 

4S. 

46. 

., 

subordinated creditor can agree to the deferral of their ordinary rights as an unsecured 

creditor to prove and share in the distributions in an insolvency. 

Notably, the subordinated debt in both those cases involved non-regulatory (raiher than 

regulatory) subordinated debt: (i) in Re SSSL Realisations, the subordinated insrrument in 

question was a deed of indemnity pursuant to which various indemnitors agreed that their 

claims against each other would be subordinated to the surety's claims against the 

indemnitors; and (ii) in Re Maxwell Communications Com plc [No 21. the subordinated 

instrument in question was a subordinated guarantee provided by one Maxwell company 

to another. Vinelott J noted that subordinated Joan capital might be included amongst a 

company's financial resources under the SFA Rules (as defined below), but also 

recognised the significance of non-regulatory (i.e. commercial) ,ubordinated debt: 

"It is not infrequemfy the case that a company can only continue to trade and incur credit 

with the financial support of a parent or associated company, or a bank which is willing 

to subordinate its debt to the debts owed to the other unsecured creditor".61 

Most recently, in Water fall I, Lord Neuberger confirmed the rights of creditors to 

subordinate their debts at [661, where he said that: 

"In agreement with o ff the parlies on this appeal, I can see n o objection to g iving effect 

to a contractual agreement that, in the event of an insolvency, u contracting creditor's 

claim will rank lower than it would otherwise do in the "waterfall". James LJ's dictum 

in E:.t p Mackay, Exp Brown; In re Jeavons (1873) LR 8 Ch App 643, 647 that a person 

''is 1101 allowed. by stipulation with a creditor, to provide for a different distribution of his 

effects in the event of bankruptcy from that which the law provides" is correct, albeit that 

it should be treated as subject to two qualifications. First, that it does not apply where 

the "different distribution" involves the creditor in question ranking lower in the 

waterfall than the low otherwise provides. Secondly, even if the "different distribution" 

involves him ranking higl,er than he otherwise would, the diClun, would not apply if 9lf. 

those who ore detrimentally affected by his promotion have agreed to it {unless there 

was some public policy reason not to accede to the "different distribution")" (emphasis 

added). 

In Waterfall I, the Supreme Court unanimously restored paragraph (i) of the Order made 

by David R icbards J at first instance ("the Order"), which was in the following terms: 

Al page 1416. 
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48. 

"The claims of [LBH/2] 11nder its subordinated loa11 agreements with [LBIE] are 

subordinated to provable debts, statutory interest a11d non-provable liabilities, all of 

which (other than the claims of LBH12 under its subordinared loan agreements and 

statutory interest thereon, if a11y) musr be paid in fuff before (a) LBH12 is entitled to prove 

and require the LBIE Administrators to admit such proof in respect of its claims under its 

subordinated loan agreements with lBIE and {b) such claims are available fa,· insolvency 

set-off resulting from the giving uf notice by the LBIE Administrators. on 4 December 

2009, tlrat they proposed to make a distribution to LB/E's 11nsecured creditors". 

Overturning the Court of Appeal, where Lewison LJ (giving the leading judgment) had 

considered that the subordinated creditor in question could prove for its subordinated debt 

at any time, but th.at its debt would be a co11tingenl debt until the "Senior Liabilities" bad 

been paid in full, during which period a proof of debt in respect of it would be ascribed a 

value of 11i/, Lord Neuberger (giving the unanimous judgment of the Supreme Court on 

this point) said at [70) (emphasis added): 

"It therefore follows that. in my view, it would not be open to LBH/2 to lodge a proof in 

respect of the subordinated debt until the non-provable liabilities have been paid in full, 

or at least until it is clear that, ofter meeting that proof in full and paying any statutory 

interest due on it, the non-provuble liubilities could be met in full. As soon as that hos 

happened. tlrere would, subject to what I say in the next paragraph, be nothing I<> stop 

lBH/2 lodging a late proof" 

Accordingly, in the light of the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in Waterfall L the 

operation of conrractual subordination in the context of the Statutory Scheme involves a 

subordinated creditor submitting a proof of debt and being admitted to proof only after 

the relevant "Senior Liabilities" or "Senior Creditors" have been paid in full. As to this: 

(I) 

(2) 

by virtue of Rule 14.40(l)(b) of the 2016 Rules, the subordinated creditor is not 

entitled to disturb distributions to the senior creditors, who have received IOOp in 

the pound, and statutory interest (where applicable); 

the subordinated creditor's claim is entitled to be admitted to proof in its full 

principal amount (subject to the discounting of claims that are not due as at the 

date of the declaration of the next dividend pursuant to Rule 14.44(1)); and 
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(3) by virtue of Rule 14.4-0(2), the subordinated creditor is entitled to be paid a 

dividend out of any money for the time being available for the payment of a 

further dividend: 

(a) if there are sufficient assets in the insolvent estate to pay the admitted 

debts in full, the subordinated creditor will receive 100 pence in the 

pound;or 

(b) if there are insufficient assets in the insolvent estate to pay the admitted 

debts in full, then by virtue of Rule 14.12 of the 2016 Rules, the admitted 

debt of the subordinated creditor, and the admitted debts of any other 

subordinated creditors proving at the same time will abate in equal 

proportions between themselves. Their debts rank pori passu. 

(3) Regulatory Fnmework: European law and IPRU(INV)/GENPRU 

49. 

50. 

51. 

Ac n i:aviti U irh9rf'ic I c~irt in W~tprf~II I (~t r,:;nl\• ... ..... _. .......... .................. "" ... ., .......... HO . .................... , .... l"'VJ/• 

"In approaching the issues of construction of the subordinated facility agreements, it is 

clearly riJ!hl to have regard to their regulatory context". 

It appears 10 be common ground and is plain on the face of the subordinated instruments 

themselves that the PLC Sub-Debt, PLC Sub-Notes, LBH12 Sub-Debt and LBHl2 Sub

Notes were all entered into with a view to meeting the regulatory capital requirements of 

the Lehman Group63. 

The principal elements of the capital adequacy rules were described by David Richards J 

in Waterfall I at (35]-(47] where he summarised the pwpose of capital adequacy rules at 

(33]: "The purpose of capital adequacy mies is so far as possible to ensure that firms 

provide financial resources to protect their customers and other stakeholders against 

failure and enable them to withstand same level af loss." 

52. At the material times, the relevanl capital adequacy rules operated at both an international 

level and at a UK level. EU Directives implementing ''Basel I'' and subsequently "Basel 

II'' set the minimum standards required for firms' capital adequacy. At a national level, 

the Lehman Group's regulator at all material times was the FSA. The FSA implemented 

61 See PLC PP, (33] [A/T711 l I ; DB PP, (22(1)] [Aff8l1301 and [51(2)] [A/1'8/1451. 
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53. 

these European standards and set the relevant rules governing regulatory subordinated 

debt. 

Two regulatory phases are relevant in this case: 

(1) 

(2) 

In the first phase, from 2004 to 31 December 2006, the Lehman Group was 

subject to the requirements of the ''Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Investment 

Businesses" ("lPRU(INV)"),6'1 specifically Chapter IO ofIPRU(INV)6s. During 

the first phase, three sets of subordinated instruments were issued: (i) the PLC 

Sub-Debt, (ii) the PLC Sub-Notes, and (iii) the LBH12 Sub-Debt. 

In the second phase, from 3 1 December 2006 to September 2008, the Lehman 

Group was subject to the General Prudential Sourcebook ("GENPRU")66. During 

the second phase, the LBHU Sub-Notes were issued. 

54. In summary, and as set out below: 

.. .. .. ., .. .. 

(I) 

(2) 

The regulatory requirement under the relevant Directives was that subordinated 

debt relied on for the purposes of "own funds" be subordinated in a liquidation to 

"all other creditors" and "not ... be repaid until all a/her debls outstanding al the 

time have been settled": Article 4(3) of Directive 89/299/EEC67; Article 36(3) of 

Directive 2000/l 2/EC68; and Article 64{3) of Directive 2006/48/Ec:69. 

IPRU(INV) implemented this regulatory requirement by prescribing the use of 

certain standard forms (including FSA Standard Fonn I 0, as well as a number of 

other forms), all of which included subord.ination provisions giving effect to the 

relevant Directives. Subsequently, GENPRU did away with the requirement of 

template agreements which had applied to the Lehman Group under Chapter IO of 

IPRU(INV) . 

Bruce 3, (49] [A/T4/33] . 
Chapter IOoflPRU(INY) is located at [JN2ffl 0/S09-803]. 
GENPRU Chapter 2 is located at [JN2rfl 1/804-892]. 
[JN 1/f3/671 . 
[JN lrf5/123(. 
[JN lff6/18 1(. 
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Phase I: European framework. Basel I and the Directives 

55. 

'iii 

57. 

A succession of European Directives gave effect to the terms of "Dase! 1"70 at EU 

level from the late 1980s. A core distinction made by Basel I was between Tier 1 

capital which included issued and fully paid ordinary shares/common stock and non

cumulative perpetual preferred stock and disclosed reserves71 (i.e. equity), and Tier 2 

capital. What Basel I described at [23] as "subordinated 1erm debt" was included 

within tier 2 capital. 

Basel I was first given effect within the EU by Directive 89/299/EEC of 17 April 1989, 

which applied to regulatory capital of credit institutions ( defined as •· own funds" ), but not 

of investment firms. Directive 89/299 recognised the concept of subordinated loan 

capital. Article 4(3)12 contained the core subordination requirement "Member States or 

the competent authorities may /" elude fixed-tenn cumulative preferential shares referred 

to in Article 2(1)(8) and subordinated /0011 capital referred to ill that provision i11 own 

r.,-A- :~ 1..:-..1: __ ------ --#~ _,._:_,.. ··--'-- ... t.: .... t. :_ .it. .... -··--"' _r # &.- L--1...·-u-#AH ,._ JUlrU3, •J u111uir•K u,;1ccrn1:rra.:, c .u .,, Mrruc, wn1c:11, ur inc c,-c,u UJ ,nr: uun,uupu,,y u, 

liquidation ofJhe credit institution, they rank after the claims of all other creditors and 

are not to be repaid until all other debJs outstanding at the time have been settled"' 

(emphasis added). 

The wording in bold is significant. The reference to '"all olher creditors" was a reference 

to all of the credit institution's creditors other than its regulatory subordinated debt. It was 

cross-referenced by a number of other European Directives. The protection of these 

"other creditors" or, as David Richards J described them in Waterfall l, the firms· 

"c11s10111ers a11d other stakeholders"73
, was rhe principal focus of the European legislation 

from the outset. 

58. Investment firms were dealt with by Directive 93/6/EEC, whic-h applied to the Lehman 

Group.74 Annex V provided that the '"own fimds" of investment firms and credit 

institutions were defined in accordance with Directive 89/299/EEC, subject to certain 

immaterial modifications. 

70 

)I 

71 

7J ,. 

lo July 1988, the Basel Committee produced the "International Convergence of Capital Measurement 
and Standards'" ("Bose) I"') [JN I/Tl/1 -26[. This set out the de.tails of the agreed frame.work for 
measuring capital adequacy and the minimum standard to be achieved. 
At paragraph 12 lJNl/Tl/34) . 
fJNI/T3/67] 
See David Richards J's judgment in ~al [33). 
(JNI/T4/69-94I. Sec a.lso David Richards J's judgment in Waterfall I at (38]. describing Council 
Directive 93/6/EEC as being of"'direct relevance" to LBIE. 
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59. On 20 March 2000, Directive 89/299/EEC was repealed and replaced by Directive 

2000/12. Article 34 provided that the "own funds" of a credit institution consist of among 

other things, fixed term cwnulative preferential shares and subordinated loan capital as 

referred to in Article 36(3).75 Article 36(3)76 was in very similar terms to Article 4(3) of 

Directive 89/299/EEC. set out above. 

UK implementation: JPRU(INV) 

60. 

61. 

62. 

" " 

n 

,. 
,. 
,0 

In 2001, the FSA introduced IPRU(JNV). It was noted in Appendix 63 to Chapter IO of 

IPRU(INV) that the FSA was constrained in its rule-making by the requirements imposed 

upon it by the relevant EU Directives 77, and the purpose ofJPRU(JNV) was to implement 

the European legislation. 

fPRU(JNV) brought together a number of different handbooks which had previously been 

applied by d.ifferent Self-Regulatory Organisations ("SROs") under the aegis of the 

Securities and Investments Board ("SIB"), prior to the establishment of the FSA in 

2000.78 As fPRU(INV) itself noted, the chapter numbers in IPRU(fNV) correspond with 

those under the rulebooks of the firms' previous regulators.79 

IPRU(TNV) Chapter I described the purpose of the rulebook as being to assist the (newly 

formed) FSA "to meet the s/atu/ory objectives of prolecling consumers and maintaining 

market confidence." The purpose of IPRU(INV) was stated to be to set " minimal capital 

and other risk management standards thereby mitigating the possibility that firms will be 

unable to meet their liabilities and commitments to consumers and counterparties ": 

IPRU(INV) 1. l.2G"0
. 

Article 34(2)(8) 1JNl/f5/lll-ll2). 
"'Member States or the competent authorities may i11c/ude ... subordinated /0011 capital referrtd to in 
[Article 14(2)(8)} in ow11funds. if binding agreements exist under which, i11 the event of the bankn,ptcy 
or liquidfllion of rlie credit inslitulion, tlrey rank after the cluims of all other ,w!.dilors and are not to 
be reJJllid until all other debts outstanding al tire time have been settled"' (emphasis added) 
[JNI/TS/123). 
Al page 60 IJN2/T10nt7]: "th• FSA is constrained by the requirements ofrhe Capital Adequacy 
Directive, a11d associated pieces of legislation•'. 
Under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 
IPRU(INV) I. UG IJN2/TI0/497). 
(JN2/TI0/4971. 
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IPRU(fNV) Chapter 10 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

II 

" 
" .. 
" .. 

" .. 

The FSA capital adequacy rules which applied to the Lehman Group in the UK up until 

3 1 December 2006 were set out in IPRU(INV) Chapter I 0.'1 

Chapter 1082 emerged out of the rulebook formerly applied by the Securities and Futures 

Authority ("SFA" and the "SFA Rules") to securities and futures firms which were 

investment firms ("SFA ISD Firms") prior to tbe consolidation of the various rulebooks 

under IPRU(INV). 

The Sf A was one of lhc two SROs that arc material for current purposes (the other being 

IMRO, which is referred to below). 

While IPRU(JNV) was in force, ifa firm which was subject to Chapter 10 wished to use a 

subordinated loan as part of its "financial resources" (i.e. regulatory capital) it was 

required to use standard fom1s. Rule 10-63(4)83 stated that subordinated loans had to be 

r 19c:4:ifiPti intn lnno fprm '111l\nrrlin91Prl ln9 n1.:: 9nfi !i::h nrt fPrn, c:11hnrrlin9fp,i ln!lnc: ~nri 
............ ...... ._. U -UV &V'alt) ~""OU& _,.,.._,..,._ .... u, .......... av .. •au _,,,._. .............. ~ ........ ...._. _, ... .., ..... ...._ ............... , ............. , HU-.-

Annex D of lPRU(INV) contained a list of standard forms (including guidance notes) for 

former SFA ISO Finns (such as entities within the Lehman Grnup) (collectively "FSA 

Standard Form 10" and together with FSA Standard Form 5, "the FSA Standard 

Forms"): 

(I) 10.1 Long Term Subordinated Loan Agreement". 

(2) 10.2 Short Term Subordinated Loan Agreement81 . 

(3) 10.6 Long Tenn Consolidated Supervision86 Subordinated Loan Agreement'". 

(4) 10.7 Short Term Consolidated Supervision Subordinated Loan Agreement88. 

Hutcherson I, (16] (Crr6n2(. 
Chapter 3 applied lo securities and futures firms whicb were not investments finns. 
(JN 2rl'10/517-518(. 
(JN2rr1on29-7431 . 
[J/VUfl0/744-758(. 
Historically, only regulated entities were examined for capital adequacy and governance. After the 
1990s, the UK regulators introduced consolidated supervision of entire groups, to ensure that capital 
adequacy of a group as a whole was sufficient The introduction of consolidotod supervision required 
the development of these two further forms 10.6 end 10.7 (Hutcherson l, [24]-[27] [C/f6/7J-74I). 
(JN2/TI0n65-779(. 
[JN2ff I 0n80-794 I. 
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67. 

68. 

•• 

.., 

91 

" ., .. 

The SFA Rules had also required the use of standard forms. 89 The forms prescribed by the 

Sf A for these purposes were in materially the same form as FSA Standard Form I 090. 

The manner in which IPRU(INV) Chapter l O sought to ensure compliance with the 

requirements set at a European level relating to subordinated loan capital was highly 

prescriptive in this first phase. As 10 this: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Pursuant to Rule 10-62(1)91
, the basic requirement was that investment firms were 

required to maintain "financial resources" in excess of their "financial resources 

requirement'' ("FRR"). Pursuant to Rule 10-62(2) the investment firm was 

required to calculate its " financial resources" in accordance with a prescribed 

Table. In tum, the complex calculation of a firm's FRR was set out under Rule 

10-70. 

Rule 10-63(1)92 provided that "A firm may toke illlo account subordinated loan 

capital in its financial resources". 

As noted, in order to be taken into account for the purposes of its "financial 

resources", a firm could only include a subordinated loan if it was drawn up in 

accordance with the standard forms obtained from the FSA, unless they sought a 

modification or waiver. !PRU Rule 10-63(2) and the guidance annotations thereto 

provided91: 

"10-63(2) RA firm may include a subordinated loan in its financial resources 

only: 

(a) if it is draHln up in accordance with the .ftandard forms"' obtained fmm 

the FSA: 

Ruic I 0-63(2) of the SFA Rules provides "A firm 1'1DY include a subordi11ated loan in its finandal 
resources only ifit is drown up in accordaoce with the standard forms obtained from SFA except to the 
t)(tent that SFA otherwise per1'1its." The SFA Rules were introduced as a direct response lo Directive 
93/6/EEC on capital adequacy requin:men1s. 
See FSA Consultation Paper 54 (''The Investment Business Interim Prudential Handbook") ("CPS4"), 
at 7.4: "the current [SFAJ standard forn1s including those for subordinated loan agreeniems ond 
qualifying undertakings will be maintained wilh miniinum changes. The /Orms will be available shor1ly 
on 1he FSA website.'\ 
(JN2/TI 0/513(. 
(JNl/TI0/517( . 
(JN2/TI0/5171 . 
A note below explained that "If a firm wishes ro use a form which differs from rhe standard form it 
will need to setk a modification to, or waiver f rom, this rule " (emphasis added). 
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69. 

70. 

71. 

" .. 

(b) if it is signed by authorised signatories of all the parties; and 

(c) to the extent that ii is paid tip by the lender. 

The manner in wb.ich the core European requirement to "rank ofter the claims q( all other 

creditors" was satisfied was to require finns to use FSA Standard Fonn 10, which was 

drafted to implement the requisite subordination. 

As to FSA Standard Form 10; 

()) 

(2) 

Under Paragraph 5, the rights of the Lender were subordinated to the "Senior 

Liabi lities". 

FSA Standard Form !O defined the "Senior Liabilities" to mean ''all Liabilities 

except the Subordinated Liabilities and Excluded liabilities". 

The mandatory requirement to use FSA Standard Form ID had a number of 

~onsequences: 

(1) 

(2) 

It saved a great deal of time and money for both the FSA and the firm. 95 

It ensured consistent treatment of Jinns by the FSA96. By requiring finns to use 

the same standard forms, the FSA could be sure. that the core subordination 

requirement prescribed under the EU Directives was met. As to this: 

(a) 

(b) 

At first instance in Waterfall I at (75), David Richards I said of FSA 

Standard Form 10 that; "The purpose of the template ogreemenls, giving 

effect as they do 10 EU Directives, is to provide a u11iform system of 

subordination." 

In construing agreements drawn up on FSA Standard Form 10, in the 

Court of Appeal in Waterfall I Moore-Bick LI said at [246): 

"Having regard to the regulatory context in which tire agreement was 

made, I am satisfied that its purpose was to ensure that in 011 insolvency 

the subordinated creditors should rank behind all those whose claims 

would have to be recognised in the insolvency." 

Hutcherson 1, (17) [Cff6/72). 
Ibid 
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72. 

(c) In the Supreme Court, Lord Neuberger said at [64): "The purpose of the 

parties to those ogreements wos to ensure that all those with claims on 

LBIE would have priority over the holders oft/re subordinated debt." 

Significantly, it was no pa.rt of the subordination provisions in the FSA Standard Fonns, 

IPRU(INV) more generally (see 1. l .2G), or the requirements of the European framework 

that certain subordinated debt forming part of a particular tier should be subordinated to 

other subordinated debt within the same tier. 

lPRU(INV) Chapter 5 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

., 
,. 

.. 

IPRU(INV) Chapter 5 emerged out of the rulebook of the Investment Management 

Regulatory Organisation ("IMRO" and the "IM.RO Rules")97• Like the SFA Rules 

(referred to at [64) above), the fMRO Rules were introduced to implement Di.rective 

93/6/EEC on capital adequacy requirements. Chapter 5 applied to investment 

managementfim,s, which were firms that were members of!MRO immediately prior to 

the commencement oflPRU(INV). Lehman was not an lMRO firm. 

Both Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 of IPRU(INV) were intended to fulfil the basic purpose 

set out at TPRU(lNV) 1. I .2G98 as well as the core requirements relating to regulatory 

capital set out at a European level. 

Unlike IPRU Chapter 10, Chapter 5 also specified the characteristics qualifying 

subordinated loans were required to have. In this regard, 1.PRU(INV) Rule 5.2.S(l)(b) set 

out the requirement that "in the event of the winding up of the firm, the loan ranks after 

the claims of af/ other creditors and is not to be repaid until all other deb1s outstanding at 

the time have been se11led." This replicated the exact language of the core subordination 

requirement in the EU capital adequacy directives which were then in force: see Article 

4(3) of Directive 89/299/EEC and its successor provisions99
• 

IPRU(INV) Rule 5.2.5(4) required that "a qualifyi11g subordinated loan mus/ be in the 

form prescribed by the FSA for the purposes of rhis rule". Again, this was subject to 

This is cxplalacd in CP54, [2.10), which described how lPRU(INV) would replace rhe prudential 
material from the SFA Rul<.s and the IMRO Rules. 
"Setting minimal capital and other risk management standards thereby mitigating the po.ssibility rho! 
firnrs wifl be unable to meet their liabilities and commitments to consumers and counterparties•• 
[J/Vl/fl 0/497). 
[J/Vlffl 0/67). 
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77. 

78. 

79, 

obtaining the FSA's approval to the use of a subordinated loan agreement other than in 

the prescribed fonn. 

Annex D of IPRU(INV) contained the relevant --Prescribed Subordinated Loan 

Agreement'' which gave effect to Rule 5.2.S(l)(b), namely, Fonn 5.1 ("FSA Standard 

Form S''). This was in materially l11e same terms as the "Specimen Subordinated Loan 

Agreement" which had previously been prescribed under the IMRO Rules. 100 

Like FSA Standard Form 10, the purpose of FSA Standard Form 5 was to ensure that the 

regulatory subordinated debt ranked after the claims of"a// other creditors". 

( I ) 

(2) 

Under Paragraph 7, the rights of the Lender under the Loan were subordinated to 

the rights of the "Se11ior Creditors". 

FSA Standard Form 5 defined the "Senior Creditors" to mean: 

"all such persons who are: 

(a) unsubordinated creditors of the Borrower; or 

(b) subordinated creditors of the Borrower other than those whose claims are 

expressed to rank and do rank, pari passu with. or junior to the claims of the 

Lender hereunder" (emphasis added). 

As set out in more detail below: 

(I) Like FSA Standard Form 10, FSA Standard Form 5 was required to subordinate 

the regulatory subordinated debt after "all other creditors", and in order to do so 

subordinates the regulatory subordinated capital to the "Senior Creditors". 

(2) The definition of "Senior Creditors" under FSA Standard Form 5 is materially 

similar to the definition of "Senior Creditors" under the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, in that 

it bifurcates that category so as to include expressly both (a) unsubordinated 

creditors aod (b) subordinated creditOrs "other 1ha11" specified exceptions. 

80. For present pulJ)oses, the key points are these: 

100 Table 2.5(5) of the IMRO Rules. 
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81. 

82. 

,., 

(I) 

(2) 

.Both FSA Standard Form 10 and FSA Standard Forro 5 were intended to comply 

with the overriding purpose set out in TPRU 1.l .2G, and the overarching 

regulatory capital reqwrements imposed at a European level, which was to 

subordinate the regulatory subordinated debt after "all 01her creditom'' (i.e. all 

creditors olher than the regulatory subordinated debt). 

Both standard fonns were derived from existing standard forms put in place under 

the SF A Rules and the lMRO Rules, which bad been introduced in order to 

implement the capital adequacy requirements set by Directive 93/6/EEC. 

(3) There were ceriail! differeoce.'! between lhe detinitiom and operative 

subord.ination provisions used in FSA Standard Form JO and FSA Standard Form 

5: for example, the latter provided for subordination to the "Senior Creditors" 

defined as "unsubordinated creditors" and "subordinated creditors" (other Oum 

certain carve-outs), whilst the former specified subordination to the "Senior 

Liab.ilities" defined as "all Liabi/iJies except lite Sribordinated Liahilirles !lnd 

!lxc/uded Liabifitie~•-

(4) However, it is clear that bo1b FSA Standard Fonn 10 (aod 'the forms previously 

prescribed under th.e Sf A Rules) and FSA Standard Form 5 (and the forms 

previously prescribed under the lMRO Rule$) were intended to bring about the 

same subordination rcsu1t and give effect to the overriding European requirement 

of subordinating the regulatory subordinated debt to "all other credilors" of the 

regulated firm. 

1n short, the two standard Corms in Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 - though adopting different 

wording - were two methods prescribed by the FSA at the same time for achieving 

exactly the same si,bordinatfon 011wome. 

That the diffurent subordination language in FSA Standard Form 10 and FSA Standard 

Form 5 was intended to achieve the same result can be seen ftom -a comparison of FSA 

Standard Form ;5 and the "Prescribed Qualifying Undertaking"'°' also prescribed under 

CbapteC5 oflPRU(INV); both of which are io Ami.ex D ofIPRU(INV). Both documents 

Th.is is a tri-parti1': undertaking between the Lender, the Borrower and the !'SA under which the Lender 
undertakes to pay a Specified Amo1L1J1t to the Borrowcr on demand from the FSA (which undertaking 
can then be used to be tal<cn into IICCOUDI when dctt,nnin,ing !he Bom,wcr's compliance with its FRR), 
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83. 

were prescribed by the fMRO Rules, became part of IPRU(INV) and are prescribed forms 

for the same transaction. They provide as follows: 

(I) 

(2) 

FSA Standard Form 5 defines "Senior Creditors" as ''all such persons who are (a) 

unsubordinated creditors of the Borrower; or (b) subordinated creditors of the 

Bo"ower other than those whose claims are expressed to rank and do rank, pari 

passu with or junior to the claims of the lender hereunder". 

The "Prescribed Qualifying Undertaking" defines "Senior Liabilities" as "al/ 

Liabilities except all Liabilities ill respect of any sums paid to the Principal under 

the terms of this Undertaking and Excluded Liabilities". This is materially the 

same formulation of"Senior Liabilities" that is used in FSA Standard Fonn JO. 

This again illustrates that the subordination language in FSA Standard Form 10 and FSA 

Standard Form 5 was intended to achieve the same subordination outcome. 

Ph~c: ... ?· R!;lc:PI rr 

84. 

85. 

86. 

102 

"' 10< 

JO, 

On 26 June 2004, Basel II was agreed by the members of the Basel Committee 1° 2
• Basel 

II retained the same definition of regulatory capital as that set out in Basel I, but took 

account of the definition of Tier 3 capital as set out in the Basel Committee's 

'Amendment to the Capital Accord to Incorporate Market Risks' dated January 1996 (as 

amended). Paragraph 49(x.iii) defined "Tier 3'' capital as consisting of "short-term 

subordinated debt [I for the sole purpose of meeting a proportion of the capital 

requirements/or morket risks. subject to the following conditions" 103• 

Basel n was implemented by, amongst others, Directive 2006/48/EC on the talcing up and 

the pursuit of the business of credit institutions, and Directive 2006/49/EC on the capital 

adequacy of investment firms and credit institutions. Directive 2000/12/EC was amended 

and recast by Directive 2006/48/EC.104 Directive 93/6/EEC was repealed and replaced by 

Directive 2006/49.105 

Whereas prior to 2006 the Lehman Group had been subject to a different regime from 

credit institutions, the effect of Directive 2006/49/EC was to bring the Lehman Group 

(JNIITT/27-63(. 
(JNl/1'2/56]. 
Recital 1 (JN 1/f61154] and Article 158 (JN l/f6/209]. 
Article 52 (J /V t/f7/37 1]. 
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87. 

88. 

89. 

under Directive 2006/48/EC, along with credit institutions. T hus Recital 11 to Directive 

2006/49/EC provides106: 

"Since investment firms face in respect of their trading book business the same risks as 

credit institutions, ii i.1 appropriate for the pertinent provisions of Directive 2006/48/EC 

of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2006 relating to the taking up 

and pursuit of the business of credit institutions (I) to apply equally to investment firms. " 

Directive 2006/48/EC Article 64(3) provides107
: 

Member States or the competent authorities may include ... subordinated loan capital 

r~ferred to in {Article 57(11)} in own funds. if binding agreements exist under which, in 

the event of the bankruptcy or liquidation of the credit institution, they rank after the 

claims of all other creditors and are not to he repaid until all other debts outstanding at 

the time have been settled. " ( emphasis added) 

Th.a r-nrP ~11Mrtiin Atinn rPn11irPmP-nt i~ in thP .:~mp tPrn"I.: ~u:: thAt nnrlPr Artir1P 'l/.;{'l\ nf 
&uv ,....., .. .., vwv..,& ... u.&,..,&'V<& &v'1"u'""•&-&Y•• .. ,.., &u ...._.,... ..,. .... ,..., ~v&u.&v .,.., ......... , .,..,...., .... • ...,, ... .., .. .., '"'V\'"'I v& 

Directive 2000/12. The regulatory subordinated loan capital was 10 rank after the claims 

"of all other creditors". 

The deadline to implement Directive 2006/48/EC and Directive 2006/49/EC was 3 I 

December 2006. IO& 

UK implementation: GENPRU 

90. 

9 1. 

92. 

106 

107 

106 

On 31 December 2006, the FSA introduced GENPRU which set out the capital adequacy 

requirements applicable to the Lehman Group from that date until the date of the 

administration in September 2008. It gave effect to, among others, Directive 2006/48/EC 

and Directive 2006/49/EC. 

The LBHI2 Sub-Notes were the only instrument for current purposes entered into after 31 

December 2006, the date on which the new GEN PRU regime came into effect. 

As regards GENPRU, David Richards J said at (42) of the Waterfall I (first instance) 

judgment that: "Based on Basel If and the relevallf Directives, three tiers of capital were 

(J/Vl/1'7/355] 
(J/Vl/1'6/181] 
Sec Article 157 of Directive 2006148/EC (J/Vt tr6n09] and Article 49 of Directive 2006/49/EC 
(JN1/f7/370]. 
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93. 

94. 

95. 

'" 
110 

111 

specified, which a .finn was required to identify separately in its regulatory capitol 

reporti11g to the FSA." GENPRU set out the chamcteristics required for instruments to fall 

within each of the three tiers of capital. 

Under GENPRU, Tier 2 capital was divided into LT2 and Upper Tier 2 ("UT2") capital, 

with the requirements for UT2 being more onerous. It appears to be agreed that the 

subordinated debts in this case arc either L T2 or Tier 3 debts for the purposes of 

GENPRU, and none were UT2 instruments (see PLC PP, at [51 .4] (A/T7/113I). 

As far as the regulation of the Lehman Group was concerned, a major departure from 

IPRU(TNV) Chapter IO was that suborclinated loans no longer had to be drawn up on 

standard forms in order to qualify as Tier 2 or Tier 3 capital. Instead, GENPRU 

prescribed a series of requirements in relation to Tier 2 and Tier 3, which capital 

instruments were required to satisfy. 

As to the requirements for Tier 2 capital instruments: 

( I) GENPRU 2.2.159(1) required that Tier 2 capital instruments must provide that the 

claims of the Tier 2 creditors rank behind those of all unsubordinated 

creditors: "(I) tire claims of the credi1ors must rank behind those of all 

unsubordinated creditors"'"". The expression "unsubordinated creditors" bears 

the same meaning as the words "all the 01her creditors" that was used in the 

Directives. 

(2) GENPRU 2.2.159(8) required that "rhe terms of the capital instrument must be ser 

out in a written agreement that co11tains terms that provide for the condilions set 

QUI in (}) (Q (7}"110• 

(3) GENPRU 2.2,159(12) provided that .. ,he firm has obtained a properly reaso11ed 

independef/1. legal opinion from an appropriately qualified i11divid11al stating that 

the requirenu,nJs in (I) to (7) and (insofar as it relates to whether the capital 

instrument 1~011nsec11red) (9) have been met" 111. 

(JN1/1'11/844). 
(JNlfl'l l/844). 
(J/Vl/1'11/844]. 
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(4) GENPRU 2.2.164 signalled an intentional shift from the FSA's previous policy of 

requiring the use of standard forms' 12: 

"The FSA is more concerned that the subordination provisions listed in GENPRU 

2.2. 159 R should be effective than that they should follow a particular form. The 

FSA does not, therefore, prescribe that the loan agreement or capital instrument 

should be drawn up in a standard form." 

96. The shift under GEN PRU was based on a policy decision by the FSA, acknowledging the 

development of the different types of Tier 2 and Tier 3 capital instruments. It provided 

flexibility to firms to design their own documentation, rather than being required to use a 

prescriptive FSA Standard Form, provided the documentation was supported by a legal 

opinion.113 

97. As regards Tier 3 capital, GENPRU required the relevant instrument to meet the general 

requirements applicable to Tier 2, with the modifications set out in the table under 

GENPRU 2.2.245114
• The principal modifications involved amending references to the 

"fifth anniversary" in the Tier 2 provisions to the "second anniversary" in respect of 

maturity dates. 

FSA Standard Forms oost-GENPRU 

98. 

99. 

112 

11) ,,. 
"' 

The introduction of GENPRU raised the question as to what was to be done with all of 

the subordinated debts drawn up on the standard forms prescribed by CPRU(INV). 

Ms Sophie Hutcherson was the key point of contact between the Lehman Group and the 

FSA at the material times. Her evidence is that: 

(I) Many firms contacted the FSA to enquire whether existing loans documented 

using FSA Standard Forni JO would need to be redocumented.11s 

(2) A huge amount of time and money would have to be expended to re-write every 

loan that used the standard form documentation, such that the FSA decided to 

(JN2/fl 1/845]. 
Hutcherson I, [20] (C/1'6173]. 
(JN2/1'1 l/844J. 
Hulchcrson I, (21] [CrT6/73). 
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''grandfather" subordinared loans drawn up on FSA Standard Foan 10 (which 

were GENPRU,-00mpliant) through into GENPRU.116 

(3) The agreements previously executed on FSA Standard Form 10 remained valid 

and did n<,t need to be re-written. [n addition, waivers that had been granted by tho 

FSA previously were also grandfathered with the introduction of GBNPRU.117 

l 00, Jt necessarily follows .from this that the FSA considere-d that the FSA Standard Fonns 

gave effect to the speoilic requirements under GENPRU. Otherwise, it w<1uld have 

required the fiSA Standard Forms to be re-drafted so as to comply with the new regime. 

I 01 . The rtigulatery shift from IPRU(INV) to GENPRU provides key context to thu LBHI2 

Ranking Issue. The construction question involves construing one instrument dr.iwn up 

on the standard forms applicable under the old regime (FSA Standard Form 10), and one 

( I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Working Paper Number 12 (2003, 

page 6): "Tier 3 debt is not amortised and it ranks pari passu with "lower Tier 2" 

debf'. 

Managing Bank Risk: An Introduction to Credit Engineering (Glantz, 2003, page 

403): "[Tier 3 i.s/ subordinated to senior. but pari pussu with lower Tier 2 

instruments". 

Investing in Corporate Bonds and Credit Risk (Hagenstein, Mertz and Seifert, 

2004, page 169): "Tier 3 debt ca11 exclusively support market risk i11 the trading 

book. It ranks pari passu with Lower Tier 2 and is dated with a minimum 

maturity of 2 years". 

106. Moreover, a contemporaneous client briefing paper by A&O ent.itled "Regulatory 

instrument drafted by external lawyers und.er the new approach pul in place by GENPRU Capital" dated November 2008 stated at page 4: "Tier 3 ra11ks pari passu with l ower Tier 

(and which contained a definition of"Senior Creditors~ that was materially similar as tbal r. 120 

in FSA Standard Form 5). 
107. Accordingly, the general position is that Tier 3 and L T2 dated subordinated debts will 

Relative Ranking of L T2 and Tier 3 Regulnlory Capital rank pari passu as between themselves. 

102, It is common grou:od between SLP3 and PLC that the LBHl2 Sub-Debt was L n capital, 

nltemntively Tier 3 capital, and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were L 1'2119
• 

1113, As set out above, there is no requirement or e.xpectation under GENPRU tbat Tier 3 

capital and L T2 capital need to rank di.fferenlly. The principal difference was the 

minimum original maturity and the period of notice for repayment (2 years for Tier 3 and 

5 year.; for L TI). 

l 04. However, as a general rule, at all material times Tier 3 and L T2 dated subordinated debts 

usually ranked part passu amongst themselves (and, by necessary inference, LT2 capital 

debt instruments ranked part passu as between themselves). 

105. 

11' 

111 ,,. 

This is explained io various materials (including Basel working papen;, as well as 

textbooks in this area):119 

Hurcbcrson I, [22] [C/1'61731. 
Hulch=on I, [22] [C/1'6173). 
See PLC PP. (51(4)] [A/Mil t3J, 
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Post-GENPRU and beyond 

108. The regulatory regime continues to evolve. The EU has recently introduced a new class of 

subordinated senior debt in the hierarchy of creditors, which ranks above own funds 

instruments and subordinated liabilities that do not qualify as "own funds", but below 

other general creditors. 

109. In this regard the Financial Stability Board's121 'Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity (TLAC) 

Tenn Sheet' now requires global systemically important banks to meet a new requirement 

for Minimum External Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity (Minimum TLAC). This is 

'" 

,,. 
l21 

LBHl/SLPJ inilially indicated lhot they may seek to rely upon expen evidence of mw:ket practice to 
make this point good. Tlus suggestion was opposed in correspondence by PLC in ils letter dated 7 May 
2019 [R/254) on the basis that such evidence was not relevant or necessary for 1he purpose of 
determining the LBl{[2 Applicalion or the PLC Applicalion. However, the main point i.e. thal L TI and 
Tier 3 capital rank pari pas511 as a general rule is apparent from open source materials. 
Page S of the briefing paper provided contact details for Mr Miller, who was involved in drafting both 
the PLC Sub-Notes and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. 
The Financial Stability Board is an international body that moni1ors and makes recommendations abou1 
the global financial system. It was established after the G20 London summit in April 2009 as a 
successor to the Financial Stability Forum. 
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intended as "011 additional requirement to minimum regulatory capital requirements" 

already set out in European law (page 11).122 

110. The "TLAC" standards were in pan implemented in the EU by Directive EU 

2017/2399123
, which introduced a new layer of non-preferred senior subordinated debt. In 

relation to this: 

()) 

(2) 

Recital 10 provides that "this Directive should .. . require Member States to create 

a new class of non-preferred senior debt that should rank in insolvency above 

ow11 fonds instruments and subordinated liabilities that do not qualify as own 

funds instruments. but below other senior liabilities". 

Recital 12 provides that "Member States should also ensure 1h01 1he new non

preferred senior class of debt instruments has a higher priority ranking than the 

priority ranking of own fonds instroments and the prioriry ranking of any 

subordina/ed liabilities that do not qualify as awnfwrds." 

111. The effect of this new regime is that some "TLAC" wou Id be treated as a form of 

subordinated senior debt for these purposes and would, accordingly, sit between general 

creditors and subordinated "own funds" (whether as a result of statute or contract). 

(4) Principles of Contractual Interpretation 

112. It is a notable feature of this case that the panics contending for constructions other than 

the Pari Passu Construction adopt diametrically opposite approaches to the inte,pretation 

of the relevant instruments. 

113. On the one hand, GPI (the PLC Ranking Issue) and PLC (the LBH12 Ranking Issue) rely 

on a narrow textual approach which appears to verge on positing that the instruments in 

question should be interpreted io a vacuum. 

114. On the other, in relation to both the PLC Ranking Issue aod the LBHI2 Rank.ing Issue, 

Deutsche Bank adopts a broad pwposive approach which seeks to impute certain 

commercial "incentives" to the Lehman Group which purportedly motivated it to ensure 

Ill 

Ill 
See the TI.AC " Term Sheet", dated 9 November 2015. 
This was implemented in this jurisdiction by The Bonks and Building Societies (Priority on lnsolven<:y 
Order) 2018. 
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that the ECAPS (of which Deutsche Bank is the largest holder) be paid in priority, with 

an impact at each level of lhe capital strocture. 

115. Neither approach is correct. 

Staning Point: Objective Meaning 

116. The applicable principles have been stated and restated many times by the House of 

Lords/Supreme Court in recent years (Investors Compensation Scheme v West Bromwich 

Building Society (1998) I WLR 896: Chanbrook v Persimmon (2009) I AC 1173; Re 

Sigma Finance Corp (2009) UKSC 2; Rainy Sky v Kookmin Bank (2011) 1 WLR 2900; 

Arnold v Britton [2015) AC 1619; Wood v Capita lnsurnnce Services [2017) AC 1173). 

Most recently, the Supreme Court said in Wood v Capita Insurance Services at [ I OJ: 

"The court'.< task l< to ascertain the objective meaning of the language which the parties 

have chosen to express their agreement. It has long been accepted that this is not a 

li11>,-l'lliet 1>Tnrl"i<'1> frv-11~,orl <'l'\lnlu ,·u<1 ,., ,vu,~inh- ,,.,( tl,D I.All'\ r'rlino- nf tho ,vu,.tir11lh r ,-./n11<'n hut .,..,, ...,, • .,, ......,.,.., ., .. , ..,J..,...,_.,.._._.,..,., , ., ..,,. ""yw, "'"''6:, ., .. ., .,..,, _.,'6'., .,,._. yw• .,,..,...,.,., "°"'"""' ..,-• 

that the court must consider the contract as a whole and, depending on the nature, 

fomrality and quality of drafting of the contract, give mare or less weight ta elements of 

the wider context in reaching its view as to that objective meaning''.'24 

117. The court must consider the language used and ascertain what a reasonable person, that is 

a person with all the background knowledge which would reasonably have been available 

to the parties in the situation they were in at the time of the contrnct, would have 

understood the parties to have meant125. If there are two possible outcomes, the court is 

entitled to prefer the conslrllction which is consistent with business common sense and to 

reject lhe other. 126 The greater the ambiguity, the more persuasive may be an argument 

based on the apparently greater degree of common sense of one version over the other 

(LB Re Financing No 3 Ltd v Excalibur Funding No I Pk (2011) EWHC 2111 (Cb), at 

[461). 

Factual Matrix: General Ruic 

118. The courts will look al all the circumstances surrounding the making of the contract and 

available to the parties which would assist in determining bow the language of the 

"' llS ,,, 
Per Lord Hodge, with whom Lord Neuberger, Lord Mance, Lord Darke and Lord Sumption a.II agreed. 
Lukoil Asie Pacjfie Pte Ltd v Ocean Tankers fPtc} Ltd [2018] EWHC 163 (Comm), per Popplewell J. 
See Chitty on Contracts (33"' edition), at 13-077. 
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document would have been understood to a reasonable person (Chitty on Contracts, 33rd 

edition, 13-049). 

119. Crucially, "Texlualism and contextua/ism are not conflicting paradigm.r in a baule for 

exclusive occupation of the field of contrac/1/al interpretation" (Wood v Capita, at (13]). 

The balance between textualism and contextualism will vary according to the 

circumstances of the case. However, the textual approach is never absolute or 

exclusionary, and the case law has established the following principles. 

120. First, the starting point is I.hat "contracts are nor made in a vacuum: there is always a 

setting in wl,ich they haye to be placed" (emphasis added) (Reardon Smith Linc Ltd v 

Yvgar HaMen-Tangen (1976) I WLR 989,995 per Lord Wilberforce)127
: it is not correct 

(even in the case of "tradeable instruments", see at [ 129) to [139) below) that the 

contractual language can be construed without putting i t in its setting. 

121. Second. as regards the scope of the factual matrix, the starting point is that this includes 

absolutely anything which would have affected the way in which the language of the 

document would have been understood by a reasonable man (but is limited by the rule 

that it should have been reasonably available to the partics).128 

122. Third. the evidence of the factual matrix can include evidence of the 'genesis' and 

objectively the 'aim' of the transaction (Prenn v S immons (1971) I WLR 1381, per Lord 

Wilberforce). Given that the Court should know the commercial purpose of the contract 

in question, evidence of the genesis and objectively the aim of the transaction is 

admissible. 129 This also presupposes knowled ge of the background, the context and the 

market in which the parties are operating. 

123. Fourth. in construing a document, "1he court is emitled (and, indeed, bound) to enquire 

beyond the language of the document and see what the circumstances were with reference 

to which words were used, and tire object appearing from those circumstances which the 

'" 

'" 

"' 

Reardon Smith Linc Ltd v Yvgar Hansen-Tangen (1976) I WLR 989, 995. Sec also Canmer 
International Inc v Mutual SJeamship Assurance Association ffiennuda) Lid (2005] EWHC 1694 
(Comm), (2005] 2 Lloyd's Rep 49 at [22] per Gloster J. 
Investors Compcnsetion Scheme Ltd v Wes1 Bromwich B11ilding Socje1y (!998) I WLR 896, 912-913, 
with this proposition specifically approved in Wood v Capito Insurance Scrvjccs at [10). 
Reardon Smith Line Ltd v Yvgor Hansen-Tangen (1976) I WLR 989,995; Crcma v Ccnkos Securities 
J!l£ (2010) EWCA Civ 1444 al [43). 
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person using them had in view".130 In other words, an instrument should be construed 

consistently with its pwpose as objectively identilled 131 : 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

In Waterfall I the Supreme Court expressly relied at [64) on the purpose of FSA 

Standard Form 10 in order to resolve the ranking issue in that case: 

"Looking at the issue from a broader. purposive, perspective. the conclusion that 

both statutory interest and non-provable liabilities have priority over the 

subordinated debt seems lo me to accord both with the eponymous nature of the 

subordinated debt, and with what a reasonable reader would expect from the 

general thrust of the terms of the Loan Agreements. The purpose of lhe parties to 

those agreements was to ensure that all those with claims on LBIE would haee 

priority over the holdt>rs of the .~ubordinaled debt. In summary terms, the 

perception of the reasonable reader would be that the holders of the 

subordinated debt were to be at the end of the queue - and, in the event of an 

insolvency, at the bonom of the waterfall" (emphasis added). 

In Re Sigma Finance Corp [2009] UK.SC 2 (which is addressed further below), 

Lord Coll ins said: "In comp lex documents of the kind in issue there are bound 10 

be ambiguities, infelicities and inconsistencies. An over-literal interpretation of 

one provision without regard to the whole may distort or fru strate the 

commercial purpose" (emphasis added). 

ln Sirius International Insurance (Pybl) v FA! General Insurance Ltd [2004] 

WLR 3251 at (19) Lord Steyn132 noted that the tendency of the law "should 

therefore generally speaking be against literalism". At (20), his Lordship 

considered the surrounding circumstances and considered ·'that the parties had 

two major immediate objectives" before proceeding to construe the agreements in 

light of them. 

124 . Fifth, the Court should be wary, when interpreting a complex set of commercial 

documents, of focusing too narrowly on a single phrase, but rather should look at such 

phrases in the commercial landscape of the instrument as a whole. Thus the proper 

llO 

Ill 

"' 

ChiJty on Contracis 133"' cdi1ionl. 13-050 and 1he au1hori1ics a1 lhe footnote 1bere10. 
See Reardon SmiJh I ine Ltd v Yvgar Hansen-Tangen (1976) I WLR 989. 996. 
Sec also Lord Stcyn in Monnaj Invcstmcn1 Co Ltd v Enle Star Life Assuamcc C.o Ltd (1997) AC 749. 
768, where he said that it was "imponant 1101 10 lose sight of the purpose of a aotice under the break 
clause. It serves one purpose only: to inform the landlord that tire tenanl /ras decided to detennine the 
lea.re in ace<,rdance with the right reserved.·• 
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unitary exercise involves an iterative process by which each suggested interpretation is 

checked against the provisions of the contract and its commercial consequences are 

investigated.' 33 

125. S ixth, the background reasonably available to the parties may include precedents used in 

previous transacboos.134 Where there are provisions in a professionally drawn contract 

which lack clarity, the Court may be particularly helped by considering the purpose of 

similar provisions in contracts of the same type (Wood v Capita Insurance Services at 

(13)). In Static Control Components {Europe) Ltd v Egan [2004) 2 Lloyd 's Rep 429 at 

435, Arden U considered the admissible background evidence to include a previous 

guarantee, concluding that the reasonable person "would draw the conclusion Iha/ the 

previous guarantee might have been used simply because it was a convenienl precedent". 

Similarly, "where parties have used language which means one lhing in a contract to 

which 1hey were parties, and they use the same language ill another, it is likely that it will 

have the same meaning" (Shell UK Ltd v Total UK Ltd [2010] 3 All ER 793 at [16] per 

WaiierLJ). 

126. ~- in construing contracts incorporating standard forms, tbe Court should adopt a 

uniform approach "that seeks lo respecl the parties' choice, to understand the 

commercial context, and to provide certainty and consistency in matters of business" 

(GSO Credit-A Partners LP v Barclays Bank Plc GSO Credit- A Partners LP v Barclays 

Bank Pie [2016] EWHC 146 (Comm) at [27) per Knowles J), relying on13s Lord 

Diplock's words in Pioneer Shipping Ltd v BTP Tiox.ide Ltd ("The Nema"} [1982] AC 

724, 737: 

"' "' 
"' 

" . .. it is in the interests alike of justice and of the conduct of commercial transactions that 

those standard Jerms should be construed ... as giving rise to similar legal rights and 

obligations in all [cases) in which the events {lhat) have give11 rise to the dispute do not 

differ from one ano/her in some relevant respect. ii is only if parties to commercial 

contracts can rely upon a uniform commercial cons/ruction being given lo standa.-d terms 

that they can prudenlly incorporate them in their contracts without the need for de/oiled 

negotiation or discussion ... ·•. 

Wood v Capita Insurance Services at (12]; Arnold v Britton at (77]; Re Sigma at (12]. 
Bogg v &@per 1 I.T.E.L.R. 267 per Millen U, who had regard to a clause "clearly taken directly or 
i11directly from a precede111 book" (page 279). 
A1[26]. 
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127. Eighth, the regulatory context plainly forms part of the relevant background to the 

subordinated debts in question, forming part of the legal environment in which the parties 

concluded their contracts:'36 

ll< 

(I) 

(2) 

This was specifically confirmed in Waterfall I (first instance) in relation 10 debts 

drawn up on FSA Standard Fon11 10. David R ichards J's starting point was the 

regulatory background, both at an international level and at a national level 

("Before addressing these iss11es directly. Twill set out the circt1mstances i11 which 

the subordi11ated loan debt was created, the reg11latory background against which 

it was created and its material temrs" at [26]). Later on, his Lordship confirmed 

at (60] that: 

"In approaching the issues of construction of the s11bordinated facility 

agreements. it is clearly right to have regard to their regulatory context" 

(emphasis added), 

In BNY Mellon Corporate Trustee [2016] UKSC 29 at [33], in the context of 

instruments which were intended to be broadly traded, Lord Neuberger held that 

FSA regulatory material could be taken into account, on the assumption that even 

not necessarily sophisticated purchasers may have received advice from advisors 

prior to purchase: 

"/11 the preser,/ case, the Trust Deed, a11d in particular those parts of cla11ses 7, 8 

and /9 of the T&Cs which fa/I to be constn1ed, cannot be understood unless one 

has some appreciation of the regulatory policy of tire FSA at and before tire tin,e 

that the ECNs were issued ... Accordingly, I consider that at least the general 

thrust and effect of tire FSA regulatory material published in 2008 and 2009 

can be taken into account when interpreting the T &Cs. Thai would also accord 

with good sense: while tire individual purchasers of the ECNs may no/ by a11y 

mea11s all have been sophisticated investors, i1 is appropria1e 10 assume 1hat mos1 

of /hem would have had advice from reasonably sophislicated and informed 

advisers before they purchased s11ch moderalely complex _fi11Q11cial prod11cts. " 

(emphasis added). 

See Chittv on Contracts (33"' edition) al 1-001 on the d istinction between "laws which create the legal 
environment within which parties conclude their contract (which may broadly be termed market 
regula1ion) tmd laws which. relate specifically to the conclusion of coniracts, their terms. 1/ie. relative 
rights and obligatio11s which they create and the remedies which arise on breach (contract law in the 
narrow and usual sense)." 
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128. Ninth the pal'i passu principle itself forms part of the relevant background in which the 

agreement is reached and will be borne in mind by the Court: 

(I) 

(2) 

In Re Golden Key Ltd (2009] EWCA Civ 636 at [6], Arden LJ said: 

''Given its importance, the concept of pari passu distribution can be taken to be 

part of the background to the issue of the CP that would have been known to the 

parties ... The concept of pari passu distributio11 may a/so be a factor which 

makes one inlerprelation more plausible than another". 

In Re Lehman Brothers International (Europe) (2010] EWCA Civ 917 at [76)

(77], in interpreting CASS7, the Court of Appeal said that: "The principle ofpari 

passu distributio11 also forms pan of 1he legal background which the court must 

keep well in mind". 

Factual Matrix: General Negotiable Instruments 

129. PLC and GP! both contend that the extent to which the available background is 

admissible in this case is limited because the PLC Sub-Notes and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes 

are tradeable securities: see PLC PP, (19.I] 1Aff7/99-I00J ("very narrow factual 

matrix"); GPI PP, [I I) [Aff9/l59( ("that fact serves to limit the extent of admissible 

background"). 

130. Both rely on Lord Collins in Re Sigma Finance Corp (2009) UKSC 2, where he said that: 

"36. Sigma financed its investments over a 13-year period by debt securities issued or 

guara11/eed by it. It entered into liquidily facilities inle11ded to hedge against market 

liquidity risks. It entered into financial instruments intended lo hedge against currency 

and interest rate risk. O1!,ers provided liquidity facilities or entered inJo financial 

hedging ins1rumen1s. The security 1n1s/ deed secures a variety of creditors, who hold 

different instruments, issued at different times, and in di./Jerent circumstances. 

37. Consequently this is not the type of case where the background or matrix of fact is or 

ough1 to be relevant, excep1 in the most generalised way. I do not consider therefore 1hat 

there is much assistance to be derived from the principles of interpretation re-staled by 

Lord Hnffi11ann i11 the familiar passage in Investors Comp,msalion Scheme Ltd v West 

Bromwich Building Society ... ... where a security document secures a number of creditors 

who have advanced funds over a long period it would be quite wro11g to take account of 
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circumstances which are not know11 to all of them. In this type of case it is the wordi11g of 

the instrument which is paramou11f'. 

131. LBHI/SLP3 's position is that the starting point on the relevance of the facrual matrix is 

not to consider whether an instrument is theoretically tradable but rather the nature of the 

intended addressee of the instrument. 

132. In the present case, the instruments were only addressed to internal entities forming part 

of the Lehman Group, and it was never intended to transfer them outside of the Lehman 

Group: see below at (204) to (205] (PLC Sub-Notes) and at (313] to (316) (LBHJ2 Sub

Notes). Accordingly, the factual matrix in this case is the knowledge reasonably available 

to the centralised decision-makers within the Lehman Group, who structured and 

implemented the transactions. 

133. Alternatively, if this is incorrect, and the instruments were addressed to the world at large, 

the factual matrix is the knowledge available to sophisticated institutional investors, who 

would have been in a position to acquire the subordinated liabilities of another financial 

firm, and who would have been familiar with the regulatory framework (including the 

FSA Standard Forn1s, and the operation of the relevant regulatory regimes). 

134. PLC/GP I are incorrect in their narrow approach for at least the reasons set out below. 

However, on any view, the regulatory background to the subordinated instruments in 

question as well as their commercial p,trpose was stated on their face and are, therefore, 

part of the background available to the reasonable reader. 

135. Fi rst, bilateral contracts are ordinarily addressed to the panics alone. That is the case even 

though there is generally a possibility that any contract might be assigned. The possibility 

of assignment does not impact the general principles of interpretation as set out above. In 

Chartbrook v Persimmon Homes (2009] UKHL 38 at (40) Lord Hoffmann said: 

"Ordinarily, however, a co11tract is treated as addressed to the parties alone a11d an 

assignee must either inquire as to any relevant backgrou11d or take his chance 011 how 

that might affect the meaning a court will give to the document". 

136. Second when it comes to certain types of documents, it will be necessary to identify the 

relevant audience or addressee of the document. As Briggs J said in In LB Re Financing 

No 3 Ltd y Excalibur Funding No I Pie (2011) EWHC 2111 (Ch) at (43]: "Ide11tifica1ion 

of the relevant audience is importa11/, because ii serves to identify the range of 
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background facts releva11/ to interpretatio11." This is but an example of the approach that 

the factual matrix extends to the background materials reasonably available to the parties 

(as set out above). 

137. Third, in detennining the relevant audience, the Court is entitled to have regard to the 

evidence concerning the purpose of the instrument. The following two cases are 

instructive in this regard. 

(I) 

(2) 

In LB Re financing No 3 Ltd v Excalibur funding No I Pie itself (on which PLC 

also relies): 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The instrument being construed was a securitisation Trust Deed in respect 

of two series of notes. 

Briggs J considered at (42) that " [a]lthough devised and i11itially put in 

place internally within the Lehman group, its jimctio11 is to constitute and 

Aofir10 11,,., Jo;-nu• nf tho N,-.10~ .,...,A tJ.11 rln<!f:! A N11tJ111~ /in nnni,-11/nrl ..u,r,., 
"'-''"'" •••"' ,..,,,.,.,., un, ._,,._.,.....,1 """"" ,n.,. ..., .... .,._. •• • •v, .,.., \ ••• y-• •o-,.__,,..,,, •r,._,.,. 

intended to be used by way of sale or (mar, likely) security for 

borrowing, su ch that the relevant audience for present purposes must be 

take11 to include entin'es considering buying or lending upon the security 

of the Class A Notes" (emphasis added). 

As par:t of the background, prior to the group's insolvency in late 2008, a 

Lehman entity had "pledged the vast majority of the Class A Notes as 

security to DBB. as part of the po<>I of c<>llateral securing the bank's 

fundfog IO LBB''. 

Accordingly, in the circumstances of that case, it was appropriate to limit 

the background to that reasonably available to entities considering buying 

or lending upon the security of the Class A Notes. 

In Domimon Comorate Trustees Ltd v Capmark Bank Europe Pie (2010) EWHC 

1605 (Ch), there was a ranking issue as between the trustees' right to be 

indemnified in respect of expenditure under a trust deed creating the trust, and the 
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bank's rights as chargee under a debenture. 137 David Richards J considered 

arguments on the scope of the admissible matrix: 

(a) The Trustees submitted that the priority issues should be approached by 

reference to a wider set of documents in place at the time the 

arrangements were put in place, as well as having regard to the purpose 

for which the trust in question had been put in place. 

(b) 

(c) 

David Richards J said: 

"{i]n circumstances where the facility agreement provides expressly for 

the assig11ment <>r syndication of the loan with its security, l was 

concerned whether all these fact<>rs, s<>me <>f which involve knowledge <>,( 

quite specific facts, could properly be brought int<> account in the 

construction of the debenture or i11 determining the existence of implied 

terms when they would or might 11at be known 10 assig11ees or participants 

in a syndicati<>n. » 

The judge noted138 Lord Collins's comments in the ~ case but 

continued: "This is not one of those cases", noting that: "T11e loan was 

relatively short-term and if there had been any assignme11t or syndication, 

which there was not, basic e11quiries would have disc/used the interest of 

the bank's group i11 Glenmac and hence in Cantabria." 

138. for the reasons set out below, it is plain that the theoretically tradcable instruments in this 

case (the PLC Sub-Notes and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes) would not and (likely) could not 

have been traded out of the Lehman Group.139 They were internal subordinated debt put 

in place on the basis of detailed tax and structuring advice: they formed part of the 

regulatory capital structure of the Lehman Group. It was not reasonably foreseeable that 

any third-party transferee outside of the Lehman Group would need to construe the 

relevant documents /Cheny Tree Investment Ltd v Landmain [20121 EWCA Civ 736, at 

[128), citing Phoenix Commercial Entemrises v City of Canada Bay Council [2010] 

NWSCA 64). Accordingly, it necessarily follows that the relevant audience for these 

instruments was the Lehman Group itself- and no-one else. 

"' Ill 

"' 

At[6). 
At [29). 
Sec below at (204) - (205] (PLC Sub-Notes) and al (313)-(316] (LBH12 Sub-Notes). 
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139. Further and in any event, even ifLBHI/SLP3 are wrong about the applicable scope of the 

relevant matrix in this case, it simply does not foUow (as PLC and GPI appear to suggest) 

that even where a document is concluded to have been addressed to a wide audience, the 

factual matrix is automatically inadmissible or rendered irrelevant: 

G. 

(1) 

(2) 

The question as to the weight to be attributed to surrounding documents is a 

highly fact sensitive one. Jn BNY Mellon (2016] UK.SC 29 at (30], a case 

involving an issuance of securities which were acquired by private individuals, 

while considering that "considerable circumspection is appropriate" in respect of 

other documents construing the Trust Deed in that case, the staning point was 

nevertheless as follows: "[w]hat, if any, weight is 10 be given to wha1 was said in 

other documents, which were available al the time when the contract concemed 

was made or when the Tnist Deed in question took effect, must be highly 

dependent on the facts of the particular case". 

Even where a document is addressed to a wide audience and, on the evidence, is 

"not the type of case where the background or matrix of fact is or ought to be 

relevant, except in the most generalised way"140 it is still plainly the case that the 

Court should have regard to the commercial purpose, and is not limited (as PLC 

suggests) to deducing it from the face of the instrument: 

"the instniment must be interpreted as a whole in the light of the commercial 

intention which may be inferred from rhe face of the instrument and from the 

11ature of the debtor 's busi11ess. Detailed sema11tic analysis must give way to 

business comtnon sense".141 

THE PLC RANKING ISSUE 

140. The parties' respective positions on this issue arc set out as follows: 

141. 

, .. 
"' 

(I) 

(2) 

LBHI: Joint PP, [9]-( 16] (A/fS/58-66]; Reply PP, [13]-[30] (A/fl0/179-190) . 

GPI PP: [8]-[75] (A/f9/l58-174]. 

(3) DB PP: [34]-f52] IAfl'8/141-145I. 

In sun1mary: 

fil!:rnll.at [37). 
lh id 
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(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The operative subordination provisions under .the PLC Sub-Debt and the !'LC 

Sub-Notes are materially the .•ame. This is because they are either drawn up or 

based on FSA Standard Fonn LO. The purpose of the standard fonns was to 

im.plement the relevant EU Directives, the requirement of which was for 

subordinated loan capital to be ·subordin.ated lo the clai!Jls of "all other creditors" 

in an insolvency. The l'LC Sub-Notes were intended to confo!I]'l to !he wording of 

FSA Standard Forro 10. 

The broad clruftmg of both sets of instruments envisaged subordination to all of 

PLC's "Senior Liobillties". These included unsubordinated creditors and could 

also include (to the extent that debts in this category already existed or were· ever 

created in th, futur15) subordinated senior crediton. 

On a proper co11struction the PLC Sub-Debi and the PLC Sub,Notes are 

subordi11ated to the same "Senior Liabilities", which on the facts of this case are 

the unsubordinated c.-editora (including claims to statutory interest and noq

provable liabilities) and !hey rank par/ passu. 

Consistent with this conclusion, and with the thousands of tlocwneuts reviewed as 

part of the disclosure e11.ercise in the case, there was no commercial or regulatory 

ration.ale for subQrdlnaling the PLC Sub-~hl to the PLC Sub-Notes or vice versa 

andsuoh subordination formed ao part of the purpose of the transactions pursuant 

to which the instruments were created. 

PLC Sub-Debt: Background 

142. PLC is an English incorporated cotnpany within the Lehman Group (Bruce 3, [13]·[20} 

fA/1'4/26-27)). Il has been m admin.istralion since 15 September 2008, an.d the 

administration has recently been extended until November 2020. 'In the latter years of the 

Lehman Group's operations, PLC's role was -principally as an intermediate holding 

company. It did not trade .. It was instead involved in certain of the arrangements by which 

the Lehman Group financed its affairs, involving both the borrowing and lending of 

money to other group eotities. 

l 43. PLC is in a distributing administration. As at 13 September 2018 PLC bad already 

declared and paid an aggregate interim dividend of 87.63% to its unsecured, 

unsubordinated creditors, and bad further admitted but UJ'.lpatd unsecured, unsubordinaied 
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liabilities of £317 million, and accrued but unpaid statutory interest of £750 million 

(Bruce 3, [21)-(22) [A/T4/271). On 15 March 2019 it declared and paid a fifth interim 

dividend of 12.37 pence in the £, plus a share of statutory interest (roughly 2.5% of the 

claim value), to all unsecured, unsubordinatcd creditors. 

144. In 2004 and 2005, PLC, as borrower, entered into three subordinated debt agreements 

with Lehman Brothers UK Holdings Limited ("LBUKR"). These were drawn up on FSA 

Standard Form 10 (Hutcherson I, (33)-(42) [Ctr6n5-771). Ms Hutcherson was involved 

in all three issuances. 

145. The PLC Sub-Debt formed part of a regulatory chain which nowed down from LBHI, the 

US parent company, to LBIE, the regulated entity. LBIE borrowed on a subordinated 

basis from PLC, which in tum borrowed from LBUKH on a subordinated basis through 

the PLC Sub-Debt. LBUK.H borrowed on a subordinated basis from Lehman Brothers 

Luxembourg Investments S.A.R.L ("LBLIS"), which in turn borrowed on a subordinated 

basis from Lehman Rrothers UK Delaware Inc ("LBDI"). Finally, LBDI borrowed from 

LBHI (Hutcherson I, (34) [Cff6n5)). The funds used to finance the PLC Sub-Debt were 

ultimately derived from a mixture of debt and equity issued by LBH1 to the public 

markets. 

146. The catalyst for the first two tranches of the PLC Sub-Debt on 30 July 2004 appears to 

have been the need to refinance and replace pre-existing facilities which were 

"approaching the end of their economical (sic) life"'42
• This refinancing was achieved by 

executing agreements "throughout the chain" of Lehman entities referred to above. The 

first two tranches were drawn up on the same Long Term Subordinated Loan Agreements 

on FSA Standard Form IO. I. Similar agreements drawn up on FSA Standard Form I 0 

were used throughout the regulatory chain. The FSA was updated at each stage of the 

process (Hutcherson!, (36)-38) (Cff6/76)). 

147. The third tranche of the PLC Sub-Debt was issued to meet additional subordinated debt 

requirements for 2005-6. This was a short-term facility. Given that the Lehman Group 

had become subject to consolidated supervision by October 2005, FSA Standard Form 

10.7 agreement was used (as opposed to Form IO.I) (Hutcherson !, (39)-(41) [Cff6/76-

771). Again, the same agreements were entered down the chain of companies, and the 

FSA was kept fully appraised of the new issuance. 

1.a2 See the email exchange of 19 July 2004 to this efTec.t [FN I 1261. 
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PLC Sub-Debt: Terms 

148. As set out above, the PLC Sub-Debt141 was created on FSA Standard Form 10. Schedule 

2 to the forms contained standard terms, which included the operative subordination 

provisions. Schedule I contained variable commercial tenns. 

149. It is plain on the fac.e of FSA Standard Fonn 10 that the fonns were intended to reflect a 

regulatory purpose. For instance, Paragraph 1(2) of Schedule 2 provided that "Any 

reference to any rules of the FSA is a reference to them as in force from time to time". 

Further, the tenn "Financial Rules" was defined to mean "the rules in IPRU(JNV) JO in 

the FSA handbook". 

150. Paragraph 1(1) of FSA Standard Form 10 contains a number of definitions. "Financial 

Resources Requirement" is defined as having the meaning given to it in the FSA 

Handbook. "InsolvelJCy'' is defined to mean and include liquidation, administration and 

other similar procedures. 

Pavment Condition 

I 51. Paragraph 5(1) provides: 

"' ,., 

'" 

"Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4. the rights of {PLC} in respect of the 

Subardinated liabilities are subordinated 10 the Senior liabilities and accordingly 

payment of any amount (whether principal, interest or otherwise) of the Subordinated 

liabilities is conditional upon -

(a) (if an order has not been made or an effective resolu1ion passed for the Insolvency'"" 

of [PLC] .. .) [PLC] being in compliance with not less than {JOO'Yoll 20"/4]145 of its 

Financial Resources Requiremenl immediately after payment by [PLC] and accordingly 

no such amount which would otherwise fall due for pay/llent shall be payable except to 

the extent that -

(i) para,vaph 4(3) lras been complied with; and 

See [E/1'6/81-93); fE/1'7194-1061; and [E/1'81107-123). 
·•1nsotvcncy" is defined by to mean and include .. liquidation, windiug up. bankruptcy, sequestration, 
administration. rehabilitation and d;sso/ution ... or tire equivalent in any other Jurisdiction u, which 
{PLC] may be subject". 
See [Efl'6/89J; [E/1'7/102]; and [E/1'811 t 81), 
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(ii) [PLC] could mah such payment and still be in compliance with such Financial 

Resources Requirement; ... " 

152. Where no insolvency process for PLC has begun, the payment condition in Paragraph 

5(1Xa) must be satisfied. Outside of an "Insolvency", payment of any amount of the 

"Subordinated Liabilities" is conditional upon PLC being in compliance with the relevant 

percentage of its Financial Resources Requirement. 146 

I 53. Whether or not an insolvency process has begun, the payment condition in Condition 

5(1Xb) must be satisfied. Paragraph 5(1Xb) provides that payment of any amount 

(whether principal, interest or otherwise) is also conditional upon: 

"'[PLC} being "solvent" 01 tl,e lime of. and immediately after, tl,e payment by [PLC} and 

accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due f or payment shall be 

payable except to the extent 1h01 {PLC] could make such payment and still be 

"sol>·ent'"." ( emphasis added). 

Solvency Requirement 

154. Condition 5(2)147 provides that PLC is "solvent'' if it is able to pay its "Liabilities" other 

than its "Subordinated Liabilities" in full, disregarding (a) obligations which are not 

payable or capable of being established or determined in PLC's insolvency; and (b) the 

"Excluded Liabilities". In short, payment of any amount of the "Subordinated Liabilities" 

is conditional on PLC's ability to pay its ,;Senior Liabilities" in full. 

"Liabilities" "Senior Liabilities" "Subordinated Liabilities" "Excluded Liabilities" 

155. The relevant terms are defined as follows:148 

, .. 
14' 

\'3 

(I) 

(2) 

"Liabilities" are defined to mean "all present and future sums, liabilities and 

obligations payable or owing by the Borrower (whether actual or contingent, 

jointly or severally or otherwise howsoever)". 

"Senior Liabilities" are defined to mean "all Liabilities except the Subordinated 

Liabilities and Excluded Liabilities". 

The same condition wider 1he 1bird PLC Sul>-Debt Agreement provides that payment of any amow,t of 
the Subordinated Liabilities is conditional upon PLC being in compliance with not less than 100¾ of 
its Financial Re.sources Requirement. 
Sec (E/1'6/90f; [E/M/103); and (E/1'8/1 191). 
See (1Efl'6/88f; (EIT7/l01 ]; and [E/TS/1161). 
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(3) 

(4) 

"Subordinated Liabilities" are defined to mean "all Liabilities to the Lender in 

respect of {the Loan or] each Advance made under this Agreement and all 

interest payable thereon." 

"Excluded Liabilities"149 are defined to mean "Liabilities which are expressed to 

be and, in the opinion of the Insolvency Officer of the Borrower, do, rankjunior 

lo the Subordinated Liabilities in any Insolvency of the Borrower". 

156. The "Senior Liabilities" are all "Liabilities" other than ';Subordinated Liabilities" and 

"Excluded Liabilities". This broadly drafted definition includes unsubordinatcd 

"Liabilities", but would include (to the extent that such a category ever existed) 

subordinated "Liabilities" that are not expressed to rank nor do rank either pari passu or 

junior to the "Subordinated Liabilities". 

157. Paragraph 6(e) of FSA Standard Form JO provides that the Borrower shall not without the 

written consent of the FSA "take or omit to take any action whereby the subordination of 

the Subordinated Liabilities or any part thereof to the Senior Liabilities might be 

terminated impaired or adversely affected. " Paragraph 7(e) is in materially the same 

terms but applies to the Lender. 

PLC Sub-Notes: Background 

158. As with the PLC Sub-Debt, the primary commercial purpose of the PLC Sub-Notes was 

to qualify as regulatory capital (whilst also obtaining a tax benefit). 

159. PLC issued four series of subordinated notes to Lehman Brothers UK Capital Funding 

LP, Lehman Brothers UK Capital Funding IT LP and Lehman Brothers UK Capirnl 

Funding m LP ("the Partnerships") on 29 March 2005, 19 September 2005, 26 October 

2005 and 20 February 2006, each with a 30-year maturity date. 

I 60. In turn, each Partnership issued perpetual preferred securities (known as "ECAPS") to 

external investors. The ECAPS were Tier I capital. The Partnerships applied the funds 

from the issue of the ECAPS in certain "Eligible Investments", so that the funds raised by 

"' In Waterfall I, al [75), David Richards J said tbal "It seems to me that the obviou, purpou of the 
exclusion of such {Ex.eluded} liabilities is to cater for the situation in which a Borrower issues further 
debt on terms that it is u.pr~ssed to ra11k junior to the subordinated liabilities created by there 
subordinated debt agreements. fl Is. and was at the date of these agreements, a real possibility that a 
Borrower might wisl, co issue such debt and the purpose of this provision is simply to ensure that such 
junior subordination is effective". 
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the Partnerships were predomirurntly used to purchase the PLC Sub-Notes (Hutoherson 'I, 

(43] [Ctr6n7-78); Miller 1, [17] (Cffl/4-Sl). lnterest payable to .the Partnerships was in 

tum to be used to make diKtributions to the ECAPS Holden; in reb-pect of the ECAPS 

(Miller I, [ 17] [C/Tl /4-5)). 

161. The tbreerelevant Partnerships150 were(Miller l, [15) [Cffl/41): 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

LP l , which issued €225,000,000 Fixed Rate to CMS-Linked ECAPS by way of o. 

prospectus dated 29 Marcb 2005u1. 

LP ll, which initially issued €200,000,000 Fixed Rate ECAPS by way of a 

prospe~tus dated 30 August 2005 and a further €50,000,000 Fixed Rate ECAPS 

by way of Final Terms dated 26 October 20051s:.. 

LP rn, which i~sued €500,000,000 of Fixed/Floating Rate ECAPS by way of a 

prospectus dated 20 February 2006m. 

l 62, A common entity acted as a "General Portner'' in respeol of each Partnership. Tbot entity 

wa.~ an English incorporated company i.e. GPI. GPl was s truck off the Companies 

Register oo 20 June 20 I 0, @d then restored and wound up pursuant to a "double

barreUed order' on 28 February 2017 (Bruce 3, [67] [A/1'4/37[). 

163. The structure was a more tax efficiem way of raising regulalory capital than LBHJ issuing 

perpetual preference sJ,ares (HutcJ,en;on I, [44) IC/J'6/78J), 

Waiver Applications 

164. To secure ilte tax benefit, the PLC Sub-Notes needed to be in Nore/Boud fonn, nmi 

therefore could not be drawnup on FSA Standaro Form 10. 

J 65. This meant that, for the PLC Sub-Notes to qualify as regulatory capital, the Lehman 

Group bad to make waiver applications to the FSA. This was necessary where a firm 

wanted to include subonlina1ed debt as part of-its regu.lator:y capital, but the instrument 

, .. 
'" 
'" 
'" 

Two other Partn=bips, Lehman Brother., UK Capillll Funding N LP (''LP IV") and Lehman Brothcm 
UK Cap ital Fnnclli\g V LP ("LP V") issued two other series of ECAPS. How.,ver, they arc not relevant 
for cw:rcnt purposes (Miller I, (18] JCfrllSI). 
)E/TJ0/147-200). 
[E/TJ l/201-294). 
(E/TH/365-4561. 
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was not on FSA Standard Form 10 {Hutcherson 1, (46) (Crr6n8(; Miller 1, (22)-(28) 

IC/Tl/6-71). 

166. To this end, on 23 March 20051 S4, Mr Dave Rushton ( of the Treasury department) sent an 

internal email which indicated that: 

(I) The approval of the FSA "will be needed if [PLC] is to issue Subordinated Debt 

in Bond format and this is to be recognised for regulatory capital purposes." 

(2) A&O should be instructed as extema.1 counsel to provide an explanation of the 

proposed structure "which tlrey have already put in place will, another FSA 

regulated competitor. " 

(3) A&O had previously obtained recognition "for a similar deal for Collins Stewart 

a11d do not anticipate any material issues." 

(4) The subordinated debt agreement "is internal to Lehman (between [PLC] and 

[GP l}) and does not feature in any external document". 

167. The Lehman Group submitted a waiver application ("the Waiver Application")155 in 

April 2005 in respect of IPRU(INV) Rule 10-63(2) i.e. a waiver from the requirement for 

the subordinated debt to be on FSA Standard Form 10. 

168. The Waiver Application was submitted to the FSA via email by Mr Paolo Tonucci on 28 

April 2005156, including: (a) a cover letter and the Waiver Application1s7, (b) a copy <.>f 

FSA Standard Form 10.6 (with cross-references to the relevant terms in the PLC Sub

Notes)158, (c) a copy of a confirmatory opinion from A&O159, and (d) a covering email 

which further noted that: 

"You had asked whether there was any precedent that we could point to and we have been 

advised by Allen & Overy that they successfully filed a similar application for Collins 

Stewart Tullett pie. This lras been noted in tire waiver application form." 

169. As regards [168) (a), above, the Waiver Application itself: 

IS< 

'" ,,. 
,s, 

"' ,,. 

JFNI/S37.S38). 
uicated a t JFNt0/S907.S9t8J. 
JFN2/770). 
[FNI0/5907-5918). 
[FN I0/5795-5807). 
IFN2/766-768J. 
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(I) Stated thaL Lhe application related to IPRU(fNV) Rules I0-63(2)(a) and 10-

63(3). 160 

(2) Ticked the 'yes' box in connection with the question '"ls your application based 

on a precedent". It also specified the direction reference number in relation to the 

precedent at question I 7(a). In answer to the question ''please explain why you 

think this precedent is relevant to your applica1io11", it stated: "Relevant since in 

the case of Collins Stewart Tullett pie the transaction was documented in a 

bond format " (emphasis added)161
. 

(3) In its explanation, the Waiver Application specified that "[t}he issue by [PLC} of 

dated subordinated eurobonds will augment the regulatory capital resources of 

the Lehman Brothers Holdi11gs pie Group 011 a consolidated basis .162
' ' 

170. In relation to paragraph [168] (b), above, the annotated copy of FSA Standard Form 10 

confim1ed paragraph by paragraph the way in which the language of the PLC Sub-Notes 

tracked the language of FSA Standard Form I 0, and explained the rationale behind any 

differences in language: 

( I ) 

(2) 

(3) 

Next to definitions for "Liabilities" and "Senior Liabilities'' , the annotation stated: 

"SEE CONDITION l" 163
• 

Next to the definition to "Subordinated Liabilities" , the annotation stated: " SEE 

CONDITION I - DEF!NITION ADJUSTED SLIGHTLY TO REFLECT BOND 

FORMAT" 16
• . 

The annotations to Paragraph 5 of FSA Standard Form IO simply referred the 

FSA to Condition 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(f) of the PLC Sub-Notes. Next to certain 

sub-paragrophs of Paragraph 5, it was said "NOT APPLICABLE FOR BEARER 

BONDS' 16s_ 

171. In relation to paragraph (168) (c), above, the A&O confirmatory opinion said (see also 

Miller I , [23]-[24] [C/Tl/6-71) that: 

160 

161 

162 

16) 

16' 

16< 

Sec at Page 4 [F/VI0/59101. 
[P/VI0/59111. 
fP/VI0/59121. 
(F/V 10/5802 I. 
(F/Vt 0/5802]. 
fP/Vl 0/5804-51. 
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(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

The terms and conditions of the PLC Sub-Notes "are materially identical to the 

corresponding Standard Temzs in the Fina11cial Services Authority 's Fonn 

/0.6"166 subject to specified differences. 

As regards the modification of the term "Subordinated Liabilities", "[w]e have 

used this definition which better reflects borrowing in a bond, rather than a loan 

fomzat .. . " 161
• 

The terms and conditions of the PLC Sub-Notes "provide equivalent 

subordination to that ill the FSA Standard Form and that each Note is similarly 

and identically bound by the subordi11ation requirements. 166" 

172. In relation to paragraph [ 168] (d), above, the Collins Stewart issuance is relevant for the 

following reasons: 

(I) 

(2) 

The Collins Stewart notes ("the Collins Stewart Notes") were also subordinated 

nntP~ in P11rnhnnrl rnrm 

Even on a cursory review, it is obvious that the Collins Stewart Notes were 

structured in materially the same way as the PLC Sub-Notes. Significantly, the 

following appear to be materially identical. 

(a) 

(b) 

Under the Collins Stewart Notes, "Subordinated Liabilities" were defined 

as "all Liabilities to the Notcholders in respect of the Notes and all other 

liabilities of the Issuer which rank or are expressed to ra11k pari passu 

with the Notes". That is the same definition used in the PLC Sub-Notes 

for the "Subordinated Liabilities". 

Condition 3, the subordination provision, is both in content and fonn the 

same as the PLC Sub-Notes. 

173. As stated in correspondence and the formal application with the FSA, the Collins Stewart 

precedent appears to have been relied on in order to secure the approval of the FSA lo the 

Waiver Application. 

1'6 

161 

16! 

[F/V2/766j. 
[F/V2/767j. 
IF/V2/7681. 
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174. The FSA granted a formal waiver direction in respect of the first series of the PLC Sub

Notes on 26 May 2005 ("the Waiver Direction")169. The Waiver Direction approved the 

Waiver Application, with the covering letter stating; "The direction will be p11blished in 

full on the FSA 's website." The Waiver Direction was publicly available. 

175. The specified rules under rPRU(INV) were disapplied with stated modifications; 

()) 

(2) 

(3) 

Pu.rsuant to paragraph 3 of the Waiver Direction, Rule I 0.63(2)(a) (i.e. the 

requirement to use the FSA Standard Forms) was replaced with the words "ifit is 

drawn up in accordance with the requirements set out at the end of this rule 10-

63(2)" cootinuiog "and the rext set out in the schedule to this direction is inserted 

at the end of the rule"110• 

The language inserted into Rule 10-63(2) included the new words: 

"(A) the degree of s11bordination of the loan capital is no less than that provided 

fnr Au frwwi 1/J. Ft l?h 
J,_,~ VJJV~.,, .&V V, 

The Schedule also inserted provision (E) which stated that "the loan documents 

are in substance (if not in form) the same as form I 0-6 exapt as set out in the 

following table". The permitted differences table in tum stated: "The dejinilio,r of 

'Subordinaled liabilities' may be changed to reflect borrowing in a bond rather 

than a loan. 172'' 

176. Mr Miller's evidence in this regard is that the PLC Sub-Notes were drafted "to follow the 

wording i11 the FSA Standard Forms as closely as possible'".113 

177. It was significant that the FSA agreed to the waiver. As Ms Hutcherson notes, if the FSA 

had disagreed then the capital adequacy ratios which the PLC Sub-Notes supported would 

have been affected and the Lehman Group would potentially have been io breach of 

them.11• 

178. When each of the two subsequent series of the PLC Sub-Notes were issued, the waiver 

application to the FSA was on each occasion materially in the same form, as were the 

"' JFN2/777-780I. ,,. 
)FN21778}. 

'" )FN2/780J. 
172 [FN2/780J. 
1'l Miller I, [23) (CfTl/6). 

"' Hutcherson I. (50] (CfT6n9t. 
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subordination provisions of the notes. Thus, a similar process was repeated for the PLC 

Sub-Notes issued to LP IJ and LP ill io order to ensure that they qualified as regulatory 

capital. Moreover, the tem1s of the subsequent PLC Sub-Notes were materially the same 

for each issuance. save that some were based on Form 10.6 and others Form 10.7. 

179. The Waiver Directions issued by the FSA in respect of the subsequent two series were 

materially the same and were also publicly available, save that the Waiver Direction in 

respect of the final series also stated in connection with the ' permitted differences' that 

' ' {tjlre definition of 'Subordinated Liabilities' may be changed only to the extent required 

to reflect bon·owing in a bond rather than a loan"175 (emphasis added). 

PLC Sub-Notes: ECAPS a.nd the " Dividend Stopper" 

180. As set out above, in each case PLC issued a series of PLC Sub-Notes to the relevant 

Partnership, and in rum the Partnership itself issued its own "ECAPS" securities to 

investors. In each case there was an ECAPS offering circular that was separate to the 

offering c ircular which supported the PLC Sub-Notes (Bruce 3, [68]-[69] IAIT4137-381). 

181. The terms of the ECAPS prospectuses which were issued to third party investors 

contained a provision known as a "No Payment Notice" and another known as a 

"Dividend Stopper". 

182. The No Payment Notice is in Condition 2.4 of the ECAPS' terms. 176 It provides that: 

"Further, 11otwithsta11ding the existence of such resources legally available for 

distrib11tion by the l ,suer, the Holders will not be entilled to receive Dl,lributions if the 

General Parlner has published a No Payment Natice in respect of such Dislribution. in 

which case there will be no payment due u11der the Preferred Securities. The General 

Partners will have the fall discretion to publish the No Payme11/ Notice in respect of any 

Distrib11tion at any time and for any reason". 

183. The Dividend Stopper under the ECAPS is an undertaking given by LBHI and recorded 

in Condition 2.6 of the ECAPS' terms. m It provides thal: 

l7S 

176 

"' 

FSA's Waiver Dircc1ion dated 21 March 2006 JFNJ/15711. 
See, e.g., (E/110/1641. This is Condition 2.5 of the ECAPS tenns for LP lJI )E/fl0/387(. 
Condition 2.7 of the ECAPS tcnns for LPITI (E/1'10/388] . The Dividend Stopper is also explained in 
the Swnmary (at page 6) and the Risk Factors section (page 14) . 
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"LBHI has undertaken that, in the event that any Distribution is 1101 paid i11 full, it will 

1101: (a) declare or pay a,ry dividend on its shares or common stock; or {b) repurchase or 

redeem any of its non-cumulative preferred stock of common stock al its option, until 

[. •• ) 178 such time as Distributions 011 the Prefe"ed Securities have been paid in fall for 

ane year''. 

184. These "Dividend Stoppers" wen: a feature of certain types of capital instruments and 

were common in raising capital for banks (Hutcherson I, (59] IC/T6/81-21). Dividend 

Stoppers were used where there was no legal obligation under the instruments to pay 

interest or coupons. If the interest or coupon was not paid, then a Dividend Stopper would 

prevent any dividend being paid on ordinary stock or stock that ranked junior. lo this 

regard, the ECAPS were not the only instruments which affected LBJ-H's ability to pay 

dividends in certain circumstances. As of 2007, excluding the three series of ECAPS, 

there were at least 9 instruments issued within the Lehman Group which contained 

similar dividend stoppers.179 It is unclear why the Lehman Group would prioritise the 

ECAPS Dividend Siopper over aii ihe oihcr dividend sioppers. 

185. Ms Hutcherson presumed that the Dividend Stopper was put in place to ensure that 

ratings agencies considered the ECAPS to be the equivalent to perpetual non-cumulative 

securities. She does not recall any conversation in the Lehman Group in relation to a 

Dividend Stopper being a driver as to the priorities of payments or ranking as between the 

different subordinated debts (ibid, [60] (C/T6/82I). 

186. Contrasting evidence has been provided, on behalf of Deutsche Bank, by Mr Benjamin 

Katz. Mr Katz's evidence is that from January 2005-Scptembcr 2008 he was the 

managing director of the Structured Capilal Solutions Group within the Lehman Group 

and. in this regard, had oversight of the teams who structured the ECAPS. Mr Katz also 

states that be reponed directly to the CFO of the Lehman Group, Erin Callan (Katz 1, (6] 

[C/TS/63]. Mr O'Meara, the current CEO of LBHI (O'Meara I, [6]-(9] [C/Tl0/133-

1341)180, points out that Ms Callan was not (as Mr Katz suggests) the CFO at the time the 

ECAPS were issued {when be, Mr O' Mcara, was in fact the CFO). 

187. LBHI does not dispute the following factual propositions from Mr Katz's evidence: 

"' I" 
\,0 

Additional wording is included in the ECAPS terms for LP m. 
See the 2007 Hybrid Issuance Plan at [FNI0/59001. 
LBHl agrees with some aspects of Mr Katz's overview of the ECAPS transaction: see Katz, I [7]-[15). 

6 1 

(1) The objective of issuing the ECAPS was to raise capital for the Lehman Gmup in 

a manner that would provide LBm with innovative Tier 1 equity for regulatory 

capital purposes and to provide up to 100°/4 equity credit at LBID for ratings 

agencies' pwposes (at r8J (C/TS/64)). 

(2) From a UK perspective, by structuring the funding into PLC as a form of debt, the 

interest payments on 1hat debt would be a deductible expense fo.r UK tax 

purposes. The net effuct was that a form of fonding into the Lehman Group 1hirl 

provided equity like benefits to LB.HI also gave rise to a deductible expense for 

UK tax purposes (at [9]-[10) IC/TS/641). 

(3) The equity-like features included a right (and full d.iscretion) for LBHl, through 

its control of GP!, to cause a ''No Payment Notice" to be published at any time 

and for any reason, following which the holde-rs were not entitled to receive 

distributions based on the coupon payments received by the LP from PLC (and 

instead th.e coupon payments would be _paid to an entity controlled by LBHI) (at 

[13) [Cl'TS/651), 

I 88., 'fhe followin~ a!IScrtions will be explored with Mr Katz in cross-examination: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

In addition to the "No Payment Notice'', Mr Katz claims it was important thal the 

ECAPS featured a "Dividend Stopper" that would prohibit LBHl rrom making 

distributions oo its own stock if any scheduled ECAPS distributioo was not paid 

(at [15] (Cfl'S/651}. 

As a commcrcilll matter, it would have been extremely damaging to (he Lehman 

Group if the Dividend Stopper had been triggered (at [16] ICffS/651). 

It was important in the Lehman Group that there was sufl:icieot flexibility in 

capilal that operating companies could upstream available funds (st [171 

[C/TS/661). This would indudc avoldir\g Dividend Stoppers (for example those 

associated with ECAPS) being triggered. 

In the case of the ECAPS, LBHI would have been strongly commercially 

incentivfscd to ensw-e that PLC was able to make its interest payments on the 

PLC Sub-Notes (at [18) [C/TS/661) to avoid the triggering of the Dividend 

Stopper. 
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(5) Mr Katz concludes (at [18)) that "I recall that the PLC Sub-Note (being the 

s11bordin11ted notes that provided cash-flows to the ECAPS issuer partnerships 

and their only conrractual source of funds) would have been prioritised over 

PLC 's other subordinated debt payments to entities in the Lehman group. 

Furthennore, I do not recall there to have been any commercial reason for the 

PLC Notes 10 compete with purely internal subordinated debt". 

189. Mr O'Grady has already addressed many of these points in his evidence (O'Grady 1, 

(93]-(96] IC/1'8/126-71)181
• He notes that PLC's ability to source cash to make payments 

in relation to the ECAPS was not dependent on it being paid by LDHI2. It was dependent 

solely on the London branch of LBHJ ("LBHI UK") having cash, as LBHI UK made 

payments to Euroclear directly, which funded the distributions on the ECAPS. 

190. Mr Katz replies to Mr O 'Grady at Katz 2, (9]-(23] (Cffll/138-141]. His main points are 

these; 

(I) Mr O'Grady's analysis assumes a going concern basis, as opposed to scenarios 

that contemplated insolvency or skipped r-0upons. 

(2) Mr O'Grady's suggestion of borrowing from LBHI UK would not have enabled 

PLC to make the required payments in a scenario where PLC had sufficient assets 

to pay its Senior Liabilities, and sufficient assets to pay interest on either, but not 

both, of the PLC Sub-Notes and the PLC Sub-Debt. This is because, if PLC were 

to borrow from LBHJ UK, tbe loan would not have improved PLC's abil ity to pay 

the coupon and remain "solvent'' after the payment, because the borrowing would 

simply have increased PLC's "Senior Liabilities" by the amount borrowed. 

(3) In those circumstances, it would have been necessary for the PLC Sub-Notes to 

have been prioritised ahead of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

191. Ultimately these are matters for cross-examination. However, LBHI notes that Mr Katz 

focuses on concerns that LBHJ might be stopped from paying dividends on its common 

stock. AI; Mr O'Meara (LBHI's current CEO and its CFO at the relevant time) points out, 

LBHl acted as the central repository for cash liquidity in the group (O'Meara I, [11] 

(C/J'I0/1351). lfLBHI was unable to pay funds to the ECAPS Holders, then he would not 

'" These respond to tile arguments raised about the Dividend Stopper in the DB PP, (22) and [ 52) 
(Aff8/130-I 32;145-146). 
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expect it to be in a position to pay dividends to shareholders anyway (O' Meara I, [ 12] 

(Cffl0/)351). For these reasons, the entire argument based on the Dividend Stopper is 

based on a false premise. 

PLC Sub-Notes: Terms 

192. The operative subordination provisions and de.finitions under the PLC Sub-Notes182 were 

materially the same as those under FSA Standard Form JO, save that the terms were 

adapted to a bond format and not contained in two schedules divided between Schedule 2 

and the variahle commercial terms. 

193. Like the PLC Sub-Debt, it is plain on the face of the PLC Sub-Notes that they were 

intended to reflect a regulatory purpose. Condition I defines the term "Financial Rules" to 

mean "the rules in IPRU(JNV) IO in the FSA handbook, as ihe same may be modified. 

supplemented, amended or replacedfror,1 time to time by the FSA"; Conclition 4 is heaMd 

"FSA Provisions"; and page I 5 of the Offering Circular headed "Use of Proceeds" 

provides that "The net proceeds of the issue of the Nares ... will be used by the Issuer to 

strengtlten the regulatory capital base of the Group. to pay off existing loans and for 

general corporate purposes". 

Payment Condition 

194. Consistent with FSA Standard Form 10 (in relation to which, see at [151] to (153] above), 

Condition 3(a)183 provides: 

1$.? 

"' 
"' 

"The rights of tire Noteholders in respect of the Notes are subordinated to the Senior 

Liabilities and accordingly payment af any amo11nt {whether principal, interest or 

otherwise) in respect of the Notes is conditional upon: 

{i){i.fan order has 1101 been made or an effective resolution passed for the Insolvency18' of 

the Issuer) the Issuer being in compliance with not less tha11 JOO per cent. of its Fina11cial 

Resources Requirement immediately after such payment, and according/)> no such 

amount which "'ould otherwise fall due for payment shall be payable except to the 

extent that {a) Condition 3(d) or Condition 6(g), al· the case may be, has been complied 

See (E/1'91124-146}; 1Efl'l2n95-Jl7]; (F./flJ/318-3401; and IE/fl4/341 -364}. 
1Eff9/129J; IE/T12/29~00J; (E/f! J/323}; and (E/fl 4/346}. 
As with 1he PLC Sub-Debi, "Insolvency" is defined by Condi1ion l to mean and inclllde " liquldatio11. 
winding up, bankruptcy. sequesJration. administration, rehabilitation and dlssolution ... or tl,e 
eq11iva/e111 i11 any 011,u jurisdiction to which {PlC] may be subject", 
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with; and (b) the Issuer could make such payment and still be in compliance with such 

Financial Resources requirement" (emphasis added) 

195. Where no insolvency process for PLC has begun, the payment condition in Condition 

3(a)(i) must be satisfied. Outside of an Insolvency, payment of any amount in respect of 

the Notes is conditional upon PLC being in compliance with the relevant percentage of its 

Financial Resources Requirement. 

196. Also consistent with FSA Standard Form 10 (in re lation to which see at [ 153) above), 

whether or not an insolvency process has begun, the payment condition in Condition 

3(a)(ii) must be satisfied. Condition 3(a)(ii) provides tl1at payment of any amount 

(whether principal, interest or otherwise) in respect of the PLC Sub-Notes is conditional 

upon: 

"[PLC] being solvent at the rime of, and immediately after, such payment, and 

accordingly no such amount which would otherwise fall due f or payment shall be 

payable except to the extent that the Issuer could make such payment and still be solvent". 

( emphasis added) 

Solvency Requirement 

197. Consistent with FSA Standard Form 10 (in relation to which see at (154) above), 

Condition 3(b)115 provides that PLC is "solvent'' if it is able to pay its "Liabilities" other 

than its "Subordinated Liabilities" in full, disregarding: (a) obligations which are not 

payable or capable of being established or determ.ined in PLC's insolvency; and (b) the 

"Excluded Liabilities". ln sbon, payment of any amount of the "Subordinated Liabilities·• 

is conditional on PL C's ability to pay its "Senior Liabilities" in full. 

"Liabjljtjes" "Senior Liabilitjes" "Subordinated Ljabjjjtjes" "Excluded Ljabjjjtjes" 

198. Consistent with FSA Standard Form 10 (in relation to which see at (155) to [156] above), 

the relevant terms186 are defined as follows: 

JS, 

u, 

(I) The definitions of "Liabilities", "Senior Liabilities" and "Excluded Liabilities" 

under the PLC Sub-Notes are materia lly identical to those under PLC Sub-Debt. 

(E/1'9/129); (EfT12/J00J; (E/1'13/323); and (E/1'14/3461), 
[E/T9/127•t 28J; (EfTl2/289-299J; [Efrl J/321°322); and (Eff t4/344-345]. 
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(2) The definition of "Subordinated Liabilities" is also materially the same but 

provides some additional wording to better reflect borrowing in a bond, rather than 

a loan format: 

"all Liabilities to (he Noteholders in respect of the Notes and all other l iabilities 

of the Issuer which runk or are expressed to rank pari passu with the Notes .. 

(emphasis added). 

(3) Accordingly, "Liabilities" of PLC are "Subordinated Liabilities" where they either 

"ranK' or are "expressed to rank" pari passu with the PLC Sub-Notes. 

199. "Liabilities" will be "expressed to rank pari passu" with the particular series of PLC Sub

Notes where the relevant subordinated debts express themselves in clear words to rank 

pari passu either with the particular series, with a class of instrument that includes the 

particular series, or with subordinated debt ranking pari passu with the particular series. 

No series of PLC Sub-Notes does so with respect to the others. By contrast, "Liabilities'' 

will "rank pari passu" with the particular series of PLC Sub-Notes where they are 

subordinated to the same "Senior Liabilities" and prove at the same time such that, by the 

application of the 2016 Rules, they rank pari passu. 

200. The subordination mechanism under the PLC Sub-Notes operates in the same way as 

under FSA Standard Fonn 10. 

201. The "Senior Liabilities" are all "Liabilities" other than "Subordinated Liabilities" and 

"Excluded Liabilities". This broadly drafted definition includes unsubordinated 

"Liabilities", but would include (to the extent that such a category ever existed) 

subordinated "Liabilities" that are not expressed to rank nor do rank either par/ passu or 

junior to the "Subordinated Liabilities". 

202. Condition 4(a)(iv) provides that no person shall without the consent of the FSA "take or 

on,it to take any ac/ian whereby the subordination of the Notes ar any part thereof to 

Senior liabilities might be terminated. impaired or adversely affected". This is in 

materially the same tenns as Paragraphs 6(e) and 7(e) of FSA Standard Fonn 10. 

203. As can be seen from the above, the only relevant difference at all between the tenns of the 

PLC Sub-Debt and PLC Sub-Notes is the inclusion in the definition of "Subordinated 

Liabilities" of the words "and all other Liabilities of the l .ssuer which rank or are 

expresse.d to rank pari passu with the Notes". 
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PLC Sub-Notes were neither publicly available nor intended to be t r aded 

204. The PLC Sub-Notes were listed on the Channel Islands Stock Exchange ("the CISX"). 

However, their terms were not publicly available. As to this: 

(I) 

(2) 

In his email to Lehman Group personnel of 23 March 2005, Mr Dave Rushton, 

who worked in the treasury department, emailed his colleagues some action 

points stating in relation to the first series of PLC Sub-Notes187
: "Tire sub debt 

agreement is internal to Lehman (between LBHoldings Pie and LBGnol Ltd) 

a11d does nor feature i11 any external document " (emphasis added). 

On 24 March 2006188, a Ms Fran Foster, a researcher for europrospectus.com, 

emailed Ms Shaun Butler of the Lehman Group with an inquiry requesting the 

prospectus for the third series of the PLC Sub-Notes. Copied on a subsequent 

email in the chain, Mr Rushton wrote to Ms Butler and Mr Tonucci in relation to 

this request that''/ am a little reticent about providing the requested documents". 

This was because ''The note in question is not a public issuance. This no1e forms 

part of our Euro-ECAPS fundi11g s1mc1ure and acts as the mechanism for 

releasing the proceeds from the public offeri11g of perpetual preferreds from the 

Capital Fundin1.t Tmst back to Lehman Brothers Holdin1.ts Pie" (emphasis added). 

205. Accordingly, the PLC Sub-Notes were not 'public' documents. Moreover, as confirmed 

by Ms Dolby, there was no intention to transfer the PLC Sub-Notes out of the Leh.man 

Group's9_ 

PLC Ranking Analysis 

PLC Sub-Debt: pari passu inter se 

206. LBHl's position is that the three tranches of subordinated debt making up the PLC Sub

Debt rank pari pasxu for distribution amongst themselves. 

207. By way of summary: 

'" 
"' '" 

[FNl/537-5381 
(FN3/1573-4] . 
See the interview with Ms Dolby page 7, lines 12-13 (C/Tll /270). 
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(I) The PLC Sub-Debt was issued on FSA Standard Form JO. The subordination 

provisions and definitions under each of the PLC Sub-Debt agreements are 

materially identical, and the three tranches do not refer to each other in any way. 

(2) The Lender's claims under the three tranches of the PLC Sub-Debt are 

subordinated to the same "Sen.ior Liabilities" and are not "Senior Liabilities" for 

each other's purposes. 

(3) 

(4) 

The Lender is entitled to prove in respect of each tranche at the same time once 

those "Senior Liabilities" have been paid in full. 

Accordingly, by operation of the 2016 Rules, the Lender's claims in respect of the 

three tranches rank pari passu and abate in equal proportions between themselves. 

208. Stepping back, this is obviously correct. Two tranches of the PLC Sub-Debt were issued 

by the same issuer on the same date and on the same prescribed form i.e. FSA Standard 

J:."nrm In A nv n thPr nutrnmP th~n !4 rv,,-; n1J<'<'11 r.:1nl...ino u,n11lti hP rnmmPrri!'lllv ~h1:nM· " ................ ~J .... ~.., ............... " ...... u ..... a.a. .... y••·. ,,_,,, ...... ...... ~--o .. .., ................ """ .. ,...0 .... .......... J ................... . 

and agreements should be construed in a manner that avoids absurdity (Chitty on 

Contracts, 33nt edition, 13-08 I, 13-083) and flouting business common sense (ibid., )3. 

084). 

209. Against this, GPI contends that an "impasse" or "conundmm" arises pursuant to which 

(on its case) each of the PLC Sub-Debts is subordinated to different senior liabilities, 

which liabilities include the other PLC Sub-Debts, 190 i.e. each of the PLC Sub-Debts is 

subordinated to the other two. 

2 I 0. GP I is wrong to assert that this so-<:alled "co11undrum" need not be resolved."' The 

question of the relative ranking of subordinated debts drawn up on FSA Standard Form 

10 is significant not least because: 

,,. 
'" 

(I) The PLC Sub-Notes were intended to be materially identical to FSA Standard 

Form I 0. It is therefore necessary to understand how the subordination 

mechanism under the PLC Sub-Debts operates and how those debts rank among 

themselves. 

GPI PP, [56]-[58) [A/T91171J. 
GPJ PP, [58] (A/1'911 71 ). 
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(2) The issue also touches the LBHI2 Ranking Issue where the LBHI2 Sub-Debt was 

also drawn up on FSA Standard Form 10: in relation to which, it is noteworthy 

that PLC ( unlike GP I and Deutsche Bank) does acknowledge and accept that 

loans on FSA Standard Form 10 rank pari passu with each other (DB PP, [38] 

[A/1'8/142]}. 

211. GPI 's (and possibly also Deutsche Bank's) position192 appears to be based on the 

contention that the definition of "Subordinated Liabilities" under FSA Standard Forrn I 0 

is restricted to " Liabilities" arising under one particular facility. It follows, it is said, that 

each tranche of the PLC Sub-Debt is a "Senior Liability" for the purposes of another 

tranche: "eacl, is subordinated, on a literal interpretation of the clauses, to liabilities 

which include the other PLC Sub-Debts" (GPI PP, [56] [A/f9/1711). 

212. This narrow "literalist interpretation" is obviously incorrect: 

'" 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

FSA Standard Fonn 10 was a market wide instrument that was intended " •.• to 

provide a uniform system of subordination" (David Richards J in Waterfall 1, at 

[75]). 

FSA Standard Form IO was put in place, in three tranches, at every level of the 

Lehman Group's capital structure in a well-planned and systematic fashion (see 

e,g. LBLIS v LBUKH (2016] EWHC 617 (Ch}, Henderson J, which addressed the 

next level of subordinated debt up the regulatory chain from the PLC Sub-Debt, 

and where the judge said at (16] that the three subordinated debts ranked behind 

the same "Senior Liabilities", and ·'which in the present context means all other 

liabilities oJLBUKH', without suggesting th.at they ranked behind each. other). 

The necessary consequence of contending that despite being drawn up on 

identical forms an institution's subordinated debts on FSA Standard Form IO 

could never rank pari passu with each other, nor, for that matter, with any other 

subordinated debt instrument, would be a regulatory regime which prescribed the 

piecemeal subordination of all a firm's subordinated debts to each other. That is 

an absurd conclusion that strongly militates against GP 1 's (and possibly Deutsche 

GP! PP, (51) (Afl'9/171). Sec DB PP, (40) (Afl'S/143] (" ... . the PLC Sub-Debt allow noscopefora11y 
other liability to rank pari passu"). It is not cle•r whether Deutsche Bank is saying that (i) no tranche 
or the PLC Suh-Debt can rank pari passu with another tranche or (ii) the PLC Sub-Debt cannot rank 
pari passu with any other debt: Reply PP, (23) JAfl'I0/185(. 
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(4) 

Bank's) arguments (and is, unsurprisingly, not one that has been reached by any 

Court that has c-0nsidered the Lehman Group's subordinated debt). 

In this regard, as set out above, FSA Standard Form 5 was applicable and in use at 

the same time as FSA Standard Form IO and gave effect to the same EU 

Directives. FSA Standard Form 5 (like the PLC Sub-Notes themselves) expressly 

envisaged that there might be other subordinated creditors of the Borrower with 

which the subordinated debts created by it might rank pari passu. 191 It would be 

absurd if pari pass11 ranking were possible under one FSA Standard Form, but 

was impossible in relation to another FSA Standard Forrn which was intended to 

achieve the same result. 

(5) Finally, the particular facts of this case highlight the sheer improbability of such 

an outcome. The first two tranches of the PLC Sub-Debt were issued at the same 

time by the same two parties as part of a refinancing of an existing facility, and 

were drawn up on two forms which used exactly the same subordination wording. 

A reasonable reader would have a clear expectation that the two agreements 

ranked pari passu when they were entered into. 

213. As a matter of contractual construction, each PLC Sub-Debt cannot be sensibly 

characterised as a "Senior Liability" in relation to the other two PLC Sub-Debts. The law 

does not require judges to attribute to the parties an intention that they plainly could not 

have had Qnvestors Compensation Scheme. page 913, Lord Hoffi:nann). 

214. At the outset, the PLC Sub-Debt needs to be c,onstrued purposively against the regulatory 

framework in which it was created194: 

,., 
19' 

(I) 

(2) 

As set out above, under the relevant EU Directives each of the PLC Sub-Debts 

was created to be subordinated to "oil other creditors" (i.e. the creditors other 

than the regulatory subordinated debt). 

The purpose of each "Subordinated Liability" was to protect the same "customers 

and other stakeholders against failure and enable them to withstand loss" (David 

Sec the delini1ion of "subordinated crod.itors" at Paragraph I or Standard Fonn 5. 
In this regard, a contract of a public or regulatory nature which has been drafted with a view to 
implementing a European Directive should be construed in a manner compatible with that Directive: 
White v White (2001) UKHL 9; Chitty on Contracts (32"' edition), 13-055; see also The lntcrprciation 
of Contracts (6"' edition, Lewison) at 4.06 (citing Phoenix Commercial Enterprises Pty Ltd v City or 
Canada Bay Council (2010) NSWCA 64, at (176)). 
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Richards J in Waterfall I. at (33]) (i.e. it was not the purpose of each 

"Subordinated Liability" to protect other "Liabilities" that were "Subordinated 

Liabilities") 

215. In this context, it would be flatly at odds with these objectives for each PLC Sub-Debt to 

qualify as a "Senior Liability" to the others and vice-versa. 

216. There is support for this in Paragraph 5(l)(a), which provides that "Subordinated 

liabilities are subordinated to the Senior Liabilities", and that as a result payment of an 

amount of the "Subordinated Liabilities" is conditional upon (where the Borrower is still 

a going concern) "the Borrower being in compliance with ,iat less than 100% of its 

Fina,icial Resources Requirement immediately after payment by the Borrower". This 

condition of payment draws a clear distinction between, on the one hand, the 

"Subordinated Liabilities" - which drive the calculation of the debtor's "Financial 

Resources" under Chapter IO ofIPRU(INV) - and, on the other, the "Senior Liabilities" -

which form part oftbe debtor's "Financial Resources Requirement". The two are separate 

and distinct. 

2 17. Further, under Paragraph 5(2) the PLC Sub-Debts are not "Liabilities" that need to be to 

be taken into account for the purposes of the "solvency" condition. In this regard: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Until the unsubordinated "Senior Liabilities" have been paid in full, the PLC Sub

Debts are "obligations which are not payable or capable of being established or 

determined in the Insolvency of the Borrower", such that they are disregarded for 

the purposes of each other's solvency condition. 

Paragraph 5(1)(b) makes it clear that the PLC's solvency is a condition to 

payment and that "no such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment 

shall be payable except to the extent that the Borrower could make such payment 

and still be 'sol..ent "'. 

In Waterfall I, the Supreme Court held that this condition to payment takes effect 

as a prohibition on the Borrower's ability to prove and require such a proof to be 

admitted to proof while the "Senior Liabilities" remain unpaid. 

(4) Accordingly, until the "Senior Liabilities" are paid in full, the PLC Sub-Debts are 

not "payable" nor (given the prohibition in relation to proof) are they capable of 

"bei11g established or determined in the lnsolve,icy of the Borrower" within the 
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(5) 

(6) 

meaning of Paragraph 5(2)(a). Thus, each of the PLC Sub-Debts would be 

excluded fiom each other's solvency te.~ts until the "Senior Liabilities" are paid in 

full. 

When all the "Senior L iabilities'' ere paid in full, the PLC Sub-Debl.'i become 

"payablt!', it is open for them to be admitted to proof and they become capable of 

being established ot det.ennined in PLC's Insolvency, 

At tbat point, therefore, the PLC Sub-Debts would bccomo entitled to prove at the 

same time and, by operation of the 2016 Rules, rank pari pas$U. 

218, Accordingly, th purposive (as weU as commercial common-sense) interpretation points 

overwhelmingly towards the position advanced by LBHI and against the "conundnim" 

posited by GP I. 

2 19. As a further alternative, this construction can be achioved by the implication of words to 

the effect that "all other Liabilities of the Lender which rank or are expressed to rank 

pari passu with the Liabilities of the Lender under this Agreement'' are included within 

the meaning of''Subordinated Liabilities"19$. 

220. Tb.is would achjeve tbe same outcoroe'96 that was achieved by the inclusion of the words 

"and all otJ,er Liabilities of the Issuer which rank or are ex.pressed ta rank pari passu 

with tlie Nord' in the definition of "Subordinated Liabilities" in the PLC Sub-Notes 

themselves, which merely made express what wa~ obviously and necessarily possible 

under the PLC Sub-Debt, 11nd which the PLC Sub--Note~ were ·intend.ed to replicate as. 

closely as possible. 

221. The addition of these words would, firstly, prevent ihe "literal interpretation" which 

makes each of the PLC Sub-Debts rank senior to the other PLC Sub-Debts and, secondly. 

allow each of the PLC Sub-Debts to rank pari passu with other subordinated debts, I.I 

would break the commercially absurd •'impasse" and "cl.rcuJaritY' posited by OPl (GJ>I 

PP. [56]) and Deutsche Bank (DB PP, [40]) . 

.. , 
1911 

lt would also be occcs,my to ~ubslittm: lhc words "lhe'' with ''lb=" before the defined lam 
''Subordinated Liabilities" io Conllitioos 5(a), 6, 1 and 12, 
Sec Rcpl'y p·p, footnote 6 JA/1'10fl89]. 
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222. To the extent that such supplementary wording needs to be implied into FSA Standard 

Form 10, it would satisfy the tests of obviousness and business efficacy (see Marks and 
Spencer Pie v BNP Paribas Securities Seryjces Trust Co <Jersey} Ltd (2016) AC 742). 

223. Moreover, the implication is consistent with the regulatory purpose of subordinating any 

debts drawn up on FSA Standard Fonn 10 to all of the Lenders' other creditors, and not to 

each other. And it would avoid the entirely circular and unsupported argument advanced 

by Deutsche Bank (DB PP, (46)-(47) (A/1'8/1441) that a term should be implied into the 

PLC Sub-Debts to ensure the se11iority of the PLC Sub-Notes in respect of them. 

224. Accordingly, by any one of the approaches set out above, each of the PLC Sub-Debts 

ranks behind the same "Senior Liabilities", they prove at the same time and they rankpari 

passu. Each of these points is an answer to the "impasse" or .. co11u11drum" posited by GP I 

(and possibly Deutsche Bank) and avoids the commercially absurd consequences of 

GP! 's construction i.e. that FSA Standard Form 10 created an unworkable regulatory 

system. 

225. Finally, the solutions GP! posits in order to escape from the "impasse" only serve to 

emphasise that the premise giving rise to the impasse is wrong: 

197 

(!) GP! proffers some "[p}otenlial answers" to its impasse, including that "the first 

in time should rank ahead of the second in time and so forth, or vice versa". 

Tellingly, it acknowledges that one solution is that they might even rank pari 

passu between themselves, m which of course would mean that no impasse arises 

in the first place. 

(2) As to the pwported timing solution. there is nothing io FSA Standard Fonn IO to 

support the speculative view that the first subordinated debt in time should rank 

ahead of the second in time, or that the last in time should rank ahead of the 

penultimate and so forth. It is directly at odds with FSA Standard Fonn IO's 

nature as a standard form to contend that its meaning and effect should depend on 

the time the agreement was entered into, such that it could never be relied upon as 

having the same meaning on all occasions: see AIB Group (UK) Ltd v Manin 

[200 I] UKHL 63 at [7]. 

GPI PP, (57] [A/1'9/171). 
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(3) Moreover. in circumstances where two FSA Standard Fonn IO agreements were 

executed simultaneously (as is the case here where the first two PLC Sub-Debts 

were executed on 30 July 2004), the timing solution is no answer at all to the 

difficulty that would arise in this case if GP l's construction were correct. 

PLC Su~Notes: puri pussu inter se 

226. LBHI's position is that on a proper construction, the three series of subordinated notes 

making up the PLC Sub-Notes rank pari possu for distribution among themselves. The 

analysis appears to be agreed at least with GP!, as is the mechanism LBHI relies on.198 

227. Applying materially the same primary analysis as in relation to the PLC Sub-Debt, as a 

matter of construction, the Noteholders' claims under the different series of PLC Sub

Notes are provable and payable aller the same "Senior Liabil ities", such that claims in 

respect of different series of PLC Sub-Notes rank pari passu with each other. 

228. ThP wnrtiino nr thP rPIPv!llnt fipfinitinnc ic nufPri~llv iNPntir,~I MnrPnvPr thP Pf r .~uh-
•••• ............ u.•o .............. ........... -.-... • ............... u ..... uu . ... .................... , .a.,v ... uu ........ ..................... , .................... ...,_..., 

Notes contain express wording that the "Subordinated Liabilities" extend beyond the PLC 

Sub-Notes themselves to "all other Liabilities of the Issuer which rank or are expressed 

to rank pari possu with the Notes". 

229. GPI is wrong to contend that the presence of those words in the PLC Sub-Notes is a key 

differentiating factor from the PLC Sub-Debt. All the additional words under the PLC 

Sub-Notes do is to make express what is obviously and necessarily the case under FSA 

Standard Form IO itself, namely, that debts that ran.k or are expressed to rank pari passu 

with debts drawn on the same forms arc not "Senior Liabilities" which require payment in 

full ahead of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

230. The regulatory background strongly militates against the suggestion that somehow the 

operative subordination wording under the PLC Sub-Notes differed materially from the 

PLC Sub-Debt. In relarion to this: 

19' 

199 

(I) It was repeatedly represented by the Lehman Group to the FSA that the definition 

of "Subordinated Liabilities" had been adjusted "slightly'' in order "lo reflect 

bond fonnat".199 

GPt PP. (62] (Aff91172J : "on /hat point of logic and principle, LBGPI agree with LBHf'. 
Annotated FSA Standard Form IO lFNI0/58021; see also A&O's confinnetory opinion (FN2n67]. 
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200 

'" 1:0l 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

It is not surprising that the adjusted wording of "Subordinated Liabilities" did not 

materially alter that tenn 's meaning as compared to its use in the FSA Standard 

Fom1 I 0. As GP! itself bas put it "{t}he regula101y context was such that lhese 

{FSA Standard Forms} had to be used (or n waiver obtained, which no doubt 

would have been easier the closer to the standard form the revised draft 

was) ".200 

The FSA in tum only pemiitted a derogation from the wording of "Subordinated 

Liabilities" as defined under FSA Standard Form 10 "to reflect borrowing ii, a 

bond rather than a loan." In the case of one Waiver Direction of21 March 2006, 

it was expressly said that "{t]he definition of 'Subordinated Liabilities' may be 

changed only to the extent required to reflect borrowing in a bond rather than a 

loan " 201 ( emphasis added). 

If GP I were correct that the effect of the adjusted definition had an impact oo 

ranking then PLC would have been in contravention of the Waiver Directions and 

(it must follow) have misrepresented the extent of the differences in the definition 

to the FSA. 

As the FSA were told on the Waiver Application, the PLC Sub-Notes were based 

on the Collins Stewart Notes because those notes had already obtained a waiver 

from the FSA and were "{rjelevant since in the case of Collins Stewart Tullett pie 

the transaction was documented in a bond format" . 202 In circumstances where 

the Lehman Group also wished to issue regulatory subordinated debt in a bond (as 

opposed to standard loan) format, the Collins Stewan Noles were relied on as a 

convenient precedent. Under the terms of the Collins Stewart Notes, 

''Subordinated Liabilities" were defined as " all Liabilities to the Noteholder.v in 

respect of the Notes and all other Liabilities of the Issuer which rank or are 

expressed to rank pari passu with the Notes ". The same definition under the PLC 

Sub-Notes was, in other words, identical to that under the- Collins Stewart Notes, 

and was not drafted to subordinate the PLC Sub-Debt to the PLC Sub-Notes. 

GP! 's case therefore seeks to ascribe a significance to the additional words in the 

definition of "Subordinated Liabilities" which they do not have. They were not 

GPI PP, [73.2) [A/1'9/173-11. 
(FN3/1571 I. 
IFNI 0/591 ll. 
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some form of bespoke drafting resulting in the subordination of the PLC Sub

Debt below the PLC Sl!lb-Notes; they were merely words taken verbatim from a 

convenient precedent which had 11l~ady achieved the same waiver the Lehman. 

Group was also seeking to obtain. 

23 L As such, the Noteholders' claims under the differe111 series of PLC Sub-Notes are 

~subordinated Liabilities" which "rank pari passu ... wilh the Notesu in respect of each 

other series of PLC Sub-Notes. 

PLC Sub--Debt end PLC Sub-!Sotes r,aok pari P/16:tu 

232. LBHl's position is that its claims under· the PLC Sub-Dobt r .. nk foe di!rtribution parl 

passtt With the claims of GP I under the PLC Sub•Notes (Joint PP, [16] IA!fS/65-66)). 

233. As set out in the Joint Reply, given thot the three tranches of the PLC Sub-Debt mu,trank 

pari passu among themselves, and the three series of the PLC Sub-Notes are agreed to 

rank pari pOJsu among themselves, the, relevant question is whether {i) the PLC Sub-Oebt 

and the PLC Sub-Notes are subordinated to the same " Senior Liabilities" such that they 

are entitled io prove at the same time and rank pari passu (as LBHI contends), or wheth.er 

(ii) the PLC Sub-Debt is subordinated to the PLC Sub-Notes (as GPl and Deutsche Bank 

contend. albeit through contradictory arguments). WJ 

LBHl: Ordinary Meaning 

234. On a true conslruetlon, it is plafn that the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes .are 

subordinated to the same ' 'Senior Liab1Iities". As such, they are entitled to prove at the 

same time and. by operation of1he 2016Rules, rwparipassi4 witheaohother. 

235: Fi1•s1, the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes do not ClCpccssly refer to each other in 

any way, and there is nothing in the language of the PLC Sub-Debt or the PLC Sub-Notes 

which otherwise evinces 1111 intention to ~ubordinate one to the other. The reasonablo 

reader would not conclude, against the admissible regulatory background, that the 

addition to the PLC Sub-Notes of the words "and all other Liabilities af the Issuer which 

rank or are ~ressed to rank pari passu with tire Notes" would in and of themselves 

have the effect of causing the PLC Sub-Notes to be subordinated to different "Senior 

Liabilities" to those to which the PLC Sub-Debts are subordinated. To the contrary, they 

:wl Sec Rcp\y PP at (281 (AIT10/lil'T), 
7.() 



make it clear that the PLC Sub-Notes rank pari passi, with the PLC Sub-Debt. 

236. Second, the structure and substance of lhe operative subordination provisions under the 

PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes are materfo.Uy the same: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Tn order for the ''solvency'' condition uoder Paragraph 5( I )(b) of lhe PLC Sqb. 

Debt and Condition 3(b) of the PLC Sub-Notes to be· satisfied, PLc must be able

to· pay its ''Senior Liabilities'' in full. 

For lhe purposes of the PLC Sub-Debt, the following arc !1Q! "Senior Liabilities'' 

which must be capable of being paid prior to the payment of the PLC Sub-Debt in 

order for the solvency condition to be satisfied: 

(a) Subordinated "Liabilities" which rank or are expressed to rank pari pa.t111 

with the PLC Sub-Debts. This follows from the factihat the PLC Sub-DebLq 

must themselves rank pari pas~·r, for the reasons above·. lt is a conclusion 

8.CCepted in principle by PLC itself. 

(b) Subordinated "Liabilities'' whioh are Kcxpres.ved 10 ... ra11k junior to till! 

S11bordina1ed l,iabilities" under the definition of"Rxcluded Liabilities". 

For the purposes of the PLC Sub-Notes, the following arc not "Senior Liabilities·• 

which must be paid _prior to the payment of the PLC Sub-Notes in order for the 

solveucy coudition to be sati.sJied; 

(a) Subordinated "Liabilities" which "rank or are expressed ta rank pari passu 

with the Noces" under Jhe definition of"SubordinaJed Liabilities". 

(b) Subordinate.d " Liabilit.ies" wbich are "expressed 10 rank .. junlor" to the 

Subordinated Liabilities under the definition nf"Excluded Liabilities". 

For the purposes of both the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes, tbe "Senior 

Liabilities" which da require payment in priority are: 

(a) Tbe unsubordinated creditors. This is not stated expressly in the definition 

of ·"Senfor Liabilities" in eitber instrument, nor under the solvency 

cooclition under Paragraph 5(2) of the PLC Sub-Debt or Condition J(b) of 

·the PLC Sub-Notes. But it is necessarily corrcc~ it being a core l)Ul'POSe of 

fue EU Directives that an institution' s regulatory subordinated debt &e 
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subordinated tO the claims ol' ''their customers and other stakeholders " 

(David Richards J Waterfall 1 at [33)), or as fPRU(INV) put it .. liabilities 

a11d commitments ro consumen and catmterpartles". 

{b) Statutory interest:. Watorfall I (Supreme Court). 

(c) Non-provable liabilities: Waterfall I (Supreme Court). 

(5) For the pwposcs of both the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes, O!e "Senior 

Llal)llities'' could also (but on the facts did not) potentially include any 

subordinated "Liabilities'' whioh (i) do not rank part pa.ssu nor arc expressed to 

rank pari passu with tme PLC Sub-Debt/PLC Sub-Notes and (ii) which are not 

expressed to rank junior to the PLC Sub-Debt/PLC Sub,Notes. This category of 

subordinated senior debts is a potential categocy which could have included, to 

the extent that they already existed or would be created at some point in the 

future, non-regulatory subordinated debt such as commcrelal subordinated debt 

(see paragraph [ 441 above) ~nd/or could have preserved ;flcxibility204 (soo Miller 

l,[45]), 

(6) Accordingly, the structure and substance of the subordination provisions uodcr the 

PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes are materially the same. The reasonable 

reader would conclude tlial both the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes rank 

be.hind the same Senior Liabilities such that 11,ey arc entitled to prove at the same 

time and, therefore, the claims in respect of them rank pari p0$SII, 

237, Third. a construction that the PLC Sub-Notes are subordinated to different "Senior 

]..ialiilities merely because of the amended definition of;'Subotdinat:ed Liabilities" flies in 

the face of what was sa.,d to the FSA, the FSA's pubhc Waiver Directions, and the A&O 

confumntory opinion (provided lo the FSA by lhe linn that drafted the PLC Sub-Noles), 

namely that tho slight modifications was being made (without more) to reflect a bond 

fonnar 

.... As set out in the section "Post-GENPRU and beyond", above, the ''TLA.C" regime introducc.d by 
European law' into English law d0<.-s in fact now n:co1,'11i.se a form of subordinated senior debt whicb 
rmiks for insolv,11ey purposes below general crcditon,, but above n:guletory ,11bordirun:ctl capital. 
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LBHr: Facruat Matrix/C-0mmercial Considerations . . . 

238. The Parl Passu Construction above is the only construction cons1st.ent with the objective 

purpose of these instroments and which makes sense against the relevant background that 

would have been reaso1U1bly available to their relevant audience. 

239. The Court is entitled to consider the foorual motrix/avoiloblc bock.ground. The ''audience" 

of the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes is limited to entities within the Lehman 

Croup. CPI contends fiult the PLC Sub-Notes were "addressed lo and would be relied 

upon by a potentially wide 11umber of third-party inYestor8'' (GPI PP, at l 11] 

[A/T9/159)). This is incorrect (Reply PP, [18(2)] [A/1'10/182-31), 

240. The factual matrix is what was reasonably available to the Lehman Group centrali~ed 

decision-maker,;. As to this: 

(1) 

C:2) 

(3) 

(4) 

As regards the PLC Sub-Debt., these were bilatera1 subordinated debt facilities 

eniered i'nto between PLC and anolher Lehman Group entity, LBUKH. Following 

insolvency, tbey were assigned to LBHl, the US parent company of the Lehman 

Group. 

As regards the PLC Sub-Notes, these were part of a carefu)Jy desigoed structlll:e 

put in place in order to meet regl,l.)atory capital requirements. Their transfer out of 

the Lehman Group would have defeated the very regulatory objectives which they 

were intended to achieve. 

The tenns of both the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes were not publicly 

available, and tbe evidence is that there was an unwillingness within the Lc.bmun. 

Group at sharing the te·rm& on the basis Iha.I this was an internal transaction.105 

In the event, the PLC Sub.Notes were never transferred out of the Lehman Group, 

241. The objective memrlng tbe instmmcnts would have conveyed to the reasonable reader 

with the knowledge that was reasonably available to the centralised decision-makers 

within the Lehman Group was of subordination behind the same "Senior Liabilities": 

21:15" See above •I [204] - [205], 
7~ 

-~ 207 ,,,. 
, .. 
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(!) 

(2) 

The PLC Sub-Notes were drafted at a time when the PLC Sub-Debt was known to 

exist. Despite this they did not cross-refer 10 each other in any way to suggest 

subon:lination of one to another_ 

The PLC Sub-Notes were drafted to be mat.erially identical to the PLC Sub-Debt 

and that much was represented to the FSA by (i) the covering email to the FSA 2°",; 

(ii) A&O's confinnator.y opinion201; and (jii) the annotated version of FSA 

Standard Form 10.208 l.n a.II ufthese doc\Jlllents, it was represented to the regulator 

that o key delin1tion in the PLC Sub-Notes' operative subordination provision was 

only slightly adjusted due to the bond format. 

(3) Toe Waiver Diredion,2119 which was n publicly available docum~nt.. provided that 

the difference related to the form of the PLC Sub-Notes and not their 

subordination in substance. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Tue FSA was -told that the PLC Sub-Notes were based on the Collins Stewa.n 

precedent. That precedent contained materially the same subordination wording 

as the PLC Sub-Notes. The Court is entitled to have regord to that precedent to 

construe the definition of .. Subordinated Liabilities'' under tbe PLC Sub-No1es,2l 0 

Ally difference in wording between the l'LC Sub-Debts and PLC Sub-Notes 

'w'otl.1(1 not be understood to be attributable to a di tfereoce in ranking, but rat.her to 

the practical exigency of ob1ai.ning an FSA waiver in respect of a bond instrument 

as opposed to a loan. 

The principal purpose of both issuances (which is clear on their face in any event) 

we.~ regulatory. That regulatory purpose only required subordination behind all. 

creditors who were not regulatory subordinated creditors: Waterfall I. 

Accordingly, it would pluy no meaningful regulatory purpose to subordinate the 

PLC Sub-Debt to the PLC Sub-Notes. 

The insolvency of the Lehman Group and the relative priorities of subordinated 

debt in that event were not within anyone's contemplation at die relevant time. 

The strong inference from this is that there was no purpose 1o the ttansacliQJls 

[FN2/770). 
[FN2n60J. 
(FNl0/5795-5807). 
{PN2/777-780]. 
Sec above at (125) l!lld lhc sixth pmpo,ifioo ofoooln!ctu.J oon•truction referred to !herein, 
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(1) 

other than to ensure the ranking of the subordinated instruments behind the firm's 

general creditors, consistent with the overriding regulatory pwpose. 

The standard market practice provided that LT2 and Tier 3 dated subordinated 

debts ranked pari passu: see the materials referred to at ( I 02] - f 107] above. 

Other Respondents' Ordinruy Meaning Arguments 

(;fJ 

242, GP I starts from the false premise (at GPl P.P, [64.1] [A/f9/1721) that the PLC Sub-Debi 

cannot rank pari pas$u with anything, and that it is subordinated to everything other than 

debts which are expressed to be junior. This is wrong for the reasons already stated 

above: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

It is unnecessary for two subordinated debts to cross-refer to each other for them 

to rankparipassu. 

Each of the PLC Sub-Debts ctln rank pari p(lSsu with 9ther subordinated debt, 

Plainly the PLC Sub-Debts rank pari passu amongst themselves. Further, as a 

matter of construction, they are able to rank pari passu witl1 other debts that ore 

either expressed to rank or do rank par/ passu with them. 

1t is commercially absurd to posit that an. instrument executed on FSA Standard 

Form IO cannot rank pari passu with anything at all (especiaUy in circumstances 

where another standard form in IPRU(JNV), FSA Standard Form 5, contained 

express laoguage envisagiog this). 

The PLC Sub-Debts rank pari passu with other subordinated debts that rank after 

the same "Senior Liabilities". 

243. Second, it is said that tho PLC Sub-Debts are "Excluded LiJ1bilitics~" for the purposes of 

the PLC Sub-Notes. Tn relation to this: 

(I) The rationale (at GP! PP, [65] (Aff9/1721) is that "the PLC Sub0 Debts are 

"expressed to" be ju11ior to the PLC S1w-Notes because th~ PLC S11b-Notes are 

not expressed to be junior to the PLC Sub-Debf'. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Deutsche Bank 

This is wrong. The PLC Sub-Debt is not «expressed to" be junior to the PLC Sub

Notes. Indeed, GPl 's criticism is that the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes 

do not expressly refer to each other al all. Unsurprisingly, Deutsche Bank 

disagrees with the GP! analysis (DB PP, at [431-[44] IAffS/1431). 

GP! 's reasoning appears to be as follows: the PLC Sub-Debt must rank after 

everything other than debts expressed to be junior; the PLC Sub-Notes do not 

rank after everything (because they rank pari passu with other debts which arc 

expressed to be or do rank pari passu); so that the PLC Sub-Debt necessarily 

"falls to the bottom of the pile" (GP! PP, al (67] [A/T9/172-3J). 

This is absurd. First, GP! does not articulate how, if the PLC Sub-Debt faUs to 

the "bottom of the pile" because it cannot rank pari passu with anything, it could 

rank below deeply subordinated regulatory debt e.g. lIT2 or Tier I capital 

(notwithstanding the fact that it is Lower Tier 2 capital) and, pertinently, the PLC 

Guarantee - which is agreed by all the parties to rank below the PLC Sub-Debt 

and the PLC Sub-Notes. Second, on the same analysis the LBHI2 Sub-Debt 

would fall to "the boll om of the p ile" and rank below the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, since 

they are on materially the same terms as the PLC Sub-Debt. 

244. Deutsche Ban.k's position (at DB PP, (46) [A/TS/1441) is that the PLC Sub-Notes rank 

senior to the PLC Sub-Debt. Its starting point is the premise that the PLC Sub-Debt 

cannot rank pari passu with the PLC Sub-Notes (DR PP, at [38]-(41) [A/fS/1431) 

because: 

()) 

(2) 

The terms of the PLC Sub-Debt allow no scope whatsoever for any other liability 

to rank pari passt1 with the PLC Sub-Debt. 

The effect of the different definition of "Subordinated Liabilities" in the PLC 

Sub-Debt is that the PLC Sub-Debt cannot rank pari passu with the PLC Sub

Notes because its terms preclude pari passu ranking with any other debt. 

245. As a preliminary point, it should be noted that Deutsche Bank starts by conceding that 

"Which of1l1e PLC Sub-Notes and the PLC Sub-Debt ra11ks senior and which ranks j w1ior 

&2 



is not immediately clear or, the face of their terms". 211 That in itself is strongly suggestive 

that the two in fact rank after the same senior liabilities and not junior/senior to each 

other. 

246. Further, as explained above, Deutsche Bank's position is a profoundly uncommercial 

approach to the construction of an industry-wide standard fonn and leads to an (easily 

avoided) absurdity. 

247. As set out above, the correct starting point is to ask whether the PLC Sub-Debt and the 

PLC Sub-Notes are subordinated to the same "Senior Liabilities". lf they arc so 

subordinated, they prove at the same time, and they rankpari passu upon insolvency. 

248. However, to the extent that Deutsche Bank argues 1hat the PLC Sub- Debt does not allow 

scope for any other liability to rank pari passu alongside it, this is incorrect: first, it is 

unnecessary for two subordinated debts to cross-refer expressly to each 01her for them to 

rank pari passu; and second, as a matter of construction or implication, it is possible for 

subordinated deblS created on FSA Standard Form IO to rank pari passu with other 

subordinated debts by any one of the approaches suggested above. 

249. Deutsche Bank's starting point i.e. that the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes cannot 

rank pari passu is therefore wrong. 

250. The rest of Deutsche Bank's analysis is also wrong: 

(1) 

(2) 

Deutsche Bank cites a so-called "circularity" and commercial absurdity that, on a 

literal interpretation, the PLC Sub-Debts are "Senior Liabilities'' for the pu.rposes 

of the PLC Sub-Notes, and the PLC Sub-Notes are "Senior Liabilities" for the 

purposes of1he PLC Sub-Debt (at [42)-(45) [A/TS/143-41). 

The simple answer to the "circularity" is that it does not exist, for the reasons 

already set out above at [21 0J- [225]; and that the proper construction of the both 

the PLC Sub-Notes and the PLC Sub-Debt is that they rank pori possu. 

2s I Putting that to one side, Deutsche Bank then seeks to "break the c ircularity" either (a) 

by "construing t/re PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes to give effect to what the 

parties objectively intended'' or (b) through "implying a term into one or both of the 

PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes" (at [46)-(47) (A/f8/144I). 

"' DB PP, [42] IA11'8/t4J]. 
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(a) 

(b) 

First, Deutsche Bank seeks to do this by mere assertion only: "to give 

effect to what the parties would have objectively ir,te11ded, it is necessary 

10 ccnstrue the terms of the PLC Sub-Debr and the PLC Sub-Notes such 

that the PLC Sub-Notes rank ahead ofrhe PLC Sub-Debt" . This states a 

conclusion without providing analysis. The argument merely assumes the 

construction it seeks to justify. It is not "necessary" to construe the PLC 

Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes in the manner stated. 

Second, it is said that a term needs to be implied "into one or both of the 

PLC Sub-Debt and tire PLC Sub-Notes", such that the PLC Sub-Notes 

rank ahead of the PLC Sub-Debt, on one of two bases: (i) that such a term 

is obvious or necessary in order to make the contracts work and give them 

commercial and practical coherence (relying on Marks and Spencer Pie v 

BNP Paribas Securjtjes Seryjces Trust Co <Jersey) Ltd (2016) AC 742); or 

(ii) on the basis that such a term must be implied to avoid the contract 

being incompieie in the absence of a ierm (reiying on Liverpooi Ciiy 

Council v Irwin (1977) AC 239). As to these arguments: 

(i) As to the former, there are no grounds to imply such a term in fact. 

Such a term is far from obvious and it is not necessary for the 

business efficacy of the contracts. 

(ii) As to the latter, incompleteness in and of itself is no basis to imply 

a term in law into a class of contracts. Moreover, it is self

evidently wrong to seek to imply a term in law as a legal incident 

of the parties' relationship that the PLC Sub-Notes should rank 

senior. It cannot be seriously suggested that it is appropriate where 

one is dealing with standard form contracts and contracts based on 

standard fonns to imply a term in law giving one such contract 

priority over the other. 

252. Deutsche Bank's attempts to break the "circularity" are misconceived. indeed, they 

emphasise the correctness and common sense of the approach suggested by LBHl. 
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Other Respondents' Factual Matrix/Commercial Arguments 

Deutsche Bank 

253. Deutsche Bank contends that, among other matters, "the context of the Leh,nan Group 

as a whole, and its tax and commercial objectives" (DB PP, at (49(iii)] (A/1'8/144-51) 

are relevant to dctennining "what would have been agreed on the issue of ranking by 

reasonable persons i11 tire positinn of the parties m the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub

Nntes". 

254. First, Deutsche Bank relies, in connection with this overarching commercial theory, on 

the Dividend Stopper (DB PP, [52] (A/1'8/145--61). It is said that the "Lehman Group had 

strong commercial reasons to prioritise payments to t/ie issuers of the ECAPS under the 

PLC Sub-Notes over payments wider the PLC Sub-Debt to avoid the mandatory operation 

of the Dividend Stopper and to retain the flexibility and discretion on funding intended 

under the ECAPS" (DB PP, [52(1)] (A/1'8/1461) and that "{t]he ECAPS were listed and 

rated securities held by external (non-Lehman) investors, including both institutiunal and 

individual investors" [Nf8/130]. 

255. As a preliminary point, Deutsche Bank's overarching argument to the effect that the 

Lehman Group's capital structure needed to be arranged specifically to ensure that 

distributions would be made in priority to the ECAPS Holders crucially ignores: (i) the 

fact that there were at least 9 other instruments which contained Dividend Stoppers 

affecting LBHI's ability to pay dividends in certain circumstances during the relevant 

period212; and (ii) the fact that the funds used to finance the chain of regulatory 

subordinated debt flowing down from LBHI - of which the PLC Sub-Debt was a part -

were themselves ultimately derived from a mixture of debt and equity issued by LBHJ to 

the public markets. 213 

256. Deutsche Bank is wrong for the reasons set out at Reply PP [16] [A/1'10/ 180-1) and 

ahove. In relation to this: 

212 

2ll 

(I) In the solvent scenario, there was no absolute obligation under the ECAPS (which 

were deeply subordinated Tier I capital) to make any "Distributions" to the 

See the 2007 Hybrid Issuance Plan al IFNI0/59001. 
See in this regard Ms Dolby's letter to HMRC dated 30 March 2007 [FN4/1 897-1900J: "thejimds that 
LBHI currently u.res to finance LB SLPI and goi11gforwards thefands it will use tof/11a11ce LB SLP2 
are ultimately derived from a mixture of debt a11d equity issued to the market by LBHf' (at paragraph 
18 to the "Backgrollnd"). This was confirmed in her Interview, page 3, lines 21 -25 IC/Tll/U6]. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

ECAPS Holders at all: any obligation to do so was always subject to (i) the 

availability of funds received by the Issuer (Condition 2.3) and (ii) the unfenered 

discretion of GP! not to pay "at any time and for any reason" (Condition 2.4). By 

contrast, payment of the Tier 2/fier 3 subordinated instruments relevant to the 

Ranking Issue was mandatory, subject to the satisfaction of the payment 

cnncfitinn. 

The comrti#cial incentive on LBHI to avoid the effect of the Dividend Stopper is 
-( ,_ 

based on In 'mlse premise. l f the Dividend Stopper had been triggered by a 

liquidity iSiflJ.ljlS at PLC, that in tum would have been because of a liquidity issue at 

LBHI. This --,i,ould have indicated a much wider problem with the Lehman Group 

and LHHi~ ould not have been in a position to pay dividends to shareholders in 
·•.•, 

any event tO-'Meara I. [121 Ic n ·1011JS1l. 

According:cy,, jn the insolvent scenario, the Dividend Stopper under the ECAPS 

ceased to .~ •Of any significance. This is because in that scenario no dividends 

would be payable on LBHI' s common stock irrespective of the operation of the 

Dividend Stopper. 

Finally, if there was a commercial imperative to prioritise the PLC Sub-Notes 

over the PLC Sub-Debt so as to ensure the ECAPS Holders were paid, it would be 

non-sensical for the ECAPS Holders' rights under the PLC Guarantee to be so 

deeply subordinated in an insolvency of PLC that their claims rank pari passu 

with the non-cumulative preference shares214_ That, however, is the agreed 

position. 

257. Second, Deutsche Bank relies on so-called tax incentives. It claims that the Lehman 

Group "received detailed tax advice that PLC should take all commercially reasonable 

steps to avoid the suspension of interest on tire PLC Sub-Notes" (DB PP, (52(2)) 

[A/f8/146]). As to the tax argument: 

" ' 

m 

(I) Deutsche Bank is understood to be referring to the A&O opinion dated 30 March 

2005 in relation to US federal income tax215. 

'
1The Subordinated Guarantee. will rank pari passu with the non•cu,nulative perpewal preferred 

securities <If preference shares oft he Guarantor f PLC! (whether or not in issue)" [£/TIO!IS41. 

IF N2/6611-7 l 5J. 
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(2) The statement Deutsche Bank paraphrases is not uix advice of any kind, but 

merely records PLC's intentions on a best endeavours basis to remain 

commercially in a position to pay interest. The analysis section of the opinion 

considered that the suspension of interest would not cause a tax issue provided 

that interest continued to accrue, such that the opinion does not proffer the tax 

advice that Deutsche Bank asserts. 

258. The commercial considerations contended for by Deutsche Bank are unsupported by the 

evidence. 

259. For all these reasons, Deutsche Bank is wrong to state (at DB PP, (52(3)] (A/fS/146) that 

"the only way to enable PLC to prlorizise payments 1111der the PLC Sub-Notes was for the 

PLC Sub-Notes to rank in priority to the PLC Sub-Debt, and any other ranking would 

jeopardise the commercial and tax planning objectives of the Lehman Group" and that 

"in al/ the circumstances, the only commercially reasonable structure is that the PLC 

Sub-Notes rank in priority to the PLC Sub-Debr, and that is what reasonable ponies to 

the LBH/2 S11b-Deb1 and the LBH/2 S11b-Notes would have agreed" (DB PP, at (52(6)] 

[A/f8/146)). This assertion is based on a false premise and is inconsistent with the 

evidence. 

260. Third, Deutsche Bank relies on "the timing of the issuing of the PLC Sub-Debt and PLC 

Sub-Notes" as an additional argument (DB PP (49) [Aff8/l 44)). It contends (at DB PP, 

(51] [A/f8/145-6)) that the first series of the PLC Sub-Notes was issued after the first 

two PLC Sub-Debts were entered into and that "{h]owever, no express reference was 

made to then existing PLC Sub-Debt as being debt that ranked pari pass11 with, or senior 

to the PLC Sub-Nozes". Deutsche Bank asserts that the logical conclusion is that the PLC 

Sub-Debt was thought to be the most deeply subordinated debt issued. The timing 

argument is based on various fallacies: 

(I) It assumes that the "only logical conclusion" to be drawn from the fact that the 

PLC Sub-Notes do not refer to the PLC Sub-Debt is that the PLC Sub-Debt is 

"the most deeply subordinated'' (at (51 (3)]). There is no basis for this assumption. 

The argument merely assumes (without more) the construction it seeks to justify. 

If applied 10 the LBHl2 Ranking Issue, the same logic would result in the LBHl2 

Sub-Notes ranking se11ior to the LBHI2 Sub-Debt, given that the former makes no 

reforence whal!-U)Cver I () t~ latter 
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(2) 

(3) 

Conclusions 

It presupposes that two regulatory subordinated debts have to refer to each other 

"expressly" in order to rank pari possu. That is incorrect. The PLC Sub-Notes 

were closely based on FSA Standard Form 10 and were subordinated af\er the 

same "Senior Liabilities" as the PLC Sub-Debt so as to rank pari passu with it. 

Deutsche Bank argues that when the final PLC Sub-Debt was entered into, "PLC 

and LBUKH chose not to include any language in the rhird PLC Sub-Debt facility 

agreement to allow it to rank pari passu with other subordinated debt". That is 

said to be consistent with an intention to maintain the deeply subordinated status 

of the PLC Sub-Debt (DB PP at [51(4)]). Again, tltis seeks to ascribe far too much 

significance to the slightly amended "Subordinated Liabilities" definition under 

the PLC Sub-Notes which, as was represented to the FSA, did not differ 

materially from that under FSA Standard Form 10. Moreover, modifying that 

definition in the third tranche of the PLC Sub-Debt would have necessitated a 

waiver application to the FSA, serving no purpose whatsoever where the 

subordination provisions under FSA Standard Form 10 and the PLC Sub-Notes 

had the same meaning and effect. 

261. The PLC Ranking Issue is straightforward. The Pari Passu C®struction is the correct 

answer to this issue. This is strongly supported by the drafting cf the relevant instruments, 

the factual matrix and commercial considerations. The inte~'Utions advanced by GP I 

and Deutsche Bank are obviously wrong. 

H. THE LBHl2 RANKING ISSUE - PART I 

262. The LBHl2 Ranking Issue divides into two separate sub-issues: the position in relation to 

the original LBHl2 Sub-Notes ("Part I"); and the position in relation to the LBHl2 Sub

Notes as amended in 2008 ("Part II"): 

(I) During the period relevant to Part I (running from November 2006 to May 2007), 

the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were issued as part of an internal Lehman Group 

restructuring, the objective of which was to obtain a US tax benefit. This was 

achieved by (i) refinancing part of the LBH12 Sub-Debt (drawn up on FSA 

St~d Form 10) with further dated regulatory subordinated debt in the fonn of 

.~,;t-'i:iffft Sub-Notes on the same commercial terms as the LBHU Sub-Debt, and 
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(2) 

(ii) transferring the LBHI2 Sub-Notes out of the existing regulatory structure to 

SLP3. Conttary to what the other Respondents' cases necessarily imply, none of 

these steps !lnvisaged let alone required an alteration to the pari passu ranking of 

the LBH12,$ub-Debt. 
•·!"~ 

As to Part, n , on 3 September 2008 the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were amended. The 

purpose of the 2008 Amendments was (as set out in LBHl2's Board Minutes) "lo 

allow [LB/-112} to defer cash settlement nf the interest 011 the Notes al its 

discretion", which in tum was intended to create a US tax planning benefit. 

Contrary to what the other Respondents' cases suggest, to the extent the 2008 

Amendments are engaged at all in LBH12's administration, they do not alter the 

pari passu ranking of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes and the LRl-112 Sub-Debt. If they do 

have that legal effect, then they fall to be rectified for common mistake. 

263. It is ne(:CSsary first to ascertain what the status quo on ranking was when the LBHI2 Sub

Notes were first issued in May 2007, prior to the amendments. 

264. The parties' respective positions in relation to Part I are set out as follows : 

(1) SLP3: Joint PP, [17]-(24] (AffS/66-72); Reply PP, (31)- (42) (Aff l0/190-1961. 

(2) PLC: (25]-(48] IA/T7/102-t 101. 

(3) Deutsche Bank: (16)-(18) (AfT8/128( . 

265. In summary: 

(I) 

(2) 

The operative subordination provisions under the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes are materially the same. This is because the former was drawn 

up on FSA Standard Forni 10 (specifically, Form 10.7) and the latter's definition 

of "Senior Creditors" was materially similar 10 that used on FSA Standard Form 

5: both of which forms were designed by the FSA to achieve the same 

subordination outcome. 

The broad drafting of both sets of instruments envisaged subordination to all of 

LBHT2's creditors (whether unsubordinated or subordinated), save for certain 

carve-outs which include subordinated liabilities that are expressed to rank/do 

rank pari pass11 with them or are expressed to rank/do rank junior to them. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

As PLC acknowledges, the subordination provisions in the LBHl2 Sub-Notes 

could encompass existing subordinated debt as well as future subordinated debts 

(PLC PP, (47.2) IA/T7/108]). SLP3's position is that there were no subordinated 

"Senior Creditors" in this case, and that the potential future category of 

subordinated senior debt was never engaged on the facts. PLC's (narrow) 

interpretation requires that (a) the subordinated "Senior Creditors" is necessarily a 

reference solely to existing subordinated debt i.e. the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt and (b) 

that the LBHI2 Sub-Debt docs not fall within the broadly drafted "other than" 

language, despite being a regulatory subordinated debt drawn up on materially 

identical commercial terms as the LBHl2 Sub-Notes. 

On a proper construction, the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the LBl-112 Sub-Notes are 

subordinated to the same "Senior Liabi litics"/"Scnior Creditors", which on the 

facts of this case are the unsubordinated creditors, including the claims to 

statutory interest as well as non-provable liabilities, and lfley rankpari pa.ssu. 

Consistent with this conclusion, there was no commercial or regulatory rationale 

for subordinating the LBHl2 Sub-Debt to the LBl-112 Sub-Notes or vice versa, and 

such subordination formed no part of the purpose of the transactions pursuant to 

which the instruments were created. 

LBHJ2 Sub-Debt: Background 

266. LBHJ2 is an inte.rmediate holding company of LBlE (Howell 2, (3)-[ 11) (A/f2/5-61). 

LBIE was one of the main trading entities of the Lehman Group in Ewope. LBHI2 has 

been in adminislnltion since 14 January 2009. Its principal purpose was to make capital 

available to LBIE, including by way of subordinated loans. 

267. LBHJ2 is in a distributing administration. As a result of the LBIE Scheme, LBHI2 bas 

been able to discharge all of the unsecwed, unsubordinated claims against its estate in 

full. together with starutory interest. It bas a substantial swplus to pay its subordinated 

creditors. 

268. In early November 2006, the Lehman Group underwent a restructuring ("lhe 2006 

Restructuring"). Several of the steps taken were intended to reduce the consolidated 

overall profit and loss tax charge of LBHI, the Lehman Group parent company, from a 

US tax perspective. 
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269. Prior to the restructuring, LBIE - the UK group's broker-dealer - borrowed 

approximately $4.8 billion of subordinated debt from PLC. PLC was, immediately before 

the restructuring, the immediate parent ofLBIE (Dolby 1, [17] (CffJ/341), The majority 

of LBIE' s subordinated debt was funded through 1he Group from LBHI i.e. the 

subordinated debt was funded by LBHJ and loaned from one corporate entity to 8Jlother 

down the corporate chain until itrcachedLBIE (Dolby I , [l8J [Cff3/34]). 

270, The 2006 Restructuring was undertaken in two phases (Hutcherson l, [6i]-[6JJ 

(C/T6/lll]): 

(1) 

(2) 

Phase l , which took place in November 2006, involved the i.ncotporation of 

LBm2, its interposition io the struclllre berwcen PLC and LBIB and the 

replacement of part of the subordinated debt borrowed by LBIE with preference 

shares. Phase l wa.~ undertaken mainly for ta., pwposes. 

Phase 2, which took place in January 2007, and ls less relevant for the pwposes of 

these proceedings, involved the replacement of Lehman Brothers Spain Holdings 

Limited at the top of the European Lehman Group structure. 

271. The 2006 Restructuring related to an "APB23" tax accounting election. 

272. APB23 tax elections concerned the way in which overseas profits and US taxes were 

acc-0unted for in the US. The 2006 Rcstructuring216 was one of a series of projects since 

2001 relating to APB23 whose purpose was to achieve tax efficiencies. The aim of the 

APB23 project was to structure the Lehman Group in such a way as to enable UK profits 

to be accounted for by LBH1 without recording a charge for the 5% differential between 

US and UK tax rates, This provided lhe Lehman Group with more attractive published 

profits (Hutcherson I , [64] (Cff6/82-3J). 

2,73, Oo 1 November2006 tb.e facilities betweeo PLC and LBIB were ter:minated. Oo the same 
day, LB! U2 entered into three subordinated loan agreements with PLC oo materially the 

srune terms (i.e. drawn up on FSA Standard Form 10) and which comprise the LBID2 

Sub-Debt. LBH.12 in tum entered into three subordinat.ed loan agreements with LBIE on 

.mat.erially the same terms. These agreements were considered in Waterfall 1. 

lf• Tbe background to the 2006 Rcstrucrurin,; is described by David Ricbatds J in W•terfoll l, •1 [791, 
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274. Ms Dolby, who worked in the Ewopean Tax Department, was the Ewopean tax lead on 

these restructurings (Hutcherson I, (66] (Cff6/831). As it was tax-focused, she led the 

various Lehman Group teams involved with the planning and implementation of the 2006 

Restructuring.217 

275. There was usually a small cross-departmental team that worked on the transactions. This 

included Mr Gareth Bowen, who worked in the regulatory reporting team; and Ms 

Hutcherson, who worked in compliance and who worked very closely alongside Mr 

Bowen (Hutcherson 1, [66] 1Cff6/831). The team also included a representative from the 

Treasury department (e.g. Mr Rushton or Mr O'Callaghan). 

276. These transactions were intra-group and were considered for the benefit of the Lehman 

Group entities involved. This meant that the same cross-departmental group negotiated 

and advised acting for both sides in relation to any transaction (Hutcherson 1, [68] 

(Cff6/831). 

277. 1n this regard, on 2 November 2006 Ms Dolby emailed a number of Lehman Group 

personnel including Ms Hutcherson and Mr Ray O'Grady218 to thank them for the 

involvement in Phase 1 of the 2006 Restructuring. She stated that Phase I alone would 

benefit the tax line by S30m p.a. in 2007 and subsequent years (I-month benefit in 2006 = 
$2.5m). 

FSA Approvals 

278. Given that the 2006 Restructuring contemplated the prepayment and refinancing of 

subordinated facilities as between PLC and LBIE, the FSA 's approval was required. In 

this regard: 

"' 
"' 219 

(I) On 14 September 20061 19, Mr Bowen emailed the FSA, describing lhe two phases 

of the restructuring. The email stated: 

"The first part of the restn1cturing would on a net basis, result in $2bn of subdebt 

($l ,876m TIII $124m Till) being prepaid and $2bn of Lower Tier 2 subdebt being 

iss11ed to New Co 2. Overall this wo,1/d have no impact to LB!E capital pasilion at 

Sec Ms Dolby's cmajl dated 2 November 2006 to Lehman Group personnel at the conclusion of Phase 
I [FN4/1858]. 
Mr O'Grady worked within the Financial Control Function of the Lehman Gro~p. 
[FNJ/1751\. 
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(2) 

(3) 

any level as the entity already has an excess of T/1 subdebt that exceeds the 

leverage limits and the excess is treated as Tlll 

{ ... } 

To implement tire various components of this change new subdebt ag,-eements will 

need to be executed between the new companies that are being incorporated in 

the company stn1cture. we will provide copies to you on the standard FSA forms." 

On 6 October 2006220
, Ms Hulcherson sent a letter Lo lhe FSA setting oul tbe 

structure in detail. The letter also reflected on the imminent introduction of 

GENPRU: 

"As we move towards I January 2007 and prepare for the implementation of the 

GENPRU & BLPRU rules, we have considered what changes we need In make to 

the capital structure of the LBSH UK group. At the same time, and as a matter of 

,,.;)llt;n o 1"u11" Tnv llbnn1"fnu>nl '9n~ ,,,en1ihwnA JI," ru,ti,u,t/ &,./uu1 N"1i'l".,b fl\t> tltn ,...,.,. ...... , ..,..,.. ,.. .. ,... ~,...,.,..,..,._., •• ., . .,.., ,.,.~•""•~.,.. .. "'""'}'.,,.,,.., t,,,..,..,,.,. .,,, ... - .... , ...,jv• ,.,.,.. 

purposes of tax efficiencies. " 221 

The final approval for Phase I of lhe 2006 Restructuring was received from the 

FSA on 30 October 2006m. This stated that: 

"Under 1/ze current rules, as set out in /PRU (TNV) /0-63 and in the Approved 

Forms of Subordinated Loan Agreements (forms JO.I and 10.2), repayment or 

prepayment of such facilities i11 adv,mce of the relevant repayment rkite requires 

the prior permission of the FSA. Therefore. please accept this leuer as 

confirmatio11 of our permission for the proposed prepayments. Thi.~ permission is 

granted on the understanding that the facilities in question will be 

simultaneously replaced with three identical facilities from LBH Pie to LBIH 1 

and from LB/JI 2 to LBIE (a.r described in your letter), and therefore the 

prepayments will not have an adverse effect on the firm's UK capital structure " 

(emphasis added) . 

279. Following some discussions as to the appropriate fonns on which to draw the 

subordinated facilities, three agreements drawn up on Forms 10.6 and 10.7 of FSA 

220 

221 

m 

(FN3/l 778-801 
(FN3/1779J. 
IFN311786l. 
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Standard Fonn 1 0 were executed and dated i November 2006. These were forwarded to 

the FSA on the same date (Hutcherson 1, [78] JCff6/86I). 

280. In.summary, tbe Phase J arrangement (Dolby 1, [21]-[22] JC(l'J/34-51): 

(I) 

(2) 

had the effect of reducing l,BIE's interest obligations, as alle:r the restructuring 

LB.ll:! bad an· interest obligation on· loss ·subordinated debt th.an before. It was 

intended that by making LBIE profitable on a cumulative basis, LB!ll would be 

able to access foreign tax credits previously trapped within LBIE. Once accessed, 

these foreign tax. credits could be used to reduce LB11J's US tax liability. 

had the etfect of creating 11 tax loss in LBHI2, because LBHI2 was now receiving 

interest on only S2.8 billion of subordinated debt from LBIE, but owed interest on 

$4.8 billion of subordinated debt. The tax Joss in LBHI2 •could be used to offset 

raxable profits in the lJK tax group (which lo tum resulted in a reduction of 

LBHI's coosolida1ed overall profit from a US true perspective). 

L.BJU2 Sub-Del>t: Terms 

281 . T b.e different trnoch.es ofLBHJ2 Sub-Debt were all drawn up on FSA Standard Form 10. 

Accordingly, the LBH12 Sub-Debt is in materially the same form as tbe PLC Sub-Debt, 

with some immaterial differences. 

LBRI2 Sub-Note.a: Bacl<grou.nd 

2007 Restructuring 

282, The Lehman Group underwent a further restrucrwing in mid-2007, the objective of which 

was to reduce LBffi' s consolidated overall profit and loss cbnrgc from a US tax 

perspective ("the 2007 Restructuring").m 

283. By January 2007, the subordinated debt extended to LBffi2 had increased to 

approximately $7. 1 billion through dmwdowns on the LBFII2 Sub-Debt facilities. The 

reason for the increase was that fhe business in Europe had grown considerably. resulting 

in the need for LBIB to increase its regulatory capital to support its growing business 

(Dolby I, (30) IA/TJ/301). 

22J Dolby I , [291 [C/T3/36], 
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284. There were two parts to the 2007 Restructuring that occurred around the same time. The 

first part involved lhe replacement of part of the LBHI2 Sub-Debt with the S6.139 billion 

quoted Eurobond issued by LBHI2, i.e. the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. The second part (which is 

not relevant to these proceedings) involved the replacement of further subordinated debt 

borrowed from LBHI2 by LBIE with preference shares (Hutcherson I, [81] (C/T6/86]). 

285. The 2007 Restructuring was intended to secure a discrete US ta,i benefit. Tt involved re

routing part of the Lehman Group subordinated debt through two new Scottish 

partnerships established outside of the regulatory chain (Hutcbcn;on 1, [82] (C/T6/86]). A 

Scottish limited partnership (which was ultimately owned by .L.'9HT) would be viewed as 

a "tax transparent entity" for UK ta,c purposes, such that it Wt.wld not be subject to any 

UK ta,c on any interest which it received (Dolby I, [32) (C/T3{3iil). However, by treating 

the Scottish limited partnership as a corporation for US tax f?'Jlil'Oscs, and by making an 

APB23 election on it, to the extent that the Scottish limited pflt'Ulership did not repatriate 

its profits to the US, the interest income in the Scottish limitlld partnership would not be 

subject io any cun~year US iax eiiher (Doiby 1, [33] [C,T3i"3ol). 
~ 

286. The process for pii\!~ng and implementing the 2007 Restructuring was similar to that for 

the 2006 Restruc~g. It was a cross-departmental effort, and within the UK it was 

overseen and cooi'di.'lated by Ms Dolby in the European tax deparonent (Hutcherson I , 

(80] (C/T6/861). 

287. As with the 2~ Restructuring, the cenlral Lehman Group team on the 2007 
~ 

Restructuring WBSj\11:.lUlposed of tax, regulatory, compliance and legal. Sarah McMorrow 

assisted with lhc~1¾al aspects of the projccl (Dolby I, (40) [Cn'J/37-8)), and Mr 

Bowen/Ms Hutcherson were involved from a regulatory/compliance perspective. 

Refinancing lhe LBH12 Sub-Debt 

288. On 26 March 2007214, Ms Dolby emailed Mr Bowen stating that "{c]urrently $6.139b11 of 

T2 (I.3J9bn) and TJ (4.8bn) subdebt flows down chain to UK Holdings. My intention 

would be to converl rhis $6. I 39bn into the hybrid note issued by SLP 2/3." 

289. Ms Dolby recalls a subsequent meeting with the regulatory capital team (i .e. Mr Bowen 

and Mark Richardson) in early April 2007 to discuss how much of the LBHl2 Sub-Debt 

should be replaced by the LBH12 Sub-Notes. Mr Bowen recommended to Ms Dolby that 

21A IFN 4/l8921. 
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c. $6 billion of the LBHI2 Sub-Debt be replaced (though she docs not recall the reason) 

(Dolby 1, [35) [A/TJ/371). As set out below, the issue of ranking and priorities was not 

discussed. 

290. As a result of this, Ms Hutcherson wrote a letter to the FSA which referred to the LBH12 

Sub-Noles discharging "$/.339 billion under its long tem, subordinated debt facility and 

$4. 8 billion under ils short term subordinated debt facility" (Dolby I, [ 49] [C/T3/491). m 

291. As set out in Ms Dolby's memorandum of I May 2007,226 there remained some $ l.3 

billion of the LBHI2 Sub-Debt which was not refinanced (Dolby 1, [471 [C/f3/38-91). 

A&O: Regulatory Approval and Subordination 

292. Ms Dolby instrucled A&O to draft the LBHI2 Sub-Notes and to obtain the regulatory 

approval for them. A&O misunderstood the transaction to be a 100% refinancing of the. 

LBHI2 Sub-Debt (rather than a substantial refinancing of circa $6 billion of it). As Mr 

MillPr <i:!f!:ltf;.~ in hi~ PvinPr'll"P hP W!H~ nnt 11wiuP !:lit lhP ti mP nf ~ nv ~11hnrriin~tPrl rlPht nf 
••~·---•••• .., , .,.., ... ._, •.u . ..._hi ..,_ , ..... UVYl UY •• ...,_, ~.&V• ... n wy .... U.&... ,....._.,. V& "&J>J 

LBHl2 which would remain in e,cistence and would co-exist with the LBH12 Sub-Notes 

(Miller I, (36)-[37] [C/Tl /91). 

293. The regulatory approval and execution of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes included the following 

steps by A&O: 

2lS ,,. 

(I) 

(2) 

Ms Dolby (Dolby l , [SO] (C/TJ/391) e,cplains that A&O were first instructed by 

Ms McMorrow on 30 March 2007, and then again by Ms Dolby on 2 Apci l. The 

instruction was that "rhe direct parent of LBIE. LB Holdings Intermediate No 2 

Ltd, will issue a quoted Euroband to replace its current subdebt liability". Ms 

McMorrow noted that "f"m assuming by transferable Jackie just means ii can be 

transferred bet..,een Lehman entities". This reflected the fact that, as part of the 

Lehman Group's regulatory capital structure, it was never intended to transfer the 

LBHJ2 Sub-Noles outside of the group. 

Ms Dolby e,cplains (Dolby 1, [50) [C/T3/39]) that A&O were instructed to 

produce a regulatory opinion to confirm that the LBl-ll2 Sub-Notes complied with 

the regulatory capital requirements of GENPRU: "Subordination: Likely to be 

Lower Tier 2 (but will need a11 A&O reg opinion 011 this which I canfolfow up 

Sec Ms Hutcherson's letter dated 12 April 2007 (FN 4/2045(. 
[FN4/2096-8(. 
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011)". Since the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were dated, the relevant regulatory capital 

requirements were those for LT2 capital (Miller I, (40)-(41) (C/fl /101), and 

A&O produced an opinion confirming that the LBHI2 Sub-Notes would qualify 

as LT2 capital under the relevant rules (Dolby 1, [51 l (C/f3/391). 

(3) Ms Dolby confirms that A&O did not provide any confirmation on 

insolvency/priority issues (or the relative ranking of the LBH12 Sub-Debt and the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes) (Dolby I, [52)-(53) (C/1'3/39-401); see also Waterfall I per 

David Richards J, at [ 48)127). This was not a scenario that anyone considered or 

contemplated (ibid.). So much has been confirmed by: 

(a) Ms Hutcherson (Hutcherson I, [90)- (91) (C/f6/88-89)), who remembers 

no discussions in the cross-departmental team to this effect. 

(b) Mr Miller (Miller I, [46], (48] [C/fl/11-121), who d.id not realise that 

some of the LBHl2 Sub-Debt would continue to exist, and did not address 

the "relative ra11ki111(" of subordinated debt at alt. 

294. In this regard, on 18 April 2007228
, A&O circulated (i) a Procedures Memorandum; (ii) a 

Note Purchase Agreement; and (iii) draft Board Minutes for the Issuer. 

295. Under the Note Purchase Agreement, the initial purchaser of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes was 

PLC (so that PLC held, albeit for a scintilla remporis, both the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the 

LBH12 Sub-Notes). The draft minutes noted that the issuance of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes 

was ''for the purpose ofs1rengtheni11g the regulatory capital base of the group and paying 

off existing loans of the Company." 

296. The same day A&O circulated the drafl opinion229 confim1iog compliance with 

"GENPRU requirements for LT2". The opinion was finalised on 30 April 2007 and was 

addressed to LBHl2 for the attention of Ms Dolby. In relation to this: 

"' 

211 

"' 

(I) The opinion constituted the confirmatory opinion for tbe purposes of GENPRU 

2.2.159(12); 

•
1There is no evidence to suggest that anyone in the Lehman Brothers group gave any consideration to 
how these provisions would operate in the event of an insolvency .... and indeed the recollectio11 of 
several witnesses in inten,ie-M1s which have been conducJed suggesl.1 that it i.J highly unlikely that any 
such consideration was given••_ 
(F/V4/2061-2076]. 
[F/V4/2077-20801, 
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(2) 

(3) 

It confinned that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes complied with GENPRU 2.2.159(1)-(7). 

As to GENPRU 2.2.159(1), in particular, it set out the rule C'rlre claims of the 

creditors must ra11k behind those of all unsubordinated creditors") and state-d 

"A&O: confirmed. This is contained in Condition 3" (emphasis added)230
. 

297. In relation to Condition3, Mr Miller has confinned, having been asked by the LBHI2 

Joint Administrators' legal representatives in correspondence in in November 2016rn, 

that the drafting also reflected a preference within the regulatory team at the Lehman 

Group for flexibility (reiterated in Miller I, (48] (C/fl/121).232 The drafting preserved the 

ability to issue a layer of subordinated debt sitting above the subordinated notes. 

FSA Approvals 

298. On 12 April 2007m Ms Hutcherson wrote to the FSA to explain the group's p lans 

"regarding changes to the roule by which LBIE sources some of its regulatory capital", 

~nri th~t thP ,M'7 f?p.i;:;trurh,rina w~~ rifivpn n-'l!:linlv hv I I~ f"gy pffiriPnriP.~ f"tl,o nr,,.nn~;,A ,...u.,.a .... .,., •&.&..,. -vv, .. , ,.. ........ ..,, . ....,..._..b • •-..v ,u,. • ••.a uu,•a.ua.J ..,.J ...,.., ,.....,., ..., ............ ...-u.., • ..,.., \ •• •..,_ y• vyv._....,_ 

changes are being drive11 largely by US tax efficiencies a11d we believe should have no 

adverse regulatory consequences").234 The letter also stated that "$4.8 billion of the tier 3 

capital in the UK consolidated group will be replaced with a corresponding $4.8 billion 

of tier 2 capital'. 

Tax Advice/Clearance 

299. Given the 2007 Restructuring was tax-driven, the Lehman Group received detailed tax 

advice from both PwC and A&O. In summary: 

"" ?31 

:m 

2J) 

2J.I 

m 

(I) 

(2) 

On or around 17 May 2007, PwC emailed Jackie Dolby detailed UK and US tax 

opinions. The UK tax opinion (the "PwC Memorandum")2Js concluded that the 

LBH12 Sub-Notes should be lreated as debt and not equity for UK tax purposes. 

The PwC Memorandum also concluded that interest paid by LBHI2 to SLP3 

would be considered tax deductible for UK corporation tax purposes. 

(F/V4/2078). 
(F/V9/S246-7]. As to this exchange see Howell 2, [35] IA/1'2/1 8). 
As set out above. Ibis prcferenee within the Lehman Group for flexibility forms pan of lhe factual 
matrix, being knowledge reasonably available to both panics to the transaction, and which is relevant to 
the issue of interpretation. 
IF IV 412044-8). 
Sec also Hutcherson t , [87) (C/f6/871. 
Dated 31 May 2007 fF/V5/l39t-2492]. 
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(3) A&O's tax advice dealt with points of US law. 

300. Ms Dolby also sought and obtained tax arbitrage clearance from HMRC in relation to the 

2007 Restructuring236• In this context, she explained to HMRC that under the refinancing 

the amount of debt funding available to the Lehman Group would be the same, and the 

LBHI2 Sub-Notes would be under the same terms and conditions as the LBHI2 Sub-Debt. 

Ms Dolby wrote: 

30!. 

"As the proposed transaction does not displace or alter the existing amount of debt 

fu11di11g to the UK group it wuuld seem that 1w comparison needs to be made here; the 

same loan amount is in place before and after the transaction and fulfils the same 

purpose - that of providing capital to support the general UK business activities. 

The loan was made for the same amount, and under the same terms and conditions prior 

10 the insertion of1he hybrid entily" (emphasis added).237 

rn chnr1 ti'\ !;lrhi PvP. thP. t!llv nhiP.l't~vPC th::1t wPrP thP. rnrP tirivPr nfthP ?M7 R P'-'.fn1f'h1rina &U UU..,••, • .., ..,.._,.,._. ....... ,LO ... , .... o 'J.,...,,,_,.,.'V • .._. .... , . ........ .._._. ... """''°"" -•••-• ..,& , ... -vv, ........... u ...... , ....... ~e, 

it was unnecessary for the Lehman Group to change the relative ranking of its dated 

subordinated debt, nor would that have been necessary lo achieve the regulatory purpose 

of the transaction. 

Transfer to SLP3 

302. The LBHI2 Sub-Notes were initially issued by LBHJ2 to PLC. They were then 

transferred up the group from PLC to LBUKH and then to LBLIS and finally to LBDI by 

way ofin specie repayments of the subordinated debts that were being refinanced.233 This 

was because the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were "in effect replacing some of the core sub-debt 

that was coming down the chain". 239 The LBHI2 Sub-Notes were then contributed by 

LBDI (as general partner) to SLP2 and then to SLP3, in return for hybrid notes issued by 

SLP2 and SLP3 respectively (Hutcherson I, [88] [Cff6/88I). 

303. As she had done with the 2006 Restructuring, at the conclusion of the process Ms Dolby 

sent an email thanking various individuals within the Lehman Group for the "completion 

l.16 

231 

"' "' 

See Ms Dolby·s letter to HMRC dated 30 March 2007 (FN4/1897- 19091. 
See Ms Dolby's letter to HMRC dated 30 March 2007 [FN4/190S(. See also the email of 12 March 
2007 from Huw Lees to Susan Her where he asked to see the agreements between LBIE and LBHI2 so 
that "we can ml"or the tenns of the note agreements we are working on' [FN4/1881J. 
See Doll>y Interview, page 13, lines 12-18 [Cffil/276). 
See Doll>y Interview, page 13, l ines 12-13 [Cff?l/2761, 
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of tire project lo refinance the UK group subdebt. This brings to a close a 4 month projecl 

to create a tax efficient funding strocture that will result i11 011 011going tax be11efit of c. 

$200m per annum'.240• 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes: Terms 

304. The LBHI2 Sub-Notes were issued in the amount of $6.139 billion by way of an Offering 

Memorandum dated 26 April 2007. 

305. As set out above, as the aim was partially to refinance existing subordinated debt, the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes were initially issued to PLC, and subsequently transferred .. up the 

chain" via a series of transfer agreements. 

306. The LBHI2 Sub-Notes were not drawn up on FSA Standard Form 10: 

(I) This was because of the regulatory change pursuant to which GENPRU had come 

into effect on 31 December 2006, which meant that standard forms were no 

longer required. 

(2) Accordingly, the PLC Sub-Notes would not have been a natural precedent as they 

were based on an adapted version of FSA Standard Fonn 10: A&O used a 

precedent that complied with the requirements for L T2 capital under what was 

now GENPRU {Miller l , (43) (Cffl /10-1 1(). 

307. The intention to achieve a regulatory purpose is plain on the face of the LBHl2 Sub

Notcs: sec e.g. Condjtion I (definition of "FSA")241; page I of the Offering Circular42; 

and page 14 of the Offering Circular, which states that their aim is to ·'strengthen tlte 

regulatory capilal base of the group of companies in which it operates, to pay off existing 

loans a11dfor general corporate p11rposes·•243, 

Payment Condition 

308. The relevant subordination provisions of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were structured in 

materially the same way to FSA Standard Form 10 and, consequently. to the LBHl2 Sub-

, .. 
"' 
"' 
"' 

Sec Ms Dolby·s email to Lehman Group personnel dated 2 May 2007 (FN4/2278-9(. 
[Eff4/S3] 
.. Under the txisting ttrms oftht {FSA]. the Issuer may no/ redum or purchase any Notes prior to their 
maturity date unless the FSA has given its priarcanst11t ·• [E/T4/50J. 
[Eff4/63J. 
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Debt. Once the 'Senior Creditors' have been paid in full, SLP3 is entitled to prove in 

respect ofrhe LBHl2 Sub-Notes. 

309. Condition 3(a) provides:2"" 

"{ .. .} The rights of the Noteholders against the Issuer in respect of the Notes are 

subordinated in right of payment to the Senior Creditors (us defined below) and 

11ccordingly p11yment of principal in respect of the Notes is condition11I upon the Issuer 

being solvent at the time of. and immedfotely after, such payment. and 11ccordingly no 

such amount which would otherwise fall due fnr payment shall he payable except to tire 

extent that the Issuer could make such payment and still be solvent immediately 

thereafter " ( emphasis added). 

Solvency Requirement 

310. Whether or not an insolvency process has begun. the solvency condition referred to in 

r"ntiitinn 'lh\ mm::t hP c:gtic:fiM rnntiitinn lth, n rnvitiP-~ thgt I .Al-If? ic: uu,/-.u,n t" if fi\ it ...,..., ........... ...,u "'\"'/ u.a.••u• ..,.., .,,.. ... ., .... ..,.,.. • . ...,..,~.,.•u•~u _.\V/ y • ..., ••..., ,..., .... , ~ ................ ., u ,.,.,.. ,...,, &&. \"I•• 

is able to pay its debtS as they fall due and ( ii) its ' Assets' exceed itS "Liabilities" other 

than its "Liabilities" to persons who are not "Senior Creditors". In short, payment of any 

amount of the Notes is conditional on LBH12 's ability to pay its "Senior Creditors" in 

full. 

"Liabilities", "Senior Liabilities'', "Subordinated Liabilities'', "Excluded Liabilities" 

3 11. Tbe relevant tenns are defined as follows: 

, .. 
i.,,~ 

()) "Liabilities" 2" are defmed to mean '·au present and future sums, liabi lities and 

obligations payable or owing by the Issuer (whether actual or contingent, jointly 

or severally or otherwise howsoever". 

(2) ''Senior Creditors" are defined to mean "creditors of [LBH/2} (i) w/ro are 

unsubordinated creditors of [LBH/2] or (ii} who are subordinated creditors of 

[LBH12} other than those with whose claims the claims of the Noteho/ders are 

expressed 10 rank pari passu and those whose claims rank, or are expressed to 

rank, pari passu with, or junior to, the claims of the Noteholders." 

(Eff4/55]. 
This is the same definition of"Liobiliries" as is used in the LBHT2 Sub-Debt 
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3 12. The "Senior Creditors" are therefore all unsubordinated and subordinated creditors other 

than several defined categories of subordinated creditors, including those wbo rank or are 

expressed to rank pari fJOJSU, or those who rank or are expressed to rank junior (and, as 

set out below, "Senior Creditors" include subordinated creditors that are not expressed to 

rank nor do rank either pari passu with or junior to lhe claims of the Noteholders) . 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes were neither publicly available nor intended to be traded 

313. The LBHJ2 Sub-Notes were listed on the CISX. The LBHI2 Sub-Notes needed to be in 

the form of a quoted Eurobond listed on a recognised stock exchange. This was 

specifically because interest payable on such instruments would not be subject to UK 

withholding tax and so would be paid gross (Dolby I, [37] [C/1'3/371). As to the choice 

of the CISX itself, Ms Dolby explained that this was "because it had a light touch on 

filings, etc. "246 

3 14. Ms Dolby confirmed in her interview that it was never the intention that the LBHl2 Sub

Notes should be transferred on the CISX.247 That would have defeated the purpose of the 

2007 Restrucruring. Instead, the Eurobond was to be held and transferred within the 

Lehman Group rather than issued into the market (Miller I, (37] [C/fl/91). As Ms Dolby 

has confim1ed "This was an intemal structure".'-" That also appears to have been Ms 

McMorrow's understanding, when she wrote to A&O "I'm assuming by transfe.rahle 

Jackie {Dolby] just means it con be transferred between Lehman entities "249 (emphasis 

added). 

3 15. Further, the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were registered in definitive forrn and not on a clearing 

system and so were not readily rradable. 250 

3 16. Moreover, despite being listed on the CISX, it was clear to the lawyers at A&O that at 

least the terms of the amended LBHl2 Sub-Notes would also not be publicly available: 

, .. 
'" , .. 
"' 250 

"' 

(I) On 26 June 2008251, Mr Grant of A&O emailed the partner engaged on the case, 

Anne-Claude Mozcl, stating that the amended terms would need to be emailed to 

See Jackie Dolby Interview, page 12, Lines 31-32 [Cff21/l7S). 
Jackie Dolby Interview p. 13, lines 1-2 (C/T2 l/l7S]. 
Jackie Dolby Interview p. 13, line 6 (C/T21/l751. 
Ms McMorrow's email 10 Stephen Miller dated 30 March 2007 IFN4/ 189S). 
Mr Millcrexpleincd to Mr Barnett, of Dcntons, in his email of22 November 2016 lhat "Definitive 
registered form as the FRNs will be held intragroup and thus Lehman would make a saving on custody 
fus which they would have had to i11cur if they lte/d the FRNs i11 a c/eari11g system" (FN9/5247f. 
[FN6/3100]. 
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(2) 

the CISX with a number of supporting documents. He added "It should be made 

clear that this is not for public an11011ncement ". 

On 3 September 2008252, Mr Grant emailed the CISX, attaching the amended 

LBH12 Sub-Notes and stating in his covering email: ''/ was told that ii would 1101 

be made public but stored in your intemal records. Please ensure that this is the 

case. 

Ranking Analysis 

LBH12 Sub-Debt: pari passu inter se 

3 17. The LBHl2 Sub-Debt ranks pari passu inter se for the same reasons as set out above in 

relation to both the ranking of the di fferent tranches of PLC Sub-Debt among themselves, 

and the PLC Sub-Notes among themselves. Tbis is notwithstanding that none of the 

LBHI2 Sub-Debts refer to any other. 

3 I 8. S ignificantly, PLC agree with this conclusion, albeit they do not state their 

reasoning/analysis: PLC PP, [38) [Aff7/106l. 

319. A conclusion that the LBHl2 Sub-Debt did not rank pari passu would lead to a patent 

commercial absurdity: the three LBHJ2 Sub-Debts were entered into on the same day 

between the same parties (LBHI2 and PLC). 

320. However, to the extent that GPl 's theory that debts drawn up on FSA Standard Form I 0 

cannot rank pari passu with other subordinated debt is correct, then it would of course 

follow that, in relation to the LBH12 Ranking Issue, the LBHl2 Sub-Notes would rank 

senior to the LBHI2 Sub-Debt because the latter would be incapable of ranlcing pari 

passu with anything and thus fa ll to the "bottom of the pile". 

LBm2 Sub-Debt and LBH12 S ub-Notes rank paripas.vu 

321. SLP3's position is that the claims of SLP3 in respect of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes rank for 

distribution pari passu with the claims of PLC under the LBH12 Sub-Debt: see Joint PP, 

[23l-f24l 1Aff5/69-701; and Reply PP, [401-[42l 1Affl01194•1961. In summary: 

212 IFN 6/34871 
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(I} 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The operative subordination provisions under the LBHf2 Sub-Debt and the 

LBITT2 Sub-Notes are structured in materially the same way. 

On a proper conslIUction, lbe LBHJ2 Sub-Debt and thG LBH12 Sub-Notes o.ro 

subordinated behind the same "Senior Liabilltics"l"Senior Creditors" . 

SLP3 is entitled to prove for the full nominal amount of the LBH12 Suh-Notes at 

the same time as PLC is entitled to prove in respect of the LBH12 Sub-Debt. 

By operation of the 2016 Rli.lcs, SLP3's claims in respect of the LBHI2 Sub

Notes and PLC's claims in respect of the LBHl2 Sub-Debt rank pari passu nnd 

abato in equal proportiom. 

SLP3: Ordinary Meaning 

322. The ordinary meaning of the 111:llguage used in both instruments (s only consistent witli a 

pari passu construction .. 

323. SLP3 ro~es two prclJ.minacy points in relation to the wording of the LBHl2 S11b-Notes: 

,.,, 

(I) First, it should be noted that the "carvc-ollts'' or exceptions in item (ii) of the 

''Senior Creditors" defi:nition are drafted in very broad terms, To the extent that 

the 1.Bltf2 Sub-Notes envisage "sllbordinatcd creditors" that can rank. senior, that 

is a neutral point: they also expressly refer to various categories of subordinated 

orediton; that Cllll rank either pari passi, with or j unior to the LB!{l2 Sub-Notes so 

as to leave the reader in little doubt that the "subordinated crediton;" rank.ing. 

senior to the-LBH12 Sub-Notes are a poteotjal category. 

(2) Second, the definition of "Senior Credilors" is in materially253 similar terms to the 

definition of "Senior Creditors" in FSA Standard For:m 5: "oil such persons who 

are: (a) unsubardinared ,.,.editors of the Borrower; or (b) subordinated creditors 

of the Borrower other than those whose claims ore expressed to rank and do rank 

pari passu with or junior to the claims oft/re Lender'. As to this: 

(a) FSA Standard Form 5 and FSA Stando.rd Forro 10 (on which the LBHl2 

Sub-Debts were drawn) were required to meet _the same Sllbordination 

The only diffi:rcmx: i• the w,c of"-apre.,s,d to rank nnd do rank part pa.m," (Form 5.1) ao<l "e:rpres•ed 
to rankpari pas!IU artd $0//e whose claims rank ... ,., •. pari pas.p," (LBHI2 Sub-Notcs'l 
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requirement under the EU Directives, wheTC tbe senior claims were those 

of" all nther aeditors". 

(b) FSA Standard Form 10 and FSA Standard Form S relied on sLighlly 

differing drafting techniques, but were intended to achieve (and did 

achieve) the same subordination re~tih. 

(c) The subordination of tho LBH12 Sub-Notes to ''subordinated creditors" 

(subject to the broad ''<>tlrer than'' exceptions) is similar to tho language 

used under FSA Standard Fonn 51 and the Court should adopt a uniform 

approach wheo construing the relevant subordination provisi.on25◄. 

324. The structure and substance of the operative subordination provisions under the LBH12-

Sub-Debt and the LBH12 Sub-Notes are materiaUy25s the same: 

,,. 
i'li~ 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

In order for the "solvency" condition under Paragraph S(J)(b) of the LBH12 Sub

Debt and Condition 3(b) of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes to be, satisfied, LBHI2 must be 

able to pa,y its "Senior Liabiliticf'/''Senior Creditors" in full. 

For the purposes of the L81:il2 Sub-Debt, !be following are not "Senior 

Liabflities" Wbicb must be capable of bemg paid io order for the solvency 

condition to be satisfied: 

(a) Subordioated "Liabilities" w'hich rank or are expressed to rank pari passu 

with the different tranches of LBH12 Sub-Debt. This follows from the ract 

lhc difl'erent tranches of LBH12 Sub-Debt must themselves rank,pari passu, 

wbicb is accepted in principle by PLC: see above, at [3 l 7l to [320]. 

(b) Subordinated ''Liabil.ities'' which arc "expressed lo ... rank junior to the 

Subordinated Liabilities" under the definition of"E.xcluded Liabilitiesn. 

for the purposes of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, the following are no/ "Senior 

Creditors" who must be paid prior to the payment of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes in 

order for the solvency condition to be satisfied: 

See the seventh principle of oonlractual cmmruction refemxl to at [126) above. 
In this rcgatd, SLPJ include• and relies on a comparative table setting out to the operative provisions of 
the LBH12 StJb-Debt alongside those of the LBHI2 Sllb-Nmcs at Appt:ndi:x B to th.is skeleton argumt:nt 
("Appendix B"). The table set out in Appendix B al.so sc:18 out the operative provisions of the PLC 
Sub-Debt a lonfll'ide the PLC Sub-Notes. 
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(4) 

(a) Subordinated creditors whose claims "rank. or are expressed 10 rank, pari 

passu with .. . " the holders of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. That much is stated in 

item (ii) of the defwition of "Senior Creditors". 

(b) Subordinated creditors whose claims are "expressed to ronk ... junior to" the 

claims of the holders of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. That much is stated in item 

(ii) of the definition of"Senior Creditors." 

For the purposes of the both the LBHl2 Sub- Debt and the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, the 

"Senior Liabilities" /"Senior Creditors" which do require payment in priority are: 

(a) 

(b) 

The unsubordinated creditors. This is stated e><pressly under item (i) of the 

definition of "Senior Creditors" in the LBH12 Sub-Notes. As to the 

LBH]2 Sub-Debts, despite not being stated expressly, it is necessarily 

correct, it being a core purpose of the EU Directives that an institution's 

regulatory subordinated debt be subordinated to the claims of "their 

customers and other stakeholders" (David Richards J Waterfall I at (33]), 

or as IPRU(INV) put it '·liabilities and commitments to consumers and 

counlerporties". 

Statutory interest: Waterfall I (Supreme Court). 

(c) Non-provable liabilities: Waterfall! (Supreme Court). 

325. For the purposes of both the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, the "Senior 

Liabilities"/"Senior Creditors" could also potentially include any subordinated senior 

liabilities/creditors which (i) did not rank pari passu or were not expressed to ran.k pari 

passu with the LBHI2 Sub-Debt/LBHJ2 Sub-Notes and (ii) which were not e><presscd to 

rank junior to the LBHl2 Sub-Debt/LBH12 Sub-Notes. 

326. The LBHl2 Sub-Notes expressly acknowledge a potential category of subordinated senior 

debt in the definition of "Senior Creditors", subject to broad exceptions. In the LBHJ2 

Sub-Debt the definition of "Senior Liabilitiesm" is drawn in very broad terms on the 

basis of the ' e><clusionary' mechanism so that the definition "Senior Liabilities" could 

similarly include a potential category of subordinated senior debt. 

,,. 
''Liabilities" is defined very broadly to include " all present and.future sums. liabilities and obligations 
payable or owing by t/Je Bo"ower (whether actual or cor,tingent, joinlly or severally or 011,erwise 
howsoever". 
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327. In both cases, this is a potential category which could have included, to the extent that 

they already existed or were created at some point in the future, non-regulatory 

subordinated debt such as commercial subordinated debt (see paragraph (44) above) 

and/or could have preserved the flexibility to issue subordinated senior debt in the future 

(see Miller 1, (45) (C/ Il/11)); Mr Miller' s email to the legal representatives of LBHI2's 

Joint Administrators in November 2016,257 and the subsequent creation of "TLAC' 

subordinated senior debt). 

328. Significantly, PLC appears to accept258 that the subordinated "Senior Creditors" category 

could be directed at future subordinated debt as well as existing subordinated debt. This 

mirrors the position with e.g. the "Excluded Liabilities", which could refer to futrire 

subordinated debt where there was not existing subordinated debt in that category at the 

time of the debts creation (see David Richards J in Waterfall I, at (75); LBLIS v LBUKH 

at [I 6]). 

329. Accordingly, the structure and substance of the subordination provisions under the LBHl2 

Sub-Notes and the LBHI2 Sub-Debt is materially the same. In particular: 

?i? 

,,. 

(I) In the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt, the "Senior Liabilities" arc all unsubordinatcd and 

subordinated "Liabi lities" (and "Senior Liabilities" include subordinated 

Liabilities that neither rank nor are expressed to rank pari passu with or junior to 

the claims of the "Subordinated Liabilities"). The "Senior Liabilities" are subject 

to carve-outs, including: (a) the "Subordinated Liabilities" (i.e. the LBHl2 Sub

Debt); (b) any other subordinated liabilities that either do rank or are expressed to 

rankpari pass11; (c) the "Excluded Liabilities" (i.e. junior subordinated debt). 

(2) In the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, the "Seo.ior Creditors" are all unsubordinated and 

subordinated creditors (and "Senior Creditors" include subordinated creditors that 

neither rank nor are expressed to rank pari passu with or junior to the claims of 

the Notebolders). The "Senior Creditors" are subject to carve-outs, including; (a) 

the LBHI2 Sub-Notes; (b) any other subordinated liabilities that either do rank or 

are eitpressed to rankpari passu; and (c) junior subordinated debt. 

Stephen Miller' s email to Nigel Barnett dated 22 November 2016 [FN9/S246-7I: ~r do not recall ,my 
specific discussion on tit~ layering point. The regulatory capital team at Lehman witli whom we 
worked extensively had a prefere11ce for flexibility and advised their clients similarly. I think entities 
like Halifa.r had similar layering allowed e,en if they new,r actuully used the option. So ii may be we 
had that prevailing atmosphere in mind whe11 we prepared the conditions" (emphasis added). 
Sec PLC PP [47.2] (A/T7/108(: "Hence, the subordination provisions in the LBH/2 Sub-Notes were 
directed to the existing subordinated debt as well a., lo any full/re debts". 
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330. In view of the symmetry and direct correspondence between the subordination categories 

envisaged under the LBHI2 Sub-Debt and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, the reasonable reader 

would conclude that both the LBHI2 Sub-Debt and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were 

subordinated at the same level, not that they were somehow subordinated to each other. 

Further, the reasonable reader would conclude that the subordinated "Senior Creditors" 

did not refer by necessity to existing debt (i.e. the LBHl2 Sub-Debt) but referred to 

potential future subordinated senior debt. 

331. Thus: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

since they are both subordinated to the same "Senior Liabilities"f'Senior 

Creditors", PLC and SLP3 arc precluded from proving until all "Senior 

Liabilities"/ "Senior Creditors" (including statutory interest on senior claims, and 

non-provable liabilities) have been paid in full: see Waterfall I at [70), per Lord 

Neuberger; Rule 14.40 of the 2016 Rules. 

PLC is entitled to prove in respect of the LBH12 Sub-Debt at the same time as 

SLP3 in respect of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, and 

by operation of the 2016 Rules, PLC's claims and SLPJ's claims rankpari passu 

and abate in equal proportions: see Rule 14.12 of the 2016 Rules. 

332. Finally, the LBH12 Sub-Notes were drafted at a time when the LBH12 Sub-Debt was 

known to exist (at least, by the Lehman Group decision-makers219
). Despite this, the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes and LBHl2 Sub-Debt do not cross-refer to eacb other in any way to 

suggest subordination of one to another. That is a further strong indicator that there was 

no intention to subordinate one to the other. and that they rank pari passu. 

SLP3: Factual Matrix/Commercjal Consider-atjons 

333. The Pari Passu Construction above is the only construction consistent with the objective 

purpose of the instruments and which makes sense against the relevant background that 

would have been reasonably available to their relevant audience. 

m The evidence of Mr Miller is that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were drafted in ignorance of the continued 
existence of the LBH2 Sub-Debt: Miller I, [36) JC/fl/9]. 
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334. The Court is entitled to and should consider the full facrual matrix available to Lehman 

Group entities: this is not a case where the Court should give either limited or no attention 

to the available background. In relation to this (Reply PP, [13) (AITI0/1791): 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The "audience" for the LBHI2 Sub-Notes and to whom the instrument was 

addressed was the Lehman Group260
, and only the Lehman Group. It was not 

entities operating in the outside world. 

This is consistent with the evidence of the key decision-makers that there was 

never any intention to transfer or assign the LBH12 Sub-Notes outside of the 

Lehman Group. Ms Dolby confirmed in her interview that "to my knowledge 

there was never a11 infe11tion to transfer it our of the Lehman Gro11p" (page 13, 

line I). Thal is unsurprising in view of the LBH12 Sub-Noles' status as regulatory 

capital. 

The LBH12 Sub-Notes were deliberately listed on the CISX261 in order to be a 

quoted Eurobond. The documents clearly show that this was for withholding tax 

reasons only: and not because there was an intention 10 trade the Eurobond 

(Dolby I, [37] [CffJ/371). 

The terms of the LBH!2 Sub-Notes were not public. They were stored in the 

exchange's internal records: see above (313) to (316). 

This was not a case (c.f. Re Sigma Finance) of a multi-party agreement securing 

multiple creditors/stakeholders over a long duration. 

In the circumstances, the Re Sigma Finance cases are distinguishable and this is 

not a case where the factual matrix should be limited in the manner in which the 

other parties contest. 

335. The factual matrix overwhelmingly supports a pari passu construction. SLP3 rely on the 

following: 

"' 

'" 

Indeed. the only other parties to the LBHl2 Sub-Notes before SLP3 were other Lehman Group entities, 
as the iuslrumcnl was passed i'up the chain" to pay down the pre-existing subordinated debt. It is no 
small irony that the first entily to hold the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, albeit for a scintilla temporis, was fl&. 
The necessary logic of PLC's position on the LBHI2 Applica,ion is ,hat, during that scintilla te,nporis, 
it held two very subsiantial subordinated debt instruments, but that they did not rank pari passu in any 
insolve-ncy ofLBtil2. 
The disclosure shows thot, prior to the eventual listing on the CISX, the original plan had been to list 
the LBHI2 Sub-Notes on a stock exchange in the Cayman Islands. To that extent, the listing was for 
synthetic purposes only: there was no intention to trade or transfer. 
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(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The principal purpose of both issuances (which is clear on their face) was 

regulatory. In both regulatory phases (the 2006 Restrucruring and the 2007 

Restructuring) the core regulatory requirement applicable to subordinated loan 

capital was subordination behind the claims of "all other credirors" and not to 

other regulatory subordinated debt: see Waterfall I and LBLIS v LBUKH at [16]. 

Accordingly, it would play no meaningful regulatory purpose to subordinate one 

of the LBH12 Sub-Debt/LBHI2 Sub-Notes to the other. 

The other key purpose of the LBH12 Sub-Notes was to obtain a US tax benefit. It 

was no pan of that purpose to affect the relative priorities of the subordinated 

debts. The mechanism by which the tax benefit was obtained was conversion of 

the subordinated debt into note form and the transfer of the subordinated debt out 

of the existing structure to an alternative structure (i.e. SLP3 and its associated 

sub-group): there was no need to address priorities in insolvency in order lo 

obtain that tax benefit. 

To achieve these purposes, the issuance of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes partially 

refinanced the LBHI2 Sub-Debt on materially the same commercial terms, 

including the same interest rate/coupon (LIBOR plus 32 basis points). The 

refinancing purpose is clearly stated on the face of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes262. It is 

common ground with PLC that prior 10 the refinancing the LBH12 Sub-Debts 

ranked pari passu. There is no indication in the language of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes 

that in partially refinancing the LRHJ2 Sub-Debt on the same commercial terms it 

was also altering the status quo on ranking. That, however, is the case PLC must 

make out given its acceptance that the partially refinanced LBH12 Sub-Debts 

ranked pari passu. 

The IPRU(lNV) regime, specifically referenced on the face of the LBHl2 Sub

Debt, is relevant regulatory background to the LBHI2 Ranking Issue. Like the 

LBH12 Sub-Notes, FSA Standard Fonn 5 under IPRU(lNV) also employed a 

drafting technique by which the "Senior Creditors" were the "unsubordillated 

creditors" and "s11bordi11ared creditors ... other than" certain exceptions. It would 

be surprising if an FSA prescribed form had the objective meaning of generally 

subordinating dated regulatory subordinated debt to other dated regulatory 

subordinated debts given its specific regulatory function. This in itself suggests 

See Offering Circular. page 14 staring the purpose•• including " ro pay off aisling loans" [F./]'4163]. 
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(5} 

(6) 

that the other Respondents are seeking to attribute an impon to the wording of the 

"Senior Creditors" which a rea,onable reader would not a.~cribe to !hem againKL 

the regulatory background. 

The insolvency of the Lehman Group and the relative priorities of subordinated 

debts were oot in the cootemplation of the parties (see Dolby I, [52]-[53] 

[Cm/39-40] and David Richards J in Waterfall I at [48]), and there is no 

evidence that anyone within the Lehman Group wanted one to 11111k senior to the 

other. The strong inference is that there was no purpose lo the transactions other 

tbnn to ensure the mnki:ng of subordinated creditors behind the finn's general 

cieditors (consistent with the overriding regulatoey objective of both IPRU(INV) 

and GENPRU). 

'fhe materials show that it wa5 standard market practice for Tier 3 nnd L T2 doted 

subordinated debts to rank pari passu: see above at [102) lo [ 107]. l n this context, 

PLC refer to anq rely upon the 'Tier 3 status of the LBRI2 Sub-Debt (PLC PP, at 

[51.4) [A/T7/113I), 

336. The suboroination mechanism used iu lhe LDIIl2 Sub-Notes was reflected by other 

entities within the marketplace at the time (Miller 1, [45J [C{l'l/111). So much is clear 

from publicly available materials; s¢¢ the dated subordinated notes instrllments issued by, 

foe example, Anglo Irish (2004) and Standard Bank Pie (2008). 

337. There was no comme('Cial rationale to subordinate the LDHl2 Sub-Oebt to Lhe Ll3Hl2 

Sub-Noles or vice versa: and a relevant decision-maker has confirmed that relative 

insolvency priorities formed no part of the commercial considerations underlying the 

2007 Restructuring (Dolby 1, (52]-[53) [C/T3/39-40l). 

Other Respondents' Ordinary Menning Arguments 

PLC 

338. PLC addresses the oidinary meaning of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes at PLC PP, [ 40]-[ 48) 

(A/I7/I06-110]. It relies on two points (at (41]): (a) the different wording of the 

instruments; (b) the timing of the issuance of the instruments. 

UJ 

339. As a threshold point, PLC's construction does not construe the LBH12 Sub-Notes 

subordination provision as a whole, and omits key words (Reply PP, [38]-(39) 

I Alf 10/ J 93-4 ]): 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The definition of "Senior Creditors" under Condition 3(b) consists of: "creditors 

of the Issuer (i) who are 11ns11bordinated creditors of the Issuer or (ii) who are 

subordinated creditors of the Issuer other than those with whose claims the 

claims of Noteholders are expressed to rank pari passu and those whose clainrs 

rank or are expressed to rank, pari passu with, or junior lo, the claims of the 

Noteholders ", 

PLC repeatedly misdescribes the operative subordination provision. For example, 

PLC says that "the LBHI2 Sub-Notes are subordinated to Senior Creditors. who 

comprise (a) all unsubordinated creditors and (b) subordinated creditors save 

those expressed to rank pari passu or junior" (at [ 431), and that the LBHl2 Sub

Notes contain "a11 expression of juniority to all subordinated debt subject only to 

the qua/ificatio11 or exception of subordinated debt which itself is expressed to he 

pari passu with or junior to the LBH12 Sub-Notes" (ibid). 

Creditors "whose claims rank ... pari passu with ... the claims of Noteholders·• 

(without expressing themselves to be pari passu) are omitted because they are 

incompatible with PLC's approach to the priority issue, which requires a 

subordinated debt to "express" itself to rank pari passu in order to fall within the 

"other than . ... " language ("the LBIJ12 Sub-Debt daes 1101 carry the necessary 

e.'Cpression required to satisfy the qualification in the LBH/2 S11b-Notes ": see 

PLC PP (461). 

However, this fails lo deal address the fact the two regulatory subordinated debts 

in this case simply rank pari passu, given that they arc subordinated to all of the 

same "Senior Liabi.lities"/"Sen.ior Creditors". 

PLC's approach is also inconsistent with PLC's acceptance that no one tranche of 

the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt contains an express contractual expression that it ranks pari 

passu with another tranche of LBHl2 Sub-Debt: and yet the tranches do rank pari 

passu (even if not expressed to). 
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(6) PLC's case elides the distinction that is expressly drawn on the face of the LBH12 

Sub-Notes between debts expressing themselves to rank pari passu and debts 

ranking pari passu (without expressing themselves to be pari passu) and fails to 

accord meaning to the operative subordination language in the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. 

340. Putting this to one side, the PLC analysis is also wrong in several other respects. 

"Different Wording Argument" 

341. First, contradicting its own conclusion that tbe LBHJ2 Sub-Debts rank: pari passu among 

themselves (PLC PP, [38) (Am/1061), PLC says (incorrectly) that the LBHI2 Sub-Debt 

does not allow for the possibility of ranking pari passu with other subordinated debt (PLC 

PP, [45) [Aff7/107I). This is wrong for the reasons already set out in relation to the PLC 

Ran.king Issue: see above at [21 l )-[225). 

342. Second, PLC says that the structure of the LBH12 Sub-Debt and LBH12 Sub-Notes is not 

nui1fpf"19Jlv lhP ~~mP hPr::1111~P thP I AMI? 5.:1 1h-O.-ht tin.-~ nnt n rnvirlP fnt" ~nhnrtiin::11tPri ...... , ............ J .... .., ....... u ... , ............... -u ................... ~ ..., .. .., ,.,,...,.., , ..,...,..,., .. .., ............ u ........... ....... ..,..., ...... u ... , ... ... 

senior debt (PLC PP, [43] (A/1'7/106-7]). This too is incorrect: 

(I) 

(2) 

As set out above, the subordination provisions in the two instruments are 

substantially the same and both subordinate to subordinated senior debt. 

Crucially, it is not possible to identify a category of"Liabilities" which is a Senior 

Liability/Creditor for the purposes of one instrument but not the other. It follows 

that the instruments are subject to the same "Senior Liabilities"l"Senior 

Creditors" and, therefore, there is no eitpression of 'juniority' in the LBHl2 Sub

Notes. 

The only difference between the language of the two subordination provisions is 

that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes define the "Senior Creditors" as all "unsubordinated" 

and "subordinated creditors .. . other than .. . ", whereas the LBHl2 Sub-Debt 

defines the "Senior Liabilities" as all "Liabilities" subject to broad carve-outs. As 

to this: 

(a) The difference in wording is immaterial: both adopt an "exclusionary" 

approach to defining "Senior Creditors"/ "Senior Liabilities", both of 

which are capable of including subordinated senior liabilities, and any 

difference does not convey an alteration of ranking. 
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(b) This is supported by the fact that FSA Standard form IO ( on which the 

LBHI2 Sub-Debts are drawn) and FSA Standard Form 5 (whose 

definition of "Senior Creditors" is materially similar to the LBHI2 Sub

Notes) respectively employed the "differing" wording PLC seeks to rely 

on, but on any view their subordination effect was the same. 

"Timing Argument" 

343. As to the "timing" point (PLC PP, [47.2)-[47.3) (A/T7/108I) PLC argues that: by the time 

the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were issued, the LBHI2 Sub-Debt was already in existence; the 

subordination provisions in the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes were directed to the existing 

subordinated debt as well as to any future debts; and in that context, the reasonable 

inference to draw is that the drafting of LBHI2 Sub-Notes reflected "an acknowledgment 

of juniority lo the existing LBffl2 Sub-Debt (LBH12 's only other sub-Ordinated debt)". 

This analysis is misconceived. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

PLC assumes wrongly that, for the LBHl2 Sub-Debt to be included in the 

qualification to the definition of "Senior Creditors" in the LBHI2 Sub-Notes, it 

had to be identified by name and date. 

PLC accepts 1ha1 the subordination provisions in the LBHl2 Sub-Notes were also 

directed "to any future debts" (PLC PP, [47 .2)). That is an important concession. 

PLC then goes on to draw tbe i.ncorrect inference (al [47.3)) that tbe words 

"sub-Ordinated creditors" in the definition could only reflect an "ack11owledgmenl 

of juniority" to PLC' s existing regulatory subordinated creditors as opposed to 

permitting flexibility for the future. In this regard, the evidence before the Court is 

that the general preference of the Lehman Group was to look ahead to the 

possibility of creating further layers of subordinated senior debt in the future: see 

Miller I, [45), [48] [C/Tl/11-12). Moreover, the definition bad to have regard to 

the possibility of existing non-regulatory subordinated debt, such as commercial 

subordinated debt. There is no basis to conclude that "subordinated" in the 

"Senior Creditors" can only refer to existing, and not future debt (not least 

because it is inconsistent with PLC's initial concession). 

PLC assumes wrongly that if the draftsman of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes had wished 

to ensure that the LBHI2 Sub-Debt fell within the qualification to the definition of 

"Senior Creditors", they could easily have said so. This is misconceived: 
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(a) 

(b) 

Jlirst, what the draftsperson might or might not have done to make, the 

position clearer is irrelevant to the exeroise of construction (Charrington v 

~ [1914] AC 71, 82). 

Second, this puts the point the wrong way around. The eorrect starting 

point is that !be LBH12 Sub-Notes were issued to refinance a substantial 

part of the LBH12 Sub-Debt, which was drawn up on FSA Standard Forni 

10 at a time when it is common ground that all of LBHI2's subordinated 

liabilities ranked pari passu. lf (as PLC maintains) the intended effect of 

the issuance of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes was to subordinate them to the un

rcfinanced bala.oce of the LBHI2 Sub-Debt, it is more swprisiog that the 

L8ffi2 Sub-Notes did not uxpressly refer to the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt ranking 

senior. 

344. Finally, PLC seeks to criticise the position outlined by SLP3 in the Joint PP (PLC PP, at 

[48] 1Aff7/109-U0I). In relation to their criticisms of the Joint PP at l24] [Afft0/185]: 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

PLC argues that the wording in the two in~trument5 is not materially the same,; 

PLC says that the Ll3HI2 Sub-Notes contain an express juniority to "subordinated 

creditors'', but the LBHl2 Sub-Debt docs not. This point is easily answered. First, 

SLP3's position is that "lhe operative ,rubordination provisions . .,. ate stroctured 

in materially the same way" (Joint PP ot (241 (Afl'Sn1-2J), not that the wording 

is identical. Second, the tenn "Liabilities", as used in the expression ''Senior 

Liabilitie.~" io the LBHI2 Sub-Debt necessarily includes subordinated senior 

"Liabilities" that are neither the "Subordinated Liabilities" nor "Excluded 

Liabilities": see above. 

PLC st:ites that the premise that the LBI-Il2 Sub-Debt and the LBHl2 Sub-Notes 

are subordinated to the same "Senior Liabi.litiesu and "Senior Credito.n:" assumes 

what it seeks t0 prove and does not engage with the priority issue. SLP3 does not 

understand this criticism. The premise that the instruments are s1ructured in the 

same way foans the basis of the conclusion that they prove at the same time and 

rank pari passu. 

PLC states that the Statutory Scheme 'is no answer in circumstances where this is 

a case of contractual priority: SLP:3 fundamentally disagrees. This ·is a case where 

the two instruments do not expressly refer to each other, the subordination 
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provisions are symmetrical, nnd where the ordinary Sl.lltutory Scheme applies tO 

the two instruments once the Senior Credjtors/Liabilities have been paid in full, 

such that they rank pari passu. 

Derllsclte Bank';· Further Argument 

345. Deutsche Bank adoprs PLC's position in relatfon to Part I of the LBHJ2 Rnnking Issue 

(DB PP, at [16] (A/1'8/128)). lt also advances one free-stnnding construction argwmmt 

(not identified at the timo it sought to be joined) (DB PP, at [I 8) (A/TS/1281) based on the 

solvency condjtion in Condition 3 of the L.BH[2 Sub-Notes, as well as its general 

"commercial incentive" argument, which is said to influen.cc the LBR!2 Ranl-ing Issue as 

well. 

346, Deutsche Bank's construction argument runs as follows: 

(l) 

m 

(3) 

(4) 

Coodjtion 3(a) slates that payment of principal in respect of the Notes is 

conditional upon the Issuer being solvent at lbe time of and immediately after 

paymenl 

Cooditioo 3(b) states that tJ,e Issuer sball be "solvent'' if (i) it is able to pay its 

debis as they fall due and (ii) its Assets exceed itS Liabilities (each as defined 

bclow261
) (other than its Liabilities to persons who are not Senior Creditors). 

Th.e LBHI2 Sub-Debts 8"e "debis" for the purposes of Condi lion 3(b), 

The LBHI2 Sub-Notes rank after the LBHl2 Sob-Debt becaus.e, unless and until 

the LBH12 Sub,Debt is paid i.o full, theo no sums are payable uoder the LBH12-

Sub-Notcs. 

347, Deutsche Bank's argwneat is misconceived: 

,., 

(l) Once "Senior Creditors" have been paid ia full, there arc no other relevant 

"debts" that n.eed to be paid in order to satisfy the elements of the solveucy 

condition. Payment of any amount of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes is conditional on 

LBHl2' s ability to pay its "Senior Creditor.;TI in full 

''Assets" means the unconsolidated gross assets of J,he lssuc.t and .. Lmbilitics'1 means the 
unconsolidated gross Liabilities of th.c rs.-oc:r, all as shown by the latcs-r published audited balance sheet 
of the Issuer, but adjusl0d for contingencies and for subsequent cverus, all in such a ltlfillner as two 
dirnctors of the lsoucr, irs auditors or i ts tiqwdator (as the case may be) DlllY dcu:nninc. 
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(2) 

(3) 

In that regard, the plain and obvious meaning of "debts" in Condition 3(b) is 

"Senior Creditors''. Such a construction renders the cash-flow and balance-sheet 

requirement in Condition 3(b) consistent i.e. neither of them take into account 

debts/Liabilities that are not "Senior Creditors". If "debts" included all other 

debts (namely debts that ranked pari passu or junior to the LBH12 Sub-Notes), 

then the solvency test would be obviously unworkable. 

To that extent, Deutsche Bank's construction is not only circular (since it assumes 

that the LBH12 Sub-Debt is a "senior" debt); bm also at odds with the solvency 

condition of the LBrU2 Sub-Debt (which provides that the LBHl2 Sub-Debt is 

not a debt that will fall "due" unless and until "Senior Liabilities" have been 

paid). 

Other Respondents' Factual Matrix/Commercjal Arguments 

PT.C 

348. PLC contends that this is a case where the factual matrix is of limited or no application: 

PLC PP, [19] lAff7/99-100). SLP3 does not agree for all the reasons already stated: see 

at (333] to (337] above. By contrast, Deutsche Bank's case pulls in completely the 

opposite direction. It relies on broad and unsupported commercial incentives purportedly 

to explain the ranking alteration which the refinancing of pari passu debts is said to have 

effected (as to which, see below). 

349. In tum, PLC seeks to criticise points advanced by SLP3 in relation to the facrual 

matrix/commercial considerations (PLC PP, [48.6] (Aff7/16-7l). ln relation to these: 

(I) While PLC appears to accept that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes refinanced the LBHl2 

Sub-Debt for tax reasons (PLC PP, (48.6(a)]), it contends that this refinancing or 

"straight swap" is irrelevant to the priority issue. SLP3 disagrees. It was no aim or 

object of the transaction to affect priorities. The context of the "straight swap" 

serves to highlight the improbability of PLC's case, which requires the LBHl2 

Sub-Notes to have altered the existing pari passu ranking of the LBHI2 Sub

Debts it was partially refinancing. 

(2) PLC contends it "may or may not be factually correct" that the Lehman Group 

did not consider priorities on insolvency, and that is it irrelevant in any event 

(PLC PP, (48.6(b]). First, it is factually correct, becau;e PLC's only witness (Ms 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Dolby) states in terms that "ther-e was 110 r-easo11 far us to think about. or- seek 

advice 011, the relative priority of LBH12 's differem subordinated debts in the 

event of an i11solvency" (Dolby 1, [53] (Cff3/40]). Second, it may not be 

probative as to the meaning of the subordination provisions themselves, but it 

does illustrate that the overall purpose of the transaction was not concerned with 

priorities on insolvency. 

PLC contends that the lack of regulatory need for one subordinated instrument to 

rank ahead of the other "may or may ,wt be correct" but is again irrelevant (PLC 

PP, [48.6(c)l). SLP3 disagrees. First, generally speaking, LT2 and Tier 3 

subordinated debt ranked pari passu: that is important and would have been 

reasonably known (and indeed was) known to the Lehman Group. Second, Ms 

Hutcherson's evidence is that she would have notified the FSA if the LBHJ2 Sub

Notes were ranked differently to the LBHI2 Sub-Debt (Hutcherson 1, (91] 

1Cff6/88-9)). 

PLC states that admissible evidence that ordinary market practice was for dated 

subordinated bonds to rank part passu is irrelevant, not least because the wording 

of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes expressly contemplated tiers of subordinated debt (PLC 

PP, [48.6(d)l). The materials before the Court show that this was indeed market 

_pf'actice: see above at [ I 02] to [ I 07] above. The materials before the Court also 

sb.ow that (a) the LBH12 Sub-Notes were based on commercial bonds (wb.icb 

adopted a similar definition of "Senior Creditors" to that used in FSA Standard 

Form 5) (b) that the subordination structure used in Condition 3 was in use by the 

Lehman Group more generally and (c) that tb.e subordination language used in 

C.ondition 5 was in use elsewhere in the financial markets during the relevant 

period i.e. 2006-2007. 

PLC contends that SLP3's interpretation is oo more commercially rational than 

PLC's (PLC PP, (48.7]). SLP3 disagrees. The super-subordination of a S6.139 

billion dated subordinated instrument to another dated subordinated instrument in 

the context of an intra-group refinancing transaction conducted for tax/regulatory 

puipOses is, with respect, not commercially rational. 
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Deu1.,c!1e Bank 

350. Despite PLC criticising SLP3 fQr its reliance on a relatively narrow factual matrix, 

Deutsche Bank advances expansive argumeo.ts based on alleged commercial drivers 

which are nowhere reflecte-d on the face of the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes or the documents 

reviewed during the substantial disclosure ex.ercise which covered tbousaods of 

documents. This overlaps strongly with Deutsche Bank's factual arguments in rel.ation to 

the PLC Ranking Issue and is supported by lengthy evidence from Mr ~atz (but no longer 

Mr Sutton, whose evfdence bas been withdrawn) ,vhich will need to be e,xplored at trial. 

351. Deutsche Bank cites •·'im1mrtant commercial and tax reason.<" why the LBHI2 Sub-Debt 

should rank in priority to the LBID2 Sub-Notes (013 PP, [22] [A/Tll/130-21). 

3:52. Firsl, in relation to Deutsche Bank's alleged commercial reasons, in swnrnary these are: 

( 1) LBl:t! was iocentivised to ensure that scheduled distributions were paid uoder the 

ECAPS because it undertook not to pay any dividends or repu,chase any common 

stock if payments were suspended under the ECAPS (i.e. the Dividend Stopper). 

(2) 

(3) 

If the ECAPS issuers were ever short of funds, this would have necessarily 

triggered the Dividend Stopper and had serious adverse con.sequences for LBfll. 

To ensure this did not happen, it was necessary to ensure that LBHJ2. should be 

able to pcioritise payroeots un.der the LBH12 Sub-Dehl 

( 4) If the LBHI2 Sub-Notes rank pari passu wnh the LBHl2 Sub-Debt, then LBHl2 

could nOt prioritise payroents to PLC under the LBH.12 Sub-Debt ovcc payments 

to SLP3. 

353. There are serious evidential difficulties with this analysis, which bears the hallmatks of 

reverse engrocering. For ell.ample: 

(1) 

(2) 

Tbere is no documsnta.ry evidence in suppon ofit at all. 

It is contrary to the evidence of the individual who was the CFO ofLBfD at the, 

time. 

(.'.l) No evidence in support ofa is advanced by PLC. 

U.9 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The only evidence in support - the witness statement of Mr Kat,: - is from nn 

individual who had no involvement in the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt, !be LBHJ2 Sub-

Notes, !be 2006 Restructuring or the 2007 Restructuring. 

The argument is obviously unsuNtain.able. The LBHJ2 Sub-Notes and the LBJ.TI2 

Sub-Debt were two levels removed from the ECAPS -regime in the Lehman 

Group's capital stroctare. The contention amounts to saying that the Lehman 

Group's capital structure as a whole was specifically designed to ensure die 

payment of the ECAPS Holders-, 

It also fundau1entally misunderstands the Wl!Y that payments witbi11 lhe Lehman 

Group (including interest payments) were made by book entry. 

354. Seco11d, in relation to Deutsche Bank's l3ll reasons, in summary, the premises of Deutsche 

Bank's argument are two-fold: 

(I) 

m 

First, that il was oecessw:y for the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes to be treated as equity lor 

US rax purposes. 

Second, that in order to aohieve this, and the Leb.tnan Group's "tax planning 

objectives", the LBR!.2 Sub-Notes h;1d to be sttuctLiled as debt io.siruments Iha\ 

were so deeply subordimated that they would be treated as equivalent to a foon of 

equity under US tax rules. 

355. Again, this simply is not made out oo the evidence: 

,.. 
,., 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

It is mere assertion. Deutsche Bank has not sought 10 advaoce witness evi.dence 

(eithct from Mr Katz or Mr Sutton or otherwise) io support of this. 

It is ool what the documentation says. Both the US tall advice from A&O dated l 

May 2007264 and the memorandum drafted by Ms Dolby on I May 2007165 S1llte 

very clearly that the L8Hl2 Sub-Notes were io be treated as debt (aod oot equity) 

for US tax. purposes. 

Deutsche Bank misstates and misunderstands the entire premise of both the 2006 

Restructuring and the 2007 Restructuring. 

[PN4/22SS.6). 
[PN4/209~8J. 
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356. Deutsche Bank's argument should be given very short shrift indeed by the Court. 

conclusions 

3.51. S.LP3' s construction is consistent with the ordinary meaning of the Words used, !llld, to 

the extent tbat there is any-ambiguity in the relevant subordination provisions, it is by fur 

the commercially preferable interpretation. 

I. TRE LBRJ2 RANKING ISSUE - Part II 

358. Part TT of the U lffi2 Rankillg Issue relates to aroeadments made to the LBHr2 Sub-Notes 

at the beginning of September 2008 ("the 2008 Amendments"). 

359. Tbe parties' respective positions in relation to Part U are set out as follows: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

SLP3: Joint PP, [25)-[3 I] [Arl'Sn2-791: Reply PP, [43]-[58] [Atrl0/197-2061, 

PLC: l49]-[80] IA/T7/11t -123). 

Deutsche Bank: (8]-(20] IA/T8/ll6-.9J. 

360. SLP3 advances tlrree principal arllUllleDts in. relation to the 2008 Amendments: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Tbe 2008 Amendrneots do not s!tei priorities. 

In lll!Y event, the 2008 Amendments are not engaJ!:ed. 

If the 2008 Amendments do alter prioriti~ and are engaged, they should b<: 

rectified on the basis of common mistake. 

361. This skeleton argument deals with each of the three argumenis referred to above in tum. 

2008 Amendments: Background 

362. The LBFIJ.2 Sub-Notes were amended in 2008 by way of an extraordinary wrl11en 

resolution dated J September 2008. LBH12 resolved to amend the LBHI2 Sub-Notes and 

SLP3, as the sole notcholdcr, assented to tbc modifications. 

363, The 2008 Amendments permitted the deferral of LBJ·Ill's obligation to settle interest on 

the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes. They also made certain amendments to Condition 3(o) of the 
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LBHI2 Sub-Notes, which addressed tax concerns raised within A&O. PLC relies on the 

amendments to Condition 3(a) as "confirming the existing position or by creating a new 

position by amendment" (PLC PP, (50.2] [Aff7/l lll). For all the reasons provided in 

Part I, the LBHI2 Sub-Notes ranked pari possu with the LBHI2 Sub-Debt when issued in 

May 2007. Accordingly, the other Respondents' cases in relation to Part Il necessarily 

require them to demonstrate that the 2008 Amendments altered the status quo on pari 

passu ranking. This is wrong for all the reasons set out below but if (which is denied) the 

Court considers this to be the legal effect of the 2008 Amendments, then the 2008 

Amendments fall to be rectified for common mistake. 

364. Ms Dolby's evidence sets out the background to tbe 2008 Amendments. The amendments 

were proposed in order to obtain a discrete US tax benefit (Dolby 1, [55]-[57) (C/f3/40I): 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

By LBHI2 paying greater amounts of interest than it received from LBIE, 

potentially useful tax losses could accrue in LBHI2. 

In high level tem1s, such losses were only useful for US tax purposes if the 

Lehman Group had sufficient current year tax profits in certain UK entities to be 

set off against those losses. 

There were insufficient UK tax profits available in the specific UK Group 

companies in summer 2008, and so the US tax advantage would be reduced. 

Therefore, it would be better for LBHU to delay the settlement of its interest 

liability to SLP3, and to make that settlement during a furure period in which the 

specific UK entities had sufficient profit capacity to set off the LBHJ2 tax loss. 

365. Ms Dolby goes on to explain the process by which the 2008 Amendments were executed 

(Dolby I, [60]-(68] [C/f3/4 l-3]): 

, .. 

(I) Ms McMorrow instructed A&O to draft the relevant documents. Ms Dolby and 

Ms McMorrow were aware of the need to ensure thar the amendments would not 

prevent the LBHI2 Sub-Notes from keeping their status as LT2. Confirmation 

was provided by A&O that the L T2 status was not altered as a result of the 

amendments. The confirmation provided by A&O by a letter dated 17 June 

2008266 stated "we confirm that the confirmations provided in the Original letter 

IFN6/3006-30171. 
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will continue ill full force and effect in relatio11 to the Notes after the 

Amendment". 

(2) Mr Grant of A&O provided amendments to Condition 3 ("Status and 

Subordination") to Ms Dolby and Ms McMorrow and stated by email that the 

"Defe"al provisions introduce tax sensitivities"261
. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Ms Dolby did not discuss the amendments to Condition 3 with anyone. She did 

not focus on this aspect of the amendments and did not consider the effect if any 

on the respective priorities ofLBHI2's subordinated status. 

Ms Dolby did not think about what would happen in the event of an insolvency, 

or about what order the LBHl2 Sub-Notes and the LBHl2 Sub-Debt would be 

paid in any such insolvency. 

Ms Dolby would have discussed the position with her colleagues in the legal and 

f"J'"a11btnrv fp~mc in thp, P VPnt th~t Mr rt'Nllnt h!:llri tnltf ),.pr th!:111 th..- f Al-II? ~llh-niPht •vc,v••~•..,.._J • ..,._,,_.u uo •a.n .... ~wu• u-1.0.• .o •.a.a "'"'""'·n • u.u,• '>-'V&..., .&.&..,.._ u .. ~ • • ..._...., &..o-.-. .. .-.- .... ~v ..,..,...,. 

would now take priority over the LBHl2 Sub-Notes in the event of insolvency. 

366. Pursuant to Condition 12(a) of the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes, a written resolution taking effect as 

an 'Extraordinazy Resolution' was required in order for the amendments to take effect. 

The terms and conditions of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes (the "Conditions") as amended were 

annexed to a written resolution dated 3 September 2008261, which was signed by duly 

authorised signatories ofSLP3 and LBHl2 (the ''Written Resolution"). 

367. As to the resolutions by LBHI2 and SLP3 in respect of the 2008 Amendments: 

261 

"' 
'" ,,. 

(!) 

(2) 

The 2008 Amendments were approved in the minutes of a meeting of LBHl2's 

board held on 28 August 2008 (the "LBlil2 Board Minutes"}269. The LBHI2 

Board Minutes stated that "the purpose of the amendme/11 was 10 allow [LBH12} 

lo defer cash settlement of the interest on the Notes at its discretion". 

The board of directors of LBDI (as the sole general partner of SLP2, which was in 

tum the sole general partner of SLP3) signed an electronic consent in respect of 

the 2008 Amendments (the "Delaware Consent") on 3 September 2008210• The 

See Mr Grant's email to Ms Dolby and Ms McMorrow dated 12 June 2008 IFNS/2839). 
[E/f5/70-ll0J 
[FN6/332~J-
[FN6/35031. 
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Delaware Consent provided that: "The purpose of the amendme/11 is ro allow the 

Issuer to defer cash seulemem of the interest on tire Notes at its discretion. Tire 

holder of the Noles is SLPJ". 

368. GENPRU 2.2.171 required the FSA's non-objection to any amendment of the 

subordinated instrument, as well as a confirmation that the legal opinions originally 

obtained under GENPRU 2.2.159(12) would "continue in full force and effect in relation 

to /he /erms of the debt and documents". Consistent with GENPRU, pursuant lo 

Condition 12(b) of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, the 2008 Amendments required the prior 

written consent of the FSA. 

369. In obtaining that consent, the FSA were not referred to any change in the subordination of 

the LBH12 Sub-Notes: 

271 

212 

m 

(1) On II July 2008271
, Ms Claire Edwards of the Lehman Group's central 

compliance team emailed the FSA providing details of the proposed amendments, 

stating: "fl is our intention lo amend the terms of the notes to allow deferral of the 

cash payment for the interest on the notes". That email also referred to A&O's 

confirmation letter of 17 June 2008, which was described as confirming "/hat the 

additional provision to defer the payment of interest would not impact on the 

eligibility of the notes to be included in Lower Tier 2 capital". 

(2) 

(3) 

On I 6 July 2008m, the FSA (Daniel Edgerley) provided its non-objection to the 

2008 Amendments, having referred to the intention set out in Ms Edwards 's email 

"lo amend the lemis of the notes to allow deferral of the cash payment for the 

interest on the notes." The FSA confirmed that "there is no reason for us to object 

to this change in the terms ofa lower tier two instrument" (emphasis added). 

Having been asked to provide further information to the FSA about the proposed 

;<rationale" of the amendments, on 17 July 2008 Ms Edwards wrote to Mr 

Edgerley stating213: "The change to the terms of the notes is 10 provide Lehman 

wilhjlexibiliry around their US tax planning. For tax purposes any deferral of/he 

cash paymi!nt of interest on /he notes v.>ill result in a tax deduction for the interest 

being deferred u111il cash payment is actually made. This should have no net 

[FN6/3147J. 
[FN6/3 153J. 
IFN6/3t541. 
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impact on UK lax b11t is purely a US tax plamiil-,g ini1iati,>e. " The FSA confirmed 

that this was "very clear" three minutes later. m 

2008 Amendments: Terms 

370. The main amendments were as follows. 

J7l . Condition 4(a) and 4(1) were amended. These gave LDHl2 a discretion no( to pay interest 

on any "loterest Payment Dare"'_ 

372, Further amendments relating to the deferral of interest settlement were made to 

Conditions 5(a), S(b), 5(c) and 8(b). These i1ltroduced the concept of "Arrcarll of 

lnt:crcs-t:"175_ 

J73. Cooditiou 3(a) was ameoded216
• Tbe ameodtllcnts 10 the origi)lal wording are underlined 

below: 

"Status snd Subonfmatioo 

The Notes constitute direct, llllSecured and subordinated obligations of the Issuer and the 

rights and claims of the Notcboldcrs against tlic- Issuer rank pari passu without any 

preforence among tbemselves. The rights of the Noteholders against the Issuer in respect 

of the Notes arc stibordinnt.cd in right of payment to the Senior Creditors (as deaned 

below) and accordingly payment of principal and interest (including Arrears oflnterest as 

defined below) in respect of the Note,; is (subject a.s provided below) conditional upon the 

Issuer being solvent at the time of, and immediately after, such payment, and accordingly 

oo such amount which would otherwise fall due for payment shall be payable e1tcept to 

the C><tcnr that the lssucr could mo.kc such payment and still be sol.vent immediately 

thereafter. The conditionality referred to above shall not apply where an order is made by 

a competent court. or a resolution passed. for the winding-up or dissolution of the Issuer 

[c.>tcept for the purposes of a reconstruction amalgamation reorg:dllisation. merger or 

consolidation on terms previously approved in writing bv an Extraordinary Resolution of 

the Noteholders). 

1r any time (sic} an order is made by a competent court or a resolution passed for the 

winding-up or dissolutio.n of the 1sstler /except for the purposes of a reconstruction. 

'I• (FN6/3190J. 
11> Grant l, {18} (cmlt9), 
11• !M5/73l, 
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amalgamation, reor14.ani~ation, merger or com;oJ1dation 011 term s pr~\.1o usly approved in 

writin~ bv an b•Jaorciinary R.csolution ol the Notcholdcr.;). th~-rc shall be payable by the 

lssu,, w mrxcJ of mlr N01e fiu lieu of any oJhcr P(1'm1cnJ by \lie lssuc, 1 sucl1 amow11, if 
any, as would have been pavablc to the '-Jotcholdcr. i ( on the dav prior to the 

commencement of' the winding-up and therea1lcr. such '-Joteholdcr were the holder ol one 

of a cl,1,, of prcfcrcnc,;; shar,;;s in the cupirnl of the Issuer havin2 a orcfcrcrnial rii,ht to a 

rctym of ass,;;ts in t~e winding-po of1hc Issuer over; 

(ij 

(ii) 

the holders oi' all other classes of issued shares in each case for the time bcin8...1!1 

Jhe capital of the Js;;uei:: and 

1hc J\otiorn,l Holders 

on the csswnption th.at ,i:;uch preference f;harc was entitled to receive on a rctun-1 of assets 

in such wrnding-up an amount equal to the principal amount of such Note together with 

Arrears of Jntcrcst (i farrv) and anv accrued interest (other than Arrears of Interest). 

For the l)urJ)OIC, of' thc ahovc 11rovision.s; 

··Notional HUldcr·' means ant· cre<lltor nf the lssut::r whose da1rns against tht:: Ts:-1uer m, a 

windin~-up arc q uanr.ified "" thnugh they held a Notional Share. 

"Notional Share" means any notional and unissucd shares in the capital of the Issuer 

which have a preterential right to a rerurn of assets in the y,inding-up r, f the Issuer over 

the holders or all olh~-r cl~sscs of issued share~ for the lime being in the ~apital of the 

!<suer bu\ r;ot fimher or o\he:rwise 

Th,· No1,·s are in/ended to have a right lo a relwrn o[ 11.ssel> in !he winding-ull....JlL 

dinoiution 0(1he Issuer in onoritv to the rif:hts of /he holders o(a11y securities of the 

l·,:wer -,.,;hlch qua.lifi· (or .WJ.H: where their n(]n-qunli/icr11frm i.r due onlr to anv ar,nlicahle 

limi/uliun un the umuu11/ u[such a,pilai wuu{d quali{v) u:; Upoff Tier 2 Cuoital ur Tiu l 

Capital (wilhin 1he respcclivc meanings given Jo such terms in /he Uencral Prudential 

Sourcebool: mibiisbed bv the Financ;al Services Authority as a"'ended. supvlemented or 
r eplaced [rum timF:: to time). 

174 . Condition ~{b) (the r:cfinition of".,olvcncy") was not amended. 
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375. Accordingly, the following subordination provisions remained unchanged: (i) the core 

subordination wording in Condition 3(a) that "[t]he rights of tire Noteholders against the 

Issuer i11 respect of tire Notes are subordinated i11 right of payme11t to tire Senior 

Creditors" {ii) the definition of 'solvency'; and (iii) the definition of"Senior Creditors". 

376. The 2008 Amendments inserted a mechanism pursuant to which the solvency condition to 

payment was disapplicd in the event of a winding-up and replaced with a mechanism 

whereby an amount became "payable'' to the Noteholder in a winding-up as if it held a 

notional preference share which had n right to return over, inter alia, all of LBHl2's 

shareholders as well as "Notional Holders", which category expressly includes "any 

creditor" (emphasis added) whose claims are quantified according to the "Notional 

Share" mechanism. 

2008 Amendments: do not alter prioritks 

SLP3: Ordinary Meaning 

377. SLP3's position is that the amendments to Condition 3(a) do not have the effect of 

altering the relative ranking between the LBHl2 Sub-Debt and the LBHI2 Sub-Notes as a 

matter of construction. 

378. SLP3's positive case in relation to this is set out at Joint PP, [27]-(29] IAffS/7~). In 

summary: 

(I) 

(2) 

Before the 2008 Amendments, the LBHl2 Sub-Notes and the LBHl2 Sub-Debt 

ranked pari pass11 for all of the reasons set out above at (321) to [356]. 

After the 2008 Amendments, the key subordination provisions remain unchanged. 

The 2008 Amendments did not amend the subordination provision pursuant to 

which the "rights of the Noleholders agai11sl {LBH/2} in respect of the Notes are 

subordinated in right of payment to the Senior Creditors". Nor did they amend 

the definition of"Senior Creditors" under Condition 3(b). 

(3) The modification to Condition 3(a) only disapplies in a winding-up the 

"conditionality" by which payment is expressed as being conditional on LBHl2 

being " .. . solve11t at the time of. and immediately after. s11clr payment.'' 

Accordingly, the modification relates only to the manner in which the 

subordination is expressed as taking effect in a winding-up (i.e. not dependent on 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

"solvency"), but with the LBHI2 Sub-Notes remaining subordinated to the same 

·'Senior Credirors" as defined in Condition 3(b). 

Within a "windi11g-up", the amendment provides that the notional preference 

share has a right to return over (i) the holders of other classes of issued shares in 

each case for the lime being the capital of the Issuer and (ii) the Notional Holders. 

Notional Holders arc creditors whose claims on a winding-up are quantified as 

though they hold shares which have a preferential right of return in a winding-up 

over all other issued shares. 

In this regard, creditors whose claims are quantified as if they held a Notional 

Share are, in general, UT2 subordinated creditors277
, who rank just above the 

shareholders. 

This is clarified by the italicised language at the end of Condition 3( a) ("the 

Confirmatory Note") which states that the LBHI2 Sub-Notes were intended to 

have a right to a return of assets in a winding-up "in priority" to the rights of the 

holders of any securities of LBHI2 which qualify as "Upper Tier 2 Capital or 

Tier I Capitaf' within the meaning ofGENPRU. The LBHl2 Sub-Notes retained 

their status as LT2 capital before and after the 2008 Amendments were made; and 

the Confirmatory Note confirmed that they ranked above UT2 subordinated 

creditors. 

The ranlcing of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes is described from the "bottom-up". The 

LBH12 Sub-Notes rank above the Notional Holders (i.e. UT2 subordinated 

creditors), preference shares and the ordinary shares making up Tier I capital. 

They also continued to rank below the same "Senior Creditors" as they did prior 

to lhe amendments. They continued to occupy the same place in the waterfall. 

379. Against this background, the reasonable reader would conclude that the same position 

pertained both inside and outside a winding-up, save that inside a winding-up the 

subordination is also described from the "bottom-up". 

380. 

m 

Significantly.just as tile definition of"Senior Creditors" (which remained the same post

amendments) envisaged the LBH12 Sub-Notes ranking above subordinated creditors 

"whose claims rank or are expressed 10 ra11k junior" to the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, so too the 

See Gra.nl I, [42]-[43] [CfTl/24). 
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definition of ''Notional Holders'.' envisaged the LB!Il2 Sub-Notes ranking above other 

subordinated creditors of the Issuer (i.e. UT2 and Tier I). 

381. Moreover, the retention of the words the "rights of the Noteholder-s against [LBHJ.2} ill 

re.~pect of tlie Notes are subordinated 111 right of payment to the Senior Creditors'' in 

Condition 3(11), and the continuing application of GENPRU requirements, meant that the 

position from the "top-down" remained the same after the 2008 Amendments (i.e. 

ranking, on the facts of the case, behind only the l!DSUbordinated creditor.i, statutory 

interest and non-provable liabilities), 

382. Thus, following the 2008 Amendments, tbe LBHl2 Sub-Notes remained at the "second 

level" in the tiering waterfall below. with its position vis-a-vis the LBH12 Sub-Debt 

uncbangcdi 

( t) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Unsubordlnated Creditors: 

Dated subordinated creditors (LT2/ Tier 3 Capilll.l}; 

Undatod subordiruited creditors (UT2 Capital) (i.e. "Notional Holders'); 1111d 

Ordinary Shares (Tier 1 Capital). 

383, The notional preference share language inserted by the 2008 Amendments produces tM 

same result in a "winding-up" as the solvency condition to payment produces outside of a 

winding-up, and the "amount" that is "payable" in accordance with the notional 

preference share is the same as the amount that could be paid once the solvency condition 

is sati slied. 

SLP3: Factual Matrix/Commercial Considerations 

384. The reai;onable reader wcmld not understand the amendments to Condition 3(a) as having 

effected an alteration to the ranking of the LBH12 Sub-Notes in a "winding-up'' against 

the rclevarn bacl,ground reasonably available to the Lehman Group addressees: 

(1 ) In all of the principal documents documenting the decision to approve or assent to 

the 2008 Amendments. the purpose behind the 2008 Amendments was 

unequivocally stated to be 10 allow LBHT2 to defer cash settlement of the interest 

on the LBH12 Sub-Notes at its discretion, 
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(2) 

(3) 

The LBH12 Sub-Notes qualified as L TI capital both before and after the 2008 

Amendments. This is plain from the Confirmatory Note, A&O's confirmation 

letter and the correspondence with the FSA. 

A&O's confinnatory letter2" confirmed that the amended LBH12 Sub-Notes 

continued to comply with the requirements under GENPRU 2.2.159(1) • (7), 

including the requirement that "/he claims of the creditors must rank behind rhose 

of all unsubordinated credirors". 

Other Respondents' Arguments 

PLC 

385. PLC's position is set out at the PLC PP, (49)-(56] [A/T7/111-115). 

386. At the core of PLC's case on the 2008 Amendments is the contention that the new 

wording is a ''deeming provisio1121?, to the effect that the claims of Noteholders are to be 

treated, not at a priority level of debt claims, but at a priority level of claims by 

preference shareholders satisfying the definition given". This is wrong for the reasons set 

out in Reply PP, [50] [A/TI0/200-1 f. These include: 

"' ,,. 

(I) 

(2) 

The express language used very clearly states that the LHHI2 Sub-Notes rank 

above (i) actual shareholders (in relation to all issued shares i.e. ordinary and 

preference) and (crucially) (ii) the "Notional Holders". The Notional Holders arc 

defmed as a particular class of "creditor" of LBH12. Only a holder of debt (and 

not equity) could fall within the definition of "Notional Holder''. Therefore the 

2008 Amendments expressly provide that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes rank above other 

forms of debt as well as equity. It is wrong to state that they arc "not at a priority 

level of debt claims·•. 

Further, PLC is incorrect to state that ·'by deeming the Noteholder claims to be 

equivalent to those of preference s/Jarehnlders, the amendment relegates 

Noteho/der claims behind all other creditors". The amendment explicitly ranks 

the LBHl2 Sub-Notes above the Notional Holders. Preference shares do not rank 

above creditors in an insolvency (In re Nortel GmbH (in administration) (2013) 

UKSC 52, at [39); Waterfall J (60] per Lewison U in the Court of Appeal: "Jhe 

[FN6/3006-.3017]. 
In relation to "deeming provisions", see The lntemwation of Contracts (Lewison, 6,. edition), at 14.12. 
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liquidator must discharge the company's liabilities as defined by rule 13.12(4) 

[Rule 14.1(6) oft/re 2016 Rules] before making a distribution to members"). 

(3) PLC is also wrong to state that the effect of the Confirmatory Note is that the 

Noteholders only have a right to return of assets "over (and so only over) 

shareholders". The italicised language of the Confirmatory Note states that the 

Notes are intended to have a right of return in priority to "any securities ... which 

qualify as Upper Tier 2 Capital or Tier I Capital". UT2 "securities" include 

undated subordinated debt i.e. creditors. The italicised wording is therefore 

consistent with the LBHI2 Sub-Notes ranking above the "Notional Holders" 

(being holders of debt).2go 

387. So much is consistent with the evidence of Mr Grant (a partner in the Capital Markets 

department of A&O and the draftsman of the 2008 Amendments), who explains that the 

notional preference share concept was a "tried and tested" mechanism he adopted from 

UT2 subordinated debt, which did not change the subordinated debt into equity, but 

merely stated that it ra.nked immediately above all issued equity (ordinary and preference 

shares)(Grnnt 1, (45] (Cff2/24-5)). 

388. For these reasons, PLC is wrong to state that as a result of the 2008 Amendments the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes are "necessarily i1iferior to oil other debt. The language is not capable 

of supporting a11y other meaning" (PLC PP, (53] [A/T7/l l 4). On a proper construction, 

the amendment to Condition 3(a) leaves the LBHI2 Sub-Notes' insolvency ranking (and 

the quantum payable in an insolvency) unchanged. 

Deutsche Bank 

389. Deutsche Bank's position is set out at the DB PP, at ( I0]-(15] [Aff8/127-8f. There are in 

reality only two points, which do not materially advance the position taken by PLC (and 

which is wrong for the reasons above): 

"" 

(I) Deutsche Bank contends that "since the LBHJ2 Sub-Debt ranks ahead of a holder 

of a preference share, it follows that the LBH12 Sub-Debt must rank ahead of the 

LBHT2 Sub-Notes". The LBHl2 Sub-Notes are not preference shares, and rank 

It should be noted that PLC makes a point (not for the first time) that if the draftsmen had intended the 
LBHl2 Sub-Notes to rank pari passu with the LBHl2 Sub-Debt, they could cosily have done so and 
would hove been clear in this paragraph. The evidence of Mr Grant - who was the relevant draftsp=n 
- is that he did not know of the existence of the LBHl2 Sub-Debt (Grant I, [16) ICff2/191). 
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(2) 

Conclusfons 

above o class of creditors i.e. the Notional Holders. The correct analysis is tbnt the 

LBHJ2 Sub-Notes 11I1d the l.BHJ2 Sun-De ht both ran.k ahead of preference shares 

and UT2 subordinated debt. 

Deuiscbe Bank maintai111s that the amount payable to SLP3 i5 zero unless and until 

LBHl2 bas paid all its debt i.n full including the LBH12 Sub-Debt. This is based 

on the san1e-false premise and assumes what it seeks to prove. The LBH12 Sub

Notes are not preference shares. 

390. Even iftbe 2008 Amendm~nts .1re engaged (which they llre not, for the reasons set out al 

[391] to (405] below), then they do not alter priorities. PLC and Deutsche Bank have 

fundamentally misunderstood and/or mischaracterised the payment condition created and 

irl)plemented in the 2008 Amendments; no argument they advance supports the 

submission that the priorities were altered as 11 result of the amendmerus. 

2-008 Amendment,: not engaged 

SlP3 

391. SLP3's primary case is that 1h11 2008 Amendments do not alter relative ranking (Joint PP, 

at (29]-[30] IAITS/75-6')). lf SLP3's primary construction case is wrong, its position is 

that LBH!2 is not in. a ''wwdi.n.g-µp" in aey event for the purposes of Condition 3 (Joint 

PP, at [27]-[28] (A/1'51751). 

392. The effect of the amendment to Coodjtion 3(a) is that the default 'solveacy' condition to 

payment is only dlsapplicd - and the amending langua_gc is only effective - where an 

order is made or 11 resolution passod for the "winding-up or dissolution of the Issuer'. 

393. SLP3's position is that the amen.ded wording •n Cond!tion 3(a) is only engaged where au 

order is made or a resolution p11Sscd putting LBID2 into liquidation. This is consistent 

with the ex.press words used. 

394. Further, the effect of 11 "winding•LIJ1" or "dissolulion" under Condition 3(a) is 

automatically to accelerate the 1Btf12 Sub-Notes: an amount becomes immediately 

"payable'' upon the winding-up order under the amended Condition 3(a) ("rhere shall be 
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payable by the Issuer') albeit the quantum payable is limited by reference to the notional 

preference share payment condition. 

395. In order to qualify as Tier 2 capital resources (and PLC agrees with SLP3 that the LBHI2 

Sub-Notes qualified as L T2 capital prior to and after the 2008 Amendments - PLC PP at 

[56.3) (Aff711JS)), the LBHl2 Sub-Notes had to comply with the requirements under 

GENPRU. 

396. GENPRU permits acceleration only in a winding-up, and not in an administration. This is 

because automaric acceleration would defeat the stated purposes of administration by, 

among other things, tem1inating the ability of the company to continue as a going 

concem281
• As to this: 

(1) 

{'.)\ ,-, 

(3) 

the "only" event of default must be non-payment of any amounl falling due or 

"the winding-up oftltefirm" (GENPRU 2.2. I 59(2)R); 

t hP liP'kt m11~t nnt hP<'nmP 1h1P !:llnrl n~v::ahlP nrinr tn n""l~h,rihJ PYf"P.nt nf"I !:tin PVPnt nf • .., ....,..,v, u,.,.., .. &&..,, vw ...... .,..., ,."..,. ,.. .. .,. Y""I _., • .., .t,. .. ..,. ,.., u .............. , ... ~ .. ..,...,,,, ..,u .-.. .., ...... , ... ... 

default under 2.2.159(2)R, and in certain other instances (GENPRU 2.2.159(5)R): 

and 

an express distinction is drawn between "winding-up", which may constitute an 

event of default, and "atlministrarion", which may not constitute an event of 

default but in which process a subordinated creditor is entitled to prove for its 

debt (GENPRU 2.2. I 59(3)R). 

397. Condition 8(b) of the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes reflects GENPRU, permitting acceleration only 

in a winding-up. Thus, it permits the Noteholder to declare the LBH12 Sub-Notes to be 

due and payable "ff 011 order is made by any competent court or a resolurion passed for 

the windinl{•UP or dissolution of the Issr;er". 

398. Condition 3(a) (as amended) reflects Condition 8(b), and the effect of the provision was 

lo accelerate the LBl-02 Sub-Notes in a winding-up (but not in an administration). SLP3 

agrees with PLC (at (62.2) [A/f7/1 l6)) that Condition 8(b) uses "the same wording as is 

used in the Clause 3{a) amendment". 

"' In this regard, the rescue of the company as a going ooncem is the first statututy obj«:tive of an 
administralion: see paragraph 3(1)(•), Sch<dule Bl of the Insolvency Act 1986. 
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399. By virtue of being an event of default entitling the Noteholder to declare the Note.s to be 

due and payable, the term "winding up" under Condition 8(b) must e,cclude 

administration282
, whether distributing or otherwise, if the LBHI2 Sub-Notes are 10 

comply with GENPRU. It follows that tb.c identical phrase deployed in Condition 3(a) 

(which also provides that the effect of a "wirrding up" is automatically to accelerate the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes) should bear the same meaning as in Condition 8(b) and exclude 

administration. 

400. In the circumstances, including the applicable regulatory context, Condition 3(a) can only 

apply in a winding-up (but not in an administration). LBHl2 is in administration and is 

not in a winding-up. 

401. 

PLC 

This conclusion is consistent with the broader distinction between, on the one hand, 

winding-up, and on the other hand, administration: see Joint PP, at [28] (AffSnSJ; and 

Reply PP, at [24) (A/J'I0/185). 

402. PLC addresses this at PLC PP, (57)-(67) (Alf71115-120). 

403. First, PLC says (at (63)) that if SLP3 is right about Condition 3(a) not being engaged, 

then it would be without any remedy at all in a distributing administration, because 

Condition 8(c) states that "110 remedy ... againsr the Issuer other than as specifically 

provided by Conditions 8{a) and 8(b) or submitting a claim in the winding-up of the 

Issuer will be available to the Noreholders". However, under Condition 8(a), SLP3 is 

entitled to "enforce payment by inslituting proceedings for the Insolvency of the Issuer" 

in certain circumstances. By analogy with Lewison LJ's reasoning in relation to FSA 

Standard Fonn IO in the Court of Appeal in Waterfall I, at [39), "the only way of 

ob1ai11ing payment of a debt in an insolvency is by proving ii in accordance with rhe 

niles, it must i11 my judgment have been envisaged that the subordinated creditor would 

be entitled to prove for its debt". It follows that where Condition 8(c) provides that no 

remedy is available, to SLP3 "orher than as specifically provided by Conditions 8(0) and 

8{b)". this includes the ability for SLP3 to prove for its debt in an administration under 

Condition 8(a). Alternatively, the expression ''winding-up" under Condition 8(c) includes 

an administration in circumstances where GENPRU 2.2. I 59(3)R expressly permits a 

subordinated creditor "provinl{for the debt in the liquidation or administration". 

181 This is confinned by Mr Grant in his evidence: see Gran! I , (40] [Cff2/23J. 
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404. Second, PLC argues (at (64)) for what is described as the "broader defit,ition" i.e. that 

"winding-up" must also include an Insolvency Act distributing administration. In relation 

to this: 

(I) PLC refers to Article 2 of the Recast Insolvency Regulation. Against this, there 

are numerous instances in the European legislation where the distinction between 

winding-up and administTation is made: sec Article 4(3)(d) of Directive 

89/299/EEC; Paragraph 3 of Annex V of Directive 93/6/EEC; Article 64(3)(d) of 

Directive 2006/48/EC; Article 13(3) of Directive 2006/49/EC; The Credit 

Institutions (Reorganisation and Winding Up) Regulations 2004. See also 

paragraph 3(1 )(b ), Schedule BI of the Insolvency Act 1986 ("Purpose of 

Administration") which draws a clear distinction between winding-up, on the one 

hand. and administration. on the other. 

(2) PLC contends that a disrributing administration is functionally the same as a 

winding-up. This is incorrect: see Reply PP, (44] (A/TI0/197(. 

405. Third, PLC misstates and misunderstands the regulatory context: see Reply PP, [45.1) 

(AITI0/197-8). 

2008 Amendments: should be rectified 

406. Finally, if SLP3 is incorrect and the 2008 Amendments were engaged and did alter the 

prioriti..-s as a matter of construction, SLP3 's position is that the 2008 Amendments 

should be rectified to give effect to the parties' common intention which, by mistake, 

would not have been reflected in the 2008 Amendments. 

407. SLP3's positive case is at Joint PP, [30) (AIT5n6-71; and Reply PP, [52)- [58] 

(A/Tl0/202-6( . 

408. If the effect of the 2008 Amendments was (unintentionally) to relegate or demote SLP3's 

subsisting rights under the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, then this is a paradigm case where the 

Court should rectify that unintended outcome. 
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Applicable Legal Principles 

409. 

410. 

The law of rectification for common mistake was comprehensively reviewed by the Court 

of Appeal in FSHC Holdings Ltd v Glas Trust Comoration Ltd [2019) EWCA Civ 1361 

("FSHC") (after the exchange of position papers). 

The court concluded (Leggatt LJ, ( 1761) that: 

(1) Before a written contract may be rectified for common mistake, it is necessary to 

show either {I) that the document fails to give effect to a prior concluded contTacl 

or (2) that, when they executed the document, the parties had a common intention 

in respect of a particular matter which, by m istake, the document did not 

accurately record. 

(2) In the latter case it is necessary to show that each party to the contract had the 

same actual intention with regard to the relevant matter and that, as a result of 

"nmn·u1ni,-~tinn h,;..tu,ppn th Pm thPv unriPrctnM P~rh nth P-r tn <.:h!U'P th~t intPntinn ' "'J ........................... .......... u ...... -&& ........... ., .. _ ... -~· ........... u ..... u. 

4 11. As stated by the Court of Appeal in FSHC, the remedy of rectification is an equitable 

doctrine that a party will not be allowed to enforce the tenns of a written contract, 

objectively ascer1ained, when to do so would be against conscience because it is 

inconsistent with what the parties in fact intended those terms to be when the document 

was exec,uted. That basis for rectification is entirely concerned with the parties' subjective 

or actual slates of mind (at [140)-(143), [146). [148)-(153)). There are also good reasons 

based on policy and fairness for maintaining the requirement to show that the wording of 

a contractua.l document is inconsistent witb the parties' subjective or actual common 

intention before a document can be rectified (al [ 173)-(175)). 

412. Accordingly, the Court of Appeal was unable to accept that the objective test of 

rectification for common miStake articulated obiter by Lord Hoffmann in Chartbrook v 

Persimmon Homes Ltd [20091 ACC 110 I correctly stated the law (thereby disapproving 

Daventry District Council v Daventry & District Housing Ltd [201 I] EWCA Civ I 153). 

413. In reaching these conclusions on the law, the Court of Appeal upheld the factual findings 

of Henry Carr J, where at first instance he had concluded that the absence of a positive 

intention suffices for the necessary common intention and that, on the facts, the absence 

of any relevant <lfacussioo about a fundamental change to the nature of the parties' 

obligations constitutcy:I "conviTlcing proof' of an intention not to incur such additional and 
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onerous obligations (see FSHC Group Holdings Ltd v Barclays Bank Pie (2018] EWHC 

1558 (Ch) at (158)). 

414. The Coun of Appeal agreed with the judge's findings that the parties understood and 

intended the relevant documentation " to do no more than provide the missing security'' 

(at [4], (42)) (emphasis added), and concluded283 that: 

" .... the judge was undoubtedly correct to characterise this mistake as a mistake about 

the legal effect of the contractual documents and not j ust about their commercial 

consequences. This is 1101 a case in which the parties had merely a ge,1eral intentio11 

about how it was to be achieved. Rather, on the judge's factual fir,dings, their commo11 

intention was 1he legally specific one of binding the Parent 10 particular contract terms 

..... This is the classic case of rectification". 

415. For the reasons set out below, this too is a classic case of rectification. where the parties· 

actual understanding and intention was "to do no more (or less)" than to pennit the 

deferrnl of interest284
_ 

416. Contrary to PLC's position281, the principle that, where parties have not discussed a 

particular legal effoct of their agreement, that may itself be compelling evidence that they 

did not intend it, is not limited to the pension context. 

417. The principle is stated clearly in Konica Minolta Business Solutions UK Ltd v Applegate 

(20 13) EWHC 2536 (Ch) at (31) per Mr Edward Bartley Jones, QC (sitting as a Deputy 

High Court Judge), and was cited to Henry Carr J at first instance in ES.!:!C: 

?U 

28' 

2S5 

" ... care needs to be taken when applying these basic principles [regardi11g commo11 

mistake rectification} to a set of circwnsto11ces where a written i1istr11me111 was inte11ded 

to produce Result A but has, in fact, produced Re.suit X Tire parties may never have 

addressed Result X because it may have come as a total shock to them. But, on objecrive 

Th• judge's findings are summarised by lhe Court of Appeal al [42)-(44]. In short: the judge found 1hal 
1he parties subjectively had o common inlention at lhe lime of execution of lhe accession deeds lo 
execute a documcol which satisfied the Parent's obligation to granl security over a shareholder loan, 
and which did "no more thun tlris". The judge also held 1ha1 the objective observer would have 
concluded from lhe background fuels and lhe communications between the parties thal they bad such an 
intention. 
In 1his con1cx1, Leggan U also referred 10 and relied on an analogous set of facts in AMP {UK) Pie v 
I!lllll&r (200 l J Pens LR 77, where Lawrence C<>llins J held lha1 an amcndmcn1 that bad the c1Tcc1 of 
introducing substan1ial benefits for early leavers from a pension scheme was a mis1akc as t<> 1hc legal 
effcc1 of the amcndmen1 - and not merely to its commercial consequences (al [181 )). 
PLC PP [73]] JA/f7/ t2J). 
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418. 

an.alysis, it can clearly be seen that there was no common intention to achieve Result X 

and that any outward expressions of accord between the parties are wholly inimicable 

to Result X If so, as I understand the position, there is no bar whatsoever to rectification 

occurring. No11e of this involves any enquiry into w1communicated subjective intentions of 

the parties" ( emphasis added). 

However, having considered the principle at [46] (i.e. that "if it can be seen from the 

evide11ce that the change i11 question was never discussed at all. the abse11ce of discussion 

may itself support the conclusion that the parties did not illlend to make that change"), 

Henry Carr J went on to conclude that "/ do not accept that the principle i.<,• confined to 

pension cases" (at [47]) (emphasis added). He continued by stating that "the authorities 

illustrate the proposition tho/, where an important change is made to an existing 

arrangement between the parties, the absence of any discussion of that change may itself 

be evidence that the parties did not intend it". 

419. The Court of Appeal did not overturn this finding (expressly approving these authorities 

at [76]-[79] of its judgment). There is therefore no basis for PLC's assertion (PLC PP, 

[73) [A/f7/121) that "the absence of a positive statement of intention" is insufficient for 

rectification, or that this unacceptably lowers "the bar for this highly restrictive remedy". 

That is wholly at odds with the Court of Appeal's conclusions. 

420. Finally, PLC wrongly states (at PLC PP, [75] JA/f7/122) that the absence of any positive 

intention would " have to be established objectively" and that evidence of the actual 

intention of the relevant individuals is insufficient for rectification purposes. That 

incorrectly states the law in the light oft he Court of Appeal's judgment in .Efil:K.. 

Allribution of Knowledge 

421. In relation to attribution of knowledge, Mann J identified the following principles in 

Murray Holdings Ltd v Oscatello Investments Ltd (2018) EWHC 162 (Ch) (in tum 

derived from Hawksford Trustees Jersey Limited y Stella Global UK Ltd (2012) 2 All ER 

(Comm) 748): 

(I) One is looking for the person who in reality is the decision-maker in the 

transaction in order to find intentions in relation to rectification. 

(2} _.a. In the case of a company, that person will usually be the person with authority to _____. .... 
bind that company. 
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(3) Someone who is not the person with power to bind can nonetheless be treated as 

the decision-maker if that is the reality ofthe facts. 

(4) The intention of a mere negotiator may be relevant if it is shared wirh the actual 

decision-maker; but that is because the intention has become that of the actual 

decision-maker. 

(5) Where the person who would normally be expected to be the decision-maker 

(such as the board of the company) leaves it to the negotiator to negotiate a deal 

and produce the contract by instructing solicitors, on the understanding that the 

decision-maker would do a deal on those terms, then the negotiator's intention is 

the relevant one, either because that person is the decision-maker or if that 

description is not an apt one, because the technical decision-maker has simply 

adopted the intentions of the negotiator.136 

The F.videnc,e 

Background to the 2008 Amendments 

422. SLP3 relies on the evidence of A&O in support of its rectification case. 

423. It does so in the context of the following assertions made by PLC in the PLC PP: 

, .. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

"Had there been any intention 10 rank these claims pari passu with the sub-debt, 

this could easily have been done and would have been made clear i,r this 

{Confirmatory NoteT' (PLC PP at f5 1 .41 (Aff7/1131). 

"Ir is not presently known exactly what Allen & Overy LLP were a,rd were 1101 

instructed to do. Nor is ii known ... whal the draftsman had in mind when he 

selecred the words/or the amendment" (PLC PP at [56.2) [A/f711JSI). 

"17,e assertivn 1ha1 tlze common intention of 1/ze parties was merely to enable 

LBH/2 to defer interest is an incorrect statemenl of the facts" {PLC PP at [72] 

[Aff7/121]). 

( 4) "The difficulty remains thar rhe evidence ... is inconclusive as to rhe precise 

reason or reasons for the words chosen in //ze amendments to clause 3(a) ... lire 

Hawksford at (43]; sec Liberty Mcrcian Ltd v Cuddy Civil Engineering Ltd (2013) EWHC 26&8 
(TCC}, at [130). 
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amendments were intended to affecr the priority of the LBH12 Sub-Noles ... and 

there is 110 clear evidence as to rhe specific intention behind the words chosen" 

(PLC PP at (76) [A/1'7/122)). 

424. The evidence now before the Court answers each of these contentions. 

425. In relation to the role of A&O in the 2008 Amendments, 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

A&O acted287 on behalf of both parties to them - LBHI2 and SLP3 - and took 

instructions principally from Ms Dolby and/or Ms McMorrow in their capacity as 

the relevant decision-makers of both LBH12 and SLP3. 

A&O were instructed to document the amendments devised and planned by Ms 

Dolby and/or Ms McMorrow, namely to permit the deferral of the payment of 

interest. 

A&O were not instructed to amend the LBHI2 Sub-Notes in any further way. 

Indeed, this bas beeo confim1ed by PLC's own witness, Ms Dolby who has stated 

that she does not recall anyone within the Lehman Group discussing or giving 

instructions to A&O to change the extent of subordination or quantum payable on 

the LBH12 Sub-Notes.m Ms Dolby also states that save for enabling the deferral 

of interest "/ wasn '/ aware that anyone else was di reeling A&O to change 

anythinK else". 219 

426. Within A&O, the mat1er was allocated internally to Mr Grant, wbo was at the time a 

senior associate in A&O's Capital Markets department. Mr Grant j oined A&O as a 

trainee in 2001 and became a partner in the Capital MarketS department in 2013. During 

2007-2008, he worked in the same team as Mr Miller (Grant I, f 111-f 121 IC/Tl/181).290 

427. Like Mr Miller (Miller 1, (36) [C/Tl /91), Mr Grant was not aware of the ellistence of the 

LBHl2 Sub-Debt. Like Mr Miller, the LBHU Sub-Notes were the only LBHl2 

subordinated debt of which Mr Grant and A&O were aware (Grant I, (16] [C/T2/19)). 

2$1 ,.. 
,., 
m 

A&O ultimately invoiced £3,500 plus VAT for the work done (F'N6/30981. 
Dolby Interview page 18, lines 21 to 28 (C/1'21/281]. 
Dolby Interview page 18, lines 31 to 32 (C/Tll/281]. 
For example, Mr Grant also assisted Mr Miller in drafting two series of ECAPS issued by LP IV and 
LP Vin 2007 (but which are not the subject of these applications). 
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428. A&O took instructions principally from Ms Dolby, in her capacity as head of European 

corporate tax and planning within the Lehman Group, and Ms McMorrow, in her capacity 

as in-house legal counsel to the Lehman Group (Grant 1, [14]- [15] [C/f2/18-9I). 

429. The evidence of Mr Grant is summarised in his "Executive Summary~ (Grant I, [ l OJ 

[C/fl/16-71): 

(I) 

(2) 

n, 
\JJ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The instruction from the Lehman Group in June 2008 was to amend the LBHJ2 

Sub-Notes in order to permit the deferral of interest. The instruction did not 

include a request to change or address the degree of subordination of the LBHl2 

Sub-Notes (Grant I, [ 15] [C/T2/191). 

Mr Grant amended the LBHI2 Sub-Notes to permit the deferral of interest and 

sent the draft to Ms McMorrow at the Lehman Group in an email dated 5 June 

2008 (Grant I, 1171, [ 181, [201 [C/f2/20-1]). 

M r (";n1nt thiDn rli4::l'll~~M thP 1 RI-II? .~ uh-NntP4:: \Vilh hi~ l'nllPi:1011P Mr nPhi:11 whn _,.., ... ._.__ ..,_.., • ,..,,...,., n•-• ••ow ..,...., ...... ,..t,••..,, .o.•.u. _. ............ , ,, •• ..., 

was a Senior Associate in the A&O tax department. Mr Dehal raised a concem 

that, as lhe solvency condition to payment of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes applied within 

a winding-up as well as outside a winding-up, payments of interest on the LBHT2 

Sub-Notes might not be tax deductible (Grant l, [19], [36) [Cff2/20;22I). 

Mr Grant told Ms McMorrow in an email dated 6 June 2008 that "I have a few 

refinements from Amrilu {DehulJ. I will hold o.D·o11 these and put lhem i11 when I 

receive any comments/ram you" (Grant 1, [22], [55] [Cff2/20;27I). 

To address Mr Oehal's concerns Mr Grant amended Condition 3(a) such that the 

solvency condition to payment would not apply in a winding-up, but the status 

quo would be preserved with respect to the degree of subordination (Grant I, (50] 

[Cfr2/26I). Further, Mr Grant states that he was not asked to make the 

amendments by anyone in the Lehman Group (Grant I, [57] [Cff2/27I); and he 

docs not recall discussing the potential tax sensitivities with the Lehman Group or 

the resulting amendments to Condition 3. 

The amendments to Condition 3 would not have been made if the tax deductibility 

issue had not been raised (Grant I, [57] [Cffl/271). 
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(7) Mr Grant drafted the resolutions of LBHl2 and SLPJ to amend the LBl-02 Sub-

Notes, and the memo addressing the corporate benefit for SLP3 in agreeing the 

amendments {Grant 1, [58)-[59] [C/f2/18I). He referred only to the deferral of 

interest and not to i:he amendments to the subordination clause, as the 

amendm.ents to lhe subordination clause were introduced solely to clarify lhe tax 

position and OQtlQ make 11 substantive change to the pa,ties' rights to payment, 

430. The evidence of Mr Grant is entirely consistent with the evidence of Ms Dolby, wbo 

(with Ms McMorrow) instructed him to make the 2008 Amendments, and who was in 

reality the relevant decision-n11aker (applying the test sot out by Mann J in Murray 

Holdings Ltd v Oscatello Investments Ltd, sec above): 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Ms Dolby thinks it is likely that she would have reviewed and approved Ole 

amended Conditions but she does not recall having a c-onversation with anyone 

about the amendments to Condition 3(a), whether at A&O or internally (Dolby I, 

t64] [Cff3/42·l). 

Ms Dolby relied on A&O and Ms McMorrow to prepate the docwnentatio11. She; 

had no reason to second-guess the drafting, so long as they were conlc:nt that lbc: 

amcudmenls were ncccssary and appropriate and did not impact the LT2 status of 

the LBID2 Sub-Notes (et [65] [C/1'3/421). 

Ms Dolby did not focus on tbe ameodmeqt to tlie "Status and Subordinatiol\" 

provision at Condition 3 . She did not consiiler the effect if any of the amendment 

on the respective priorities of LBHl2 's subordinated debts (at f 66] [CITT/421). 

A&O's 'fax Concerns 

431 . In relation to the concerns upon which the amendment WKS bused, the evidence of Mr 

Grant is as follows: 

''" 

(I) The amendment resulted from oonoerns raised by Mr Ochal. Mr Ochal considered 

there was a potential argument that interest on the LBlil2 Sub-Notes would not be 

rnx deductible291• This was because LB.Hl2's obligations were e,cpressed to be 

conditional on "solvency" (even in winding-up), so that the Noteboldcrs could 

SLP3 notes !hat no one at A&O appears to have been aware of the vecy detailed PwC Memorandum 
[FNS/2391-2492) provided by PwC to tho Lehman Group in relation to the tax treatment of the LBHI2 
Sub-l'lotcs in or around the time 'tht LBHl2 s·ub-Nores were issued. 
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(2) 

(3) 

lose their rights to payment of amounts otherwise expected to be paid in an 

insolvent liquidation (Grant I, (28) [Cfl'2/2ll). 

This meant that payments could be seen as being as dependent on the results of 

the business (Grant I, (29) [Cfl'2/2I I), which in tum created a potential risk292 

that the LBHl2 Sub-Notes might be regarded as equity rather than debt, which 

would affect the tax deductibility of interest. 

In an insolvent winding-up, the claim of the Noteholders would be limited to 

whatever remained after the payment of "Senior Creditors", which could be less 

than 100% of principal and interest. Mr Dehal wanted it to be made clear that the 

Noteholders would be able to claim for 100% of their entitlements (even if that 

claim was not paid in full) (Grant I, [32) (C/f2/22J). 

The Amendment to Condition 3Ca} <"Status and Subordjnatjon"} 

432. In relation to the drafting of the amendment to Condition 3(a), Mr Grant's evidence is as 

follows: 

m 

(1) 

(2) 

Mr Grant amended the subordination language so that it was no longer 

conditional on solvency in a winding-up. This was done solely to address the tax 

issue raised by Mr Dehal. It was intended to ensure that the Noteholders would 

always have a claim for the full amount due under the LBHI2 Sub-Notes in a 

winding-up, but on a subordinated basis (Grant I, (39] (C/T2/23)). 

Mr Grant used the concept of the "notional preference share". This wou.ld permit 

an express reference to the claim being for the foll amount, i.e. "an amount equal 

to the principal amounl of such Note together with Arrears of Interest (if any) and 

any accrued interest (other than Arrears of Interest)" but subject to the amount 

actually paid on that claim being as if the claim were only submitted at the 

relevant level of the waterfall (Grant I, (41] 1cmn3]). This addressed the key 

issue from a tax perspective i.e. as the claim was now expressed to be for all 

amounts outstanding even if previously deferred, rather than limited by the 

amount which LBH12 could pay wh.ilst remaining "solvent''. 

Mr Grant has acknowledged in his evidence that the potential issue regarding the solvency condition 
operating in a winding-up would also have arisen on the unamended LBHl2 Sub-Notes (though the 
proposed interest defem,1 could potentially have exacerbated the problem) (Gr.int I, (35] [C/Tl/ll). 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Mr Grant adapted this concept from "the tried and trusted approach" typically 

used for UT2 subordinated bonds. Under this method, the j unior creditor is only 

entitled to what they would have ieceived bad they been the bolder of a notional 

preference share which ranked ahove all the other classes of issued shares (Grant 

I, [42]-(43] [Cfl'2/241). Mr Grant varied this formula and applied it to a LT2 

security: it was not possible to use standard UT2 wording since the ranking 

needed to continue unaltered (Grant I, [44l lC/T2/241). 

The new drafting provided that the Noteholders ranked above the Notional 

Shares, rather than ranking as if the Notebolders held a Notional Share (Grant I, 

[46]-(47)). The definition of Notional Holder expressly referred to any "creditor" 

of the Issuer, since UT2 securities could be undated subordinated bonds. 

By having a right to a return of assets in priority to Notional Holders, the 

Noteholders had a right to a return in the assets in priority to the holders of any 

UT2 securities and to any Innovative Tier I securities (Grant I, l48] IC/T2/2S-

61). Mr Grant then added the Confirmatory Note to make it explicit that the 

LBHl2 Sub-Notes would continue to rank above any UT2 securities (Grant I , 

[50] [Cffl/261). 

433. Mr Grant summarises the effect as follows (Grant I, (52) (C/T2/26I): 

"Followi11g the amendments. in a wi11di11g-up, the Noteholders were still described as 

ranking below Senior Creditors, but in place of the solvency condition. they were also 

described as ra11ki11g above all classes of issued shares {i11cluding ordi11ary and 

preferential shares) and above the Notional Holders/Upper Tier 2 securities. Whereas 

before the ame11dme11/s, the Conditions only described what ranked above the LBH/2 

Sub-Notes, the amended Conditions describe what ranks above the LBHl2 Sub-Notes and 

also what ranks below them". 

The Rectification Claim 

Relevant Decision-Makers 

434. At all material times up to and including the iimc of the execution of the Written 

Resolution on 3 September 2008, it was the common intention of both LBHI2 and SLP3 

that the 2008 Amendments would "do 110 more (or less)"~ at (183]) than permit 

LBHl2 to defer the payment of interest on the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. 
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435. For these purposes, rectification ls entirely conoemed with the parties' actual and 

subjective states of mind (and not what the hypothetical reasonable observer would have 

attributed to the words used). 

436. In reality the relevant dcoision-makers (applying the test set out by Mann J in Murray 

Holding~ Ltd v Oscatello Investments Lt<l) were Ms Dolby and, to a lesser oxtcnt, Ms 

McMol'.TOW, who shared the same actual and subjective intention. 

437. As to SLP3 's intention: 

( I) 

(2) 

SLP3 's intention in relation to the 2008 Amendments -wa5 that of Ms Dolby 

and/or Ms McMorrow. They wero the relevant decision.-makers in reality and 

their knowledge and inteations are to be attributed to SLP3 for the purposes of I.he 

transaction (Mul'.T3y Holdings Ltd v Oscatello Investments Ltd). Ah.ematjvely, 

Ibey were negotiators whose intentions were ultimately adopted by the techn.icnl 

decision-maker, the board of directors of LBDI (in its capacity as the general. 

partner of SLP2, whioh in tum was the general partner of SLP3 ), whioh npproved 

and/or sanctioned amendments. to (he LBHI2 Sub-Notes which gave offcot to the 

intentions of Ms Dolby and/or Ms McMorrow, 

ln executing the Written Resolution, SLP3' s intention wus to a5sent to 

amendments to the LBH12 Sub-Notes which did no more than to permit LBHl2 to 

defe~ !he payn,evt of interest on the LBHl2 Sub-Notes, lt'Was not the intentio11 of 

SLP3293 to alter the ranking of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes. 

438, As to LBHI2's intention: 

,., 

(1) 

(2) 

LBHl2's intention in relation to the 2008 Amendments was that of Ms Dolby 

and/or Ms McMorrow. Alternatively, the board of directors of LBH12 was lhc 

technical decision-maker and approved and/or sanctioned amendmeJJts to the 

LB Jill Sub-Notes which gave effect to the intentions of the negodators Ms Dolby 

and/or Ms MoMorrow (and thus adopted their intentions). 

In e,ceculiog the Written Resolution approving the 2008 Amendments, LBHI2's 

intentioo was to pro))Ose amendments to the LBH12 Sub-Notes which did no more 

Insofar Ill it is rck-vant, in si.gning the Delaware Consent fFN6/3503], it was the inlmtion of the boanl 
of LBDI ro assent 10 81DCDdmcnrs to the LBHI2 Sub-Notes which did no more than to permit LBHI2 lo 
defer the payment of intcrC8t on the LBHT2 Sub-Notes. It was not the intention ofLBDT's board to alter 
the ranking nfth" T.TIITT7. Suh-Nnres 
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thnn to permit it kl defer the payment of interest on the LBID2 Sub-Notes. Tt was 

not the intention ofLBHI2 to alteT the r.mking of the LBffi2 Sub-Notes. 

Common lnteation .of SLPJ and LBHl2 and Outward .Expression of Accord 

439. Tbe relevant decision-makers' actual intention must be considered based on the totality of 

the evidence, incluc!iqg the oral evidence at trial, the witness stru.emcnts, the wi1j:iess 

interviews and the contemporaneous documents. 

440, The evidence shows that. the actual intention of tbe decisio.n-makecs in this case, which 

(to the extent necessary) was communicated, was to do "no more and no less" (FSHC) 

than to enable LBJ:112 to defer the payment of interest on theLBHI2 Sub-Notes. 

441 , At no stage before or at the time of execution of the Wri1ten Resolution was it the 

understanding or the intenlion of LBH.l2, S.Ll>3 and/or the rcleyant decision-rntlk.ers or 

other per.;onnel within the Lehman Group that the 2()()8 Amendments. would subordinate 

the LBHU Sub-Noles lo the LBHI2 Sub-Dehl and/or alter the arno11nt SLP3 could P,TOve 

for in respect of the LBH12 Sub-Notes. There is no evidence o'f any discussion of what 

would have been a ruo.darneutal change 1o the existing arrangements between the parties 

(FSHC. [47] (first instance); [191] (Court of Appeal)), whlcb Is compelling evidence that 

the partjes did not intend it. 

442, Moreover, Ms Dolby has confirmed that she did not think tliat the 2008 AmendmenlS bad 

effectively changed the existing ranking priorities,194 as wct1 as that to her knowledge 

there was no other reason for the 2008 Amendments than to permit the deferrdl of 

interest?1s 

443. That the decision-makers' subjective intentions in relation to the 2008 Amendments were 

as set out above is the 011/y conolusion that can sensibly be reached in view of (be 

following three mailers. 

444. First, it is inherently implausible that SLPJ would have oonseoted to (be subordin:ition o( 

over USS6 billion of debt without taking advice on the propriety of that course of action. 

This is particularly so when the Delaware Conseot expressly noted: "the Board of 

Director., co11aider tlral 1he Amendme111 Is oppropr/a/e and in the bes1 interests of the 

"" 
,., 

Dolby Interview, page 22, lines 30-33 (CfOl/2851, and re-questioned on !\er llllSWcr by Sidley Ill pase 
371 lincs 1-7. 
Dolby Interview, p•gc '31, lines l5-20(C/1'211294). 
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co,poratio11"2'16. Indeed, this point gains force from the fac-t that it was thought necessary 

to obwin a corporate benefit opinion from A&O for SLP3 regarding the amendments 

enabling interest deferral. The fact that no such advice was obtained in cowiection with 

any proposed alterations to the ranking or quantum of SLP3 's subordinated claims 

suggests that no such alterations were intended. 

445. Second, there was a complete absence of discussion among Lehman Group personnel as 

to what would have been a fundamental legal change to the LBHl2 Sub-Notes. SLP3 is 

not aware of a single document in which Lehman Group personnel made reference to any 

alteration of ranking, let alone subordination of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes to the LBHJ2 Sub

Debt. It is not possible to dismiss this lack of consideration on the basis that subordination 

is some tangential feature of the LBH12 Sub-Notes: the subordination provision 

thereunder is the key provision enabling them to qualify as L T2 capital. Again, the 

absence of any discussion of alteration to ranking is compelling evidence that this was 

simply not intended~ (47] (first instance); (191] (Court of Appeal)). 

446. Third, at the same time, the communications both internally at the Lehman Group and 

externally with A&O, the FSA and the CISX only ever referred to a discrete and limited 

legal purpose, namely, the inclusion of provisions enabling LBHl2 to defer the payment 

of interest - not to effect any form of alteration to the ranking or quantum of the LBH12 

Sub-Notes. This is particularly significaot io circurnstaoces where the individuals with the 

power to bind LBHl2ISLP3 were told that the only purpose of the 2008 Amendments was 

to enable the deferral of ioterest payments. In relation to this: 

"' 291 

1911 

( I) 

(2) 

On 2 June 2008 Ms Dolby emailed Ms McMorrow at 15:37 and stated that "[w]e 

would like to continue to accrue the interest in 2008 but for the interest paydow11 

(i.e. cash payme11t) not to be made 1111/i/ late 2009 ", which was forwarded to 

A&O297 (the "Instructions Email"'). 

On the same day. the Instructions Emai.l was forwarded on to Dan.iel Fletcher at 

A&O at 15:56298
• The Instructions Email acted at all times as A&O's principal 

instruction with regard to the 2008 Amendments. The email also asked Mr 

Fletcher whether SLP3 could sign a waiver letter without changing the 

Conditions. The Lehman Group would plainly have been satisfied l'o forego 

(FN6/3503). 
(FN5/257S). 
[FN5/25751. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

amending the LBHU Sub-Notes at all, if it had been possible simply to waive the 

cash settlement of interest. 

On 3 June 2008, Jackie Dolby wrote to Gareth Bowen (in the regulatory team) in 

relation to the intention to "defer payment of the interest due on the QEB"299
• She 

raised a query as to the requirement of FSA approval to the amendment. Mr 

Bowen replied on the same day300: 

"If we get the lawyers to provide an opinion that the subdebt still qualifies as Tier 

2 capital a11d operates in all other ways in the same way then I don 'r think it 

would be a problem" (emphasis added). 

On 5 June 2008301 , Mr Grant sent Ms McMorrow a draft of the amended 

conditions (the "First Draft") and a draft written resolution approving the 

amendments. The first Draft amended the provisions relating to the payment of 

interest and made various consequential amendments. Condition 3 was left 

completely untouchcd3112
• 

On 10 June 2008301 at 13:52, after the First Draft was reviewed by both Ms Dolby 

and Ms McMorrow, the latter replied to Mr Grant: "We don 't have any comments 

other than the holder of /he resolution, so if you could send a revised version -

ctmld ym, se11d a cumulative b/ackline as well and separate off rhe an11ex 011 thar 

one so that we can send the blacklined terms to the FSA ". From the Lehman 

Group's perspective, the First Draft was sufficient to achieve their limited 

purpose. 

On 11 June 20083°', Ms Dolby emailed Parul Dave (an in-house lawyer within the 

Lehman Group) and Emily Upton (in the company secretarial team). She 

summarised the proposed amendments, stating "The change will give flexibility to 

allow the deferral of the actual cash settlement of the interest though the interest 

will continue to accrue in both parties [sic.] accounting records and will 

ultimately be cash sell fed." It stated Ms Dolby· s view that the board of LBHl2 

[FNS/2573]. 
[FNS/2576]. 
[FN5/2607-2619!. 
[FNS/2611]. 
[FN5/2676]. 
(FNS/2682]. 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

and the general partner of SLP3 should "have a quick Board meeting ta ratify 

this" which, it appears, was considered little more than a formality. 

On 12 June 2008 at I0:2930s, Mr Grant emailed Ms Dolby and Ms Dave, attaching 

draft board minutes for LBHl2 ("LBKl2 Draft Minutes"}'"", draft board minutes 

for the general partner of SLP3, and a note on coiporate benefit for SLP3 (t he 

"A&O Corporate Benefit Note"}1°7 , all of which had been requested by Ms 

Dave. Each of the draft documents made no mention of any alteration to ranking. 

On the same day at 11 :27301
, Mr Grant sent a further email to Ms Dolby and Ms 

Dave, attaching a second draft of the amended Conditions (the "Second Draft''). 

The email stated without further elaboration that "Deferral provisio11s introduce 

tax sensiti,,ities. The ame11dme11ts are designed to ensure these tax sensitivities 

are met". The Second Draft contained the modifications to Condition 3(a). as set 

out above, They followed the iotemal discussions relating to Mr Dehal's tax 

concern, which were not relayed to the Lehman Group and who were not 

consulted or informed about the nature of A&O's tax concern save for the 

comment above. 

Between 11 and I 6 July 2008309
, Ms Edwards, an employee within the Lehman 

Group's central compliance department, communicated with the FSA in relation 

to the proposed amendments. The FSA were not informed about any intention to 

alter the ranking of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes. 

(IO) On 28 August 2008, a meeting of LBHI2's board of directors took place with Mr 

Rush and Ian Jameson as directors of LBI-ll2. The LBHI2 Board Minutes3 10 were 

in materially the same form as the LBHI2 Draft Minutes311 drafted by Mr Grant 

and circulated on 12 June 2008 before the Second Draft was even produced. The 

LBHI2 Board Minutes recorded that it was reported to the meeting that "the 

purpose of the ame11dment was ro allow the Company to defer cash settlement of 

the interest on the No1es at its discretion". Ms Dolby has confmned that if the 

(FNS/28191. 
[FNS/2833-2). 
[FNS/2837-8) . 
[FNS/2839). 
Sec Claire Edwards' email to the FSA dated 11 July 2008 JF/V6/3147J; and Ms Edwards' email to lhe 
FSA dated 17 July 2008 IFN6/3154J. 
(FN6/3325-6J. 
[FNS/2833-lJ. 
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intention had been to alter the ranking of the LBl-il2 Sub-Notes, she would have 

expected the Board Minutes to mention that.112 

(1 1) On the same day313
, Ms Dave emailed Mr Aaron Guth of the Lehman Group with 

a draft of the Delaware Consent. Her email explained in relation to the proposed 

amendments that, "The change will allow {LBH/2] to defer payment to SLP3 

under {the LBHI2 Sub-Notes}. Interest will still accrue however." Ms Dave noted 

that "The change has been approved by Londo11 to.x and legal." On the same 

dayl14
, Mr Guth emailed Ms Dave informing her of the identity of the LBDI 

directors, adding "Just email tire resolution to tire directors ... . and they will 

approve". Again, approval was considered little more than a formality. 

(12) On the same day at 18:29'15, Ms Dave emailed the consent to Mr Triolo, but did 

not attach the 2008 Amendments themselves. The email stated "Jackie [Dolby] 

has been looking at amending the terms of {the LBHT2 Sub-Notes] issued by 

[LBH/2} to {SLP3}" and explained that "The Change will allow {LBH/2} to defer 

payment ta'SLP3 under the {LBHl2 Sub-Notes]." 

(13) On 3 September 2008, Jacqueline Marx, Mr Triolo's assistant, attached a signed 

pdf of the Pe!:aware consent signed by Mr Triolo316
• On the same day, the Written 

Resolutionm.; which was in materially the same form as the one circulated by Mr 

Grant befQfC he circulated the Second Draft, was signed by Emily Upton on 

behalf of Si~3 and Mr R ush as a duly authorised signatory of LBHl2. 

447. For all the rcasons ,$e't out above, the common subjective intention of SLP3 and LBHI2 

was "no more or ~s" than to defer the payment of interest on the LBHI2 Sub-Notes 

("the Common Intention"); and this common subjective intention was communicated (to 

the extent necessary) between SLP3 and LBHl2 (in circumstances where the relevant 

decision-makers were the same individuals). 

448. Further or in the alternative, by analogy with the pensions cases (AMP (UK) pie v Barker 

[2001] Pens LR 77; Gallaher v Gallaher Pensions Ltd [2005] Pens LT 103; IBM (UK) 

Pension Trusts Ltd v rBM Holdings Ltd (2012] Pens LR 469) as approved Henry Carr J 

"' )IJ 

"' 
"' ,,. 
m 

Jacl<lc Dolby Interview page 19 line 2910 page 20 line 5 JC/fll /282,.,31, 
JFN6/3338). 
JFN6/3364). 
JFN6/3342-3) 
[FN6/3485-6}. 
[ElfSn0-80). 
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and the Coun of Appeal in FSHC. it is sufficient to rectify the 2008 Amendments on the 

basis that SLP3 and LBID2 shared the ·same converging intention in respect of the 2008 

Amendments without that actual intention being commW1icated. 

Failure of the 2008 Amendments to reflect the Common Intention 

449. If SLP3 is incorrect on its prinlll.ry case- oa the construction -of the 2008 Amendments, 

then the 2008 Amendments approved by the Written Resolution mistwcenly effected a 

change to the LBHl2 Sub-Notes that went beyond and/or was contrary to SLP3's and 

LBHl2's Common Intention. 

450. Jf so, the amendments made to Condition 3(a) under the Second Draft, which wore 

ultimately retained in the 2008 Amendments. mistakenly had the legal effect that 

thereafter SLP3 's claims under the LBHI2 Sub-Notes ranked for distribution after PLC's 

claims under the LBHI2 Sub-Debi, ("the Ranking Alteration"). 

45 l . The Ranking A Iteration did not-reflect the Common Intention of the parties: 

(I) 

(2) 

Ms Dolby did not intend ihe Ranking Alteration. 

A&O were not instructed to cause the Ranking Alteration. 

452. There 'is no evidence that anyone e1sc in the Lehman Group hod any intention to bring 

about the Ranking Alteration, which was wholly inconsistent and/or contrary to the 

discrete Common Intention to amend the LBHI2 Sub•Notes only to pennit the deferral of 

the settlement of interest: 

rn 

'" 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The Instructions 'Emailm, which was forwarded to A&O referred 10 tlie limited 

objective of defoning paymeot of interest until late 2009. 

ln Ms DolbY's exchange with Gareth Bowen an 3 June 2008, Mr Bowen 

expressly told Ms Dolby I.hat A&O should provide c.onfinnation that post

amendment the LBm2 Sub-Noles would "operat[e} in all other ways in the same 

way"110, 

The initial draft amendments by A&O only addressed the interest point After she 

had reviewed the draft. Sarah McMorrow's e-mail of 10 June 2008 stated tl\llt 

[F/VS/2575]. 
[FNS/25761, 

L~l 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

there were no further comments in relation to this.no At this point. she was 

satisfied that the Notes achieved the Lehman Group' s objective. 

Subseqllently, Mr Grsnt drafted, oa his own initiative, sigruficant amendments lo 

Condition J(a) which he believed would address a tax concern A&O h11d 

identified, but which was never communicated to the Lehman Group. In ber 

interview, Ms Dolby stated that the Lehman Group would have oblllined a tax 

opinion prior to issl!ing the LBHl2 Sub-Notes to begin with which confumed the 

tax deductibllity point in respect of the LllHU Sub-Notes (i.e. the PwC 

Memorandum). As regards A&O's involvement with the tax point, she noted that 

"it probably 1va.in 'i A&O 's call" and "A&O weren't my tax advisors". 321 

The A&O Corporaie B<:nefit Note was circulated in the Lehman Group prior to 

the circulation by A&O of the Second Draft.m There was no COTJIOTate benefit to 

any of SLP3, SLP2 or LBOI if the 2008 Amendments gave rise to the Ranldng 

Alteration. 

In approving the Writton Resolution by signing the Delaware Draft Consent. Mr 

Triolo, the sole director ufLBDI, was provided with a copy oftbe Delaware Draft 

Consent but not the 2008 Amendments; The Dela ware Draft Consent referred to 

the purpose of lhe amendments Being the defcnnl of the cash settlement of 

interest; recorded that the L'BDI directors considered thot the amendments were 

appropriate and io the best interests of LBDI; but did not address any issue of 

subordination or ranking of the LBHI2 Sub-Notes arising out of the 2008 

Amendments. 

453. Accordingly, the Ranking Alteration would be wholly inconsistent and/or contrary to the 

limited Common Intention to amend the LBHJ2 Sub-Notes only to pennit the deferral of 

the settlement of interest 

The 2008 Amendments should be Rectified 

454. Accordingly, if the 2008 Amendments do not oo their rrue construction reflect the 

Common Intention, that was the result of a mistake in the drafting of the 2008 

Amendments and ought to be rectified. 

m 
Jll 

m 

fFNS/26761, 
Jacldc Dolby interview transcript page 21 line 33-22 line 15 [C/'1'2111114-5), 
[PN5/2I07•8J. 
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455. If Condition 3(a) were to be rectified by removing the language in Condition 3(a) 

beginning with (i) the underlined words '·subject as provided below'' and then (ii) the 

underlined words starting "11,e conditionality referred 10 above ... " and ending with the 

italicised passage " .. from time to time", then the LBH12 Sub-Notes as amended would 

accurately reflect the parties' Common Intention.323 

456. As Henry Carr J held at first instance in the ES.!K; case at [ 42]: "if the parties shared a 

common intention, they do not need lo have formulated the words by which the common 

intention is to be given effect in o subsequent rectification claim". 

457. Here, the Common Intention can be given effect by removing wording that A&O were 

never instructed to include and which addressed a tax concern that was not shared with 

the Lehman Group. 

The Counter-Arguments are Wrong 

458. 

459. 

Pl r h9~ V9rin1 1..:: r-n11nt Pr- 9r011mP nt~ .. ~- ~-... .......... _., .................. - ei-......... ~,..,. 

First, PLC says (PLC PP, (71] (Aff7/121)) that SLP3's case on rectification is 

implausible because it seeks to rectify large parts of Condition 3(a). PLC also appears to 

rely (PLC PP, (78] (Aff7/l 23)) on the "magnitude of the mistake" as militating against 

the rectification. This is misconceived if (as is the case) the 2008 Amendments 

mistakenly did not reflect the Common Intention: see, by extension, Chartbrook Ltd v 

Persimmon Homes Ltd (2009) l AC 1101 [25) in relation to there not being ·•a limit to 

the amount of red ink or verbal rearrangement or correction which the court is allowed''. 

460. Second, PLC says _(1'1:,C PP, (73) (AfM/121 I) that "it is doubtful whether (at least outside 

the pensions C()/lt~ rhe absence of a positive statement of illlentiOII con demonstrate the 

necessary continu~ontrory intenlion ". This is incorrect: 

m 

(I) As He~G,rr J said: " ... the absence of any discussion about such a ,,. 
fundamentJJ! 'change is, in my view, convincing proof of an intention not lo 

incur therf:.~itional Obligations" (see FSHC Group Hold ings Ltd v Barclay~ 

Bank Ek ~18] EWHC 1558 (Ch) at [ 158]; upheld by FSHC Group Holdings 

Ltd v Glas,il"4st Corporation Ltd (2019] EWCA Civ 1361). The principle that the 

lL 
Th~ proposed ree1ifica1ion was Set out at Join1 PP, (30.4) IAITSn11. 
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(2) 

absence of a discussion can constitute evidence of the parties' intention is not one 

that is "conft11ed to pension coses" (at (47]). 

There is no reason in principle why one approach should be applicable to 

pensions cases and one to non-pensions cases. In any event, the factual context 

here (where there are centralised decision-makers and the absence of adversarial 

negotiation: sec PLC PP, [75]) is closely analogous to that in which the pensions 

rectification cases have tended to arise, involving the exercise of the power of 

amendment by a trustee of a pension scheme and the giving of consent to the 

amendment by an employer: see IBM (UK} Pensjon Trusts Ltd v IBM Hotdjngs 

1lil (2012] Pens LR469 (23)-(24). 

461. Third, PLC variously says that the "drafter of the amendmenl ... p/ainly intended lo do 

something rather than nothing" (PLC PP, (71] (Aff7/121I), the evidence referred to is 

the "weakest form of evidence" (PLC PP at [74] (Aff7/121)), the "evidence is 

inconclusive" (PLC PP, [76J) 1Aff7/1221, the rectification case is "so inherently unlikely 

that it would require clear and cogent evidence" (PLC PP at [77] IAII7/122)) and there 

is "110 convincing proof' (PLC PP, (79] [AfM/123)). These are all premature and 

misconceived assessments of evidence which PLC had not yet seen at the time they were 

made. SLP3 will prove its case at trial on the basis of evidence from the relevant lawyers 

at A&O, among other things. 

462. PLC and Deutsche Bank both contend that even if grounds for rectification are made out 

the Court should oot exercise its discretion to rectify the LBHl2 Sub-Notes. 

463. Rectification is a discretionary remedy, but equity does not normally refuse rectification 

where the requirements are made out (Barden v Commodjtjes Research Unjt lntematjonal 

/Holdings) Ltd (2013] EWHC 1633 (Ch) at (61], per Vos J): it is only in "exceptional 

cases" that relief is refused on discretionary grounds3M. Accordingly, once the 

requirements for a claim of rectification have been met the Court will be slow not to order 

rectification. 

464. The first reason given is common to PLC and Deutsche Bank. It is said that rectification 

would be inappropriate having regard to the nature of the LBHT2 Sub-Notes as freely 

transferable debt securities listed on a stock exchange: PLC PP, (80] (A/T7/123] and 

Deutsche Bank PP, [20) IA/TS/1291. 

"' Spry. The Principles of Equitable Remedies (9~ ed.), page 64-0. 
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465. PLC and Deutsche Bank's reasoning is misconceived. The rectification in question goes 

to the rectification of amendments that were sanctioned by a sole Noteholder, SLP3, who 

has at all times since then remained the sole Noteholder. There is no question of 

prejudicinl! any other party with an interest in the LBH12 Sub-Notes. 

466. The Court has jurisdiction to rectify a transferable security and neither PLC nor Deutsche 

Bank have provided any authority suggesting or explaining why it would decline to do so 

as a matter of discretion. The case and paragraph Deutsche Bank relies on at DB PP, [20] 

(A/fS/129( (BNY Mellon Comor-ate Trustee Services v LBG Capital No I pie [2016] 

UKSC 29 at (31]) is a construction case which merely refers to the principles set out in 

Re Sigma Finance another contract case. In relation to this: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

There is no reason in principle why an amendment to a transferable or tradcablc 

security should not be capable of being rectified. There is "almost no limit" to the 

range of documents which may be rectified in an appropriate case, and this 

includes "bonds": Rectification (2nd cd, Hodge, at 9.01). 

That is the approach taken in the authorities. In The Law Debenture Trust 

Corporation PLC v Elcktrim S,A .• Concord Trust [2009] EWHC 1801 (Ch) at 

[19]-(20], [48] Sales J said that he wou.ld have rectified the terms of the bond 

issuance in question had he not agreed with the claimant's primary case on 

construction. In the Australian case of RHG Mortgage Securitjes Pty Limited & 

Ors y Elektra Purchase No 19 Limited (2009] NSWSC 258, the court (Einstein J) 

held that a subscription agreement in respect of an issuance of notes in the sum of 

S750 million could in principle be rectified, notwithstandjng that the party 

claiming rectification was an assignee of the notes in question. 

There is no principled reason and no case law which ought to preclude the Court 

from rectifying the 2008 Amendments if the necessary requirements are made 

out. The pnsition here is a fortiori to that in RHG Mortgage Securities, given that 

t.he party claiming rectification here assented to the amendments to begin with 

and continues to be the sole Noteholder. 

467. The second reason given by PLC (PLC PP, [80] [Afr7/123)) is the complexity of the tax 

and regulatory issues in this case. and that the Court should decline to rectify the 2008 

Amendments "merely for the purpose of detenn;ning a priority dispute between Lehman 

entities". 
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468. This does not amount to a cogent or recognisable ground for refusing rectification of a 

document. 

Conclusions on Rectification 

469. The jurisdictional requirements for rectification are plainly made out on the materials 

before the Court; and no sufficient reason has been identified (nor is there one) why, in 

those circumstances, the Court should not exercise its discretion in SLP3 's favour. 

470. Rectification is an equilable jurisdiction. It exists to prevent injustice, and, in particular, 

to prevent a party who receives a benefit as a result of mutual mistake from resisting "tire 

claims ofjustice" (Commentaries of Equity Jurisprudence, 4lh ed, 1846, cited by the Court 

of Appeal in .Efil:K;_ at (53]). 

471. To the extent lh.at there was a Ranking Aheration, that was very obviously nol the 

common intention of the parties. This is a classic case of rectification where the equity 

~hn11lrt hP PVPrf'icPri ;1' fovn11r nf .~I J>"l tn nrP.vPnt thP iniu~til"P nf !;In 11nintAntiPti lv>nPfif t''"'"' ....... u ......... "-'J 

accruing to PLC through the accidental relegation/demotion of the LBHl2 Sub-Notes as a 

result of the 2008 Amendments. 

Conclusions on LBHJ2 Rankin ii Issue - Put U 

4 72. Aecom ingly, for the reasons set out above: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

The 2008 Amendments do not alter priorities. 

In any event, the 2008 Amendments arc not engaged. 

To the exlent they do alter priorities and are engaged, the 2008 Amendments 

should be rectified. 

SECTION II: THE OTHER PLC ISSUES 

J. THE RELEASE ISSUE 

473. The Release Issue is: 

"Witlri11 the administration of [PLC] whether tire claims of [LBHJJ under the [PLC Sub

Deb1] have been released pt.1rsuanl to a se/1/emell/ agreeme11/ ell/ered into as of 24 

October 201 l lwtween, amongs1 others. [PLC] and LBHI". 
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474. LBHT' s32s position is that its claims und~ the PLC Sub-.Oebt-wl1ich it acquirod in April 

20.17 and which aggregate to approximately US$L9 billion - have not been released 

pursuant to the Settlement Agreement326• This is explained in the following: 

(I) Joiat PP, at [32)-(40) (A/TS/79-84]. 

(2) 

(3) 

Gerogbty 2 (the factual bnckgrourul) (C/f7/90-106). 

Gropper I (tl;le New York legal position). 

4 7 5, At the outset, LBHI notes tl1at the first time it was e-ver asserted lhat the PLC Sub-Debi 

(or nny oihersuch after~acquired clitims) bad been released was when, very shortly before 

the issue of the PLC Application in March 2018, [.BHl reccived a letter oa 12 February 

2018 from Sidley on behalf ofDeut$cbe Bank (Geraghty 2, (59] Jcm/1011) alleging that 

the PLC Sub-Debt had in fact been released by the Settlement A.greement in OGtober 

2011 i.e. some 6.5 years previously. 

476. Deutsche Bank's arguments are misconceived. LBID's position is as follows: 

m 

,,. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

As a matter of ordinary language, ana as is clear on the face of its Recitais, the 

Settlement Agreement is obviously concerned with the comprom.ise of 

''outstanding" inter-company claims owned by the relevant parties - the US 

Debtors and the UK Affiliates - at the time of its execution; and thm: is no 

provision for the release on a future dat:e by LBffi of after-acquired claims. 

l t would be commercially perverse for LBHI to have released all after-acquired 

claims io exchaoge for no con.siderati.on; nor has Deutsche Bank ideotified any 

other commercial rationale for why it would have released after-acquired claims 

on that basis, which would effectively nmo\Jllt lo a waiver for no economic value. 

To the extent that the evidence of the parties' subsequent conduct is admissible -

either because 1t may be considered 1n determlning the original contemplation of 

the parties, alternatively because Section 8.02 is ambiguous (to the extent that it is 

reasonably susceptible of more than one meaning)- !he evidence overwbelmingly 

militates against the c,onstruction advanced by Deutsche Bank and is consistent 

with the .PLC Sub-Debt not having been released by the Settlement Agreemenl 

At the time the Settlement Agrcanent was entc.n:d inw and became effective the PLC Sub-Debt wa, 
held by LBUKH. 
fE/TI 61457-595), 
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417. On the final point i.e. subsequent conduct, L.BHT notes that on 3 October 2019 Deutsche 

Bank foTTTially withdrew Sutton 2, so !hat it no longer relies on any wimess evidence at 

all in support of its case that !be subsequent conduct of the parties points to the release of 

th~ PLC Sub-Debt. 

478. Despite the wealth of materials before the Court, the Release I~uo, in truth, involves a 

straigbtfotward point of construction. 

S~ttlemeot Agreement: B•ckltrouod 

479. The Settlement Agreement was one of a number of Bilateral Settlements entered Into 

between the Lehman Grm1p's (US) "Debtors" on the one hand, and UForeign Affiliates" 

on the olber hand, prior to the filing o( the Thi.rd Amended Joint Chapter l l Plan of1.BRI 

and its Affiliated Debtors ("the !!Ian") (Geraghty 2, [15] [Crf7/93)}. The Bilateral 

Settlements were contingent on the Plan becoming effective (which it did on 6 March 

2012). 

480; The purpose of !he Sctllemenr Agreement is stated in the Declaration ofDaniel Ehrmann; 

a Managing Director at Alvarez & 11,1.arsal ("A&M"), LBID's main rcstruciuring advisors, 

dated 29 November 201 1, at [40]m, Tt was designed to resolve and settle certain inter

company 'balances -and claims that were in dispute between the US Debtors and the UK 

Affiliates at the time (Geraghty 2, [l 6] (CTf7/93J). The claims in dispute did not relate to 

claims held by ooe UK Affiliate agai11St another Vl< Affiliate; they were "trans-Atlantic" 

(Inly and concerned only US-UK disputes (ibid). Therefore, none of the issues concerned 

allowfug or releasing claims held by one UK Affillate against another UK AffiUate. 

48 L The "Debtors" comprised LBHI and 22 of its affiliates that bad filed for ban)mi.ptcy in tl:ie 

United States. The "UK Affiliates" comprised !be (20) "UK Admlrustration Comparues" 

(including PLC and LBUKH). the (10) "OK Liquidation Companies" and the (27) ''Other 

UK Affiliates" (Geraghty 2, (27)-[35] (C/1'7/95--961). 

482. The stops leading up to the Settlement Agreement included the fo0owiog: 

"' 

(.I) ''Global Close", Under this process LBRl and its affiliates aro\lnd tbe world 

achieved o final n.'COnoiliotion of inter-company balances as at l 4 September 

2008. The UK .Affiliate-s did not participate but used a similar process that was 

[FM/3779] 
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(2) 

consistent with ''Global Close". This produced inter-company accounts which 

created the core of the pl'Olless ofnegotiating the Settlement Agreement (Geragh~ 

2, [17)-[20) [C/f7/93-4I). 

Proofs of Claim. The UK Affiliates filed proo.ls of claim against the Debton; in 

the sum of $166 billion. These divided into direct intercompany claims ("Direct 

Claims") and claims where LBHI had issued a guarantee ("Guarantee Claims"). 

As a result of Global Close, it became clear that the Debtors also had very 

substantial claims ;igainSI the UK Affiliates (ibid. (25}[26] [C/T7/95]). The 

Direct Claims were based on intercompany balances between the Debtors and the 

U1<. Affiliates, including general bal!lllces, but also derivative transactions and 

repurchase agreements (ibid., [36]·[37] (C/f7/97I). The Guarantee Claims were 

based on a number of guarantees issued by LBHI, and there were complex legal 

issues which wentto1beirenfoixeability (ibid, [38]-[391 [C/1'7/971). 

483. By September 2011, the parties had made sigµificant progress in the negotiations, and a 

se.ries ofmeetfogs took place in London (ibid., [40}[48] (C(r7197-9J), lbe DebtoTS were 

represented by Mr Geraghty and Mr Ehrmann. The UK Affiliates were represented by Mr 

Antony Lomas and Mr Howe11328 of PwC. 

484, There was a meeting on 13 September 201 1 (''lhe 13 September Meeting") the pwpose 

of which was to agree the final intercompBDy clnims and how to resolve any outstaDding 

issues. By this point, the vast majority of Direct Claims were agreed. 

485. The parties agreed a carve-out for "Excluded llems"m, being claims which were \C)o 

complicated to be addressed; and where the parties wished to preserve the right to 

investigate them further. These claims were expressly carved-out of the releases, as they 

related to known issues that continued to subsist between the parties and which would 

otherwise have beeJJ released (ibid, at [50) [Cff7199J)_ 

486. The commercial objective underpinning the Settlement Agreem.ent was that once. the 

bankruptcy date balances and net intercompany· claims between the Debtors and the UK 

Affiliates as &t the commencement of the bankruptcy bad been 'lgl'Ced, that debate could 

not be reopened {ibid, (51] fCff7/99J). 

m 

"' 

Mr HowelJ is one of the adminislrlitors of LBH12. However, LBHI2 are ncwral on the Release Issue, 
and Mr Rowell has not given evidence in relation 10 the Sottlcmcnt AgrccmC'll. 
A list of these "Excluded Tt=s" is "'I out in the A_genda tt> the 13 ScptCJllbq Mcctin_g If'N7/3713l, 
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487. There was no intention on the part oftbe Debtors nor any request by the UK Affiliates for 

there to be a prohibition on acquiring claims against UK Affiliates, nor any intention that 

such after-acquired claims be released (ibid, [47] (Cff7/99J). 

Settlement Agreement: Terms 

488. The Settlement Agreement is an agreement between the (US) Debtors, the UK Affiliates 

and the LBLTS Group Entitiesm. 

489. The terms of the agreement are preceded by important Recitals that record the 

commercial purpose of the Settlement Agreement (emphasis addedjl31: 

()) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

" ... the UK Affiliates filed the proofs of claim listed on Schedule I ....... ("Proofs 

of Claim ") against certain Debtors .... " 

" .... certain of the Debtors have asserted that they have claims against certain of 

the UK Affiliates ... .... " 

" . . . the Debtors and the UK Affiliates desire 10 resolve all disputes and all other 

outstanding issues among them (except as expressly excluded heuin) and to 

avoid extensive a,1d expensive litigation", 

" ... inconsideration of the recitals stated ...... the Parties ai!,ree asfollows". 

490. As set out below, the crucial phrase is "all disputes and all other outstanding issues" 

(emphasis added). The express aim of the agreement is to address issues that have or 

could have been raised by the parties through the proofs/inter-company claims process 

that precede the agreement. 

491. There is no reference in the Recitals to a resolution of claims between or among UK 

Affiliates and no provision therefore in the Settlement Agreement. 

492. The release given by LBI-11 and the Debtors to PLC and its affiliates, including LBUKH 

(' 'the Debtor Released Parties") is at Section 8.02332 ("the Release Clause") and 

provides as follows: 

,,. 
"' m 

"Debtors' Release. Upon the occu"ence of the Effective Dute, except with respect lo (I) 

These arc various Lehman Group entities deseribcd al footnote 2, page I of the Settlement Agn:ement. 
[EfT16/4511-91. 
[E/1' t 6/4911-91. 
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the Allowed Claims a11d the Admiued Claims and a11y rights a11d distribu1io11 ell/itlements 

in respect thereof. (2) the agreements, promise, settlements, represemations and 

warranties set forth in this Agreement, (3) the performance of the obligations set forlh 

herein and (4) the Excluded Items, and in consideration of the foregoing and each Porly ·s 

execution of this Agreement, each Debtor [ ... .], hereby f ully and forever releases, 

discharges and acquits each Debtor Released Party, f rom all Causes of Action 

(including in respect of any derivative claim by any third party or representative of any 

Debtors' estate, incl11ding the official committee of unsecured creditors appointed in the 

Chapter I J Cases), whelher al law or in equity, whether based an contract (including 

quasi-contract, guarantee, indemnity or estoppel), statute, regulation, tort or otherwise 

(excluding fraud in connectio11 with the negotiation of (A) this Agreement or (B) the 

amounts of lhe Allowed Claims and !he Admilled Claims). accrued or u,,accrued, 

foreseen or unforeseen, foreseeable or unforeseeable, known or unknown, ma1ured or 

unmat11red,.fued or contingent, liquidated or 11nliq11idated, cerlain or contingenl, in each 

case, that arise from, ore based 011, co11nected with, alleged in or related 10 any facts or 

circumstances in existence prior lo the date hereof. including (i) any Funding Claims, (ii) 

any Causes of Action under chapter 5 of the Bankruptcy Code or similar actions under 

applicable state law, (iii) except as explicitly set forth in Section 2.04, any claims based 

upon an asserted right of subrogation, indemnification (whether express or implied), 

contribution or reimbursement, including any such claims in connection with 

distributions to any of the UK Affiliates or any of their creditors based r;po11 a guaro11tee 

or similar docume11/ by LBHI ur any Lehman E111ity a11d (iv) all Causes of Action against 

any Debtor Released Party, arising from, in connection with, or relating to any Causes of 

Actio11 against any other entity (whether or not a Party) existi11g as of the date hereof 

For the avoidance of doubt, /his Section 8.02 is withou/ prejudice 10 any of the Debtors ' 

rights or Causes of Ac/ions against any entily that is not a Debtor Released Party" 

( emphasis added). 

493. There is an analogous (and materially similar) release al Section 8.01333 pursuant to which 

the UK Affiliates release their claims against the Debtors. 

494. In each case, there are ex·press-carve outs from the relevant release: 

m ll'ftl 6/497-81. 
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(I) 

(2) 

The Admitted Claims and the Allowed Claims i.e. the subsisting compromised 

claims between the Debtors and the UK Affiliates as a result of the Settlement 

Agreement. 

The Excluded Items i.e. the continuing issues and claims that were not addressed 

at all in the Settlement Agreement and lell over to be determined at a later date. 

495. The Settlement Agreement also includes several other provisions upon which LBHI will 

rely at trial: 

(I) 

(2) 

Section 4.04{b)3)4 ("Title: No Prior Transfer of Claims") provides that: 

"no UK Affiliate may ... assign ... any of the claims ... that are released 

hereunder ... provided that after the Ejfeclive Date 1he UK Affiliates 

may .. . assign ... any of the Allowed Claims". 

Section 5.04(a)335 ("Title: No Transfer of Claims") provides that: 

"Each Debtor (i) owns all claims it may have agains1 any UK Affiliate, including 

all claims released hereunder, free and clear of a11y and all liens, claims, setoff 

rights, security inierests, participutions or encumbrances created or incurred by 

such Debtor .... ". 

496. LBHl's position is that both of these provisions were breached or false if and to the extent 

that LBUKH's subsequent transfer of its claim against PLC to LBHI resulted in a 

relTospeclive release. 

T he Expert Evidence 

497. Article 12 provides that the Settlement Agreement is governed by the laws of New York 

and the Bankruptcy Code. 

498. Pursuant to the order of Mann J dated 24 July 2018, LBHI and Deutsche Bank were given 

permissioo to adduce expert evidence of US law. Pursuao1 to the Order of Hildyard J 

,,. 
m 

[Effl 6/493-41. 
IE/f16/495]. 
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dated 31 July 2019, the Court circumscribed the questions for consideration by the US 

law experts as being ("the E:sput Issues"f 36: 

(I) 

(2) 

What are the rules of contractual interpretation under New York law and the 

Bankruptcy Code, insofar as relevant and applicable 10 the interpretation of 

Section 8.02 of the Settlement Agreement? 

As a matter of New York law and the US Bankruptcy Code, is extrinsic evidence 

admissible for the purpose of interpreting the scope of the Settlement Agreement, 

and in particular Section 8.02? If so, on what basis? 

499. LBHI and Deutsche Bank have both produced expert reports on the Expert Issues. The.se 

are: 

(I) 

(2) 

For LBRJ: the report of Allan L. Gropper dated 5 June 2019 ("the Gropper 

Report") [DNl/1]. Judge Gropper is a member of the bar of the State of New 

Vnrl.,, 9nrl 1'.11 TPt;rPrl iwioP nfthP R!llnl,,n,ntrv rn11rf nfthP ~nuthPrn niQfril"t nfNPw J'"" ·t,• ..,,. ,...,.., ..,.,.. .. ....,'U.,...Y~""J 

York. In bis capacity as a judge of the Bankruptcy Court, Judge Gropper authored 

several opinions to determine cases arising out of the scope of releases under New 

York law, including: Chapter 7 T rustee y Greenwich Insurance Co Qn re Actrade 

Financial Technologies) (DN2/74] (in which he did not enforce a general 

release); and T-Bone Restaurant LLC v General Electric Capital Corp (In re 

Glazier Group Inc} [O/V2/7!1[ (in which he held that the release covered claims 

arising prior to but not aj/er the date of the release). 

For Deutsche Bank: the report of Robert S. Smith dated 6 Ju.oe 2019 ("the Smith 

Report") IDNl/12). Judge Smith is a member or the bar of the State of New 

York and a former Associate Judge of the New York Court of Appeals. 

500. The Experts met on 24 June 2019 to discuss their reports. As a result of their meeting and 

subsequent correspondence, they have agreed and produced a "Joint Report of Experts" 

dated 25 July 2019 ("the Joint Report'') [DNl/4]. This contains, as per paragraph 18 of 

the Mann Order, a list of areas where the Experts agree, and a list of areas where they do 

not agree (including a brief summary of the reasons for their disagreement). 

"' IAfrll/227-SJ. 
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Areas of.Agreement 

501. Joint Report, [4]-[l lJ [DNJ/4] sets out the agreed general principles of contract law 

under New Yotk law, including:m 

(I) A contract must be construed as a whole, giving effect to all its provisions. 

(2) A contract should be :interpreted to avoid unfzjr or anomalous consequences. 

l:'arties to an agreemeot are presumed to act seosibly in reg~ to it, arid an 

interpretation that produces an absurdly harsh resuLt or a forfeiture is to be 

avoided. 

502. Joint Report, [I 2)-[17} ID/Vl/4] sets out the agreed principl~ governing the 

interpretation of releases. These include lhe followin_g: 

(I) 

(2) 

In determining what c.laims are covered by a release, New York courts will 

consider the purpose for which the release is executed and the intention of the 

parties, in ench case ns expressed by the language of the release and tho cont:racl 

within which the releai;e is found. 

Where appropriate, New York courts will, based on the intent of the parties as 

inferred from the contel'.t of the release, limit the efTcot of general releliSes 

containing broad language. A general release will be limited to the claims that 

were witb.i.n the cont1:TTJplatioa of the parties at tbe lime the release was executed. 

(3) A ·broad release will 'be given effect, regardless of the parties' unel'.pressed 

intentions, but in certain cases may be read not to cover matters which the parties 

did not desire or intend to dispose of. In such cases a general release will be 

limited to the c laims that were within the contemplation of the parties at th.c time 

the release was executed. 

503. Joint Report, [ 18]-[20] [D/Vl/4] sets out the agreed principles governing the admjssion of 

extrinsic evidence. 

m 

(1) Where a contact is ambiguous, paro1 evidence of pri,or or contemporaneous 

conversations, negotiations and agreements are admissible to olear up the 

ambiguity. 

Thc,sc will be familiar to llII English judge, as Mllllil I cxp.lalnc<l in Citibank. y Clocl!nwood (2018/ 
BWHC 448 (Cb) at [42) 
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(2) Post-transaction conduct used to inte!J)ret what the parties understood the 

agreement lo menn is. referred to as the parties' ''practical construction" of an 

agreement. lsol3ted, inconsistent or equivocal conduct does not qualify 'al; 

practical construction, 

Areas of Disagreement 

504. Joint Report, [21]-[26] rotvt/41 sets out the areas of disagreement in relation to the 

interpretation of releases. 

505, The first issue relates to carve-outs from general rele.ises. In summary: 

(I) 

(2) 

Jud_ge Gropper's opirrion (Gropper Report, [471) [D/Vl/11 is that the words of a 

general release will be limited by a Recital where there is nothing on the face of 

the agreement which otherwise indicates that matters other than those in the 

Recitals are intended to be discharged. 

Judge Smith' s opinion (Smith Report, [381) [DN1/2J is that the Recital of 

particular released claims in a general release will not be read t() imply the 

exclusion of other claims not recited ftom the scope of the release. 

506, Though this is a matter for oral evidence, Judge Gropper's evidenc.e is as follows: 

( I) 

(2) 

A. release may not be read to cover matters to which the parties did not desire or 

intend to dispo>e of (Consolidated Edison Inc v Northea~t Utilities 332F Supp 2d 

SONY 2004) JDNV58J. The meaning and coverage of a general release depends 

on the controversy being settled and upon the purpose (or which the release wss 

actually given (Jnre Mercer 141 AD 3d 594 2..iDept 2016) (DN2188). 

It was the duty of any party who desired to CJq>ao.d the Release beyond the claims 

which were "outstanding" among the Debtors and the UK Affiliates at the time of 

the execution of the Release to have so specified in the Release i tself (Rask.ell v 

Miller22l App Div48 !" Dept 1927) [DNl/9]. 

507. The second issue relates to the unliquidatcd and unmaturcd claims: 

(J) Judge Gropper's view (Gropper Report, [421, [44]-[49)) (D/Vl/1 I is !hat 

unliquidatcd and tln!Darurcd claims-(for example, as in the Release Clause, claims 

that arc ''accrued or unaccrucd, matured or unma.turcd, fix.ed or contingent; 
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(2) 

liquidated, certain or contingent") do not encompass claims held by a third pllr'ly 

at the time of the release (but which are acquired later by the releaser). 

Judge Smith's view is that such claims may include claims not accrued atthc ti.Die 

of the relC4So, and that it would not be acourate to ~a}I that such claims were 

limited to "claims that a releasor held at the time the release was gmnted''. 

508. Agaio, this is a matter fot cross-examination. Judge Gropper's position is that the pwpose 

and context of the Senlement Agreement was the release of "outs tanding ol~ims" between 

the Debtors and the UK Affiliates (other thJiIJ the extant "Excluded Items", which the 

parties chose to defer to be addressed later in time). It is clear from the Settlement 

Agreement that the compromise of after-acquired claims was aot within the 

contemplation of the parties at the time the release was executed. 

509. Further, Joint Report, [27]-[36] [DN1/4] sets out areas of disagreement in relation to the 

admis~on of extrinsic evidence, the nature of'subrogation nnd the California case of In re 

Professional Satellite and Communioot:ions LLC, 2017 WL 4286995 SD Cal Sept 27 

2017 IDN2/891. 

510. The areas of disagreement in relation to extrinsic evidence relate to the parol evidence 

rule are, in summary, as follows: 

(I) Judge Gropper's opinion (Gropper Report, [39], [42]-[461) [D/Vl/lJ is that tbe 

rule has frequently been modified by the New York courts, and does not bar 

evidence as to what was within the contemplation of the pllrties as to the scope of 

the release. Further, whether or not the contract is ambiguous, the rule does not 

bar evidence of th.e ~es• "practical construction" of the agreement, which has 

been held to be "compelling tNidence" of the parties' intent The parties 

subsequent conduct bas frcquenll y been held lo be good evidence of their original 

oontemplation as to the scope of the release (Gropper Report, [25]-[26], 1[39]) 

[D/Vl /1] . 

(2) Judge Smith's opinion (Smith Report, [33)) IOIVl/2J is tbat the parol evidence 

rule applies as much to releases as it does to other contracts. Further, the parol 

evidence rule is a bar to evidence of post-transaction events. The parties' practical 

construction is only considered where an agreement is found to be ambiguous-
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j 11. As set out below, nnd given the volume of evidence, this is not an issue which the Conn. 

need~ to consider or determine. Either Section R,02 is clear and unambiguous - in which 

case, evidence of subsequent conduct is irrelevant any way - or is it unclear and 

ambiguous - in which case evidence of subsequent conduct will be of possible relevance 

and assisiance to the Court. A debate about whether extrinsic evidence is admissible 

wberc a provision is clear and unequivocal is ultimately an arid one tha\ is ofncndcmic 

interc-st only. 

512. ln relation to subrogation. in sumtnary, 

Sl3. 

(1) Tn Judge Gropper's view (C'rropper Report, [49]-[50]) [D/Vl/11, clai.ms based on 

rights of S"ubrogation are not undcr, New York law similar tO after-acquired clairnS 

bccnuse they are contingent and Wlliquidatcd but held by the rclcasor nt the date 

of the release. 

(2) Judge Smith's view (Smith Report, [51]) [DNI/2) is that rights of subrogation are 

comparable to after-acquired claims bec.iu:ce they have not matured or accrued at 

the date of the release. 

In relation to In re Professional Satellite, which is the only case ,at aU cited by Deutsche 

Bank for the proposition that a release can be extended to include after-acquired claims; 

(l) 

(2) 

1n JudgcGropper' s opinion (Gropper Report, [55]) [DNl/11, the facts of the case 

demonstrate that the commercial purpose of the relevan.t settlement could have 

been fulfilled only by a finding lhat an after-acquired claim had been released. 

'!'he. case (wbich is California decision that has never been cited in New York) 

was very obviously decided on special facts that are of no application in the 

current CA$e. 

ln Judge Smitb's view (Smith Report, (43)-[45]) [D/Vl/21, while not bind.mg on 

the New York courts, the dec.ision is wcU reasoned and would be accepted by a 

court applying New York law. 

514. These further issues will be matters for cross-examination at •trial 
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Ordinary meaning: the PLC Sub-Debt bas not been released 

LBHI Position 

515. LBHl's position is clearly slated al Joint PP, (35)-(40] [AffS/81-8S) and Reply PP, (59)

(64] (A/J'I0/206-2111. 

516. In relation to the ordinary meaning of the agreement: 

"' 

(I) The Recitals to the Settlement Agreement very clearly delineate the scope of the 

compromise contemplated by it. The parties intended to compromise "all disputes 

and all other outstamling issues" based on the proofs of debt and other 

correspondence exchanged between the Debtors and the UK Affiliates. The 

Recitals do not contemplate the release of after-acquired claims. 

(2) The release of the PLC Sub-Debt was {very clearly) not in the contemplation of 

the parties at the time of the Settlement Agreement (Mangini v McClurg 24 NY 

2d 556) ; Consolidated Edison Inc v Northeast Utilities, 332F Supp 2d 639). The 

meaning and the coverage of a general release depend upon the controversy being 

settled and the purpose of the release qn re Mercer. supra). The Court of Appeals 

of New York has cautioned that a release should not be read to cover the claims 

which the parties clearly did not intend to waive (Lucent Technologies, supra). 

The purpose of the Settlement Agreement was to deal with extant and 

"outstanding claims",338 not after-acquired claims, and the parties to it clearly did 

not intend to waive after-acquired claims acquired many years later from third 

parties. 

(3) 

(4) 

At the Effective Date of 6 March 2012, the PLC Sub-Debt was held by the 

original lender, LBUKH. Both LBUKH and PLC are UK Affiliates for the 

purposes of the Settlement Agreement. The Recitals do not contemplate the 

release by one UK Affiliate of claims against another UK Affiliate i.e. they do not 

contemplate the release of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

The Settlement Agreement does not refer to the release of after-acquired claims. 

Indeed, key provisions suggest the reverse. Section 4.04(b) ("no Affiliate 

Similarly, in In re Mercer. the Coun relied on express language in the release that it purponcd to 
·•resolve wry and all claims and disputes raised or which could have been raised by the parties•· 
(Gropper Rcpon, (30)): however, that referred to extant claims, not after-acquired claims. 
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may ... ossign ...... any of the claims ..... that ore released hereunder") envisages 

that claims being released are ones held by the parties at the Effective Date; and 

Section 5.04(a) ("Each Debtor (i) owns oil claims it may hove against any UK 

Affiliate, including oil claims released hereunder") also envisages that the only 

claims being released arc ones that arc held at the Effective Date. Both clauses 

offer very strong support for LBHl's construction. As Judge Gropper states, these 

representations would have essentially been false if LBUKH's transfer of the 

claim against PLC resulted in a retroactive release (Gropper Report, [43]). 

517. In relation to the commercial purpose of the releases in the Settlement Agreement, their 

purpose was for the Debtors to release the UK Affiliates; and for the UK Affiliates to 

release the Debtors. The objective aim of the Settlement Agreement was not for the UK 

Affiliates to release other UK Affiliates. 

Deutsche Bank Position 

518. 

519. 

Deutsche Bank's position is set out at DB PP, [26]-[32]. 

Remarkably, Deutsche Bank raised its release argument for the first time approximately I 

month before the issue of the PLC Application. The construction advanced is plainly at 

odds with the intention and purpose of the Settlement Agreement, and is obviously 

absurd. It should be dismissed in short order. 

520. Deutsche Bank is arguing in substance that a circa USS2 billion claim was forfeited 

merely because it was assigned to another party. Such a release would effectively amount 

to a waiver for no economic value, which would be very unusual (Geraghty 2, (521). 

Under New York law a contract should be inte,preted to avoid unfair or anomalous 

consequences (Joint Report, [11]; Gropper Report, (40), [54)); and New York law abhors 

a forfeiture (Gropper Repon, [40]). It is inconceivable that sophisticated parties advised 

by lawyers would have bargained away a US$2 billion claim without any monetary 

consideration (Consolidated Edison, supra). 

521. Deutsche Bank's textual argument is largely based on two points. 

522. First, Deutsche Bank relies on the apparent breadth of the expression "oil Causes of 

actio11 .... whether.... accrued or unaccrued, foreseen or u1!foresee11, foreseeable or 

unforeseeable, known or unknown, matured or rmmatured, fu:ed or contingent ..... in each 
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case, that arise from, ore based on, connected with, alleged in or related to any facts or 

circumstances in existence prior to the date hereof' (emphasis added). 

523. It argues that ·•any claim ill respect of the PLC Sub-Debt arises from, is based 011, 

connected with, alleged in or related to facts or circumstances in existence prior to the 

date of the Settlement Agreement because such claims arise from sums advanced to PLC 

prior to the Settlement Agreement under facility agreements entered into prior to the 

Settlement Agreemenf' (DB PP, [31.21) (emphasis added). 

524. This is misconceived.: 

(I) The Recitals state at most that the settlement was designed to "resolve all di.rputes 

and all other outstanding issues" among the Debtors and the UK Affiliates 

(Gropper Report, [311). 

(2) Unknown, unforeseen and unforeseeable claims are claims that the rcleasor 

(3) 

nni::~P..::..::Pi.:: !:lit thP tim.P thP rPIPi:.~P i~ P.VP('111M hut nfwhirh hP i~ 11n~U1!llrP ThP~P ~rP y..,.,.,,....,u..,., ,.., •u• ua.u .... u.a• ""'""""'"'"' • .,,.. ... ..,,... • ..," v .... , ...,._ • •a.<>.a.¥u ..,...., .av ,... ... ,.. •• ...,...,. 

not the same as after-acquired claims, which are not even held by the releasor at 

the time of the release (Gropper Report., [31 ]). 

A pa.rty can only release claims that it has the power to release, and even the 

broadest release does not release a claim belonging to another person (Gropper 

Report, f42l). 

525. Second, Deu1sche Bank contends that (a) where particular claims are not explic itly carved 

out of a general release, they wi.11 be deemed to be included in it (DB PP, (27.3]; Smith 

Report, [38]); and (b) the PLC Sub-Debts arc not expressly carved out of the release in 

the words "except with respect to (1) tire Allowed Claims a11d Jhe Admilled Claims 011d 

any rights and distribution entitlements in respect thereof. (2) the agreemems, promise, 

settlements. representations and warranlies set for in the Agreement. (3) the performance 

of the obligations set forth herein and (4) the Excluded Items". 

526. Again, this is misconceived: 

(I) This is an overly broad statement of the law (Gropper Report, [321-(331). In fact, 

none of the cases relied upon by Deutsche Bank suppon this as an invariable rule; 

and none of them concern after-acquired claims. 
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(2) 

(3) 

The main decision relied upon (Hack v United Capital Corp 247 AD 2d 300) did 

observe that generally releases can be construed broadly to cover "all" claims: 

critically, though, the decision cited Mangini y McC!urg (see above) for the 

proposition that a release can be avoided if it "does not represent the intenl of the 

parties"; and, even more significantly, the Court noted that a release ordinarily 

covers claims or causes of action "arising prwr to its execution" (emphasis 

added). 

Accordingly, very limited weight is to be attributed to the fact that after-acquired 

claims are not expressly carved out in Section 8.02. The absence of a carve-out in 

relation to after-acquired claims does not mean tbey were implicitly included in 

the release; rather that they fonncd no part of its purpose whatsoever, fell outside 

its scope, and did not need to be cruved out. 

527. Deutsche Baolc makes several other textual points. which are again wrong: see Reply PP, 

(62]. 

( I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Deutsche Bank says that the "occurrence of tlte Effective Date took place 011 6 

March ZO 12" and that this was a condition precedent to the release which has 

been satisfied DB PP, (31.1]. The wording militates against Deutsche Bank's 

position. It indicates that the release took effect "Upon" the Effcc-tivc Date and 

extended only to Causes of Action held by the Debtors on the Effective Date 

(Deutsche Bank omits the word "Upon"). The wording is not a condition 

precedent. 

Deutsche Bank says that the PLC Sub-Debt arises from ''facts or circumstances iii 

existence" prior to the date of tbe Settlement Agreement i.e. the sums advanced 

under the PLC Sub-Debt were first advanced in 2004. This misconstrues the 

phrase 'facts or circumstances in existence". There was no factual or legal nexus 

between LBHI and PLC witb respect to the PLC Sub-Debt before the Settlement 

Agreement, and therefore no Cause of Action between them with respect to the 

PLC Sub-Debt that eould be the subject matter of the Settlement Agreement. 

Deutsche Bank says that there is no temporal restriction in Section 8.02. Th.is puts 

the cart before the horse. The issue is not whether after-acquired claims are 

excluded from the scope of Section 8.02; but whether the ambit of the Section 
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(4) 

8.02 release extends to claims acquired by the Debtor more than 5 years after the 

Effective Date. 

Deutsche Banlc says that by Section 8.02(iii) LBHI ag,eed that the Causes of 

Action released included "claims based on an assened righl of subrogation ..... 

based upon any guarantee or similar document by LHBI"; that this refers to 

Causes of Action that LBHI could acquire by subrogation only after the date of 

the Settlement Agreement; and that this shows that Section 8.02 is concerned with 

after-acquired claims. This is factually and legally wrong. These claims were not 

acquired by LBHI after the Effective Date, they were the legal incidents of 

guarantees issued, or allegedly issued, by LBHJ prior to the Effective Date of the 

Settlement Agreement ("the LBHl Guarantees"). Under US bankruptcy law, 

Guarantee Rights and Obligations are not considered to be future-acquired claims 

(Gropper Report, [501). They exist at the time the release is given. 

528. Finally, Deutsche Bank relies upon Re Professional Satellite, the California case which 

held that a release had the effect of releasing a claim subsequently assigned to the 

releasing parry. 

529. In that case, there were two claims against the company ("Claim 41" and "Claim 50"). 

Both were covered by the relevant Settlement Agreement. The Settlement Agreement 

provided that to the extent one debtor, Schiff, made a payment on Claim 50 it would 

result in a credit in relation to Claim 41. Separately, Claim 41 was assigned to Schiff. 

Thus, if Claim 41 had not been released, Schiff would be entitled to claim the credit 

resulting from Scbifrs payment on Claim 50. It was held that the release included Claim 

41 in Scbifrs hands. Otherwise Schiff would have recovered the benefit of payments it 

made under the Settlement Agreement. 

530. LBHl's position is as follows (Gropper Report, [551): 

(I) The Bankruptcy Court found (page 4) that the eredil!Jr's "attempt 10 back door 

claim against {the debtor] by subsequently acquiriifg from [a co-obligor] its 

proof af claim [] against [the debtor] (for no mone1a.-y consideration) is, in the 

Court ·s view, a violation of the spirit of the SA {S"'1leme111 Agreement]. As tire 

parties agreed in the SA, the only possible avenue for the {creditor} to retain a 

claim against [the debtor] was for {the creditor] to have paid {its co-obligor's] 
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claim and then make a claim against {the debtar]for the aliquot portion". It did 

not do so and was deemed to have released the claim. 

(2) The case was decided on its own, very special facts. 

(3) The case is of no application in the current context (which does not involve 

evidence of duplicitous conduct in relation to the assignment o f claims) and does 

not assist. 

531. Deutsche Bank does not seriously address the issue of the commercial absurdity of the 

construction it advances. lts only argument appears to be tbat the non-release of the PLC 

Sub-Debt would undermine the fundamental commercial purpose of the Settlement 

Agreement by leaving in place a substantial inter-company liability between LBHI and 

PLC (DB PP, (32.2] (A/T8/l38-9)). That is simply wrong. The Recitals to the Settlement 

Agreement (and Geraghty 2) show that the purpose of the agreement was to compromise 

claims between the Debtors and the UK Affi liates that were "outs/anding" at the date of 

the agreement; not to release after-acquired claims of LBHl obtained from the UK 

Affiliates some 5 years later through a series of assignments (Geraghty 2, [53]-[58] 

[Cfr7/100-I ). Further, a number of LBHI's claims were not released, as set out in 

Schedule 10, including a claim by LBHI against PLC for $63,893,551 (Joint PP, at 

[39.4]). 

Conclusions 

532. LBHJ's interpretation is plainly preferable as a matter of the ordinary meauing of the 

words (taking account also of commercial considerations). 

533. Further and in any event, Article 25 of the Settlement Agreement contains a "no third

party beneficiary clause" excluding any third-party rights under the Settlement 

Agreement. Deutsche Bank's arguments as a matter of New York law amount to a third 

party seeking to enforce a release under the Settlement Agreement for its own benefit: 

and are therefore in contravention of Article 25. 

Settlement Agreement: Subsequent Conduct 

534. Both LBHl and Deutsche Bank seek to rely upon the subsequent conduct of the parties in 

connection with the Release Issue. 
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535. .However, Deutsche Bank seeks to do so hoving now withdrawn the only witness evidence 

in support of its case i.e. Sutton 2. Havin.g done so, it is unulear how Deut5che Bank 01111 

continue to advance this argument at all. 

536. The PLC Sub-Debt was assigned to LBHI in 2011, over 5 years after the Settlement 

Agreement became effective. Et was lr"d.DSferred initially from LBUKH to LBLIS; th~n 

from LBLlS to LBDI; and from LBDI to LBHI (Geraghty 2, (53]-[58]). The Notice of 

Assignment was signed by Ms Bruce on behalf of the PLC Joint Administrators. She 

acknowledged the assignment and agreed that aJI dividends and/or payments due to LBDT 

in respect of the PLC Sub-Debt would be paid directly to LBW. 

537. Tn any even~ Deutsche Bank' s new "Relea.~ Argument" runs directly contrary to the 

actual treatment of after-acquired claims as between LBHl and the UK Affiliates. 

538. LBID relies on a Claims Schedule which shows- that claims against the UK Affiliates with 

a nominal v·ofoe of £4.2 billion and €180 million hove been assigned to LBID since the 

Settlement Agreement. By poyi~ distributions. of approximately £955 million and €"72 

million on the claims posMransfor. the UK Affiliates have demonstrated by their conduct 

that lite claims were not released upon the transfer to LBlll (Geraghty 2, [ 61] 

[ctr7/101I). 

539. The evidence from the Claims Schedule - a few examples of which are set out below -

points overwbel.o,i11gly to the conclus.ion that the Settleruent Agreewent docs uot release 

after-acquired claims. 

After-Acquired LBIB Claims 

540. LBm has acquired claims against LBIB after the date of the Settlement Agreement with a 

total notional value of £568 million ("the After-Acquired LBIE Oaims") (Geraghty 2, 

[63J-[66] [C/f7/102-JI). The original owners of these claims were third party creditors 

and UK Affiliates. The LBill Scheme was sanctioned in June 20 I 8. LBHI was permitted 

by the LBIE administmtors to vote in relation to the After-Acquired LBIB Claims, ond 

they were ultimntely _paid out nnd compromised under the .LBlE Scheme, with LBlil 

receiving distributions in re,'J)ect of statutory interest of approximately £249 million. 

54 I. DeutSllhe Bank raised certain objections to the Ll3IB Scheme but did not argue that 

LBID's claims bad been released under the Settlement Agreement nor that such a release 

should prevent LBl:Il from Voting in favour of the scheme. Further, none of the parties to 
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the Settlement Agreement argued that the After-Acquired LBIE Claims had been released 

and the claims have now all been paid in full. 

LBHI2Loan 

542. On 16 September 2016 LBHI as borrower entered into a term loan facility agreement with 

LBHI2 Financing Limited (a wholly owned subsidiary of LBHI2) as lender ("the LBHl2 

Loan") (Geraghty 2, [67)-[69) (Cff7/103-4)). LBHI assigned a number of the After

Acquired LBIE C laims to LBHI2 Financing Limited by way of security. with admitted 

total notional value of approximately £250 million. If LBHI2 Financing Limited or the 

LBHI2 administrators had considered them to be released, they would have had no value 

as security. Further, the LBIE Joint Administrators acknowledged the assignment and 

reassignment of these claims. This shows that they did not consider them to have been 

released when originally transferred to LBHL 

LBL Claims 

543. LBHI has acquired claims held by the third parties against LBL (another UK Affiliate) 

after the date of the Settlement Agreement: for example, in 20 I 7 LBHI acquired certain 

claims held by a third party against LBL ("the LBL Claim s") (Geraghty 2, (70] 

(Cff7/1041). 

544. In February 2017, Mike Jervis, on behalf of the joint administrators of LBL ("the LBL 

Joint Administrators") acknowledged the assignment to LBHI and agreed to admit the 

claims against LBL (Geraghty 2, [71)-[73] (Cff7/104)). The LBL Joint Administrators 

have not suggested that these claims have been released on assignment to LBHI. On 6 

August 2018 Sidley (for Deutsche Bank) wrote to Dechert (for the LBL Joint 

Administrators) stating that the LBL Claims must have been released under the 

Settlement Agreement. Dechert responded on 6 September: "our clients have admitted 

and poid distributions ... in full knowledge of the Selllement Agreement .... it is evide111 from 

that conduct that tire LBL Joint Administrators did not consider the Se11/ement Agreement 

to have relea.,ed such claim.,". 

545. LBHI has received distributions of approximately £100 million in respect of the LBL 

Claims (Geraghty 2, [74) (C/T'7/105)). 
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Subsequent c~nduct: the PLC Sub-Debt has not been released 

546. There is a wwute between the experts about whether evideoce of subsequent conduct is 

admissilile in all circumstances (i.e. irrespective of ambiguity). However, as e,.plallied 

ahove, this is an academic debate the Court does oot need to resolve. This .is ~cause: 

(I) 

(2) 

l.F the clnuse i1; olea.r and unoquivooal, the Court does not need to refer to evideocc 

of subsequent conduct in any event. 

IJ the clousc is unclear and equivocal. is it common gn;mnd that the Court can 

consider extrinsic evidence as part of its "practical construction". 

547. The subsequent conduct of the parties is clear and unequivocal and overwhelmingly 

favours the LBHI oonstruction i.e. that Section 8.02 does not release aller-aoquired 

claims. 

548. Deutsche Bank advances two further arguments (DB PP, (32.3] (A/TS/1391). 

549, The fullt of these is a settlement agreement between, amongst others, LBIB and LBHJ 

dated 10 October 2014 ( .. the STG Agreement")m. Clause 5.1 provides that each 

"Agreed Proof Creditor's Admitted Claim is ai,-signed to UH{l'' subject to the. provi~o 

that "any releases in the 2011 Settlement Agreement shall not apply to the Agreed Proof 

Creditors' Admitted Clauns•v•u. The point advanced is that this is consistent with LBHI 

practically con.struing Section 8,02 as applying to after-acquired claims. Tb.is is iocorrect: 

m , .. 

(I) John Keen (w.bo negotiated the STG Agreemeot for LBHJ) docs not recall any of 

the parties to the agreement asserting that, in the absence of the words in Clause 

S.J. the claims would be released (Geraghty 2, (77J (C/f7/10SI). 

(2) 

(3) 

These words were "belt 11tJd braces" rather than reflective of a practical 

coustructioo by LBHJ, 

The STG Agreeme01 did 001 form part of the same transaction and is therefore 

inadmissible and/or irrelevant as a matter of New York law (Gropper Report, 

[57J). 

[PN9/4886-4949J. 
[PN9/4900l, 
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550. The second of these is the settlement agreement between, amongst others, LBHI, the 

same "Debtors" under the Settlement Agreement and Deutsche Bundesbank dated 11 

October 201 I ("the DBB Agreemeot'')341
• The DBB Agreement expressly excluded 

''future assigned" claims from the scope of the release. The point advanced is this 

exclusion must show that, where LBHI intended that a release did not apply to future 

assigned claims, that intention was expressly recorded in an agreement. This analysis 

suffers from several obvious deficiencies (not least that the DBB Agreement pre-dates the 

Settlement Agreement, and so is not evidence of subseque11t conduct at all): 

(I) 

(2) 

The DBB Agreement was negotiated between different panies, in a different 

situation, and is therefore inadmissible. It did not form pan of the same 

transaction, and therefore a New York court would conclude that the ORB 

Agreement is inadmissiblc/irrelevanl as a matter of New York law (Gropper 

Report, [571). 

The exclusion of Acquired Other Creditor Claims from the release in Clause 7 .2 

of the DBB Agreement merely reflects that the acquisition of future claims by 

Deutsche Bundesbank was a matter the panics to that particular agreement chose 

to address expressly (Geraghty 2, (79] (C/f7/l 061). 

551. The two points advanced by Deutsche Bank are, at best, "isolated, inconsiste11t and 

equivocaf', and therefore do not qualify as practical construction (see Joint Report, [20]). 

Conclusjons 

552. This is a straightforward point, and the ordinary meaning of Section 8.02 and commercial 

considerations militate in favour of LBHI' s construction. However, to the extent the 

Court wishes to consider the further issue of subsequent conduct, the evidence of the 

subsequent conduct of the parties to the Settlement Agreement clearly and unequivocally 

shows that there was no intention to release after-acquired claims under the Settlement 

Agreement. 

Deuucbe Ban.k's Alternative Argument 

553. If (as LBHI contends is self-evident) Deutsche Bank is wrong about the Settlement 

Agreement, Deutsche Bank advances a further, alternative argument, that LBHl's claims 

,., 
IFN7/3714-37391. 
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under the PLC Sub-Debt hove in any event been released in-part (ifnot in full) as c result 

of the LBlil Guarantees: sec DB PP, [33) [AffR/140-1) ('"the A.ltu native Rele.se 

Argument''). 

554. Tho Alternative Release Argument from Deutsche Bank appears to run as follows: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Under Section 2.04 of the Settlement Agreement, LBill aliowed II claim under the 

LBHI Guarantees by LBUKH, as original lender of the PLC Sub-Debt ("tbe 

LBUKH Allowed Claim''). 

LDHI hw; made distributions ·under the Ll3UKH Allowed C laim in the swn of 

over $216 million. 

The effect of such payment was to release or otherwise diminish the amount of 

any claim that LBHl can as.~ert as the assignee o( LBUKH under the PLC Sub

Debt (purporting to draw support from Re Blakeley ( I 892) 9 Morr 173; ~ 

Amalgamated lnvcsllllcnt and Property Co Ltd [ 1985) Ch 349). 

Any seoond.azy claim lhllt LBHI may otherwise have against PLC by way of 

subrogatioo is released by Section 8.02(iii) of the Settlement AgreerncnL 

Applicable Legal Principles 

555. The starting point is the well-estal>lishcd principle thac II creditor is entitled to prove for 

the full amount of its debt in the insolvency ofthe debtor, uotwith~tandiqg that payments 

have been made by a surety in respect of such claim ( unless and un.til the creditor has 

been paid i.n full)-

556. This principle is derived from the case of Re Sass [ 1896] 2 QB 12. In Re Sass: 

(I) A surety guaranteed a bank the payment of all sums of money owed by the bank's 

customer (~S") - being £75S - albeit the recoveries wero oot to exceed £300. S 

became bankrupt. The surety paid the bank £300 under the gwmmtee. The bank 

claimed to prove in the bankruptcy for the entin: £755. The trustee rejected the 

proof of debt (on the basis that it should be reduced by the amount received from 

the surety). 

(2) The Court (Vaughm Wuliams J) concluded that the trustee W"JS wrong ,o do so. 

In doing so, it reasoned that: on the construction oftbe gullilllltce, the surety was 
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surety for the whole of the debt; the right of subrogation only arises where the 

surety has paid the whole the debt; as the surety had only paid part of the debt, he 

had no right to prove in priority to the bank; and the debtor's liability remained 

unaffected by the arrangement between the bank and the surety, so that the bank 

could prove against the debtor for the whole amount. 

557. This principle has been restated and followed many times. For example: 

(I) In Ulster Bank v Lambe [1966) NI 161, Lowry J said that: 

"The true principle is that wltere tlte entire debt is guaranteed, with or without 

limit, the creditor can sue the principal debtor, or claim in his bankmptcy, fo r the 

full amount of the debt, despite any payments on Joor of a guarantee, whether they 

are made before or after the principal debror 's bankruptcy, provided these 

payments in the aggregate fall short of the full amount of the debt". 

(2) ln Sugar Hut Brentwood Ltd v Norcross [2008] EWHC 2634 (Ch) Kitchin J said 

that: 

"Finally, where a guarantor guarantees the whole of the principal debt as 

opposed to par/, but his liability is limited to a maximum amount and he pays that 

maximum amount, then the creditor is entitled to prove for the fall amount of the 

debt in the principal's insolvency and the guarantor may not prove in the 

insolvency for the amount he has paid until the creditor has been paid tire entirety 

of the debt: Ill re Sass fl 896] 2 QB 12. This principle is expressly reflected in the 

terms oftlte guarantees to which I have referred". 

558. See also The Law of Guarantees {Millett & Andrews 7,i, edition, 13-007): 

" ... where the principal is insolvent and the surety makes a part payment to the 

creditor before the creditor has been paid a dividend, the rule is that the surety 

has no right to prove and the creditor does not hove to give credit by reducing his 

proof by the amount received from the surety. so long as the creditor does 11ot 

receive more than 100 pence in the pound ....... The basis of the rule is that the 

surety has undertaken to be responsible for the ji1/l sum guaranteed, including 

whatever may remain due to the creditor after receipt of dividends i11 the 

pri11cipa/'s insolvency and cannot prove (or more correctly, receive a dividend) in 
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competition with the creditor for a right of illdemnity. Since the creditor is himself 

entitled to prove for the whole amount without giving credit for sums received 

from the surety, the rule against double proof will, upoll the creditor proving for 

the fall amount of the debt, preclude the surety from providing .... in relation to the 

part paid'', 

559. The case has also been cited without criticism in (amongst others): Barclays Bank Ltd v 

TOSO Trust Fund Ltd [1984] AC 626 (HL); In re MF Global UK Ltd fin special 

administration) {No 4) v Attestor Value Master Fund LP (2013] EWHC 2256 (Ch). 

560. The principle remains good law. 

Application of Re Sass 

561 . The correct ana lysis, applying the principle is Re Sass, is therefore as follows: 

(I) The LBIII Guarantees were for the full amount of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Prior to the assignment, LBUKH would still have had the right to prove against 

PLC for the full amount of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

After the assignment, LBHI has the right to prove against PLC for the full amount 

of the PLC Sub-Debt. 

However, the rule against double proof prevents LBHI from submitting a proof 

for the full amount of the PLC Sub-Debt and for the amount paid to LBUK.li 

under the LBHl Guarantees. 

Deutsche Bank Position 

562. Deutsche Bank argues that the effect of the payment ofS216 million to LBUKH was 

to release or otherwise diminish the amount of any primary claim that may be asserted 

by LBHI as assignee of LBUKH under the PLC Sub-Debt. It does not cite the 

decision in Re Sass (or seek to argue that it does not apply): instead, it relies on two 

further cases: Re Blakeley (I 892) 9 Morr 173; and Re Amalgamated and Property Co 

Ltd ( 1985] Ch 349. 
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563. These cases are authority for the proposition that (a) a creditor has a right to prove against 

both a surety and the principal debtor and (b) a proof in the s urety's estate is reduced by 

any receipts or dividends from the priocipal's estate prior to but not after proof. 

564. In Re Blakeley O 892) 9 Morr 173 (decided 4 years before Re Sass, by a panel including 

Vaughan Williams J), the Court considered the effects of the bankruptcy of a surety 

(rather than the principal debtor). It found that: 

(I) Where a creditor proved against a bankrupt surety, if prior to proof the creditor 

has received part payment, the creditor wiU have to deduct the amount paid. 

(2) Where a creditor proved against a bankrupt surety, if ofter proof the creditor has 

received part payment, the creditor will not have to deduct the amount paid. 

565. The principle in Re Blakeley was upheld in Re Amalgamated and Property Co Ltd [1985] 

Ch 349, 385G (Vinclon J): "grave injustices might therefore result in tltis and possibly 

1"111,o,- ,..,ub<' ho tlu, nllbNtt i,u, ;,., ,1,,, nrn,-.fiPt:> l"lr ,lbA11,-.fin& r'lnlu c.-un,e,, ,-o,-.oiut>A nrtrl vu,,._, ..,_.,....,., .,,..,. ...-,,..,, .,..,v,, u , "'" y• ,.."'' '"'"''.., .. ...,.,._..,.,, , .O, v•; ..,,,.,,_, , ..,.~..,, r.,..., ...,,, .. 

dividends declared before a proof is submitted''. 

566. The position in the current case is plainly distinguishable. LBHl is seeking to prove in 

respect of a debt claim against the principal debtor (rather than the surety), in 

circumstances where the assignor (LBUKH) has previously received certain payments 

from LBHI in its capacity as guarantor. lo this regard, the cases relied upon by Deutsche 

Bank do not assist, insofar as they concern claims against sureties (rather than principal 

debtors) so that the question of whe11 the holder of the PLC Sub-Debt submitted its proof 

of debt is irrelevant. 

567. Further, Deutsche Bank contends that any secondary claim LBm may have against PLC 

by subrogation by reason of its payments under the LBHI Guarantees has been expressly 

released by Section 8.02(iii) of the Settlement Agreement. That is correct : but LB Hi's 

claim against PLC is based on the PLC Sub-Debt (the primary claims) and not any right 

arising in connection with the LBHI Guarantees. This point is therefore misconceived. 
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Deutsche Bank's Further Alternative Argument 

568. Finally, Deutsche Bank contends in the further alternative (DB PP, [3'.l.6] (AffS/140-1)) 

that pursuant to Paragraph 7(f) of the PLC Sub-Debt3~2, the proceeds of the enforcement 

of any guarantee of the PLC Sub-Debt are held on trust for PLC such that "LBHI's claims 

under the PLC Sub-Debt therefore fall to be reduced by the amounts that are or should be 

held on trust for PLC' . 

569. The position is highly unsatisfactory: 

(I) The argument is wholly unparticularised and unsupported by authority. 

(2) 

(3) 

This undcnnincs the very purpose of the position paper procedure i.e. that the 

parties identify and describe (in outline at least) the arguments that they will 

advance at trial and provide the other parties with proper notice thereof. 

LBI-II (which already bas to reply to numerous arguments advanced by three 

parties in the litigation) will be seriously prejudiced by having to address this 

further argument (of which it has not had sufficient notice) at trial. 

570. LBHl will make further submissions in relation to this further alternative argument once 

it has had sight of Deutsche Bank's skeleton argument. 

571. However, if and to the extent that Deutsche Bank chooses not to advance the point in its 

skeleton argument, LBm reserves the r ight to argue that Deutsche Bank is estopped from 

advancing this point in any subsequent proceedings on the grounds that to do so would be 

an abuse of process (as per the rule io Henderson y Henderson ( 1843) 3 Hare 100). 

K. THE DISCOUNTING ISSUE 

572. The Discounting Issue is as follows: 

,., 

"Within the administration of PLC, whether or 1101 the quantum of PLC's liability under 

the PLC Sub-Notes for distribution purposes falls to be discounted under Rule 14.44 of 

the Insolvency (E11gland and Wales) Rules 2016, or by reference to some other method 

and ifso which method". 

This provides. that from the Effective Date the Lender shall not ••rake or enforce security, guarantee or 
r'ndemnity from a,ry person for all or any part of the Subordinaced Liabi/i/,',s, and the Lender shall. 
upon obtaining or e11forci11g any security, guarantee or indemnity 11otwithstandfog this undertaking. 
hold the same (and the proceeds thereof) on trust for the Borrower". 
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573. LBHl's position (Joint PP, (45) [AffS/87]) is that the quantum of PLC's liability under 

the PLC Sub-Notes for distribution purposes falls to be discounted under Rule 14.44 of 

the 2016 Rules. 

574. Deutsche Bank's primary position (DB PP, [54) (A/f81147I) is that the quantum of 

PLC's liability under the PLC Sub-Notes for distribution purposes does not fall to be 

discounted under Rule 14.44 of the 2016 Rules, or otherwise, because PLC's liability is 

not, or should not be treated as, a future debt. 

575. Alternatively, Deutsche Bank's position (DB PP, [55] [A/IS/1471) is that: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

In any event, PLC's liability under the PLC Sub-Notes, even if a future debt, is a 

non-provable debt, and therefore Rule 14.44 of the Rules is ofno application; 

To the extent that PLC's liability under the PLC Sub-Notes is non-provable, it is 

either incapable of being subjected to a discount. alternatively can only be 

,ijr;::,,.n11ntM gif 9n AnnrnnriAfP l'nrt\nH'!rriAI rAtP /hi,;,,ino thP J:.'iYM!J:i'ln9tino 1 'ii-VP9r -Lv ,.....,..,. .. ~.....,. "•-·• "'YY•...,y••-•"" ... v.-....u•.a.,..•v•--• .... ,.., \"'"'••.,;, u,ov ,. -., • ..,w.-. -. ... uu.ue, • .., J ,..,... .. 

Swap Rate, currently I .0016% per annum); and 

If PLC's liability under the PLC Sub-Notes is treated as a future debt or liability 

for distribution purposes and subject to discounting (whether as a provable or 

non-provable debt or liability), PLC's liability for future interest in respect of the 

PLC Sub-Notes should also be admitted or accepted for distribution purposes, and 

subject lo discounting in the same way (whether as a provable or non-provable 

debt or liability). 

Rule 14.44 of the 20 16 Rules 

576. Rule 14.44 of the 2016 Rules ( .. Debt payable at future time") provides as follows: 

14.44(1): Where a creditor has proved for a debt of which payment is 1101 due al the 

date of the dee/oration of a dividend, the credilor is entitled to the dividend 

equally wilh a/her credilars, but subjecJ as follows. 

14.44(2): Far 1he purpose of dividend (and 110 other purpose) the amount of lhe 

creditor's admitted proof must be disco1111ted by applying the following 

formula -X/1.05" 
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where- (a) ''X" is the value of the admitted proof; and (b) "n" is the period 

beginning with the relevant dale and ending with 1he date on which 1he 

payment of the creditor's debt would otherwise be due, expressed in years 

(port of the year beinR expressed as a decimal fraction of a year)." 

577. The rationale for the discounting of future debts was described by David Richards J in 

Waterfall J at (77]: 

" ...... the contractual right of a creditor with a future debt is lo payment on that due date, 

b111 not before ii. In order 10 bring administrations and liquidatiolls to a conclusion as 

quickly as practicable, furure debts are discounted. The creditor receives the full present 

val11e of 1he debt, calculated as provided by the Insolvency Rules. The comractuol rights 

of {contingelll and} future creditors ore clearly compromised by the insolvency process 

but their claims are.for the reasons I have given, properly regarded as paid in full." 

Mandatory Application of Rule 14.44 

578. The starting point is Lord Sumption's statement in Waterfall I (at (194)) that "it is 

axiomatic that where the Insolvency Rules deal expressly with some matter ill one way, it 

is not open to the courts to deal with ii in a different and inconsistent way". 

579. The PLC Sub-Notes are provable future debts and fall within Rule 14.44 of the 2016 

Rules (Joint PP, [441-[46] (AffS/87-901). 

580. First, to faU within Rule 14.44 the debt must be a debt for which payment is not due al the 

date of the declaration ofa dividend. In relation to this: 

(I) In the present case, payment on the PLC Sub-Notes will fall due on their 

"Maturity Date" and not be due until 2035 and 2036, respectively. 

(2) 

(3) 

The PLC Sub-Notes are provable debts (as to which, see below). 

On any view therefore, the PLC Sub-Notes fall within Rule 14.44. 

581. Second, debts payable at a future time "must be discounted'' by applying the formula in 

Rule 14.44. fn relation to this: 

(I) The discounting rule is mandatory. 
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(2) Where the 2016 Rules expressly deal with some matter in one way, it is not open 

to the courts to deal with that matter in a different and inconsistent way. 

Application of Rule 14.44: t he PLC Sub-Notes are Provable D ebts 

582. GPI 's claims under the PLC Sub-Notes are provable debts under Rules 14.1 and 14.2 of 

the 2016 Rules. 

583. Rule 14.1(3) provides that a "debf' in relation to an adminislJ1!tion means, amongst other 

things, "any debt or liability lo which the company may become subject after the relevant 

date by reason of any obligation incurred before that dote". Ruic 14.1(5) provides that for 

the purposes of references to "debt or liability" it is immaterial whether the debt or 

liability is present or future. 

584. Rule 14.2(1) of tbe 2016 Rules provides that "all clainLs by crediwrs except as provided 

in this rule, are provable as debts against tile company... whether they are present or 

futu,-b l"bYlrtin I'\,.. Pl'\nli"&nnt h<'t"b.,lninb,I F>r (Y'U1ru-lin& ,...,,/u in An,.,n&n<'" .l " ""' t ...,_,, ,,...,., .,., "',.., ... ,t,"•••uo, .. .,..,..,, ,_, .. ,.. ... v-, uvn""'"'"(> v•J , .. _.,..,,-,e,-..w , 

585. PLC was subject to a debt or liability in respect of the PLC Sub-Notes when it entered 

administration. 

586. When each series of the PLC Sub-Notes was issued between March 2005 and 20 

February 2006, PLC became subject to contractual obligations to redeem them at their 

principal amounts on the relevant maturity date, subject to Condition 3 and Condition 7: 

Condition 6(a) of the PLC Sub-Noles. The due dates of the PLC Sub-Notes are 30 March 

2035, 21 September 2035 and 22 February 2036. 

587. There c<1n be no question that an obligation under a contract is an obligation for the 

purposes of Rule 14.1 of the 2016 Rules. 

588. In Re Nortel GmbH (2014) AC 209 ii was held that the starutory obligation arising from a 

contribution notice to make good a pension deficit arose by reason of an obligation 

incurred before the date on which the company went into administration. Lord Neuberger 

(with whom Lords Mance, Clarke and Toulson agreed) said that (at (751): 

"Where a liability arises after the insolve11cy event as a result of a contract entered into 

by a company, there is 110 real problem. The co11tract. in so far as it imposes any actual 
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or contingent liabilities 011 the company. ca11 fairly be said to impose the incurred 

obligario11". 

589. The same is true of a future obligation arising as a result of a contract entered into by a 

company. Lord Sumption (with whom Lords Mance and Clarke also agreed) described an 

obligation arising in contract as the paradigm case (at [ 13 I I): 

"The paradigm case of an 'obligation' ... is a contract which was already in existence 

before the company went into liquidation. lt is implicit in the argument of those who 

co111e11d on this appeal 1h01 1here is 110 provable debt in this case that contract is no/ just 

the paradixm case but the 011/y one". 

590. Subordinated debts drawn up on or based on FSA Standard Form IO are provable debts. 

591. Statutory interest is (in the evenl of a surplus) payable on subordinated debts issued on 

the same FSA Standard Form 10 in issue in this case (Waterfall I per Lord Neuberger at 

r70l\ ~l~h1tnt"'V tntPrP~I W9~ Qn,i i~ nnlv n9v9h lP in rP.~nPrt n f nrnv,;,,/i l'iPht~· R nlP ') SHU?) l' v JJ• ...,.,... . ,... .. ..., .. J •u .. ...,,.. ,...,. •• .. ., ..-a.a.- • .., ...,U.&J Y"J ,...,. .. .., u.a ,ayuyvv• v.a. y•v • .,...,.. ., . ..,...,~ . .,, ,. , ,... • .., - •"V\_, I 

of the Insolvency Rules 1986 (in issue in Waterfall I). and now Rule 14.23(7) of the 2016 

Rules. 

592. Further, as noted above at (46), in Waterfall I at [72) Lord Neuberger also restored 

paragraph (i) of David Richards J's Order at first instance to the eflect that it was open to 

LBHI2 to prove for the subordinated debt after all 'Senior Liabilities' had been paid in 

full. 

593. Accordingly, the PLC Sub-Notes (like all of the subordinated instruments in this case) are 

provable debts. 

Deutsche Bank's Contention that the PLC Sub-Notes are ·'Presently Due" 

594. Deutsche Bank contends (DB PP, (56] [Aff8/147-81) that, as a matter of construction, the 

PLC Sub-Notes arc current debts that should be admitted for their full, face amount and 

should not be discounted. 
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595. In the present case, it is plain that the Lehman Group speeifioally selected distant maturity 

dates 30 years in the future for the PLC Sub-Notes. as part of lhe structure thnt saw iL 

issue perpetual securities in the form of the ECAPS.343 

596. Contrary to the plain aod obvious meaning of the instruments, OeuLw1ie Bank advances al 

DB PP [56(1)-(6)) (AIT8/147-9) at least five arguments in support of its contention that 

tbe PLC Sub-Notes are somehow "presently due" (DB PP, [59) IAIT8/1SOI). 

597. First, it is said that the Conditions of the PLC Sub-Notes anticipate eithet redemption ot 

term (Condition 6(a): "Scheduled redemption'') or immediate redemption at the full face 

amoun.t (Condition 6(c), "Redemption at the option of ihc [ssuer"); aod if and to the 

e>Ctent that there is to be a payment in a <listributing iru;olvency other than at term, such 

payment amounts, on its true conslructioo, to redemption at the option of the Issuer for 

the pWl)Ose of Condition 6(c). 

598. This is self-evidently wrong. The payment of a dividend by PLC's joint adininistrators is 

in no sense "at the option oJthe Lm1er·· nor a "redemption" of the PLC Sub-Notes. 

Paymt:nt of a dividend 1111der the Statutory Scheme is mandntocy once the proof has been 

admitted, such that it is not at the issuer's "option" at all. Moreover, payments of 

dividends would be made in respect of GPl 's proved claims under the PLC Sub-Notes 

and not io respect or its underlying claims, such that it could not sensibly be descn'bed as 

a "redemption" of the PLC Sub-Notes: see David Richards J in Waterfall llA at [206]; 

and the Court of Appeal in Waterfall [IA at [57). 

599, Second, it ,s said that a distributing insolvency proce$S was neither intended nor 

contemplated in the drafting of Condition 6; and that it is clear from the terms of the PLC 

Sub-Notes, on their true coostruction, that they could only be treated as currently payable. 

600. The parties deliberately selected distant maturity dates for the PLC Sub-Notes as part of 

60 I. Third, it is argued that there is an obvious implied tenn io the PLC Sub-Notes that the 

amounts payable become immediately due and payable io their fuU, face value where 

PLC has entered into a distributing administration. 

602. This is unsustainable. It runs contrary to the expressly stated maturity date of the PLC 

Sub-Notes. Io this regard. it is a .. cardinal rule that no tem, can be implied into a contract 

if it contradicts an express term": see Marks and Spencer Pie v BNP Paribas Securities 

Services Trust Co /Jer.sey) Ltd [2016] AC 742 at [28). Moreover, any such implied term 

would have derogated from the limited 'pennittcd differences' granted by the FSA under 

the Waiver Directioos. 

603. Fourth, it is said that any attempt to redeem or pay the PLC Sub-Notes other than in 

accordance with Conditions (a)-{c) is a repudiatory breach of Condition 6(d), such that 

the Holder is entitled to accept the repu<liatioo and prove for damages in an amount 

equivalent to the full, face value. In relation to this: 

(I} 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

This analysis is legally incoherent. 

Condition 6(d) provides that: "No other redemption: The Issuer shall not be 

entitled to redeem the Noles otherwise than as provided in paragraphs (a) ... to 

(c) ..... above". 

The rules relating to proof in a distributing administration are wholly unconnected 

to the conlractual redemption obligations of the Issuer. 

There is no repudiatory breach to speak of, and it is not open to Deutsche Bank to 

accelerate their future debt claim by (incorrectly) seeking to convert it into a 

claim for present damages. 

Alternatively, to the extenl that GP I snbmits a proof in respect of the PLC Sub-

putting in plaoe"ll compliant regulatory capital structure for the l~hrnan Group. Furthtir, it Notes (as it must, in order to he entitled to be paid a dividend) then it will have 

is plainly the case that the PLC Sub-Notes did address an 'Insolvency': see Conditions triggered the very repudiatory breach of which Deutsche Baolc complains, so as to 

3(a)(i) and (ii). amount to a waiver of that breach in any event. 

Sec the Lehman Group Prcscnratioo dated 25 February 2005 at page 3 (FNI/194): "3(}.y.,,,, 
subnrdlllaltd dtbt Is is.,ued out of UK SPV.,. Thi:• sub-debt i.! purchased by a limited partneri htp that 
ls,ue,• perpen.111 preferred securitie, to fund the purcha.Ye" (emphasis added). 
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604. Fifth, it is contended that the proposed constructions are all consistent with the regulatory 

regime i.e. IPRU(INV). This is simply incorrect. JPRU(INV) did not allow for 

acceleration. In this regard, lPRU(INV) 10-63(6)R states thal "a firm mi,st 1101 (except in 

accordance wilh the terms of the loan): (a) repay. prepay or terminate a long term 
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subordir1ated loan before the agreed repayment date unless it has provided the FSA with 

at least jive years· wri11e11 notice". 

Conclusions on "Presently Due" 

607. The PLC Sub-Notes are provable future debts. They should be discounted as is required 

Deutsche Bank's Contention that the PLC Sub-Notes should be made to be "Presently Due" under the 2016 Rules. This is the mandatory effect of the Rule 14.44. Deutsche Bank's 

contractual arguments are misconceived; and it cannot seek to improve the 
605. In addition, Deutsche Bank says (at DB PP [60) [A/TS/1501) that in order to avoid unfair 

harm and unfairness genera.lly to the holders of PLC Sub-Notes, the Joint Administrators 

of PLC should act (and be directed to act) so as to make the PLC Sub-Notes currently due 

in their face amount. 

606. There is no basis for the PLC Joint Administrators to adopt the course suggested by 

Deutsche Bank: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The reliance Deutsche Bank places on paragraph 74 of Schedule BI of the 

Insolvency Act 1986 is misconceived: see now Heis v Financial Services 

Compensation Scheme Ltd [2018) EWHC 1372 (Ch) at [143) per Hildyard J 

fnvPrh1rnM hv thP rn11r1 nf An,v.~I nn rliff'PrPnt OTnnnrl~\· g;nfi I Phn'l~n RrnthPrc: \"" • .., ... ...,..u..,- ..,J u.a.Y ... "V..-.. • ....... , a.yy•-a. ...,&.-> "'a.o.•~•..,u• C," "'"'.._ .. .,..,,, _u.,. _,..,. .. .., .. ._.,.,, ...., .. ..,u,..,._., 

Australia Ltd (In Liquidation) v Lomas [2018) EWHC 2783 (Ch) at [61) per 

Hildyard J. 

Applying those two recent decisions, neither paragraph 74 nor the rule in Ex parte 

James is engaged in the present circumstances. 

The terms of the PLC Sub-Notes were freely accepted by the relevant 

Partnership/GP I and PLC. There is no unfairness in the discounting of a future 

debt for the purpose of dividend. That is precisely what the Statutory Scheme 

envisages and was confirmed at all levels in Waterfall I: per David Richards J at 

[77); per Lewison LJ at [94); per Lord Neuberger at [ 105]. The sole effect of the 

PLC Joint Administrators making the PLC Sub-Notes currently due would be to 

increase the dividend payable on the PLC Sub-Notes, thus decreasing the 

dividend payable on the PLC Sub-Debt. This despite the fact that the PLC Sub

Debt has already matured and, subject to the subordination provisions, would 

otherwise be due. 

Deutsche Bank's contentions would be applicable in all cases where office

holders declined to exercise a contractual redemption c lause on the grounds that 

there is an ·inherent unfairness under the Statutory Scheme applicable to future 

debts. 
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cootractuaVstarutory position by citing notions of fairness and natural justice. 

Deutsche Bank' arguments about ''non-provable [iabjlities" 

608. Deutsche Bank contends that the PLC Sub-Notes must necessarily be classified as non

provable liabilities (DB PP, [61]-(62) (Afl'8/1S0-ll). 

609. This is plainly wrong for the reasons stated above. It should be noted that no other 

Respondent to these proceedings contends that the subordinated debts in issue are non

provable liabilities. 

610. First, Deutsche Bank states that the subordination provisions in Condition 3 provide for 

the payment of the PLC Sub-Notes after all "Senior Liabilities", being all "Liabilities" 

other than ·•subordinated L iabilities" and "Excluded Liabilities"; and that "Other 

Liabilities will therefore include any StalutOfJ' Interest, postponed debts. and other non

provable liabilities". 

6 11. This incorrectly suggests that e.g. postponed debts are not provable debts. That is not the 

case. 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Ruic 14.2(4) provides for certain claims that "are not provable until after all 

other claims of creditors have been in full with interest". 

Rule 14.2(4)(b) provides for "postponed debts", which include "in administration 

and winding up, a claim which by virtue of tire Act or any other enactmem is a 

claim the payme11r of which in a bankruptcy, on odministrarion or a winding up is 

to be postponed'. 

One example of a postponed debt is a debt fall ing within Section 74(2)(!) of the 

Insolvency Act 1986 as a "sum due lo any member of the compa11y (in his 

character of a member) by way of dividends, profits or otherwise": see ~ 

British & Commonwealth Holdings pie (in administration) [ 1998] AC 298. 
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612. Second, Deutsche Bank says said that Conditions 3 and 9 operate to preclude any claim 

being made in respect of the PLC Sub-Notes until all statutory interest and non-provable 

liabilities have been paid in full: Waterfa)) I (Supreme Court), at (69). LBHI agree: it is 

evident from this that Lord Neuberger concluded that subordinated debts ranked after 

non-provable liabilities. 

6 13. Third, Deutsche Bank refers to Lord Neubergcr's observation in Waterfall I at (71) that 

"On the face of it al any rate, it seems o little strange that o proof con be, or has lo be, 

lodged for a debt which ranks ofter statutory interest (which can only be paid out of a 

"su,plus '; a11d non-provable liabilities. It may be that the proper analysis is that 1he 

subordinated debt is a non-provable debt which ranks ofter all other 11011-provable 

liabilities". However. in relation to this: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

It was an obiter dictum upon which little weight should be placed ("[i]t is 

unnecessary to decide that point, and, as it was no/ arg11ed, I say no more abo11t 

it''). 

The observation is at odds with the ratio of his Lordship's judgment that the 

subordinated debts in question were provable debts. 

Contrary to Lord Neuberger's observation, there is nothing strange about multiple 

rounds of proof. As set out above at [36) to [37), the Statutory Scheme allows for 

more than one round of proof (Rules 14.39, 14.40 and 14.45 of the 2016 Rules, 

formerly Rule 4.182 of the Insolvency Rules 1986), and expressly provides for 

the deferral of the right to prove in relation to postponed debts (Ru.le 14.2(4) of 

the 2016 Rules). Where a proof is lodged after the declaration of a dividend, the 

creditor is not entitled to disturb the payment of any dividend or the making of 

any distribution (Rule 14.40(l )(b) of the 2016 Rules) but is entitled nevertheless 

to be paid a dividend in the future. 

614. Fourth, Deutsche Banlc says that statutory interest can only be calculated and paid after 

payment of all provable debts, such that PLC's liability under the PLC Sub-Notes is 

necessarily classified as a non-provable debt. This is wrong: 

(l) It is not the case that statutory interest must all be paid out at a single point i.n 

time. 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Statutory interest is payable on postponed debts which are provable debts, and 

which may no! be proved until provable non-postpOned Bebts hove been paid in 

full with interest: see Rule 14.2(4); nnd Pear;,on v Primeo (Grand Court of the 

Cayman Islands, Kawaley J. 27 August 2018, [77}-[781). 

Statutory interest is aJ.so payable on subordinated debts drawn up on FSA 

Standard Form 10: see Waterfall I, per Lord Neuberger at [70]. 

There Ls therelbre no conooptual problem in relation to statutory intere-st being 

calcu.lated and paid/provided for in stages in respect of different clas.se.s of debt 

which become entitled to prove at different stages of the process. 

615. The PLC Sub-Notes areprovoblc., debts. Rule 14.44, which is mandatory, applies. 

DcuL~che, Bank: arguments about •~nterest" 

616. Deutsche .Bank conteods (DB PP. at (65) [A/fS/1521) that a claim for future interest nn 

the PLC Sub-Notes should be admitted or accepted for diitribution purposes to reflect thci 

contractual right to interest payable prior to the date at which the intorest would otherwisf.l. 

have fallen due. 

617. LBHJ's position is that interest .should be calculated according to Rule 14.23. /\ny othc,r 

contention is contrary to the plain wording of the statute. 

6 I 8. Deutsche Bank is wrong for at !east the following reasons: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Its contention i; contrary to the plain wording of the statute and binding authority. 

Interest Is only ,provable on a dcbl bearing interest. up to the date of 

administration: see Rule. 14.23(1) of the 2016 Rules. hrespective of whether or 

not the debt is a. future or present debt, in the event ofu surplus, statutory ,interest 

will bo payable on the debt m respect of the period commencing with the date of 

administration: see Rule I 4.23(7) of the 2016 Rules. 

In Waterfall UA, David Richards J held that statutory interest runs on future debts 

fi'om the commeo.cemeut of administration.: (209) and [225). David Richards J's 

decision on future debts was not appealed to the Court of Appeal, wbile his 

decision on contingC11t debts was appealed. The Court of Appeal rejected the. 
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(4) 

(5) 

argument that statutory interest was not payable on a contingent debt from the 

date of administration because the rules provide: 

;'the same regime for statut01y interes1 for all provable debts, whether due al the 

date of administration, due 1hen only in the future, or subject then to a 

co11tingencywhich may, illfact, never occur" (at [531). 

The effect of Deutsche Bank's argument is that GPI would have a provable claim 

for future interest as well as a claim to statutory interest on that future interest in 

the event of a surplus. That is a non-sensical outcome, and the wronp; conclusion. 

Deutsche Bank' s reliance (DB PP, (65) (Aff8/152l) on Re Browne and Wingrove 

Ex Parte Ader ( 1891) 2 QB 574 (and associated authorities is misconceived. In 

relation to this: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

In Browne and Wingrove Lindley LJ said that "{tjhe rule which prevents 

r'lr #'ll"I( f,,..,,. ful11rb intOl"bC'I i ~ ,,u1t n nn~i tiun nnn,ot.,u, ,., it i~ rntJ.b r n r11 / i, n F y• v :, J"' J " '"'"" ,,, .... ,....., , , ., o • v • - ,,..,., ...... __. ,..., • . _ .., . .... .,. , •• ou, _u, ..,, " , " ' .. .J 

convenience" (page 581, emphasis added), referring to the judge-made 

rule. 

That position plainly no longer applies, Rule 14.23(1) of the 2016 Rules is 

now a positive enactment which expressly prohibits a creditor from 

proving for future interest on an interest-bearing debt in respect of any 

period after the date of administration. 

In those circumstances, "ii is axiomatic that where the Insolvency Rules 

deal expressly with .<ome matter in one way, it is not open to the courts to 

deal with it in a different and inconsistent way" (Waterfall I at [ 194) per 

Lord Sumption). 

619. Accordingly, interest should be calculated according to Rule 14.23. Any other contention 

is contrary to the plain wording of the statute. 

L. THE GUARANTEE ISSUE 

620. The Guarantee Issue is as follows: 

"Within /he administration of {PLC], whether any liability of [PLC] which might be 

established under guaramees give11 by [PLC] by Deeds of Guarantee in favour of 
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'"Holders" (as defined in each Deed of Guarantee){the "PLC Guarantees'"] of certain 

preferred securities issued by each of {the Partnersl,ips] in the context of the transaction 

r~ferenced in paragraph 2 above (the "{PLC} Guarantee Liabilities"') rank for 

distribution before, after or pari passu with each of the {PLC} Sub-Debr and the [PLC] 

Sub-Notes". 

621. LB!-TT's position is that the PLC Guarantee Liabilities rank after the PLC Sub-Debt and 

after the PLC Sub-Notes. 

Declaration 

622. All the respondents to the PLC Application are agreed that the PLC Guarantee ranks after 

each of the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes: see at [21] above. 

623. LBHI seeks a declaration from the Court that the PLC Guarantees rank below each of the 

PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes, which has been agreed with the other parties. 

Analysis 

624. LBHI sets out its full reasoning on this issue in its Joint PP at (43(2)-(7)] (AffS/85], with 

which GP! has stated that it largely agrees.344 

625. It is clear from the plain words of the PLC Guarantees that they rank below each of the 

PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes: 

.... ,., 

( I) Pursuant to Clause 2.9 of the PLC Guarantees345
, the PLC Guarantee Liabilities 

arc expressed to be subordinated in right of payment to Senior Creditors and at all 

times rank: 

"junior to all liabilities of rhe Guarantor including subordinated liabilities (in 

each case other than any liability of the Guarantor which constitutes or would, 

bu1 for any applicable limitation on /he amount of such capitol, conslitute Tier I 

Capital or which is referred 10 in (b) or (c) below and any olher liability 

expressed to rank pari pa.ssu wirh or junior to this Subordinated Guarantee) (rhe 

"'Senior Creditors'"); 

Sec GPl PP, (6.3) [A/1"9/156]. 
See [E/1'10/1761. 
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3'6 

(2) 

(b) pari passu with Parity Securities, if any, issued by the Guara11tor and any 

guara11tee or support agreeme11/ of the Guarantor ranliing pari passu with the 

Subordinated Guarantee and issued in respect of Parity Securities issued by the 

Issuer or any Subsidiary; and 

(c) senior to the Ju11ior Share Capital of the Guara11tor." 

'Parity Securities' are defined to mean346 "any non-cumulative preference shares, 

non-cumulative preferred securities (a/her than the Preferred Securities) or other 

securities either (a) issued directly by the Guara11tor a11d ranking pari passu with 

the Guarantur 's obligations under this Subordinated Guaranlee including the 

sterling and US dollar non-cumulative preference shares of the Guarantor 

au/standing or {b) issued by the Issuer or any Subsidiary or other entity and 

entitled to the benefit of this Subordinated Guarantee or benejiuing from any 

olher guarantee or support agreement from the Guaranior ranking pori possu 

with this Subordinated Guarantee". 

(3) The PLC Guarantee Liabilities express themselves to rank pari passu with the 

'Parity Securities' issued by PLC, which include "any non-cumulative preference 

shares, non-cumulative preferred securities or other securities". The "other 

securities" expressly include "the sterling US dollar non-cumulative preference 

shares of the Guarantor outstanding". 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Accordingly, the PLC Guarantee Liabilities ellpress themselves to rank pari passu 

with PLC's non<wnulative preference shares outstanding at the time the PLC 

Guarantees were entered into and "any" non-cumulative preference shares issued 

in the future. 

It is well established that in an administration and in liquidation, the statutory 

waterfall provides that the shareholders rank last in the order of priority for 

payment out of the company's assets: sec In re Nortel GmbH /in administration} 

[2013] UKSC 52 at [39]. 

The PLC Sub-Notes and the PLC Sub-Debt arc subordinated debts, not shares. 

See IE/1'10/1741. 
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(7) 

(8) 

The PLC Guarantees specify that they rank pari passu with an actual and ellisting 

class of instrument (i.e. PLC's non-cumulative preference shares) which rank 

j unior to the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes. 

It follows that each of the PLC Sub-Notes and the PLC Sub-Debt rank prior to the 

PLC Guarantee Liabilities. 

626. Moreover, it is plain from the background materials that the PLC Guarantee Liabilities 

were intended to rank below all other subordinated debts. In this regard: 

(I) A Lehman Group presentation in respect of the ECAPS dated 25 February 2005 

provided at page 4: 

"The Subordinated Guarantee is a "Tier I GU1Jra11tee and ranks junior to oil debt 

of PLC (senior or subordinated). The Subordinated Guarantee will only rank 

se11ior to the Ordinary Shares of PLC. "347 

(2) This came to be reflected in the ECAPS Offering Circular itself: 

«The Subordinated Guarantee will rank pari passu with the non-cumulative 

perpetual pr~ferred securitieJ· or prefere11ce shares of the Guarantor [PLC} 

(whe1her or not in issue) ". 348 

627. Against the backdrop of substantial agreement on the Guarantee Issue between all parties 

to the PLC Application, the clear meaning of the PLC Guarantees themselves and the 

unequivocal intention of the parties as to the ranking of the PLC Guarantees, the Court is 

requested to make a declaration in the following fonn: 

" Within the administration of PLC, any liability of PLC which might be established under 

guora11tees given by PLC by Deeds of Guora111ee in favour of ''Holders" (as defined in 

each Deed of Guarantee) of certain preferred securities issued by each of Lehman 

Brothers UK Capital Funding LP, Lehman Brothers UK Capital Funding II LP and 

Lehman Brorhers UK Capital Fimding Ill LP in the contexr of transactiollS referenced in 

paragraph 2 of the application dated 16 March 2018 rank for distribution after each of 

the PLC Sub-Debt and the PLC Sub-Notes". 

628. In this case: 

,., 
,... Sec (FNl/1951. 

At page 8 f[/fJ0/154]. 
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( I) ll is clear that tl1e answer to the Guarantee Issue as a matter of construction is thm 

the PLC Guarantee Liabilities rank below each of the PLC Sub-Debt und the PLC 

Suh-Notes for the reasons above. 

(2) Every parson or a representative of each cla~s of person w.ith nn economic interest 

in tb.o Guarantee Jssuc is joined to the PLC Application and has bad the 

opportumty to consider the relative ranking of the PLC Guarantccs.349 This 

includes Deutsche Bank, which, as an BCAPS Holder, is a party with a direct 

economic interest in tb.e Guarantee Issue. 

(3) The declaration sought serves a useful pwpose. It provides finality and certainty 

to the parties lo the PLC Application and to the other stakeholders of PLC in the 

context of its long-running admin1stration. 

(4) Tbe intention to ask the Court to make a declaration in relation to the Guarantee 

lss-uc bas been foreshadowed: see Reply PP, [66] [Affl0/211). 

Conclusion 

629. Jn the above circums1ances, the Coun is asked to iirant the declaration sought 

South Square 

31 October 2019 

MARK PHILLIPS QC 

WILLIAM WILLSON 

EDOARDO LUPI 

1''' Namely; (a) PLC (by il.S JAs), as the party which cnlcrcd into tbc PLC Guarantees in favour of fbc 
ECAPS Holders; {b) Deutsche Bank, as a significant ECAPS Holder, hos• d1rect economic interest in 
respect of the PLC Guarantee; (c) GPJ, whicb is the G011oral Parmer of the Partnerships. The 
Partnership issued the ECAPS to the ECAPS Holders, which arc guarnntccd by the PLC Guarantees. 
Furthcr, the PLC Sub-Noics wen, w ucd and arc held by tbc Partnccshlps; and (d) LBH1, which is the 
holder oftb,c PLC Sub-DcbL 
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